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Abstract: Industry is going through a transformation phase, enabling automation and data
exchange in manufacturing technologies and processes, and this transformation is called Industry
4.0. Industrial Internet-of-Things (IIoT) applications require real-time processing, near-by storage,
ultra-low latency, reliability and high data rate, all of which can be satisfied by fog computing
architecture. With smart devices expected to grow exponentially, the need for an optimized fog
computing architecture and protocols is crucial. Therein, efficient, intelligent and decentralized
solutions are required to ensure real-time connectivity, reliability and green communication. In this
paper, we provide a comprehensive review of methods and techniques in fog computing. Our focus
is on fog infrastructure and protocols in the context of IIoT applications. This article has two main
research areas: In the first half, we discuss the history of industrial revolution, application areas of
IIoT followed by key enabling technologies that act as building blocks for industrial transformation.
In the second half, we focus on fog computing, providing solutions to critical challenges and as an
enabler for IIoT application domains. Finally, open research challenges are discussed to enlighten fog
computing aspects in different fields and technologies.
Keywords: Industry 4.0; Internet of Things; Industrial Internet of Things; Cyber Physical
System; cloud computing; fog computing; edge computing; smart devices; smart factory;
industrial automation
1. Introduction
Revolution in any realm is required with the passage of time. Every field changes to go forward
with better solutions dealing with the challenges of the era. Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is
revolutionizing the classical communication methodologies. With the emergence of smart devices
(mobile, machines, sensors) coupled with a diverse range of applications requirements, IIoT is the
way forward. It is expected that 26 billion IoT devices of heterogeneous capabilities will be installed
to perform functions with different Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements by 2020 [1]. IIoT gives
rise to 4th industrial revolution based on Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) with the need arising back
in 2015 originated basically in Germany [2]. Industry 4.0 defines diverse use cases ranging from
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interconnected digital technologies, CPS, Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) and Internet of Things (IoT)
for promoting the whole industry in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, supporting heterogeneous data,
higher production, automation, and integrating knowledge [3]. These key enabling technologies have
been deployed to some extent in industrial domains such as healthcare, transportation, smart cities,
micro-grids, and smart factory. This trend gives rise to intelligent, distributed and self-organizing
solutions to support these application domains.
Deploying industry 4.0 involves three-layer implementation; physical layer, network layer, and
intelligent-application layer [4]. The physical layer comprises identification and location awareness
entities i.e. actuators, sensors, and terminal devices; the network layer comprises of the development
of a network that can support industrial automation, network can be cellular, indoor, cloud or
private. Factory automation and coordination are processed on the application layer. Infrared (IR),
Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID), Bluetooth, 6LoWPAN, IEEE 802.11 af, IEEE 802.11 a/b/n/ac
for short range connectivity; Ultra-Wideband (UWB), cellular (2G, 3G, 4G, LTE-MTC, 5G), Sigfox, Long
range (LoRa) for long range connectivity, are a few of the majorly used communication standards for
IIoT [5,6].
The future of automation is based on decentralized intelligence in which all machines
can communicate with one another to arrive at independent or consensus inference, called
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication. These decentralized intelligent solutions play a vital
role in industry 4.0 digital transformation. The decentralized solutions provide flexibility and quick
decision assistance over centralized solutions. For M2M communication, 802.11ah technology has
evolved in the recent past. Exchanging machine data demands real-time communication ensuring
latency, security, reliability, bandwidth and privacy measures in all IIoT domains. To satisfy these
critical requirements, there is a need to explore new enabling solutions that support these applications.
In the future, 5G cellular technology will support such heterogeneous networks with massive number
of IIoT devices. It is anticipated that future 5G networks not only provide flexibility but can optimize
the usage of available resources of bandwidth, power, energy, connectivity to different applications at
the same time [7].
In the last decade, computation and processing requirements of end users have increased
exponentially. It has become increasingly challenging for designers to scale the processing and
data storage capabilities for users within the given device size and battery constraints. To meet these
growing requirements, researchers have come up with the solution to offload services to a centralized
location known as the cloud. Cloud computing is an alternative for data computation, storage
and management. It supports intensive computation and manages heterogeneous devices of next
generation networks [8–10]. Additionally, cloud computing architecture involves the direct connection
between devices and the cloud server. Practically, we are beginning to understand the connection
between and the enormous number of IIoT devices and a single cloud server. However, cloud-based
systems are unable to meet the requirement such as heavy data computation, real-time device
control, security and management results in insufficient support of IIoT application requirements [11].
Considering a wide variety of IoT scenarios, some of the challenges [10–16] in cloud computing are
listed below:
• Large distance between the cloud and edge devices causes propagation and transmission delays.
• Large computational load on a single cloud server causes processing and queuing delays.
• Increased number of smart devices has hindered meeting the bandwidth requirements.
• Enormous number of smart devices will bring scalability, speed, and computational issues.
• Wireless medium between cloud and smart devices brings resource management issues.
• Heterogeneity property of smart devices in terms of accessing technology will bring difficulty in
handling at the cloud.
• Mobility of IoT devices bring service availability issues, cloud server may not be able to provide
services due to network congestion and failure.
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• Security is a very critical thread, as the cloud is exposed to the whole world over the public internet.
• Computing offloading every-time at cloud causes a loss in energy and battery lifetime.
• Although data storage at cloud brings benefits to application developers, they should be careful
of integrity and authentication demands of IIoT applications.
• Cloud computing is a centralized and complex architecture for real-time applications of IIoT.
All these limitations require a change, how and where we process data. These challenges motivate
us to explore new decentralized approaches/solutions in IIoT domains. A new concept of fog
computing is introduced by Bonomi et al. [15] for handling data locally at the network edge in
order to overcome the limitations of cloud architecture. Fog computing complements existing cloud
architecture and has addressed the issue of latency and bandwidth efficiency [17]. Because of its
distributed architecture, it calls for a strong check on QoS requirements to make it useful. Fog is
mainly based on distributed networking with ubiquitous pervasive computing. It comprises small
scale data centers or a group of computers known as cloudlets (fog clouds) that provide services to
devices located in close proximity [17,18]. The initial installation cost, latency, and energy consumption
is far less as compared to that of the cloud, but the operational cost varies. Fog architecture can
leverage computations either from dedicated edge servers or adhoc infrastructure. For promoting IIoT
architecture with fog computing as a key enabler technology, a group of fog clouds can also be used.
In fog computing, data processing in single server (fog cloud) helps in achieving real-time and
reliable communication. It puts the safety and security of personal data back into our premises.
Furthermore, a cost effective approach can be used in fog computing such that data transmission
and storage fees can be reduced based on service premises. Therefore, fog computing has the
potential to provide affordable solutions for large IIoT projects. Instead of being restricted to only
one expensive cloud connection, fog computing gives the freedom to choose any hardware from
Information Technology (IT) solutions. It supports all existing legacy devices and non-IIoT devices that
never intended to be the part of IIoT application. This is not only economical but also more flexible.
When it comes to speed, fog computing allows real-time processing and supports to process data
as fast as our local system. Fog can be managed securely from remote places. It can be scaled and
updated dynamically. It gives more security, better performance, and lower costs. Fog incorporates
positive attributes of cloud and provides benefits that may support future IIoT applications [18–23].
Fog computing and edge computing being extended form of cloud computing gives solutions to
the challenges faced by cloud computing that is attractive for IIoT real-time applications. The terms
fog computing and edge computing are often used by industry interchangeably. Both these computing
technologies bring computing and processing capabilities near the vicinity where data originates.
Edge computing complements fog computing by bringing computation to one of the devices of a
network. This device is named as E-node and is close to the data. E-node has more power, computation
capabilities and intelligent controllers, such as programmable automation controllers (PAC). Presence
of E-node in edge computing improves latency, reliability, security and privacy issues [24,25]. E-node
acts as an interface/bridge between the data sources and the cloud. The basic architecture for fog
network is given in Figure 1 depicting fog cloud serving as a middle layer between the cloud server and
smart end-devices. Figure 1 demonstrates a basic idea of cloud, fog and edge computing promoting
different IIoT application domains.
Fog is a relatively new paradigm that brings new challenges in terms of efficient and scalable
network architecture. It is expected that it will gradually develop over the next few years for realizing
the Industry 4.0. Challenges, such as energy conservation, real-time communication, efficient spectrum
use, cache memory on edge devices and optimized allocation of resources are open issues that need
to be addressed for future automation. Without such considerations, guaranteed QoS requirements
of IoT devices may not be fulfilled. In the future, solutions to these challenges must be provided by
researchers for the development of the industrial revolution. This paper is written with an aim to
give a summarized version of existing solutions using fog computing acting as an enabler for IIoT
applications.
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Figure 1. Generalized view: IIoT application domains with cloud, fog and edge computing.
The paper is organized as follows; Section 2 briefly introduces IIoT. Benefits of IIoT applications
in daily life and their critical requirements are briefly explained in Section 3. Section 4 presents
protocol/solution proposed by various researchers promoting fog computing as an enabling technology
for IIoT development. Section 5 describes challenges and solutions in communication and networking
proposed in the literature to use fog computing in IIoT. Section 6 lists down several open research
issues in fog computing. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 7. The flow of this survey paper is
shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Flow of the paper.
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2. Evolution and Enablers of Industrial Internet of Things
As discussed earlier, IIoT or Industry 4.0 is a new emerging term for future industry, which
involves many key enabling technologies and applications of IoT. In this section, Industry 4.0
evolutional phases, IoT connectivity technologies, benefits from IIoT and key enabling technologies
that endorse industrial revolution are briefly explained.
2.1. Industry 4.0-Evolution
The industrial revolution with the passage of time has many phases according to the requirement
and challenges of the respective era. Figure 3 gives an idea about evolution towards Industry 4.0 with
its elements.
Figure 3. Evolution towards Industry 4.0/IIoT.
Industry 1.0: At the end of the 18th century, the 1st industrial revolution started with the help
of water and steam power, which systematizes the factory floor. First, the mechanical weaving loom
was established in 1784, and the first mechanical system was built thorough mechanical production
facilities.
Industry 2.0: In the beginning of the 20th century, the 2nd industrial revolution started
using electrical energy. The first assembly line using electrical energy was established in 1870.
The introduction of mass production in industry 2.0 enhanced the industry.
Industry 3.0: Beginning of the 1970s i.e., in 1969, the first control system using programming
language was established. Industry was slowly shifted to automation using information technology
and micro-electronics’s applications. This is the 3rd industrial revolution [26].
Industry 4.0: This previous industrial revolutions give rise to the development of industry
4.0. Industry 4.0 contributes a revolution to all domains comprising economic, academic, research,
industrial and manufacturing sectors. There is a huge impact of the industrial revolution on
the manufacturing processes of many fields. Implementing industry 4.0 demands change in
many technologies namely automation, identification, computer, network communication, digital
manufacturing, production process, production control management, decision making, judgment,
sensing and analysis [27]. In the future, the manufacturing industry is expected to change on a large
scale because of all new generation networks and interfaces offered by the environment of industry
4.0. This transformation is already in process in many industrial sectors. Up till now, for the fourth
industrial revolution, exponentially growing technologies are sensor technology, artificial intelligence,
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machine learning, robotics, nanotechnology, and 3D printing [28]. These technologies were invented
decades ago, but their minimum cost and exponential growth will shape industry 4.0. To change the
industrial process, researchers are focusing on providing the evolved form of these technologies in
terms of flexibility and fast computational process. All this automation in industry is very important
for the economic growth of a country.
2.2. Industry 4.0-Concept
Increasing progress is witnessed in automation of industry using advancement in digitization,
networking and new communication technologies, satisfying themarket and consumer requirements [29].
Lenze SE, Corporate Communications Public Relations use idea of machine modularization. According to
the demand of market/consumers, different modules are added or removed during the manufacturing
process; machines are retooled smartly using smart communication technologies A cloud solution was
given by Lenze, which is secure as no customer wants to share their demands and production details.
Details about the customer’s machine are saved in a cloud and he can investigate all the system details
especially faults. This cloud solution is vulnerable to hackers, Lenze, along with another company, have
provided a secure solution that is acceptable for today’s industry [30].
Charlotta Johnsson explained the idea of industry 4.0 using four terms, these are smart devices
and smart production processes with horizontally and vertically integrated manufacturing systems.
Smart devices result in the production of intelligent products, these products do self-monitoring,
self-controlling and self-manufacturing, have a uniquely identifiable ID, know how to solve and achieve
goals [31]. The intelligent production process comprises smart starting and ending of manufacturing
processes. Vertical and horizontal integration means all the steps during the smart/intelligent
production process are integrated throughout the life cycle i.e., from starting phase to ending phase [30].
Industry 4.0 results in a faster manufacturing process, product development and improves
the handling of complex environments inside an industry. The term first originated in Germany
named as Industrie 4.0; in United States term used for this fourth generation is Smart Manufacturing,
Chinese researchers have used term China 2020. Industrial Digitisation is the term used in Sweden
for transformation of industry to automation [32]. It is believed that this industrial revolution will
increase global competitiveness, preserve the domestic manufacturing industry and will have a huge
impact on the business market as well. Now many countries around the globe have taken initiatives
for automation in industries.
2.3. Industry 4.0-Merging CPS and IoT
The Industry 4.0 environment is comprised of the Internet of data, Internet of things, Internet
of people and Internet of services. Interface of Industry 4.0 with existing smart infrastructure such
as smart buildings, smart homes, smart grids, smart logistics, social web, and business web build a
CPS system. This revolution will merge the real and virtual world on the basis of CPS. A CPS system
has a computer-based algorithm that integrates the Internet and its users. It is simply digitization,
in which these systems make connection of information technology with electronic/mechanical device
components that exchange information among each other using a network. Using computer-based
algorithms, CPS brings software and hardware components working in an automated and controlled
manner to perform a certain task without human’s assistance. The basic visualization of a CPS
is given in Figure 4. After collection and analysis of big data, CPS can increase performance in
terms of high-quality, low-cost goods production. With the advancement in sensors and computing
technologies, various CPSs are emerging. CPS has evolved to Cyber Physical Production Systems
(CPPS) to encourage the development and production process of Industry 4.0 [33]. CPPS combines
physical smart IoT devices, networking technologies to compute in the production process. Robotics,
remote machinery control and diagnosis, smart devices, heavy industry, transportation, health and
condition monitoring, energy production, smart cities, and food manufacturing are IIoT services enable
by CPS/CPPS architecture. Figure 5 represents the comparative analysis between CPS and IoT in
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the form of a Venn diagram. The similarities between the two give support for the development of
Industry 4.0/IIoT.
Figure 4. A cyber physical system architecture.
Figure 5. Comparison of CPS and IoT; supporting Industry 4.0 development.
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The layered architecture of Industry 4.0 is given in Figure 3, which involves the common attributes
of CPS and IoT. The physical or sensing layer should be designed to the extent that IIoT applications
can sense/control information from physical environment and integrates with hardware sensors and
actuators accordingly. The second layer should be optimized to provide a reliable connection to
support data transfer over a communication medium (wired/wireless). So far, IIoT applications used
wired medium to provide solutions. In the near future, the wireless medium is required because of
shifting from centralized to decentralized solutions. Connectivity technologies, such as NB-IoT/5G
and beyond 5G over different architecture such as SDN, NFV, cloud computing or fog computing will
give solution to different applications. The intelligent-application layer, providing services to users
has to be optimized in terms of service production, satisfaction, interaction, and management.
2.4. Industry 4.0-Key Enabling Technologies
With the use of advance technologies of wireless communication, diverse new emerging protocols
and architectures are supporting automated industry 4.0 development. Resources can be efficiently
used after integration of communication technology and big data processing in real time, this will
result in better performance. Industry 4.0 development involves many communication technologies;
however, big data, IoT, 5G, mobile computing and cloud/fog/edge computing are the key enabling
technologies [2,34,35]. An extensive range of IIoT projects have been deployed in domains of building
automation, manufacturing systems, health care systems, transportation systems, processing food and
agricultural systems in the past few years. Reaching a common task in an IIoT application; sensing,
integration, and communication are main steps. RFID tags are used for sensing, network topologies
and protocols are used for communication. All these smart devices are associated with each other
using internet. Many connectivity technologies are available for supporting IIoT applications. Critical
requirements of IIoT applications have many open challenges in all domains (smart grid, smart cities,
smart devices, D2D, healthcare) such as capacity, real-time connectivity, remote maintenance and
topology of communication networks. Figure 6 gives a general overview of technologies to connect
things to the Internet, representing short-range and long-range wireless technologies. All technologies
work differently with aim of low-latency, low-power consumption, low-bandwidth requirement,
and reliable communication.
Figure 6. Different connectivity technologies in IIoT.
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For connecting IIoT devices, all technologies have to work with the objective of maximum
throughput, minimum power consumption, minimum transmission delay, and maximum transmission
distance range. 2G, 3G, 4G, LTE are cellular technologies that were used for long range connectivity
in wireless wide area networks (WWAN). IIoT application’s critical requirements and the increasing
number of smart devices need additional resources for connectivity. Increase in smart devices results
in more data processing for which connectivity technology is moving towards 5G. The 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) proposed Extended Coverage-Global System for Mobile Communications
for the Internet of Things (EC-GSM-IoT) and Narrowband-Internet of Things (NB-IoT) for supporting
M2M, enhanced MTC (eMTC), massive MTC (mMTC) and critical MTC (cMTC) communication
networks for IIoT applications [5]. 5G cellular technology gives super low latency, ultra-reliable and
high availability to cMTC applications (industrial application and control, remote surgery, remote
training, remote manufacturing, and traffic safety and control). Low cost, low energy, and the massive
number of intelligent devices in smart agriculture, smart meter, tracking, fleet management, and
logistics domain are supported by 5G as well. 5G is beneficial for IIoT applications comprising from
mMTC, cMTC to enhanced mobile broadband. The distributed model of IIoT applications require a
massive amount of data rate with minimum latency, 5G technology gives 10 Gbps with 1 ms latency.
5G is use case driven communication technology for upcoming IIoT applications.
For distributed ultra-low-latency and reliable connectivity in IIoT applications, 5G-IoT is an
emerging solution. 5G-IoT scenario extends capabilities of IoT smart devices used in all domains.
Recent research is focusing on low-latency, end-to-end reliability, and low energy consumption for
both uplink and downlink communication. There is a lot of potential in research on IIoT with
5G communication technologies, to overcome challenges. This research will help in the industrial
revolution. With the evolution of Industry 4.0, 5G is rapidly evolving in order to meet the requirement
of IIoT applications mainly real time functioning, energy efficiency, less power consumption, shared
spectrum regulation, reliable communication, and handing massive amount of data. Almost 90% of
needs met using fixed line 3G and 4G cellular technologies, but need for deployment of industrial
revolution can be fulfilled using 5G. 5G as an enabler of industry 4.0 gives multi-channel, capability,
multi-network management, operating both local and global networks, supporting heterogeneous
networks [27]. Mobile computing and cloud computing brings accurate data for IIoT application and
provide efficiency to industry 4.0 infrastructure. Details of cloud computing in comparison with fog
and edge computing is explained in the next section.
2.5. Industry 4.0-Building Blocks
Fourth manufacturing revolution, i.e., digital industrial technology provides services in industries
that involves data exchange among machines making more efficient and fast processes. In words,
the IIoT can be defined as: Devices with centralized controllers, sensors, battery and memory attributes will
interact with each other using Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) algorithms. Real time
connection is possible using decentralized analytics and decision making of these devices. This section
will give building blocks that are used in transforming industry 4.0 development.
2.5.1. Simulation, Autonomous Robots
A virtual model of a physical world which comprises machines, humans, and products can be
interpreted in real time technology named as simulation. Every newproduct or updating process in available
products for any machine can be verified, tested and optimized via simulation-based applications. It will
result in increasing the quality of machinery and save the resources in the physical world. An autonomous
robot collects information from its environment and learns from it and does work in the future without the
involvement of humans using its self-learning algorithms (machine learning). These robots will transform
the industries into automated industry. This technology will have a large impact on the industrial revolution.
These robots are cheap and more capable of doing tasks efficiently.
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2.5.2. Big Data and Analytics, Horizontal and Vertical System Integration
Different systems, ranging from customer to enterprise-level systems, have to collect, manage
and evaluate the big amount of data. Three main goals of big data analytics result in the reduction
of cost, efficient decision making and emerging new services and products. Industry 4.0 involves
digital transformation in vertical and horizontal value chain networks. These networks result in
the integration of customer and enterprise systems of companies, departments and business market-
exchanging data. These value chain processes should be transparent and flexible with real-time
functioning constraint.
2.5.3. Additive Manufacturing
Additive manufacturing is the process in which a 3D model is manufactured by joining the raw
materials, usually layer by layer. It is the opposite of subtractive manufacturing in which raw material
is carved to create a 3D model.
2.5.4. Augmented Reality
The idea of taking decisions remotely in real-time results in improving work procedures and will
be implemented in the future as Augmented Reality (AR). In this augmented reality-based systems
send repairing requirements or selection of new components.
2.5.5. Cyber-security
Exponential increase in connections among devices in industry 4.0 will increase threats to systems,
networks, and processes. Cyber-security is a process that prevents unwanted intruders from accessing,
destroying, interrupting or changing sensitive information about company/organization as well as
business market networks; gives them secure and reliable communication systems.
2.5.6. Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is centralized and complex technology that supports high speed, high
performance, flexible resource use and dynamic allocation in a network. As IIoT application
requirements are low latency, high speed and reliable communication, privacy and security, efficient
allocation of resources and energy-efficient communication technology. Some limitations regarding
use of cloud computing for IIoT applications are:
• Confidential data and personal information of an industry should not be shared with outsiders.
• Security and privacy are in high demand by an industry from the cloud service provider.
• Data location on the basis of geographic follows rules and regulations. It also helps in securing the
information.
• High load demands high-speed internet connectivity. This processing causes delays in communication.
• Memory and storage capacity may get exhausted because of many applications simultaneously
accessing a single cloud server.
• Context awareness is required for speedy processes.
• Different standards cause problems in exchanging data, information, services, and applications
among different clouds at different locations.
• Recovery and back-up update are required for industrial processing and decision making, cloud
computing will cause delay.
2.5.7. Fog Computing
Fog computing or “fogging” is an extended form of cloud computing, in respect of industrial
revolution giving applications and services (low latency and high processing) to autonomous
heterogeneous devices inside an industry [36]. The idea is to bring processing, storage, maintenance
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and intelligence control to the proximity of data devices. Inside industry 4.0, there is critical
requirement of real-time services with high data processing, maximum capacity and scalability. Fog
computing gives the best solutions for such an environment because of its significant benefits over
cloud computing. Extension of cloud computing, aims to minimize the burden on the cloud by
introducing network edge computing concept.
For industrial automation, real-time services and decision making processes require low latency
and enhanced cache memory. Required performance parameters are mobility, real time applications,
low-latency, location-awareness, number of nodes and cache-enabled edge devices on this basis of
geographical distribution. Virtualized nodes frequently known as cloudlets or fog nodes are placed
between clouds of internet and end user devices. Fog computing provides services and applications as
a cloud does with better QoS parameters performance covering critical requirements of IIoT. Important
advantages of fog computing that influence its use for IIoT are:
• Data storage on network edge nodes eliminates the transmission delay by removing the need for
accessing data from far-away clouds.
• Fog computing supports to process and analyze the data on faster speed for IIoT applications.
• Data storage on edge nodes will reduce the processing and computing delay.
• Cache enabled nodes will prevent transmission of irrelevant information over the network.
• Can give support to all IoT applications e.g., smart grids, smart cities, D2D, Vehicular Ad-hoc
networks (VANETS) using edge networking concept.
• Provides filtered and required interaction between end devices and cloud service providers.
Fog computing is the building stone to provide solutions for more efficient, effective and
manageable communication way for the massive number of smart IoT devices in the near future. Fog
computing with extra features as compared to cloud computing in terms of latency, security, location
awareness, location, and number of server nodes, real-time connectivity and mobility is a promising
enabler for industrial automation.
2.5.8. Edge Computing
Introduction of enormous smart devices making an industrial revolution in all domains, causes
extensive data processing, computation and burden of traffic on a single server either a cloud server
or cloudlet. This motivates researchers to develop a new computing technology named as edge
computing. The idea is to develop embedded automation controllers on devices named as edge-node
(e-node) in the literature. This device is intelligent, with low processing power, better hardware
security. Edge computing is an extending form of previous fog and cloud computing technologies.
It comprises peer-to-peer networking, self-organizing network, and remotely manageable server.
It gives following advantages:
• Encourages real-time connectivity.
• Overall network traffic reduces, as some computation is done on the edge of the network.
• Enhances security by encryption of data near to the network core.
• Optimize the resource usage.
IIoT applications have critical communication requirements. Cloud computing, fog computing,
and edge computing platforms need to be optimized for better, efficient results. Cloud computing can
be used where there is no high requirement of real-time connections, privacy, and security. On a local
area network, fog computing uses a centralized system which interacts between the network and
cloud server, whereas edge computing does computation on embedded systems of the network.
Edge computing has direct interaction with sensors and actuators. The need for cloud, fog and edge
computing architectures is increased with the growth of the IIoT application. To increase the use of
IIoT smart devices, researchers are focusing on fog or edge computing paradigms which results in
industrial development.
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3. Industrial Internet of Things Applications and Requirements
Information about the occurrence of faults, components, inventory, different demands and
different orders continuously needs to be shared among smart devices/processes resulting in improved
efficiency, tracking, capacity use, quality of production and development in industries. From IIoT
perspective; smart cities, smart factories, and smart products are important IIoT beneficial examples.
The basic three-layer architecture of IoT as discussed in Section 2.3, need to be evolved according to
the requirements of specific IIoT applications.
3.1. IIoT-Applications
From the identification of faults to solutions via communication and networking technologies,
every step needs to be optimized and has research potential. Possessing attributes of intelligence,
reliability, safety, sustainability, privacy, and efficiency; these applications are called smart in the
literature. This revolution results in the development of new infrastructure. According to [37], smart
city, smart factory and smart product are the main applications of industry 4.0.
3.1.1. Smart City Applications
About 6 billion people are expected to be part of cities of the earth in 2050 [38]. With the advent
of technology infrastructure, this increase in population will result in more data origination and
demand for services. This big data origination is called Big Data. To develop future smart city,
there are many domains that need to be intelligent, such as the smart home, smart office, smart
institution, smart health-care centers, smart agriculture, and smart transportation. All these domains
have different IIoT applications with different requirements. The development policy of a smart city
has six factors namely, smart economy, smart mobility, smart environment, smart people, smart living,
and smart governance [2]. Numerous research has been carried out in the domain of smart cities. For
instance, [39] presents a framework with which, smart cities can overcome current limitations. This
smart city transformation will take time.
3.1.2. Smart Factory Applications
Smart industry comprises distributed automated systems and robotics. This future smart factory floor
is possible using ML algorithms and AI technology. These automated devices are integrated with sensors,
actuators, microchips, autonomous systems, and controllers. Relying upon CPS and IoT technologies
for evolution industrial processes required ultra-reliable and low-latency communication (URLLC).
For monitoring, managing and controlling such environment, IoT nodes can handle bounded latency of
millisecond scale. These applications are characterized using latency, jitter, energy consumption, workload
parameters. M2M and D2D are emerging supporting technologies for smart factory development. In the
smart factory manufacturing process, machines will have high-level of automation and self-optimization
attributes. These attributes will fulfill complex requirements of products. This has open issues regarding
network communication technologies, number of devices, security, and cost.
3.1.3. Smart Product Applications
IoT, cloud computing, big data, cloud computing and production time are drivers of industry 4.0
development. The products in industry 4.0 are smart because they are integrated with sensors and
microchips. Existing production systems need to be integratedwith industry 4.0 architecture (IoT+CPS+WSN).
This integration will allow communication interaction between human beings and products [40].
3.2. IIoT Application Design Parameters
To the increasing demand of customers and market requirements, the manufacturing industry
is now facing problems in achieving desired goals. Industry 4.0 came up with an innovative idea of
automation inside in the industry increasing the production process flexibly. Industry 4.0 key point is
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M2M communication, in which machines communicate with each other over the Internet. Developing
and manufacturing industry, communication of intelligent machines with each other using different
technologies depending on the coverage area, give rise to high production and self-regulation of the
manufacturing process in an industry. These are the goals of industry 4.0; all this is assured by IT
systems as they provide enabling smart technologies. The integration of these heterogeneous devices
in a network with other devices and existing communication technologies is also the main requirement
for designers. Every IIoT application has critical design goal requirements to improve QoS in providing
solutions. These design parameters are:
• Energy & Long Battery Life: Overall network energy should be preserved for better and efficient
outcomes. Smart devices should have enough battery storage so that they can use for long time.
• Latency: Some IIoT applications are time-sensitive, a bound should be there to limit all types of
delays including processing, propagation, transmission, and computation.
• Throughput: Amount of data for processing is different for different applications. It should
satisfy the application requirement.
• Network Topology: How the number of servers (cloud, fog, e-node) and smart devices are placed
in a network for better QoS requirements.
• Reliability: Solutions by IIoT applications demand reliable real-time connectivity.
• Security, Safety & Privacy: These are very demanding and major requirements for all IIoT
applications. For example, inside a smart factory there should be privacy and security such that no
one can access the private information. For healthcare applications, patient’s information should
be safe and not easily accessible and changeable. 3A’s; Authentication, Access, and Authorization
are steps involved in the strictly secure system. The demand of end to end communication in IIoT
applications requires privacy of data as well. Sensors and actuators should be safe from intruders
as well as environmental hazards.
• Low Cost: Smart devices used for IIoT applications should be low cost so that doesn′t affect the
CAPEX/OPEX. Deployment involved in industry 4.0 should not be so much that will cause loss
in marketplace.
• Long Coverage: A device should be capable enough to cover the desired range.
• Standardization: So far, there is no such network standardization and is an open challenge
for researchers.
• Integration: IIoT applications are composed of heterogeneous devices and hybrid networks, there
are a lot of issues in integration.
• Communication/Enabling Technology: Communication technology for supporting IIoT
application should provide assured performance services.
• Device Maintenance: Heterogeneous device in an industry 4.0 environment, require constant
device management as devices are connected with each other and the Internet. Software Defined
Networking (SDN) is used for such failure and changing maintenance issues of devices.
• Monitoring Network: Wireless, environmental and mobility nature may cause a change in
network topology which requires the system to be monitored and managed frequently.
• Configuration & Management of System: Self-configurable, self-control, reconfiguration
functionality in addition of new devices in network.
• Traffic congestion & Overload: Smart devices will be increased with time in any IIoT application.
System should be able to adjust according to the traffic burden and data requirement.
• Mobility: IIoT applications, such as transportation, inside industry and healthcare devices, have
the property of mobility from one place to another.
• Scalability: Scalability brings many issues, some are: How many numbers of smart devices are
enough to support an industrial application environment? or how many devices are served by a
server easily? how to optimally design a system under energy/spectrum issues?
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• Heterogeneity & Interoperability: Heterogeneous smart IIoT devices have to communicate and
collect information among themselves and the Internet. This integration is an issue to solve.
Standardization is required for interoperability of IIoT devices.
• Performance: There is always a performance trade-off among these QoS requirements. There
should be an optimized, supportive, and efficient trade-off among the factors affecting
performance. Performance maintenance solutions are required for future automation.
3.3. IIoT Applications in Relation to Cloud, Fog and Edge Computing
All IIoT applications require critical QoS parameters in order to produce benefits in every field.
Fog term used in computer science is an extension of cloud architecture which offers services of
cloud to edge devices. It is seen as a new cloud or it will replace the cloud in future but it is just an
architecture that complements cloud architecture in order to provide solutions for critical applications.
Entry points in any network are called edge devices. Entry points are part of second and third layer,
it has hardware devices named as switches, routers and WAN devices. Cloud is a centralized solution
and fog brings solutions at a distributed level by bringing data storage and its computation near the
edge of a network. It allows getting services in the proximity of IoT devices. Fog combines services
provided by cloud and IIoT applications; or it enables IIoT applications.
Cloud architecture is efficient, beneficial and provides solutions. It offers services after storing
data in remote centers from the Internet. These remote data centers face less delay and computation
as compared to internet. It saves the cost of physical resources, makes connections more reliable
and results in an increase in efficiency and performance. It is a flexible, innovative framework in the
networking field. It helps in accessing resources anywhere anytime. Question is why fog architecture
is needed when cloud is already the best solution to many issues? There are certain issues and
requirements of IoT applications and fog can provide solutions. First and foremost, the low-latency
requirement of IIoT applications in every field can be attained effectively. It stores data in the proximity
of users. Propagation delay between cloud and users will be reduced; computation delay due to huge
data traffic at cloud can be reduced. It supports time-sensitive tasks effectively. Second IoT challenge
was using network bandwidth in an optimized manner, fog being in the center of cloud servers and
end devices. It helps in less usage of bandwidth; data doesn′t have to travel fog-to-cloud distance.
Popular content is available at the network edge. This will also result in minimizing cost, lifespan of
devices, energy consumption and complexity during every demand which goes on the users-to-cloud
path. Security issues can be seen on the fog server; it can act as a proxy-server controller. Privacy and
safety of data is another important IIoT devices requirement. Fog helps in monitoring such tasks.
Exponential increase in IIoT applications in every field making world a cutting edge technology
paradigm. Figure 7 shows both these architectures; cloud computing in which IoT devices are directly
connected to data centers and cloud server and fog computing in which fog server is in the middle of
cloud and IoT devices. Fog works on network edge which improves speed, computing capabilities and
provides distributed and better solutions. Fog has complemented the cloud architecture in many ways.
Cloud is a centralized solution while fog can work in both a centralized and decentralized manner.
Over large geographical area a group of fog nodes can be monitored and managed in a centralized way.
Cloud size is large as compared to fog, as it has massive storage of data from the Internet. Fog size is a
flexible parameter that can be altered according to the demand of users. For example, for a vehicle tiny
sized fog would be enough while for an institution many small fogs can work in a form of network or
may be a large-sized fog would be sufficient. Fog has fewer deployment complexities as compared to
the cloud. Similarly, cloud management is tricky and more time taking as compared to a fog because
of its flexibility. This flexibility will support mobility in networks.
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Because of architecture complexity, the cloud can only be operated by technical experts while
fog can be managed and operated by little human effort. Large companies control cloud networks,
while fog can be controlled by small as well as large companies. Low-latency critical IIoT applications
will be handled by fog, while applications that can tolerate large delays leverage the cloud services.
Internet connection between user IoT devices and a cloud server should be reliable for the entire time
of connection, while in fog architecture connection with cloud is not necessarily required for the whole
time. Bandwidth requirement increases for both frameworks as the number of IoT devices is increasing
exponentially. It provides awareness property, which means it knows about the requirements of
customers and will provide solutions accordingly. It can be placed anywhere between the cloud and
user nodes according to the demands. Performance and efficiency parameters of IIoT application
services can be enhanced using fog framework. In addition, the scalability issue can be handled
using it. Data storage at network edge will result in minimization of service delays and supports
real-time processing. The big amount of data produced from heterogeneous smart devices requires
huge data storage and computation at the cloud server. IIoT applications requires data storage at
their backbone. This big data is giving rise to edge computing for future. Edge computing is also
called Mobile Edge Computing (MEC). This technology supports IIoT applications by building better
operational connectivity. It brings cloud computing capabilities at the devices that are present on the
edge of a network, these devices named as edge servers or edge devices. The edge devices are part of
the Internet and participate in processing and computation near the data location. This technology is
an industrial initiative by the European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) [41].
4. Protocols/Algorithms
Protocol is a basic set of rules that defines how communication happen between different devices
in a network. Protocols have to be devised intelligently in order to achieve the defined goals.
As the future is industrial automation in industry 4.0 revolutionized era, there is an exponential
increase in smart, intelligent devices in IIoT applications. A major requirement is that the emerging
network protocols must meet required goals in performance affecting parameters, such as energy
efficiency, latency minimization, spectrum efficiency, cache memory maximization, and bandwidth
use requirements. A summarized discussion on pre-existing protocols in the context of fog computing
proposed by researchers is given below in following subsections.
4.1. Routing
Dong et al. [42] have introduced redundant fog loops for WSNs. The proposed fog loop-based
scheme has two main steps. Creation of fogs using loop paths is the first step, while the second
mechanism creates fog nodes in the source node areas along with many other interfering fogs within
the network. This proposed scheme has helped in finding the exact location of the source node
in terms of energy efficiency and privacy. Results were compared to the efficiency offered by the
Phantom Routing Scheme (PRS). The proposed scheme gives improved efficiency by 4 folds and can
also improve the privacy and security up to 8 folds.
Since fog computing lowers latency and offers energy saving, they are tailor-made for dealing
with WSNs [43]. Sensors in WSNs are resource-constrained, therefore energy efficiency is an important
issue. It needs to be addressed for the network to increase network life-time of operation and working
efficiently for a prolonged period of time. Sensors in a form of clusters collected data and send to the
base station using energy-efficient routing protocols. In this approach, using multi-hop communication,
data is transferred to the sink/destination node. The nodes acting as a cluster head are used for
multi-hop communications. For networking, apart from the routing problem, another issue that
needs to be catered is increasing network lifetime. Network lifetime can be effectively increased by
optimizing energy and power consumption at nodes. Some examples of these routing protocols are
Low-Energy-Adaptive-Clustering-Hierarchy (LEACH) and Stable-Election-Protocol (SEP). LEACH
protocol involves Deterministic Cluster Selection Head and abbreviated as LEACH-DCHS [44].
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Handy et al. [45] have proposed LEACH in which rotation of the cluster heads in a randomized
manner is used for energy distribution to the nodes evenly. These algorithms haven′t been used for
fog computing yet, but can be used in future incorporating fog computing. SEP was proposed by
Smaragdakis et al. [46], prolongs the period of stability of wireless sensor networks. A modified
version of SEP (M-SEP) proposed by Singh et al. [47] is suitable for heterogeneous WSNs. Some of
the nodes in this approach might have a greater chance of getting selected as a cluster head and have
more energy. Moreover, in large WSNs, the data to be processed from heterogeneous devices is in
large volumes. Processing time is significantly large, so an alternate approach is to use fog computing.
The time required to process large amount of data gets considerably reduced using fog as the sensors in
the network get interconnected with the Internet in order to make smart by making them autonomous
in making decisions.
Another routing protocol that is energy-efficient named as new-SEP is proposed by
Naranjo et al. [48], prolongs the stability of sensor networks supported by fog more than SEP.
Optimal clustering nodes are elected by considering various sensor node features such as the ratio
of heterogeneity in the network, residual energy, distance between cluster heads. Results were
compared with baseline schemes of LEACH and SEP, the proposed scheme performs better in terms
of energy-preservation and network lifetime. Considering increasing the network’s stability periods,
N-SEP performs better than LEACH (50 percent) and SEP (25 percent). An efficient route optimization
algorithm was presented in [49] to address the mobility control issue in fog-based SDN networks.
The proposed SDN-enabled fog computing architecture had three-layered structure namely, fog layer,
network layer and application layer. Results showed that there is a great improvement in network
performance. A three-layered plane architecture was proposed to generate efficient routing paths
by the authors in [50] for data-center-based heterogeneous networks, using tensor decomposition
methods. These three planes do three different tasks, edge plane considers the traffic, bandwidth and
delay requirements; fog planes computes and controls the available paths and finally cloud plane do
the routing.
4.2. Resource Allocation
One way to meet the growing IIoT application requirements is to use fog computing. Interactions
in real time takes place in fog application rather than batch processing. Services supported by fog
include mobility, heterogeneity, working with cloud to extend cloud services, user optimization,
etc. Resource allocation or resource management in any network is one of the biggest challenges.
This defines new protocols for networking and communication. Many researchers have done
work in this context and already proposed some protocols. Resource allocation was done with
a specific defined objective, it can be maximizing energy efficiency or throughput; minimizing
latency or power consumption or network cost. A joint min-max optimization problem of resource
allocation and offloading decision making was proposed by the authors in [51]. They have proposed
Computation-Offloading-Decision-Making and Resource-Allocation Algorithm (CORA) to minimize
the maximal network cost (delay & energy consumption). Results were explained using fractional
programming theory and lagrangian dual decomposition. Fog Radio Access Networks (F-RAN),
an extension of the Services provided by Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN), has gathered attention
globally and several advantages can be taken by providing functions of baseband signal processing
near the edge or making the edge devices cache-enabled. F-RAN is the best example in which we are
using edge devices as well as network devices (access points) as fog nodes to achieve the best results.
Moreover, due to the cooperative communication, benefits of C-RAN such as enhanced spectral and
energy efficiency are also conserved in F-RAN. Resource allocation is a challenge for the upcoming
F-RAN. Authors in [52] have proposed a Stackelberg equilibrium (SE) for a hierarchical problem
of network slicing customization between global radio resource manager (GRRM) and local radio
resource managers (LRRMs). A game is formulated to alleviate the burdens in GRRM and LRRM;
GRRM assigned resources to each slice and then LRRM in every slice provides resources to UEs. UEs
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could be divided into clusters on basis of respective objective functions and accordingly get resources.
Authors have provide two algorithms for LRRM 1 slice and LRRM 2 slice with an objective function of
maximizing high data rate and minimizing latency, respectively.
To meet low latency, high throughput and connectivity requirements in future RANs,
non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is a promising technique. Zhang et al. in [53] have formulated
a problem for maximizing the net utility under interference constraint for resource allocation problem
for NOMA-based FRAN system model. Results were compared with the conventional orthogonal
frequency division modulation (OFDM) technique. Madsen and Albeanu [54] discuss platforms
involving fog computing in which there is communication going on between the smart devices,
fog, and cloud. A model for internet applications in future is presented by Hong et al. [55] in
which applications are delay-sensitive and distributed geographically. For improving the rendering
performance of a webpage, Zu et al. [56] exploit information available only at the network’s edge.
Companies that want to deliver content such as Netflix uses fog computing to reach their geographically
distributed customers. As indicated by [57], ensuring significantly large streamed data to be delivered
in the proximity of the end-user (customer), is done using fog computing.
Minimizing the energy consumed in geographically distributed applications and resource
allocation using fog computing is discussed in [58] for video services. Size of fog nodes deployment
shows the application demand in that region. To maximize social welfare, some of the user data needs
to be controlled. Optimization on large scale is also possible using proximal and distributed algorithms.
The algorithm proposed gives a near-optimal solution.
4.3. Load Balancing
When one edge device has to do a lot of work e.g., computing tasks all by itself, it consumes
resources. However, this can be reduced with the help of distributed architecture in which load is
evenly distributed among the edge devices present in the network. This distribution of load is called
load balancing. Load Balancing in combination with fog computing makes a formidable combination.
A fog network can provide a platform for cooperation and coordination between edge devices in a
load-balanced network. Authors have proposed a load balancing offloading algorithm for latency
minimization in Vehicular fog computing (VFC). VFC is an integration of vehicular networks and fog
computing technology, which is an efficient field to achieve real-time and location-aware for vehicles
in a smart city. Zhaolong et al. in [59] has formulated a response time minimization problem using a
three-layered decentralized network system model to balance the traffic among vehicles. These three
layers are cloud layer with a high computing cloud data center, cloudlet layer processed the received
data from vehicles before sending to the cloud center. Lower layer has vehicle clusters, clusters are
made for traffic balancing. The fog-vehicle interface manages and alleviates the traffic load.
Traffic overhead results in inefficient resource management, which is also a challenge to be
solved for healthcare applications. WSNs based health monitoring systems have become a convenient
choice as elderly people can frequently require health services. The basic requirements for healthcare
applications are energy efficiency, high-response time, low-latency and real-time connection. Fog
computing can be considered to be an important enabling technology for such time-sensitive
applications. Authors in [60] provide a very significant critical review of existing solutions provided by
researchers in the healthcare domain using fog computing. The authors in [61] proposed a fog-cloud
hybrid solution to load-balancing problem. If a client’s requirement is more critical, it will be handled
by cloud otherwise servicing is done by foglets. Results shows that network utility can be enhanced
in terms of latency and load balancing. They used iFogSim tool for experiments. Forough et al. [62]
proposed an Energy Balancing Algorithm (EBA) for Fog-IoT networks to reduce delay and energy
consumption. The authors have proposed two optimization problems, first one is to find an optimal
transmission rate and power for terminal nodes (TNs) and the second one is to find an efficient
topology between TNs and fog nodes (FNs). The system model was designed under the constraint of
channel conditions between TN and corresponding FN. A major challenge in edge computing is the
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inefficient deployment of resources as it reduces the overall efficiency of the network. This results in
definite increase in power consumption. A low service block is preferred for maintaining lower latency,
which will otherwise be detrimental to the high-performance requirements of edge computing. Unlike
cloud computing, fog computing has a limitation of resources, which can be overcome if we allow
cooperation between various data centers. A cooperative scheme by Beraldi et al. [63] is proposed in
which data centers near the edge exchange processing requests and shares the load of highly loaded
data centers. The request arriving at a busy data center is forwarded to any other data center having
the request buffer partially filled. The proposed scheme maintains a threshold of requests with the
help of Markov Chains to make sure that load is equally distributed among all the data centers. This
leads to much-improved performance as lightly loaded data centers can absorb the burden of heavily
loaded ones during peak hours.
Full use of edge resources cannot be done by cloud computing polymerization calculation [64].
The edge devices are not part of the cloud computing, which is undesirable for delay-sensitive
requirements. Ningning et al. [65] have explored how fog computing can turn the nodes or edges
into virtual machines using Cloud Atomization Technology to improve on this problem. The authors
use graph partitioning for developing an efficient load balancing algorithm. Consequently, a flexible
network can be built by making fog networking possible after atomizing the cloud and eventually
reduce the cost of the system that were high before implementing the load balancing algorithm.
Deng et al. [66] investigate power consumption and transmission delay trade-off. Problem of workload
allocation is formulated to obtain the minimal power consumption subject to the constraint of service
delay. Three sub-problems result after the decomposition of the primal problem. Based on the
obtained results, it is shown that cloud performance is enhanced by using fog computing. Moreover,
latency is reduced and bandwidth can be saved by sacrificing some of the computational resources.
Computational clusters are formed on the basis of cooperation behavior between the Small Cells
(SC) to share computational resources. However, the cooperation is dependent upon many factors
such as resource availability, resource allocation, delay constraints of the application, distribution of
computational load and size of the cluster. The joint distribution of resources for the mobile end-users
and the cloud is the main objective problem of this framework.
All the data that is being frequently accessed by the edge devices is stored at the Radio Units (RU),
which considerably decreases the overall delay in the network of Fog-Radio Access Networks (F-RAN).
However, in such systems, the energy efficiency aspect has always been a matter of serious concern
due to the addition of extra smart components in the system. In [67], the authors have proposed a
novel scheme by designing a green network in which an efficient algorithm is incorporated to optimize
the selection of RU. Furthermore, the algorithm also jointly optimizes the formation of clustering
and beamforming while maintaining the QoS and balancing the load of each of active backhaul as a
measure of its capacity. While copying data from the database, edge devices may interfere with each
other. To avoid this mishap, data replication techniques are used for copying data electronically from
the main database where the data of all the users is hosted. Uniform distribution of data and processing
is crucial over the network which in turn helps in managing the large amount of data and workload
with efficiency. Fog computing not only helps in achieving higher efficiency, it also helps in balancing
load across distributed platforms and achieving higher energy efficiency due to fewer performance
bottlenecks. Verma et al. [68] have focused on making a network that is less dependent on cloud
computing and bringing the storage and processing capabilities near the edge devices. The results are
simulated with the help of CloudSim by testing different geographically separated servers and their
configurations and then make comparisons between cloud and fog computing for various attributes.
5. Challenges with Solutions
In general, there are many challenges towards industry 4.0 digital transformation. For M2M
communication, reliable and stable connectivity with bounded delays is a mandatory requirement.
Real-time communication is on the higher priority for this fourth revolution, which brings many
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technical challenges for future network development. A well-designed network architecture can
increase the sustainability and performance of the entire system. The journey towards industry 4.0
is on its way and until now there are no such standards, regulations, and certification to follow
them.Although fog becoming a developing key enabling technology for IoT architecture, it still faces
some issues while integrating into the current architecture. Complex software applications and
solutions are needed to achieve an efficient fog network. Fog network will be analyzed in terms
of key performance measurements, which are bandwidth use, energy consumption, low latency,
maximum throughput, and resource management. In this section, critical technical communication
and networking challenges in the context of fog computing for IIoT applications are listed. All of them
have potential for future work.
• Power Consumption/Energy Efficiency: Several smart devices supporting an IIoT application
will consume a massive amount of energy on a different scale according to their requirements.
Ensuring network QoS with minimum energy consumption of smart IoT devices, fog nodes and
cloud in an optimized way is an open challenge for every upcoming future IIoT application.
• Throughput/Rate/Capacity: Throughput or network bandwidth, data rate and storage capacity
depends on how much data is used and where data is stored in a fog network. This data placement
on fog nodes or edge devices or cloud server has effects on cost, delays, bandwidth, and network
coverage. The optimal placement of data on cloud server or fog cloudlet is one of the critical
technical challenges for fog-IoT architecture.
• Spectrum Use/Resource Allocation: Geographically separated fog, cloud nodes and their
interconnection makes the backbone of any network that relies on offloading services. Most
of the cloud computing interconnection mechanisms are not enough for fog networking due to
their limitations including relying on a centralized cloud which cannot fulfill the latency and
location awareness requirements of distributed devices, etc. Fog computing must encompass
features, such as multi-tenancy, scalability, heterogeneity and quick resource provisioning.
An architecture including fog and cloud computing must meet all these requirements for which
resource allocation/use is the most critical challenge for better network performance. It has effects
on all other QoS parameters.
• Latency: IIoT applications requirement is real-time connectivity. All applications are
time-sensitive and require real-time streaming rather than batch processing. Fog computing gives
a better result for such decentralized solutions. It gives low latency with reliable connectivity
and mobility. Optimized placement of data centers, resource allocation, network architecture,
energy consumption of nodes, and storage capacity of nodes have impact on latency. Latency for
a network is the sum of transmission, processing, propagation and queuing delays. To achieve
the low-latency requirement, there is need mitigate all types of delays.
• Cache Enabled Edge Devices: Caching content locally, reduces the access delay time and
increases the energy and spectral usage efficiency. Since the Internet has multiple bottlenecks
while accessing data from across continents and oceans, caching does not have to be dependent on
any of these bottlenecks and instead makes the same data available locally. Furthermore, caching
incredibly reduces the load on backhaul links since they do not have to be used anymore for
accessing data. Since all the users have to access the data from the same centralized location
(internet/cloud server), a certain degree of fairness is needed to avoid inefficiency in accessing
data. Since all the backhauls have certain capacity constraints, there is a need for an efficient load
balancing mechanism to overcome this issue.
Further, we discuss existing solutions to these mentioned challenges.
5.1. Power Consumption/Energy Efficiency
Objects are extensively being connected together using the IoT technologies. Heterogeneous smart
objects, in the context of hardware and software, can perform efficiently in the availability of memory
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and high computational power. Network’s complexity increases day by day, because of scalability
issues of smart objects supporting IIoT applications.
Virtualization has played a very crucial role in improving the overall efficiency of the data centers
and now research has also been done on how virtualization can help in fog networks. Virtualization
makes it easiest to deploy fog functionalities on an existing node (by isolating and securing fog services
in a virtual machine or container). It also helps in conserving energy by efficiently consolidating
the tasks on a single fog node. A comparison in terms of power consumption was studied in [69]
between C-RAN and F-RAN using network function virtualization (NFV) technology. The authors
have formulated a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem, results for F-RAN are 30%
more improved in terms of power-saving as compared to C-RAN.
Roca et al. [70] have developed a platform using Fog-Function Virtualization, which works
and builds on the concept of Network Function Virtualization (NFV) for multiple IoT applications.
This, further with the help of node constellation creation, helps in easy deployment and reduces
the cost considerably as less energy is required for running the system due to efficiently performing
virtualization. Task scheduling is necessary as it helps with the load balancing aspect of networking
and can provide services to multiple users. Cooperative games between the containers and brokers are
studied for energy-efficient task selection algorithm. Kaur et al. [71] have achieved efficiency with
the help of container-as-a-service (CaaS). Lightweight containers have been used which considerably
reduce the energy consumption by a container migration techniques. This kind of virtualization is
more cost-efficient for distributed architecture, where a large number of devices with different running
applications/processes can be allocated to resources efficiently. Results achieved by the authors prove
that the system is more energy-efficient.
Graph-Based Heuristic algorithms were proposed by the authors in [72]. Type of problem is the
integer linear programming (ILP) problem, the objective is to increase the energy efficiency under
association and capacity threshold constraints for hybrid cloud-fog RAN (CF-RAN) architecture.
Minimization of latency and power consumption is also addressed in the proposed system model.
Fog computing along with NFV gives excellent outcomes in terms of reducing latency and power
consumption. Energy can be saved by incorporating techniques, such as Message Queue Telemetry
Transport (MQTT) in a fog-based environment [22]. In this scheme, the number of transmissions is
reduced to save energy of the end devices. Using energy-efficient routing protocols is imperative
to achieve energy efficiency. MQTT supports sensor data in real time due to its many-to-many
communication nature. The concept of MQTT focuses on introducing another layer between the fog
and cloud with lower complexity. MQTT broker place is at the fog layer. The intermediate layer is
responsible for predicting the future measurements, and acts as a gateway for the upper layer. It helps
to offload the computationally expensive tasks from the cloud to save in the storage memory of the
fog server. This results in a reduced number of transmissions as the update only occurs in case of a
mismatch.
5.2. Throughput/Rate/Capacity
For network designing, a new paradigm known as Socially-Aware-Networking (SAN) has been of
major interest [73]. To achieve efficient performance, SAN brings the human behavior and CPS
together via intelligently designing of a network. This design should be adaptable as well for
all environments. The resources available to mobile devices differ depending on the models and
specifications. This resource availability results in a group of mobile devices that might be sufficient
in terms of processing and storage parameters. Group of some might not be self-sufficient. The best
solution to this problem is given by SAN and Fog-Radio Access Networking (F-RAN).
D2D communication comprises the direct sharing of contents among mobile devices. Direct
sharing is a key feature supporting D2D communication. For achieving efficient performance results,
an imperative design of network embedded with all technologies is required. Research has shown that
the system performance in terms of utility, throughput and energy efficiency is maximized using the
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download mode with the help of branch and bound algorithm [74]. Klas et al. [75] and Cau et al. [76]
worked on improving network efficiency Mobile Edge Computing (MEC). MEC is a domain under
fog and focuses on providing cloud computing capabilities near the edge of network. Efforts and
improvements have been made in MEC in order for it to support 5G communications. Another target
of MEC is to achieve access to information provided by the radio network for application development
and distribution of the content. It is predicted that data traffic over mobile devices will increase
manifold in the next few years. Such increasing needs must be satisfied using efficient mechanisms.
A reliable service with an extremely low latency (URLLC) and high capacity is the foremost
requirement of IIoT networks. Throughput maximization of the F-RAN system is compared with three
different back-haul strategies for Small Cell Networks (SCN) in [77]. All these strategies namely, decode
and forward, direct transmission and C-RAN were studied under delay threshold, rate constraint, and
backhaul and fronthaul links. The authors proposed iterative algorithms for all strategies. For F-RAN,
Pontois et al. in [78] formulated a non-convex optimization problem under fronthaul constraints. A
hybrid semi-distributed resource allocation algorithm was proposed by the authors for the proposed
weighted sum-rate maximization problem. Results show that there is a trade-off between maximum
throughput and system latency. A multi-objective optimization problem was proposed by the authors
in [79]. They have proposed three parallel algorithms to improve latency, throughput and resource
management. A queuing model was studied under task buffering, offloading and resource allocation
algorithms. Lyapunov drift was used by the authors to design the resource allocation policy. In
results for better system performance, trade-off between latency and throughput is observed. [80]
end-to-end performance is guaranteed after composition of problem as Multi-Constrained Optimal
Path (MCOP). The authors propose a solution from the network architecture’s perspective and cloud
service relation. The proposed algorithm provides better results in terms of efficiency and effectiveness.
QoS parameters (capacity, delay and cost) gets improved by the proposed network-cloud service
provisioning system model.
5.3. Spectrum Use/Resource Allocation
Fog networking can provide a solution for resource management issue in future 5G networks.
With a growing number of smart devices, the major issue is of spectrum use and resource allocation.
Spectrum pricing and allocation scheme (SPAS) was proposed in [81] for F-RAN framework. Three
areas were defined for the whole network, and double game theory was applied to give the solution
for efficient spectrum use. Proposed two algorithms are named as game-model (GM-SPAS) and
multiple-spectrum-reuse-technologies (MSRT-SPAS). Their presented results are effective in terms
of revenue and efficiency. The problem of resource allocation with utility maximization objective
under QoS constraints was formulated in [82]. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) was proposed by the
authors for finding the QoS requirements of IoT devices. Afterward, the matching theory was applied
for user association.
In [83], the authors have used the calculus of variation to find out the optimal spatial density of
nodes such that the distribution of nodes can support the whole network. A Parallel Imperialistic
Competitive Algorithm (PICA) is used to determine the initial positions of the access points. WSNswith
immense scalability, immobility factor and low-deployment cost properties have limited processing
and are resource-constrained. Smart Mobile Access Point (SMAP), which has been proposed by
Majd et al. [84] aims at achieving higher resource use and energy efficiency with the adoption of
hierarchical placement of SMAP in WSNs using fog computing. Moreno-Vozmediano et al. [85] have
presented a framework for interconnection of fog and cloud computing, Hybrid Fog and Cloud (HFC),
that provides effective, simple and productive resource provisioning. It also automates the process
of configuring various virtual networks that are part of the network for interconnecting important
components. The proposed architecture covers the salient features, such as security and scalability
along with fog to fog, and fog to cloud communication mechanism.
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Shojafar et al. [86] propose a resource scheduler for Networked Fog Centers (NetFCs) that
not only provides services to the vehicular client but is also energy efficient. NetFCs operate from
vehicular network’s edge via Infrastructure to Vehicle (I2V) mobile links to the vehicular clients that
are being served. Not only does the overall computation and communication energy efficiency get
maximized but also the network performs better in terms of QoS requirements. Moreover, hard
QoS requirements induced by the application are met, such as reducing transmission rates, delay,
and jitter. Resource scheduler is responsible for admission control, dispatching the allowed traffic
using minimum energy and adaptively controlling the traffic that is being injected into the mobile
connections. Few of the important characteristics of the scheduler include providing QoS guarantees
induced by the application, implantation of the scheduler is both scalable and distributive.
5.4. Latency
Fog networking is a key paradigm to provide solutions to latency-sensitive future IIoT applications.
Many researchers have contributed to cater latency minimization problem. Online Fog Network
Formation Algorithm was proposed by Gilsoo et al. in [87] for minimizing the overall maximum
latency (communication and processing) of a fog network. The objective problem constitutes of the
sum of two types of delays i.e., fog network formation and task distribution. A joint energy and
latency optimization (JELO) scheme for F-RAN was proposed in [88]. The joint optimization of
energy consumption and latency was formulated as an integer-programming (IP) problem subject to
user association, capacity and latency threshold. The proposed complex problem was divided into
two sub-problems of knapsack and semi-assignment problem. The proposed algorithm gives better
results as compared to the existing techniques in the literature. A latency minimization problem was
formulated for IoT-fog network under user association, workload and latency threshold constraints.
The authors have proposed a matching-game theory for the proposed resource management problem
for network latency minimization [89].
Over the last few years, the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) has been a matter of growing interest.
Cloud computing provides high performing IoT services to IoV, still, there are many shortcomings
when it comes to mobility support, latency and location awareness. Xiuli Hi et al. [90] have
integrated fog computing into SDN. While fog Computing helps with the latency of the network, SDN
provides flexibility in the centralized control and providing the complete global knowledge of the
network. Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) and Vehicle to Base station (V2B)
communication can be supported by a weighted undirected graph having Road Side Units (RSUs).
The simulation results given by the aforementioned authors decrease the latency and achieve a higher
QoS. The scheme proposed by Skarlat et al. [91] tackles an optimization problem, providing a solution
that there is no trade-off between communication and using resources and energy for computation.
The applied system model demonstrates that in optimization scenarios, reduced average round-trip
time (RTT) and delays up to 39 percent can be achieved using fog. The scheme also considers an
independent cooperative number of working nodes.
For the smart city, Fairness Cooperation Algorithm (FCA) was proposed by Dong et al. [92], for the
joint optimization problem. The authors have formulated a convex-non-linear programming problem
of minimizing the total system cost (delay and energy consumption), subject to power, workload and
computation capacity threshold constraints. QoE and fairness of users under FCA was compared with
baseline algorithm (BA) and distributed optimization algorithm (DOA).
5.5. Cache Enabled Edge Devices
Fog networking is a vast field, which uses both smart objects and the already deployed network
infrastructure. System can ensure QoS either by using already deployed network devices or by
optimally dividing the tasks among edge devices or using both at the same time. Cache placement
in edge devices/fog nodes in a network improves the efficiency of a system in terms of low power
consumption, low-latency, high throughput, and efficient spectrum use. To deal with the congestion
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problem at the backhaul link of F-RAN, authors have proposed a projection gradient method in [93].
To increase the throughput, they have used stochastic geometry to derive a close-form of successful
transmission probability (STP). Afterward, the optimal placement of cache over the network was
done. To fulfill the delay requirements, authors in [94] have proposed a decentralized asynchronous
coding caching scheme. The result shows that the proposed algorithm is more efficient than existing
algorithms present in the literature. A convex optimization problem of minimizing the worst-case
fronthaul delay was formulated by the authors. Depending on application delay requirements, the
proposed coded scheme gives synchronous and asynchronous transmission methods. The problem
of user association with a fog node on the basis of lower latency is formulated in [95]. The authors
have formulated the problem using game theory, for which they have used a proactive caching scheme
and Boltzmann-Gibbs learning algorithm for solution. Latency of proposed fog network is the sum of
computing and queuing delays.
Different researchers have worked on the F-RAN design considering various aspects. For a green
system, as discussed by Chen et al. [67,96], minimization of energy consumption is done by considering
an F-RAN that is cache-enabled for the selection of Remote Radio Head (RRHs). For balancing
front-haul traffic, Park et al. [97] have discussed a scheme to deliver data from Base Band Unit (BBU)
and RRHs. Content placement problem involving caching has been discussed in X Peng et al. [98] and
Dai et al. [99]. F-RANs accommodate caching in the road-side units. Di Chen et al. [100] have worked
on maximizing the Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR) to ensure fairness while jointly optimizing
cluster formation and multicast beamforming. The objective function in this work has non-convex
constraints and is collectively an NP-hard problem. Sensor-cloud system gives solutions to many
applications in a smart city. The system was developed by the integration of CPS and cloud computing.
Besides many benefits, a major problem is coupling resource management, which was discussed
in [101]. They have introduced a fog layer between sensor and cloud layer, which emphasizes the
services. Firstly, authors have proposed an algorithm for caching at fog layer, afterwards, Hungarian
algorithm was extended to deal with the optimal use of resources on basis of maximum matching.
The proposed algorithms result in the minimization of latency for sustainable services.
6. Open Research IIoT Application Domains, Fog Computing as an Enabler
In Industry 4.0, the digital transformation of the industry requires research development in all
fields (smart city, D2D communication, transportation, healthcare, etc.). These all IIoT domains have
same critical issues in communication and networking. Even though, fog computing has umpteenth
applications in multiple research areas, few notable applications in respective of IIoT domain have
been listed in Table 1 to gain an idea about the diverse use of fog computing. The main objective is
achieving maximum benefits/solutions using fog computing for this industrial revolution at efficient
optimized QoS measurements. Many authors have proposed solutions in past years to networking
and communication challenges in order to leverage benefits using fog computing in all domains of
IIoT. Some has started to provide prototypes for supporting their research, Table 2 has listed some
case studies for various areas of open research. In this section, some of the past research works
are summarized for readers to get an idea about the integration of fog computing with different
pre-existing network architectures. This integration brings solutions to support IIoT applications, yet
there are many open research areas in all fields that need to be solved in the coming future towards the
industrial development.
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Table 2. Case studies, Fog Computing as an enabler.
Ref.
No
IIoT Application
Domain Case Study: Key Focus
[122] smart city Smart city solutions have been deployed in cities, such as Barcelona and Venice,to make further advancements in e-governance
[123]
smart traffic
control and health
monitoring
To increase flexibility in a fog computing in the context of Complex event
processing (CEP), a case study is presented. The methodology, called
“mechanism transitions”, is used to study how and where a query should be
processed and how this decision affects the performance.
[124] smart city
Fog Computing Architecture Network (FOCAN) is presented to give low-latency
and energy-efficient solution for smart city applications. It manages different
application’s requirements by categorizing the traffic type and its flow.
[125] city, factory,building, home
Using an open-source platform Distributed Node-RED (DNR), authors have
presented how applications can be decomposed and deployed. They build
prototype for scalability and dynamic nature solutions using the network
simulator Omnet++.
[126] smart pipelinemonitoring
A sequential machine learning algorithm on every layer of fog-cloud architecture,
sensors and Markov model are used to monitor, control and detection of
hazardous events of a pipeline system. A working prototype was constructed
to observe 12 distinct events. This prototype could be used for future city-wide
pipeline safety measurements
[127] smarttransportation
The extended policy management to support secure travel to user’s is presented
by the authors. Four different route guiding scenarios are explained; namely
depending on traffic condition, emergency connected vehicles (ECV), connected
vehicle (CV) and probable collision detection.
[128] smarttransportation
Smart transportation framework is proposed for Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V)
communication by the authors, on basis of the current traffic situation (road and
vehicle’s condition, capacity).
[129] big data Case study named as “Streamcloud” is presented to provide real-timeenergy-efficient solution.
[130] healthcare
Personalized missing data resilient decision-making approach is validated on a
real human subject trial on maternity health. Data missing in critical applications
is a very crucial challenge, that needs to be solved.
[131] healthcare Table 2 in the mentioned paper gives some projects for healthcare monitoringsupported by fog computing, cloud computing, and IoT.
[132] healthcare
A demo test-bed is developed on edge-IoT architecture for e-healthcare
applications. Proposed EH-IoT gives better results towards bandwidth and
latency requirements. The article also presents the benefits leveraging from IoT
and edge computing from an industrial perspective.
[133] cardiac diseases A case study using Electrocardiogram (ECG) feature is discussed in the article tomonitor health in real time.
6.1. Micro-Grids (MGs)
Multiple loads and distributed renewable energy resources combine to form an electrical system
named as MG. This energy is stored in the storage devices, though, it can have significant power
losses when power is exchanged between different MGs. It increases reliability and efficiency of the
system. In [104] authors implemented their proposed framework on a test MG system. Performance
was observed for the proposed three-layer fog computing system. A convex linear programming
problem was formulated with an objective of minimizing the total cost in terms of power consumption.
The constraints are total load threshold which was calculated using the power balance equation.
The equation has three types of powers with threshold range namely, dispatchable, non-dispatchable
and grid power. Graph theory was applied to the proposed system and a fast consensus-based
algorithm by taking advantage of fog computing was proposed. An optimization problem of power
demand problem was discussed in [105] for hybrid fog-cloud system. The high volume of data by the
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number of smart devices results computation delays at cloud also it involves more power consumption.
This power consumption can be optimized after load balancing among fog nodes and cloud server.
Jalali et al. [134] have discussed various ways for the deployment of IoT nodes in an energy-efficient
way. The authors have used MGs and fog computing as an enabler with an aim to reduce the energy
consumption by the IoT specific applications. Energy consumption of various types has been discussed
i.e., energy consumed during computation and balancing traffic on fog as well as the cloud. Renewable
energy is stored in MGs, which can be used for further processing. Dynamic decisions such as weather
forecasting or renewable energy availability causes dependent energy-saving processes.
6.2. Smart-Grids (SGs)
Due to an increase in the number of devices required by a user at home, residential usage of
electricity has been increasing with time. The proposed modern solutions, such as SGs, greatly
improve the reliability, efficiency, and sustainability of the system in an automated way. Using
communication technologies, SGs works on gathered information about consumer’s and supplier’s
behavior. As SGs are distributed systems implemented on a very large scale, fog computing is ideal to
deal with such a scenario. For this purpose, Foteini Beligianni et al. [135] have discussed how IoTs
and fog computing can be integrated into the power systems without compromising user privacy.
The proposed architecture works on demand-response service to ensure privacy by using standard
protocols and open-source resources. For devising a power plan for all the devices, a load scheduler is
placed in the system while data management performs all the necessary actions that are required to
process the data. The software architecture of the proposed solution is based on Lambda architecture
which embodies edge computing. To meet the demands of real time processing, collecting information,
computing and storing the data generated by multiple smart meters, the aforementioned researchers
have proposed a fog-based solution. Fog networking acts as a bridge between the cloud and the SG.
With fog networking, geographically distributed smart meters can be employed. Latency is reduced
while improving location awareness and privacy for SG. Furthermore, Rao et al. [136] have worked
on how to maintain the QoS by minimizing the expense of electricity using coordination between
data centers.
6.3. Multimedia
Multimedia communication involves a large amount of audio and video data, being produced
by smart IIoT devices. This ever-increasing amount of multimedia content brings new challenges.
Low-latency and energy-efficient solutions are required to provide services. A direct consequence of
increasing multimedia traffic is overburdening of the already strained mobile access network channels.
The essential components of a multimedia communication system can be visualized with the help of
Figure 1. The authors in [106], have formulated a cost minimization optimization problem, this cost
depends on scheduler decisions. Scheduler takes decisions regarding distribution and states (open or
close) of fog nodes. This cost minimization problem alternatively converted into multimedia user’s
(MMU) response time minimization problem under capacity, coverage zone area and association
constraints. The authors have introduced a fog node to resolve the resource management and latency
issues between cloud and MMUs. Using Stackelberg game, an online resource allocation scheme was
proposed. The enormous amount of data production for smart applications, need security and privacy
as well. The authors have proposed a chaotic cryptographic method to ensure security along with
low-latency requirements for Information-Centric Multimedia Network (ICMN) [107]. The speed of
encryption and decryption of multimedia streams in the cryptographic method, was enhanced using
fog computing.
6.4. Device to Device (D2D) Communication
Researchers have to find a new way in which devices can independently work without using the
existing cellular infrastructure. The demand for new infrastructure development is due to the increase
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in the number of smart devices that causes scarcity in spectrum and resources. This idea gives rise to
D2D communication technology in which devices are part of the Internet and can communicate with
each other without the involvement of internet infrastructure. This direct communication will result in
less usage of the wireless spectrum. A device is itself constrained-bounded in terms of parameters, such
as energy or resources, hence cloud and fog computing technologies support them. These emerging
technologies enhance processing capabilities and result in efficient system formation. Cloud services
for D2D communications have performance bottleneck as devices use direct communication, hence
an alternative fog service is required. Fog with the same set of services, provide better performance.
Fog networking act as an alternative of cloud, as it provides desired requirements in the vicinity of
edge devices. Researchers have proposed D2D fogging to address energy-efficient task offloading in
D2D communication [137]. The proposed method includes a framework for task offloading and uses
assistance from the network for D2D. Mobile users use the communication and computation resources
of each other dynamically. After discussing several security issues in fog computing, authors have
proposed three lightweight anonymous authentication protocols (LAAPs) [108].
The proposed scheme with the aid of D2D communication, is feasible for IoT devices which
are resource-limited. Li et al. [109] proposed a F-community architecture for F-RAN followed by a
data caching scheme. The caching scheme for UEs in D2D aided F-RAN helps in reduction of delays.
Nodes in the system with higher chances of being selected as the central nodes store the most popular
content in their cache. For access to any data, a user receives data from the cache stored previously.
Kaur et al. [138] have proposed cachinMobile, which, compared to the cloud, can meet the low latency
and energy efficiency requirements by using the elastic services provided by the nodes at the edge.
Energy efficiency and low latency requirements is a major issue in this technique as the resources at
the edge and the devices that are mobile. This approach has proposed to use D2D communication
to carry out communication at a short distance and save network resources. CachinMobile not only
improves energy efficiency but also maintains QoS.
6.5. Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs)
This area is named as Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), which is an emerging area with
many open issues that need to be solved. A transportation service and automobile service management
involves the controlling and monitoring of the transportation network. ITS is designed in such a
way that this system can satisfy the required QoS parameters of the transportation network. These
QoS requirements involve reliable connection, efficient performance, safety, and privacy requirement,
mobility and scalability requirement. A transportation network system aided with ITS technology
has components that can be optimized. These are Global Positing System (GPS), RFID sensor tags
and readers, road-side equipment for example traffic lights, signals, road bank cameras, cars. These
ITS subsystems integrated with IoT technology elements will help in monitoring and managing of
transportation environment; distribution of vehicles according to the scenario; manufacturing of ITS;
shipping, tracking and monitoring of physical objects.
Enormous number of such physical objects embedded with data processing capabilities, integrated
with RFID sensors along with networking technologies will promote IIoT applications. These IIoT
applications will help in monitoring the exact original location as well as destination location of
vehicle or aero-plane or ships along with the followed path traffic condition or environment effects
or any emergency road situation. Many authors have done research in designing ITS supportive
transportation networks optimizing wireless communication technologies, RFID tags or antennas.
The use of IoT technology in the transportation industry and systems results in new research domains
such as vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs), internet of vehicles (IoV) and vehicle to grid (V2G).
These domains are very promising areas of research. In recent times the integration of VANETs
with fog computing results in better efficient system designing. Services of automotive connectivity
architecture can be improved using fog computing as an enabler for smart transportation (ITS), such
as the one shown in Figure 1 (Transportation). Efficiency is improved in terms of minimizing the
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latency for time-sensitive applications using fog computing. Being an integral part of the ITS, VANETs
have many applications. Computation and communication demands are hard to meet in the cloud
architecture. Incorporating fog networking not only fulfills the demands but also improves latency,
location awareness and energy efficiency. For power management, there is a need for new technologies.
For this problem Vehicle to Grid (V2G) is a recent concept with open issues, that uses renewable energy.
When renewable energy is available it is used to charge plug-in electric vehicles. Otherwise, these
electric vehicles are used as the source of energy. The use of alternative energy source will reduce
the power burden on the grid during peak hours. Owners of these plug-in electric vehicles got paid
by electric companies using metering systems. It provides some relief to electric companies in terms
of payment, traffic load, and energy consumption during peak hours. In smart grids, a distributed
architecture with storage and processing capabilities is need to be deployed, as there is a high factor of
mobility in V2G. To implement the V2G services in the 5G network, a hybrid fog and cloud architecture
was proposed by researchers in [110]. Open issues, such as energy efficiency, resource management,
security, and privacy are needed to be addressed in the future to improve system efficiency. Security
is a big challenge in VANETS, fog computing integration is smart transportation brings solution to
this challenge. Ma et al. [111] have designed a new authenticated key agreement (AKA) protocol for
fog-based VANETs.
The authors in [112] compared fog and cloud computing performance in a real VANET
environment. Results shows that fog computing gives better services for real-time scenario applications,
namely traffic detection and time estimation. Fog computing performs well because it supports
the main attributes of VANETs that are location-awareness, mobility and real-time communication.
Integration of the Internet of Things with VANETs gives rise to Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is a matter of
growing interest over the last few years [139].
6.6. Big-Data Analytics
As the next revolutionized era comprises enormous smart devices that supports IIoT applications,
this causes the generation of a significant amount of data. Due to the widespread acceptance of fog
computing, significant research has been carried out in the domain of big-data analytics. Recent
advancements show an indication that fog networking has the potential to provide solutions in this
field. Fog computing, as an extension of cloud computing, gives solutions to problems such as
location-awareness, mobility, big-data analytics, and cyber threats. Author in [119] have designed a
three-layer architecture of IoT-Fog-Cloud that supports big-data analytics and security applications.
Author summarized cyber attack types and compared the existing security solutions. The authors
in [140] provide a review article on fog computing challenges in the context of big IoT analytics.
6.7. Software Defined Networking (SDN)
SDN is an evolving concept to remotely control the entire network from a centralized location.
Distributed networks can be integrated with SDN architecture for more granularity of control in
the network. Since edge computing is done near the edge devices, there is a high probability that
the edge devices are mobile due to the exponential evolution of smartphones and other handheld
devices. Similarly, the ever-changing requirements of resources for each user brings a certain degree
of dynamism in the network which needs to be catered to ensure efficient operation. Since fog is a
new concept and it cannot completely replace the existing cloud architecture, both fog and cloud work
hand in hand for smooth operation of the network. The interplay between fog networking and cloud
computing is always there when both work in an integrated fashion. The four-layer architecture was
studied for end-to-end delay, energy consumption and packet loss ratio in [115]. The authors formulate
mixed integer programming (MIP) problem of minimizing the energy consumption under data rate,
bandwidth and delay threshold constraints. A new routing protocol was proposed for VANET
applications using SDN and fog computing, named as Energy Efficient Multicast routing protocol
(EEMSFV). SDN controller, OpenFlow switches and fog computing works under two algorithms,
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priority based scheduling algorithm for classifying the traffic message type (emergency or safety
applications) and a classification algorithm to schedule the requests.
7. Conclusions
Industry 4.0, a revolutionized era which will have a massive number of smart devices that will
support IIoT applications in every field. This deployment of smart devices will change all domains of
human life’s perspective. IIoT applications will provide solutions to all fields, such as transportation,
healthcare, food supply chain, education, and industry. These IIoT applications will provide efficient,
effective solutions for future networks. There are challenges in communication and networking in
terms of latency, bandwidth, resource allocation, and storage.
All these advanced IIoT applications will create a huge amount of data, causing a burden on the
cloud. Even though cloud computing provides services to the edge devices, it incurs huge latency,
resource allocation challenges, caching placement problems, energy consumption. These issues are
detrimental to the QoS aspect of a network. Fog as an extension of cloud provides a platform to
compute, control, store and manage these IIoT devices. In the future, it will reshape all sectors
involving IIoT applications, with the integration of important existing communication technologies
namely, CPS, SDN, NFV, 5G, D2D. This brings computation, resource management, and storage
challenges. In this paper, first, we gave an overview of IIoT applications and its enabling technologies
used for new revolutionized era. The pre existing protocols and solutions to challenges related to fog
computing are summarized. In the end, we have mentioned open research IIoT domains, in which fog
computing can act as an enabler. We have previewed the work carried out by numerous researchers
incorporating fog computing to provide services to IIoT edge devices leveraging towards Industry 4.0
way. Critical review of some existing work is summarized in the table, which can be used to find open
research challenges. Towards the development of this industrial transformative epoch, most of the
research work is still uncertain and waiting. This is an interesting era to discover what fog computing
may contribute to the world of automation in the coming future.
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Abstract: Narrowband internet of things (NB-IoT) is a recent cellular radio access technology
based on Long-Term Evolution (LTE) introduced by Third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
for Low-Power Wide-Area Networks (LPWAN). The main aim of NB-IoT is to support massive
machine-type communication (mMTC) and enable low-power, low-cost, and low-data-rate
communication. NB-IoT is based on LTE design with some changes to meet the mMTC requirements.
For example, in the physical (PHY) layer only single-antenna and low-order modulations are
supported, and in the Medium Access Control (MAC) layers only one physical resource block
is allocated for resource scheduling. The aim of this survey is to provide a comprehensive overview
of the design changes brought in the NB-IoT standardization along with the detailed research
developments from the perspectives of Physical and MAC layers. The survey also includes an
overview of Evolved Packet Core (EPC) changes to support the Service Capability Exposure Function
(SCEF) to manage both IP and non-IP data packets through Control Plane (CP) and User Plane (UP),
the possible deployment scenarios of NB-IoT in future Heterogeneous Wireless Networks (HetNet).
Finally, existing and emerging research challenges in this direction are presented to motivate future
research activities.
Keywords: narrowband; IoT; PHY; NB-IoT; MAC; deployment; survey; mMTC; 5G
1. Introduction
According to Information Handling Services (IHS) technology forecast, the Internet of Things
(IoT) market is expected to grow to billions of devices by 2020 [1]. Massive connections are expected
to respond to different IoT use cases such as smart city, smart wearables, smart home, etc. [2].
For these applications, latency-insensitive devices can be positioned in hard-to-reach areas and do
not require high throughput or frequent reporting. Therefore, to cope with such tremendous IoT
trends, the Third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) introduced the Narrowband Internet of
Things (NB-IoT) standard as a communication technology enabler. NB-IoT is categorized as one of
the licensed Low-Power Wide-Area Networks (LPWAN) cellular technologies based on Long-Term
Evolution (LTE) with long range and low cost. In the LPWAN category, there exist other licensed
technologies, i.e., Long-Term Evolution Category M1 (LTE-M), and unlicensed technologies, i.e., Long
Range (LoRa), SigFox, Ingenu, etc. [3–7], but they are not the focus of the current work since they are
not based on cellular technology.
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The term Narrowband refers to NB-IoT’s bandwidth of maximum 200 kHz thanks to which it
can coexist either in the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) spectrum or by occupying
one of the legacy LTE Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs) as in-band or as guard-band. Since it coexists
in the LTE spectrum, NB-IoT follows the legacy LTE numerologies as it uses Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and Single-Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA)
in the downlink and uplink transmission schemes, respectively. Some modifications in the physical
(PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layers are implemented to support the long-range massive
machine-type (mMTC) connections with low power, low data rates, low complexity, and hence
low cost. However, despite its low complexity, this new radio access technology (RAT) delivers
better performance in terms of the supported number of devices, and coverage enhancements for
latency-insensitive applications with maximum coupling loss (MCL) of about 20 dB higher than LTE
(i.e., 164 dB) [5–11].
With flexible deployment as well as the possibility to implement over-the-air (OTA) firmware
upgrades, many telecommunication operators across the globe (as shown in Figure 1) deployed
NB-IoT to test its practical feasibility on diverse use cases with real-life trials such as connected sheep
in Norway [12], smart metering and tracking in Brazil [13], NB-IoT at sea in Norway [14], smart city in
Las Vegas, USA [15], etc. The trials are enabled by different NB-IoT software and hardware solutions
from different chip or module vendors such as Skyworks [16], Media tek [17], Neul (Huawei) [18],
Quectel [19], Nordic Semiconductors [20], Intel [21], Sequans [22], Qualcomm [23], Siera wireless [24],
Samsung [25], Altair [26], U-Blox [27], and so on.
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Figure 1. The geographical representation of countries with the ongoing NB-IoT real-life deployments
for diverse use cases (May 2019).
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The availability of such commercial off-the-shelf solutions speeds up the adoption of NB-IoT.
For this reason, numerous studies addressing segmented enhancement criteria including survey
articles emerged to analyze NB-IoT performance and implementation. Table 1 presents, in a nutshell,
the main differences and similarities between this survey and the other existing ones by displaying the
key focus features.
Table 1. Summarized comparison of this survey’s contribution with respect to the existing surveys.
Survey The Third Generation Partnership Project Layers Deployment Strategies
[Ref] Rel 13 Rel 14 Rel 15 Rel 16 Physical Media Access Control
[28] 2017 
[29] 2017  
[30] 2017 
[31] 2017 
[32] 2018 
[33] 2019  
This survey       
For example, in [32], the authors surveyed the development path of MTC and elaborated the
NB-IoT evolution in Release 13. Similarly, in [28], the authors discussed the Release 13 features and
compared its performance with respect to other communication technologies such as LTE-M, SigFox,
Lora and Wireless-Fidelity (WiFi), etc. In [29,30], the authors gave an overview of NB-IoT Release 14;
however, in [30], the authors elaborated more on the expectations for NB-IoT Release 15 agenda.
In [31], the authors presented a survey on the NB-IoT downlink scheduling issues by highlighting
the associated scheduling process in terms of offset index selection. In [33], the authors surveyed
the uplink and downlink performance evaluation of NB-IoT systems by analyzing the main causes
of latency, trade-off between throughput and free resources, channel occupancy etc. with respect to
Release 13 and Release 14 updates.
In contrast to the above surveys, this paper presents:
• A comprehensive survey of NB-IoT, from Release 13 to the ongoing Release 16 prospects.
• An all-inclusive overview of the state of the art of PHY and MAC layers by addressing the key
improvement concerns in terms of challenges and the corresponding potential solutions.
• The possible NB-IoT deployment strategies for synchronous and asynchronous network structures
in HetNet scenarios to foster the NB-IoT coexistence with legacy technologies as well as with the
fifth generation (5G) networks.
• Discussion on the open research challenges to motivate future research directions.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first survey that covers broadly these
above-mentioned contributions and hence will facilitate the reader’s knowledge related to NB-IoT
from standardization, ongoing research, and its practical implementation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses NB-IoT standards by elaborating
the key design changes and the related ongoing enhancements. Section 3 presents the state of the art
of NB-IoT protocol stack by detailing the PHY layer and MAC layer features. Section 4 discusses the
open research questions and their potential solutions, and the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
2. Narrowband-IoT Standard and Releases
Early in 2014, the LPWAN market rapidly developed thanks to the emergence of IoT. Realizing
the need and potential for new communication ways, 3GPP started a feasibility study on cellular
system support for an ultra-low complexity and low throughput IoT solution referred to as cellular
IoT. In May 2014, Huawei and Vodafone proposed the Narrowband Machine to Machine (NB-M2M) to
3GPP as a study item to cope with the IoT market needs. Additional telecom industrial players got
interested and later the same year Qualcomm proposed narrowband orthogonal frequency division
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multiplexing (NB-OFDM). In May 2015, 3GPP merged the two proposals (i.e., NB-M2M and NB-OFDM)
and formed the Narrowband Cellular IoT (NB-CIoT). Eight months later, Ericsson proposed the
Narrowband Long-Term Evolution NB-LTE. In September 2015, 3GPP included all proposals as a work
item for Release 13. The key difference between NB-CIoT and NB-LTE was the number of the reused
legacy LTE network resources to support interoperability. In June 2016 NB-IoT was recognized as
a new clean slate RAT. Only further improvement changes were allowed and implemented thereafter.
In this regard, this section presents the main NB-IoT design changes from Release 13 until
today that enabled the massive IoT connections with the corresponding solutions to respond to the
adopted NB-IoT objectives. The enhancement features are classified following the objectives that
are presented in the releases which would make it easier for the readers to refer back to the official
3GPP documents [8,9,34–38].
2.1. Release 13
3GPP introduced the following techniques in NB-IoT Release 13 to enable cellular massive IoT
deployment for diverse use cases with low power, low complexity, and hence low cost. The introduced
features and their corresponding objectives are as follows.
2.1.1. Mode of Operation
With the limited bandwidth requirement, NB-IoT can be deployed in three different modes i.e.,
standalone, in-band, and guard-band, as depicted in Figure 2. In in-band and guard-band modes,
NB-IoT occupies one PRBs of 180 KHz in LTE spectrum both in the downlink and uplink. It can also be
allocated as standalone where it occupies the 200 KHz bandwidth by “refarming” the GSM spectrum.
These flexible deployment possibilities enable fast integration and coexistence with legacy LTE and
GSM systems.
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Figure 2. Narrow band Interet of Things (NB-IoT) Flexible Allocation inside Long-Term Evolution
(LTE) spectrum (in-band and guard-band) and when refarming the Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) spectrum (standalone).
2.1.2. Multi-Tone Transmission Support
To reach the massive device deployment objective, NB-IoT introduces the allocation of Resource
Units (RU) to multiple User Equipment (UE) contrary to LTE where the whole resource block is
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allocated to a single UE in the uplink. In this regard, tones (frequency domain) with different duration
are allocated to UEs. For the uplink transmission, each tone may either occupy 3.75 kHz or 15 kHz
of transmission bandwidth based on the SC-FDMA scheme; for downlink NB-IoT uses 15 kHz of
transmission bandwidth with OFDM scheme as LTE. With 15 kHz spacing, NB-IoT can dedicate either
single-tone (8 ms) or multi-tone (3 tones, 6 tones, and 12 tones) to different UEs with the duration of
4 ms, 2 ms, and 1 ms, respectively. On the other hand, the 3.75 kHz spacing supports only single-tone
allocation to different users with 48 subcariers of 32 ms duration [11,39,40].
2.1.3. Complexity and Cost Reduction Techniques
NB-IoT is required to have low complexity to reach the low-cost objective to facilitate massive
connections. The features that were implemented to reach this objective include relaxed base-band
processing, low memory storage, and reduced radio-frequency (RF) components. In this regard,
the system bandwidth is set as narrow as 180 kHz with reduced frequency and time synchronization
requirement. Also, NB-IoT uses the restricted BPSK and QPSK modulation schemes with only one
antenna support both in uplink and downlink transmission.
2.1.4. Power Reduction Method
NB-IoT devices are intended to have a 10 years battery life to support massive deployment with
limited human intervention. In this regard, two features i.e., Power Saving Mode (PSM), (from Release
12), and extended Discontinuous Reception (eDRx) (new feature from Release 13) were supported.
These features are intended to extend the UE’s battery longevity as follows:
In PSM, the NB-IoT device is configured to completely sleep while remaining registered online
but cannot be reached by the base station signaling. In Release 13, the device can be in PSM mode for
approximately up to about 413 days. In eDRX, the device is in an inactive mode for a few minutes to
a few hours only.
In both cases, the partial or complete inability to receiving and sending different signals enhance
the battery life longevity; however, choosing either PSM, eDRX or both depends on the corresponding
use-case requirement. In this regard, the device can be synchronized to wake up from these modes by
either Real-Time Clock (RTC), triggering from sensors, or both.
2.1.5. Physical Channels and Signals
NB-IoT adopts the same frame structure as LTE, with 1024 hyper frames, consisting of 1024 frames
that contain 10 subframes of two slots with a duration of 0.5 ms each in the time domain. Similarly,
in the frequency domain, NB-IoT contains 12 subcarriers of 7 OFDM symbols mapped in each slot.
In addition to that, when NB-IoT uses the 3.75 kHz spacing on the uplink, 48 subcarriers are used with
a slot duration of 2 ms.
The following channels and signals are used in the uplink:
• Narrowband Physical Random Access Channel (NPRACH).
• Narrowband Physical Uplink Shared Channel (NPUSCH).
• Demodulation Reference Signal (DMRS).
And the following are in the downlink frame:
• Narrowband Physical Downlink Shared Channel (NPDSCH).
• Narrowband Physical Downlink Control Channel (NPDCCH).
• Narrowband Reference Signal (NRS).
• Narrowband Primary Synchronization Signal (NPSS).
• Narrowband Secondary Synchronization Signal (NSSS).
• Narrowband Physical Broadcast Channel (NPBCH).
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In general, NPRACH is used by UEs to perform initial access to the network, to request
transmission resources, and to reconnect to the base station after a link failure. NPDSCH and NPUSCH
are used to carry the downlink and uplink data packets transmissions, respectively. DMRS is used
for uplink channel estimation accuracy. The UE acquires Master Information Block (MIB) from
NPBCH and System Information Block (SIBs) from the NPDCCH. The defined MIB and SIB are
broadcasted once during 640 ms and 2560 ms intervals, respectively. The timing of the remaining
SIBs is configured in SIB1-NB. NRS is used for cell search and initial system acquisition. NPSS and
NSSS are used by the UE for its frequency and timing synchronization with the base station. Due to
overhead scheduling gaps in NPDCCH, the downlink and uplink peak data rates are ~250 kb/s and
~2267 kb/s, respectively, [34,40–43].
2.1.6. Coverage Enhancement Method
NB-IoT is designed to enhance coverage for the applications that are in hard-to-reach areas such
as deep indoors and basements. In this regard, NB-IoT delivers an additional coverage of 20 dB as
compared to the legacy LTE system. This corresponds to 164 dB of MCL. To enhance its coverage,
NB-IoT uses up to 128 and 2048 retransmissions in uplink and downlink, respectively. Hence, this
makes NB-IoT suitable for use cases that are latency insensitive as it can tolerate up to 10 seconds
transmission delay.
2.2. Release 14 Enhancements
After the implementation of Release 13 features, studies erupted along with field trials that
revealed the need for further enhancements to improve the quality of service as well as user experience.
In this regard, 3GPP introduced further enhancement features to NB-IoT.
The enhancements features in Release 14 include positioning update, multicast services, and a new
UE output power class in which the NB-IoT system throughput, mobility, service continuity and
non-anchor carrier operation are improved [29,30].
2.2.1. Improved Positioning Technique
3GPP Release 14 introduces an indoor advanced positioning method of observed time difference
of arrival (OTDOA) for NB-IoT to enhance UE position measurement of cell identity (CID). In OTDOA
method, the UE measures the times of arrival (ToAs) of positioning reference signals (PRSs) received
from different transmitters with respect to a reference node’s PRS transmission to form the reference
signal time difference (RSTD) measurements. In enhanced CID, the measurement requirements include
the base station receive (Rx) and transmit (Tx) time difference, reference signal received power (RSRP),
and reference signal received quality (RSRQ).
2.2.2. Multicast Services
The main objective of this mechanism is to optimize resources as well as transmission latency
by addressing the data to a group of UEs at the same time rather than sending it multiple times to
separate devices.
Therefore in Release 14, Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services (MBMS) is supported through
single-cell point-to-multipoint (SC-PTM). In general, SC-PTM is an efficient dynamic mechanism for
optimal radio resource usage as it allows broadcast or multicast services to a specific group based on
real-time traffic load and user requirement. SC-PTM uses NPDSCH by mapping Single-cell MBMS
Control CHannel (SC-MCCH) and Single-Cell MBMS Traffic CHannel (SC-MTCH) that carry control
and data traffic to the physical layer scheduled by using the downlink control information (DCI).
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2.2.3. New Power Class for Narrowband-IoT User Equipment
Instead of the two power classes of Release 13 (i.e., 20 dBm and 23 dBm), in Release 14,
the maximum allowed device’s output power is reduced to 14 dBm. This has led to coverage
relaxation of 9 dB that corresponds to 155 dB MCL as compared to 164 dB MCL and hence reduces
the drained current. Technically, the use of the new power class facilitates the use of small coin-cell
batteries and hence can be suitable for limited-size devices and applications that need a small battery.
The compensation of the reduced NB-IoT power is achieved by increasing the NB-IoT transmission
time to maintain the same energy per bit as the UE in Release 13 achieves. The newly introduced
power class allows the serving base station to acquire the device power class during the establishment
of the connection.
2.2.4. New Transport-Block-Size Support
Contrary to Release 13 where NB-IoT supports relatively low data rates (~250 kb/s and ~226.7 kb/s
in downlink and uplink, respectively), 3GPP Release 14 introduces a new NB-IoT device category which
supports the improved data rates by enhancing the Transport Block Size (TBS) to 2536 bits. These data
rates can be reached thanks to the ability to support a second Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request
(HARQ) process. This second HARQ is useful for enhancing the reliability of the link for the UEs that
experience favorable channel conditions. Implementation of this optional second HARQ process results
in throughput gain as it reduces the overhead caused by NPDCCH scheduling gaps.
2.2.5. Multicarrier Operation
To enable the massive NB-IoT deployment, in Release 14, NB-IoT can monitor paging and perform
random access on non-anchor carriers. With this feature, one or more non-anchor carriers are added
to the anchor carrier to carry out the synchronization and mobility measurements by using the NRS.
Non-anchor carriers should also perform random access or paging when needed. Therefore, paging
occasions and hence paging load will be spread over the anchor and non-anchor carriers and all
carriers can then monitor paging.
2.2.6. User Equipment Mobility Enhancement
For the use cases that involve mobility, the temporary loss of radio interface impacts the system to
a degree that can degrade link performance in terms of transmission errors. In this regard, 3GPP Release
14 introduces the possibility of Radio Resource Control (RRC) re-establishment for NB-IoT UE that
supports data transfer via the control plane, i.e., the UE will try to re-establish the connection on that
cell and resume the data transfer. This new RRC re-establishment feature hides the temporary loss of
the radio interface to the upper layers.
2.3. Release 15 Enhancements
On top of all the enhancements that were introduced in Releases 13 and 14, the following
improvements were introduced in Release 15 to satisfy the fast adoption of massive deployment with
further improved quality of service.
2.3.1. Latency Reduction
In Release 15, NB-IoT supports new features to further reduce the transmission delay as well as to
further reduce the power consumption dissipated during long transmission requirements.
In this regard, the NB-IoT UE is now able to support the physical layer Scheduling Request (SR)
which is a special physical layer message to request the network to send the access grant (DCI format
0) so that the UE can transmit the uplink data. Also, NB-IoT uses a wake-up (Wu) signal to wake up
the main receiver. This signal is transmitted in idle mode only when the UE is required to decode
the physical downlink control channel in paging occasions. Therefore, power consumption reduction
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with the wake-up signal technique is larger when the UE wakes up from deep sleep more frequently
(i.e., for shorter DRX/eDRX cycles). Also, significant power consumption reduction is achieved
even when a common wake-up signal is used for a group of UEs. Quick RRC release and early
data transmission during random access channel (RACH) procedure are supported to reduce the UE
transmission latency and hence power consumption.
2.3.2. Semi-Persistent Scheduling
To enable better support of voice messages for the corresponding use cases, in Release 15,
Semi-Persistent Scheduling (SPS) feature is introduced. In general, SPS is comprised of persistent
scheduling for initial transmissions and dynamic scheduling for retransmissions. The base station
assigns specific resource units to be used for NB-IoT UE voice messages with specific interval to save
control plane overhead and hence optimize the radio resource usage. By principle, the base station
preconfigures the UE with the Radio Network Temporary Identifier (SPS-RNTI) which is used to
specifically differentiate one NB-IoT UE from another, or one radio channel from another. This SPS
enables the NB-IoT data reception at a regular configured periodicity.
2.3.3. Small Cell Support
To further improve the capacity as well as coverage, in Release 15, NB-IoT supports small cell
deployments. The downlink power to be reused for NB-IoT small cells is specified in section 16.2.2
of TS 36.213 [44]. In general, NB-IoT UE is not allowed to transmit more power than the configured
maximum power, even if the configured power is lower than UE’s maximum capability. This is done
to avoid interference.
On the other hand, to extend the IoT connectivity especially in remote and rural areas for use
cases such as agriculture, logistics, and environmental monitoring, NB-IoT is now able to support up
to 100 km range. According to Ericsson, this could be achieved with a software upgrade only, without
any changes in the existing NB-IoT hardware [45].
2.3.4. Enhanced User Equipment Measurements
Like in legacy LTE systems, UE measurements are critical since the corresponding reporting is
mainly used to characterize the reference signal of a given bandwidth.
In Release 15, UE measurements are improved in a way that only NSSS additionally to NRS
is defined for radio resource management measurement enhancement. This means that NRS is
determined by the resource elements that carry NSSS in the NSSS occasions that the UE measures,
through which the cell search and initial cell acquisition are improved.
2.3.5. Time Division Duplex (TDD) Support
In Release 15, a new feature of TDD support is introduced with a new TDD frame structure (type 2).
For both 3.75 kHz and 15 kHz spacing, some specified restrictions are introduced i.e., only a normal
cyclic prefix is supported for NB-IoT transmission. To support some of the TDD configurations with
few downlink subframes, some of the system information (SI) can be transmitted on non-anchor
carriers. In this way, the UE will have reduced system information acquisition and search time,
and hence reduced UE differentiation and access control [30,46,47].
2.4. Release 16 Enhancement Prospects
3GPP and many industrial players are involved in ongoing discussions for Release 16
enhancements. The agenda includes the following objectives with their corresponding solutions.
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2.4.1. Grant-Free Access
Most of the power consumption takes place during the NB-IoT UE active time, i.e., during Tx
and Rx. In Release 16, the UE will be expected to transmit during RRC-Idle mode through Msg3 (RRC
connection request) without access grant. A UE in RRC connected mode can transmit data without
grant or with the simplified control-less grant. A further enhancement is on reducing NB-IoT signaling
overhead while guaranteeing the needed quality of service. These features will reduce both power
consumption and latency. In Release 16, it is also proposed to further study other signal waveforms
(i.e., FDMA) that require less orthogonality with more relaxed timing advance (TA) alignment as
compared to SC-FDMA.
2.4.2. Simultaneous Multi-User Transmission
The introduction of new schemes will enable simultaneous multi-user transmissions by using
a shared resource in the time and frequency domains, such as Code division multiplexing (CDM),
and multi-user multiple inputs multiple outputs (MU-MIMO), without increasing the number of
antennae at the UE. In this regard, more dynamic access can also be achieved through enhanced base
station receiver for detection of multiple users that are using the same resource unit as cluster and
hence be able to schedule them effectively. This is because, for the last releases, NB-IoT UE uses the
static or semi-static configuration of more resources for the unexpected application traffic handling.
Similarly, the introduction of NB-IoT transmission without grant will cause a collision of data packets
so dynamic handling of multiplexing is necessary.
2.4.3. Enhanced Group Message Mechanism
In Release 16, there should be more enhancements to support downlink command between user
groups and group RNTIs. This is because MBMS which was proposed in Release 14 is only efficient
for large size downlink command message transmission and requires many UEs to be deployed.
For example, the application layer common message can be very small but sent to many UEs under
a small group of UEs hence making MBMS not efficient for such applications.
2.4.4. Inter-RAT Idle-Mode Mobility
For applications such as smart tracking of logistics that involve mobility, the NB-IoT UE may still
need to be accessible even when moved to the area served by other base station.
In this regard, 3GPP should introduce the new feature for NB-IoT UE support for inter-RAT
mobility during idle mode. The mentioned feature is introduced along with optional handover
support during connected mode through procedure simplification i.e., without dedicated signaling
for measurement control and report. This is because handover helps to reduce system information
reading time.
2.4.5. Network Management Tool Enhancement to Improve UE Differentiation
NB-IoT UE is expected to be able to perform differentiation according to maximal tolerable delay
per service to optimize the radio resource usage. This is because, in the last release, the UE can be
differentiated according to traffic model (periodic communication indicator, periodic time, scheduled
communication time, traffic profile) and battery indication.
Section 2 has presented the NB-IoT standard and the corresponding enhancements from Release 13
until today. It has highlighted the main design changes and the corresponding further enhancements,
i.e., deployment flexibility, physical channels and signals, positioning, multicast, new power classes,
improved data rates, multicarrier operations, mobility support, improved scheduling, NB-IoT small
cell support etc.
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3. Narrowband-IoT: Protocol Stack
This section presents the NB-IoT protocol stack based on state of the art of the PHY and MAC
layers to identify the knowledge gap and define future research directions. NB-IoT adopts the same
protocol stack as the legacy LTE. However, some design changes in both PHY and MAC layers were
introduced to support the massive long-range connections with up to additional 20 dB MCL than in
legacy technologies such as LTE, GSM, and GPRS. Those changes are described in what follows.
3.1. Physical Layer
On the physical layer, NB-IoT adopts the same numerologies as legacy LTE along with OFDM and
SC-FDMA signal waveforms in downlink and uplink, respectively. However, the resource scheduling
unit in NB-IoT is the subcarrier (or tone) instead of PRB, to foster the network scalability by serving
multiple UEs in a 180 kHz bandwidth. The downlink and uplink frame structures are as depicted in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
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Figure 3. NB-IoT Downlink Frame Structure: subframe number 0 carries the Narrowband Physical
Broadcast Channel (NPBCH), 1 to 4, and 6 to 8 carry the Narrowband Physical Downlink Control
Channel (NPDCCH)/Narrowband Physical Downlink Shared Channel (NPDSCH), and 5 and 9 carry
the Narrowband Primary Synchronization Signal (NPSS)/Narrowband Secondary Synchronization
Signal (NSSS) (A) When the subframe is carrying control channels and (B) when the subframe is
carrying data.
In general, the base station uses DCI to specify the scheduling information for a downlink/uplink
transmission in NB-IoT. Then NB-IoT UE learns the deployment mode (standalone, in-band, or
guard-band) as well as the cell identity through its initial acquisition, and it figures out which resource
elements are already used by LTE. This is the way by which the UE can map NPDCCH and NPDSCH
symbols to available resource elements. For example, in the downlink, NPDCCH is transmitted by
aggregating the narrowband control elements (element 0 and element 1) where element 0 is occupied in
subcarrier 0 to 5 and element 1 occupies subcarrier 6 to 11 in a subframe. The elements are determined
by the type of DCI which is carried by NPDCCH to deliver scheduling command. Either two DCIs can
be multiplexed in one subframe, or one DCI can be mapped in one subframe, corresponding to the
aggregation level used [48]. However, NPDCCH, NPDSCH, and NRS cannot be mapped to the already
occupied resource elements for LTE signals such as cell-specific reference symbols (CRS) and LTE
physical downlink control channel (PDCCH). When NB-IoT UE receives NPDCCH which carries DCI,
it decodes it and uses the device’s scheduling feature (k0) to know the delay over which it will start to
receive NPDSCH. The scheduling information is used to identify the allocated resources over NPDSCH
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and NPUSCH, respectively. In each NPDCCH, a maximum of two DCIs can be transported, and each
UE can receive up to one DCI. The time interval between two successive NPDCCH opportunities is
referred to as an NPDCCH period (PP) [48].
In the state of the art, different works have proposed solutions to the challenges that occur in PHY
layer features, such as initial cell acquisition and synchronization, random access, channel estimation,
error correction, and co-channel interference, as summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 4. NB-IoT Uplink Frame Structure, (A) when 15 kHz spacing is used with different
tone-allocation possibilities with slot duration of 0.5 ms and (B) when 3.75 kHz is used only single-tone
allocation is supported with 4 times longer slot duration (2 ms).
Table 2. Articles on the proposed PHY layer enhancement techniques.
Feature Article Technique Used Enhancement Criteria Limitation
Cell
Acquisition
[49] Maximum-Likelihood (ML)NPSS detector
Average latency reduction
for timing synchronization
It is a computationally
complex detection method
[50] Cell search and initialsynchronization algorithm
Time and frequency
synchronization by using
NPSS and NSSS with
two-stage time domain
NPSS correlation
mobility and new NB-IoT
transmit power are not
considered which have
a direct impact on inter-RAT
camping and the detected
SNR, respectively
[51]
Non-orthogonal spectral
efficient frequency division
multiplexing (SEFDM)
waveform and an
overlapped sphere decoding
(OSD) detector
Resource optimization by
the use of less bandwidth
with better data rates
compared to OFDM signal
waveform
The proposed method
would lead to sampling rate
mismatch, carrier frequency
offset and also will need to
raise the computation
complexity to NB-IoT UE
[52]
New synchronization signal
structure with Zadoff-Chu
conjugates
Minimization of timing
errors due to
low-complexity NB-IoT
frequency offset
If the same model is used
for uplink synchronization it
might lead to estimation
errors if mobility is involved
in NB-IoT
[53]
NPRACH detection and
time-of-arrival estimation
for NB-IoT system
Enhancement on cell
acquisition and channel
estimation accuracy
The algorithm might not
work for multi-tone
allocation. Also, frequency
hopping may raise power
consumption as well as
device complexity
[54]
Receiver algorithm for
NPRACH timing advance
estimation and detection
Modeling the detection
threshold to satisfy the
NPRACH performance by
lowering the probabilities of
false alarm
The paper did not explain
how receiver sensitivity can
affect the NPRACH
detection
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Table 2. Cont.
Feature Article Technique Used Enhancement Criteria Limitation
Cell
Acquisition
[55] Mathematical modeling ofNB-IoT performance
Throughput enhancement
and NPRACH optimization
by the use of repetition
number, NPRACH
preamble transmission per
second and intersite
distance
The work did not include
some parameters such as the
impact of mobility and how
the achieved MCL for
different coverage classes
can impact the repetition
assignment
[56] NPSS and NSSS frequencydiversity reception
Time and frequency
synchronization for cell
search improvement
Alternative switching of
NPSS and NSSS may require
additional control
commands which may lead
to higher device complexity
Random Access
[57] Configurable signalpropagation model
System performance
analysis in terms of number
of supported devices, BER
performance, preamble
retransmissions, etc.
The impact of preamble
retransmission on the
overall transmission latency
is not considered
[58]
Mathematical evaluation of
RACH preamble
transmission
Analysis of NB-IoT
transmission delay by using
periodicity, start time,
number of repetitions,
number of preamble
attempts and random access
response window
Their model used minimum,
intermediate, and maximum
values for simulation which
is so deterministic.
However, it could be better
to use random distribution
to characterize NB-IoT
realistic channel variations
[59]
Random Access with
differentiated barring
(RADB) algorithm
Minimization of random
access collision
Not resource efficient
method since it does not
include the impact of
scheduling in different tone
configurations
[60]
New frequency hopping
pattern of NPRACH
preamble
Time-of-arrival estimation
by the use of all the hopping
distances
It only used a small cell
scenario, if applied in dense
NB-IoT network, estimation
by considering all hopping
distances may lead to
system overhead and
possible interference
Channel
estimation
[61] Frequency trackingalgorithm
Frequency synchronization,
as well as channel
estimation for NB-IoT
systems
More pilot signals, are used.
This increases the overhead
and hence can degrade the
spectral efficiency
[62] Timing advance (TA)adjustment
Preamble sequence
decoding by means of round
trip estimation for coverage
enhancements (on the sea)
It might not work for
applications that do not
involve a direct line of sight
such as in dense urban
environment
[63] MCS and coverage leveloptimization
Mobility effect on different
coverage levels and how
MCS affect paging
performance
The channel model does not
include other factors such as
the effect of repetition,
multipath, different Tx
power for NB-IoT UEs as
well as carrier frequency
offset and inter-RAT
operability
[64] New iterative algorithm forNB-IoT transmission scheme
NB-IoT error correction by
using cryptographic
redundancy and error
correcting code
The channel estimation
model to characterize
NB-IoT transmission is not
good, because some errors
might be due to intersymbol
interference and others due
to intercarrier interference
however the model does not
explain
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Table 2. Cont.
Feature Article Technique Used Enhancement Criteria Limitation
Interference
mitigation
[65] Channel Equalizationalgorithm
Intersymbol Interference
mitigation by the
phase-shifted channel
frequency responses (CFR)
to conquer the sampling
mismatch between NB-IoT
and base station
The proposed model did not
consider the NPSS and
NSSS impact ON time and
frequency synchronization
[66]
Mathematical model for
sample duration in LTE and
NB-IoT system
Interference and close-form
interference analysis due to
sampling mismatch between
NB-IoT and base station
The model is computational
complex when implemented
in NB-IoT systems
3.1.1. Cell Acquisition and Synchronization
NB-IoT UE goes through the same process as LTE UE where to camp on a cell, it goes through
frequency and timing synchronization to obtain the center carrier frequency as well as the allocated
slot and frame timing used for the cell acquisition. In general, if MIB and SIB are properly decoded, cell
ID, a subframe number, scheduling information, and system bandwidth can be detected successfully.
In NB-IoT, the low complexity of devices may lead to poor synchronization and cell acquisition
performance, especially due to carrier frequency offsets and poor channel estimation capacity.
The following are the papers that have proposed different solutions to optimize the initial cell
acquisition and initial synchronization procedure.
In [49], the authors presented a Maximum-Likelihood (ML) NPSS detector which is based on
frequency domain cross-correlation metrics by using an overlap-save method. Their method achieves
an average timing synchronization latency of 140 ms for the in-band deployed mode with SNR of
−12.6 dB. Their proposed method showed a 34% reduction of the energy that is required for NPSS
detection. However, their work showed only how much energy could be reduced with respect
to the autocorrelation NPSS detection methods. It could be better to show how much of the total
device’s energy is consumed by their proposed computationally complex detector, i.e., it could be
more realistic to include analysis in terms of reduction with respect to the energy consumed during
time synchronization but also in terms of energy optimization over the total device consumption.
In [50], the authors presented an algorithm for initial synchronization and cell search.
The proposed algorithm uses NPSS for timing acquisition and initial Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO)
estimation called the two-stage time domain NPSS correlation. They also used NSSS sequences for
the cell ID and frame timing. Their proposed algorithm showed that under extremely low SNR and
different fading conditions, NB-IoT could provide the required performance and could also quickly
camp on the cell, if any. However, practical experiments are still needed to prove the feasibility of
these simulations especially on how the newly introduced NB-IoT power class and actual channel
variations could have an impact on the detected SNR at the base station.
In [51], the authors presented an NB-IoT framework by using an advanced signal waveform
called non-orthogonal spectral efficient frequency division multiplexing (SEFDM). This waveform
uses less bandwidth as compared to OFDM waveform. The designed signal could improve the data
rate without the need for more bandwidth. At the base station, the minimum Euclidian norm search
detector is used for better error correction. The simulation results reveal that the proposed advanced
signal waveform could achieve 25% improvement on data rate as compared to the OFDM signal
waveform. The work also proposed an overlapped sphere decoding (OSD) detector which reduces the
computation complexity as compared to the single sphere decoding detector while guaranteeing
the needed performance. However, the model does not explain the impact of CFO due to the
non-orthogonality of the subcarriers on the received signal.
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In [52], the work investigated the downlink synchronization signal design and proposed
the novel general synchronization signal structure with a couple of Zadoff-Chu (ZC) conjugated
sequences in order to remove the potential timing errors caused by large frequency offsets. Their new
synchronization signal structure demonstrated better functionality with the frequency offset tolerance
of up to 40 kHz. However, the model does not explain the number of samples per symbol involved in
synchronization operation and decision.
In [53], the random access preamble is discussed based on the design of NPRACH for single-tone
frequency hopping only. It introduces the new single-tone frequency hopping random access signal
used by NPRACH in NB-IoT systems. It further explains the design rationale and proposes some
possible receiver algorithms for NPRACH detection and ToA estimation. The simulation results show
that NPRACH performance is improved. However, the paper did not discuss the impact of massive
interference which may result in lower received Signal Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) at the base
station such that the lower the SINR the lower the detection probability of NPRACH. In addition to that
the higher the number of devices the higher probability of NPRACH preamble collision. So lower SINR
detected at base station and higher collision probability both affect NPRACH detection negatively.
In [54], the authors described a NPRACH design as specified in 3GPP in standard in Release 13.
They proposed a receiver algorithm for the NPRACH timing advance estimation as well as detection.
The simulation results for the NPRACH detection shows that if one preamble sequence is transmitted,
the detection threshold should be set between 55% to 70% of the average value to satisfy the desired
NPRACH performance at the lowest SNR. The results also showed that at 5 and 11 preamble sequence
transmission, the detection threshold should be 50% and 35% of the average value, respectively. It is
noted that increasing the detection threshold lowers the false alarm probability, which leads to an
increased likelihood of misdetection.
In [55], the authors provided a mathematical model of an NB-IoT network in order to predict
the optimum performance with a specific configuration of some design parameters (i.e., repetition,
number of the preamble in NPRACH per second, coverage classes and intersite distance). The paper
analyzes the effects of parameter choice in outdoor, indoor, and deep indoor. The work finally proposes
how to choose the optimal configuration i.e., by providing the highest throughput, as well as success
probability higher than minimal success probability with minimal one being of 90%. The work showed
that even though the success probability has a maximum limit, it can still be altered by modifying the
number of repetitions to enhance the coverage or the system capacity in terms of throughput.
In [56], the authors presented the NB-IoT frequency diversity (FD) reception for NPSS as well
as NSSS. In the reception mode, the NB-IoT UE alternatively receives the NPSS and NSSS in time
domain radio frame by switching the received signals transmitted in different resource blocks in the
frequency domain. Their simulation results show that using the proposed FD reception could improve
the detection probability by 16% more than without applying the frequency diversity. Additionally,
using FD with precoding vector switching (PVC) transmit diversity, achieves 90% of physical cell ID
detection (PCID) probabilities at the average SNR of 0 dB with maximum carrier offset of 70 kHz.
The method also achieves 97% of PCID detection probability without consideration of frequency
carrier offset.
3.1.2. Random Access Procedure
Like in LTE, NB-IoT random access (RA) is intended for initial UE uplink synchronization through
which the UE acquires its unique UE ID used for communication with the base station. RA is also
used to regain the lost UE access due to the long state of inactivity which has led to the loss in
uplink synchronization. In NB-IoT, RA faces several challenges as seen on the research discussions;
some solutions to improve the RA performance have been proposed as described in what follows.
In [57], the authors presented the random access procedure (RAP) model and analyzed the system
performance by taking into consideration the configurable signal propagation model, a number of
supported users per cell, and the RAP configuration parameters. The paper used the contention-based
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random access with Msg3 collisions instead of Msg1 collision (as multipath transmission) for the
random access procedure. The proposed model results show the impact of the parameters (Msg3
transmission mode, Msg3 modulation and coding scheme (MCS), power control schemes and power
ramping step) in the single-tone and multi-tone transmissions Bit Error Rate (BER) performance.
The results are presented in terms of the total number of preamble transmission success, preamble
retransmissions and lost preamble attempts. The work concludes that Msg3 must be considered in
the random access procedure analysis, the transmission mode as well as MCS, and for better system
performance and fairness distribution of UEs in the cell, it is better to configure power control correctly.
In [58], the authors analyze NB-IoT transmission delay as well as mathematical evaluation of the
probability of success for the random access procedure preamble transmission. The analysis is based on
three scenarios; scenario one uses minimum values of parameters, scenario two uses the intermediate
values, and scenario three uses maximum parameter values. The used parameters are NPRACH
periodicity, start time, number of repetitions, number of preamble attempts, and random access
response window size. The average delay analysis was performed such that k preamble sequences are
mapped in n subcarriers. The preamble collision occurs when multiple UEs send preamble sequences
in the same subcarrier. A successful preamble attempt occurs when only one UE sends the preamble
to a given subcarrier.
In [59], the authors investigated a random access optimization algorithm and summarized
the NPRACH feature and hence designed random access with differentiated barring (RADB) for
NB-IoT system. It is observed that the RADB could solve the preamble request conflict caused by
massive NB-IoT UEs and hence provide reliable random access for latency-sensitive devices. However,
the authors did not consider the problems of channel resource distribution and resource use rate.
In [60], the authors designed a new frequency hopping pattern of NPRACH preamble which uses
all feasible hopping distances for a given number of subcarriers. It is seen that their proposed pattern
was compatible with standards that is keeping the same NPRACH structure with only very small
changes (hopping in the standard is allowed only between the subcarriers of the same resource group).
Their simulation where they adopted their first traffic model which deploys 3000 devices, 48 ms and
40 ms of NPRACH preamble and periodicity, respectively, show that the proposed hopping pattern
could improve the ToA estimation without additional system overhead.
3.1.3. Channel Estimation and Error Correction
Like in LTE systems, NB-IoT system performance depends to some extent on the quality of the
channel estimation. However, for NB-IoT systems massive deployment, the poor quality of channel
estimates is highly influenced by the low complexity of the UEs that can lead to misdetection of
some signals, frequency offset, phase noise, passive intermodulation (PIM) on the device level, etc.
To address the challenges that affect the channel estimation as well as to improve the quality of error
correction to ensure the required performance with the low complexity, several works have proposed
some solutions, as summarized in the following paragraphs.
In [61], the authors presented an NPSS detection method whose timing metric is composed of
symbol-wise autocorrelation and a dedicated normalization factor in an in-band downlink NB-IoT
system. The authors proposed a novel low-power algorithm for frequency tracking by the use of
more pilot signals as compared to the LTE system. Their algorithm is implemented to compensate
for the accumulated frequency offset during the NB-IoT transmission of NB-IoT. Their proposed
frequency tracking algorithm delivers high estimation efficiency in terms of Minimum Mean Square
Error (MMSE), the probability of correct cell acquisition, etc. However, their study did not elaborate on
what could be the impact of mobility and inter-RACT support in the cell search procedure for NB-IoT.
In [62], the authors presented a practical coverage test on the ocean; it is shown that the proposed
solution (where the base station decides whether the compensated round trip delay is short or long
enough to decode the preamble sequence) was done by considering NPRACH design and hence the
authors proposed their solution which considers the TA adjustment. Their proposed solution proved
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that NB-IoT coverage could reach as far as 35 km. However, the paper does not elaborate on the
solution feasibility in environments without line of sight.
In [63], the work provided optimization cases for NB-IoT downlink in terms of MCS. The work
also provided the optimization cases of coverage level (CL) by taking into consideration the RACH
success rate with different driving speeds of NB-IoT devices in a commercially deployed network.
Their results show that the base station paging success rate is decreased as the adjacent cell interference
increases. However, the decrease in MCS improves paging performance. Coverage level 0 is the best
choice for NB-IoT use cases that involve mobility, whereas coverage level 1 and 2 are mostly for fixed
location NB-IoT use cases.
In [64], the author presented an iterative algorithm for NB-IoT transmission procedure.
The simulation results in terms of BER and blocks error rate (BLER) show that by use of concatenated
error correcting codes or cryptographic redundancy and error correcting code, the algorithm improves
the NB-IoT coverage and reduces the overall NB-IoT power consumption. The modification of additional
correction of low reliable bits could demonstrate the error correction of the damaged messages by the
noisy transmission and hence can reduce the repetition number. However, this work did not discuss how
effective the algorithm is when taking into consideration different channel conditions, payload sizes, as
well as different repetition numbers with respect to device signal quality.
In [67], the authors considered the presence of random phase noise of the received signals mainly
caused by oscillators impairments in both the transmitting and receiving sides and how to lower
the mean square error (MSE) estimates. They presented the sequential MMSE channel estimation
method that could be implemented in NB-IoT systems. Their model shows that if random phase noise
is considered during channel estimation, it is possible to improve the detected SNR by up to 1 dB.
However, the model is assumed to be uniformly distributed hence does not present the real-time
channel which is randomly changing over time.
3.1.4. Co-Channel Interference
NB-IoT being deployed in the existing LTE spectrum, co-channel interference may occur between
NB-IoT and LTE UEs. This is due to several reasons such as sampling rate mismatch, inter-PRB
interference due to power leaking between NB-IoT and LTE PRBs, etc. To mitigate the impact of
co-channel interference in the NB-IoT/LTE coexistence scenario, the following works have addressed
the problems and proposed potential solutions.
In [65], the authors proposed the design guidance for channel equalization that can be used
for 5G networks. The proposal set some assumptions such that the currently most used algorithms
in cyclic prefix—OFDM system for pilot design, channel estimation, equalization, synchronization,
and system performance analysis may no longer be applicable to NB-IoT systems. Their mathematical
modeling demonstrated that channel equalization coefficients for NB-IoT UE are a set of phase-shifted
CFR combination and not a simple Fourier Transforms of the channel impulse responses. This is the
consequence of sampling rate mismatch between NB-IoT user and base station.
In [66], the authors established a comprehensive system model for in-band and guard-band
NB-IoT by considering sample duration. They derived the mathematical expressions of received LTE
and NB-IoT signals and analyzed the close-form interference power on LTE signal from adjacent
NB-IoT signal. It is observed that the sample duration of NB-IoT significantly impacts the desired
signal as well as interference on LTE UE; this is due to mismatched sampling rate between NB-IoT UE
and the base station. Their proposed system model and derivations match the simulations, hence can
be used for coexistence analysis for NB-IoT system.
Summary: This subsection has addressed the state of the art of NB-IoT PHY layer protocol.
The main focus was set on different approaches to improve cell acquisition process, random access
process, channel estimation, and interference mitigation. The next subsection focuses on MAC layer
features by addressing the corresponding challenges and potential solutions.
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3.2. Media Access Control Layer
Handling retransmissions (HARQ), multiplexing, random access, timing advance, choice of
transport block formats, priority management, and scheduling are the tasks executed by the MAC
layer. The discussion on this part focuses on features such as radio resource management, link
adaptation, coverage, and capacity improvement, power, and energy consumption reduction, as
summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Articles on proposed MAC layer enhancement techniques
Feature Article Technique Used Enhancement Limitation
Resource
allocation
[68] Resource blanking Interference cancellation byresource blanking
The proposed technique
may lead to performance
degradation in terms of
spectral efficiency, especially
for NB-IoT massive
deployment.
[69] Iterative algorithm bya cooperative approach
Radio resource management
in terms of scheduling index,
repetition number and
interference
The proposed solution is
sub-optimal hence it does
not provide maximum
achievable performance in
terms of maximum rate and
capacity
[70] Scheduling algorithm
Efficient resource allocation
by reducing the NPDCCH
periods
Mobility is not considered
and reducing NPDCCH
period could lower the
channel estimation quality
hence may degrade the
performance by unrealistic
channel estimation
[71]
Resource allocation
technique by extending
the specific PRB for
paging traffic offload
power consumption
reduction for NB-IoT UE
during paging loading and
offloading
The use of specific PRB for
paging offloading is not an
efficient use of the existing
resource blocks. Also,
the model is not applicable
in standalone mode.
[72] NB-IoT schedulingalgorithm
Interference analysis for 15
kHz LTE coexistence with
3.75 kHz guard-band
NB-IoT
Emptying the LTE resource
is not efficient resource use.
Also, the model is not
applicable for the
standalone mode of
deployment
Link
adaptation
[73] NB-IoT basic scheduleralgorithm
Optimal resource usage by
considering an average
device delay and processing
time
The scheduler did not
consider semi-persistent
scheduling, especially for
inter-RAT networks
[31]
Offset index selection
and UE specific and
common search spaces
for NB-IoT dense
networks
Cell capacity enhancement
by means of optimal
scheduling
Did not consider the
number of sessions that each
device has to transmit with
respect to different
requirements and use cases
[74]
Link adaptation
algorithm by using the
mathematical
expression of Shannon
theorem
Coverage enhancement by
characterizing SNR,
repetition number and
NB-IoT supported
bandwidth
The work did not consider
the impact of channel state
information on UE link
adaptation
[75]
Two-dimensional
NB-IoT dynamic link
adaptation algorithm
Optimization of repetition
number by dynamically
adjusting MCS to ensure
better BLER and BER
performance
the model does not
encompass the effect of
speed and the deployment
of the optional HARQ
process to ensure better
channel modeling
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Table 3. Cont.
Feature Article Technique Used Enhancement Limitation
Coverage
and capacity
[11]
NB-IoT coverage
comparisons in different
scenarios for 15 kHz and
3.75 kHz spacing
The channel estimation
impairments, carrier offset
as well as mobility with
respect to different
configurations are not
considered for the claimed
170 dB of achieved MCL of
NB-IoT
[76]
Preconfigured access
scheme and the joint
spatial and code domain
scheme
capacity and spectral
efficiency improvement
It can only be applicable in
small cell configurations
when NB-IoT is deployed in
large scale, preconfiguring
access for different require
[77] Control plane small datatransmission scheme
Effective data transmission
enhancement by
transmitting small packets
in RRC connection set up
This scheme may results in
NB-IoT signaling overhead
due to Radio Resource
Control (RRC) connection
setup process encompassed
with small data
[10]
UE coverage and
capacity simulation
measurement based on
real operators network
parameters
NB-IoT enhanced coverage
measurements by the use of
real network configuration
parameters
Optimal repetition number
for NB-IoT devices is not
considered, with additional
penetration loss, it does not
explain the additional
repetition requirement to
enhance the coverage while
guaranteeing the required
performance
[78]
Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
satellite to extend
NB-IoT coverage
NB-IoT Coverage extension
beyond LTE achieved link
budget
The work did not consider
the impact of repetition
number on extended
coverage as well as time and
frequency synchronization
that can lead to sampling
rate mismatch as well as
carrier frequency offset for
low-end NB-IoT modules
Power
management
[79] Practical powermeasurement
Power consumption
analysis for NB-IoT by
varying payloads and
repetition numbers, I-eDRx
and PSM
Using two devices is not
representative massive
NB-IoT devices in the
because different chips have
different power
consumption depending on
the enabled features such as
inter-RAT support that can
affect the overall device
consumption
[80] Prediction-basedenergy-saving algorithm
Reduction of power
consumption by reducing
the scheduling request
procedure
The solution is not optimal
because it reduces
scheduling request without
considering the device
requirement with respect to
channel parameters
[81] Semi-Markov chain forenergy evaluation
Energy consumption and
delay requirement
evaluation for NB-IoT
systems by considering the
four states, namely power
saving mode, idle mode,
RACH procedure,
and transmission mode
The model does not include
the energy consumption
during transition between
the four mentioned modes
and it does not include the
impact of repetition on the
device power consumption
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3.2.1. Radio Resource Allocation
In NB-IoT, resource allocation is the key feature to ensure the expected massive connections in
a cell. Tone allocations, PRBs, repetition number options, power configurations, subframes, or time
slots, etc. must be optimized to maximize performance with minimum possible resources. Since
NB-IoT is intended for low rate, less frequent time insensitive applications but with the required
performance metrics, better radio resource management will ensure the optimal resource usage for
expected throughput, spectral efficiency, and coverage enhancement.
In [68], the authors discussed the impact of interference for partial deployment of NB-IoT such that
if one PRB is used for NB-IoT in some of the cells, that same PRB could be used for LTE in other cells
for the in-band mode of NB-IoT operation. In such a deployment, possible co-channel interference may
appear between NB-IoT UE and LTE UE. The authors modeled the partial deployment in percentile
such that 100%, 75%, 50%, 25% represent the percentage of cells where NB-IoT enabled. Their results
were analyzed by means of cumulative density functions (CDF) of respective SINR detected and
maximum coupling loss achieved. The work demonstrates possible NB-IoT interference between
NB-IoT and another NB-IoT UEs from adjacent cells and between NB-IoT and LTE from the adjacent
cell. The simulation is performed for the in-band mode of operation where both NB-IoT and LTE UEs
share the same PRB. They proposed the PRB blanking i.e., blanking the resources that are used by
NB-IoT to not be used by LTE, not even being used for CRS. Blanking of these resources will omit
the interference from LTE UEs and will result in NB-IoT only access to this PRB. However,the paper
did not consider the performance degradation due to reduced available radio resources after when
resource blanking is applied.
In [69], the authors formulated an analytical model to characterize the maximum achievable data
rate, then investigated the impact of intercell interference in a multicell environment (for in-band
and standalone scenarios), and finally proposed an iterative algorithm which uses cooperative
approach which takes into consideration the overhead of control channels, repetition number, intercell
interference as well as time offset. The proposed sub-optimal solution ensured better radio resource
allocation, which raised the data rate by 8% and reduced the overall device energy consumption by
17% with respect to the non-cooperative approach.
In [82], the authors presented preliminary results of RSSI and detected SNR by developing
a DORM (integrateD cOmpact naRrowband platforM) node which was deployed on a university
campus to test its practical feasibility in different indoor scenarios.Their SNR and RSSI values were
observed to be in the range of 18 dB to 23 dB and −65 dBm to −70 dBm, respectively, which shows
its suitability for indoor coverage. The RSSI and SNR values variations are considered to be due to
different elevations that the nodes are, with respect to the serving base station. However, the paper
does not explain the channel estimation and measurements quality and their impact on the achievable
throughput, moreover their paper does not cover the outdoor deployment and the impact of repetition
on the overall devices’ energy consumption when devices are located in different indoor environments.
In [70], the authors introduced the NB-IoT radio access strategy in detail and studied the NB-IoT
scheduling problem. Their primary objective is to lower the number of used radio resource while each
device’s data requirement can still be satisfied. They furthermore formulated the NB-IoT scheduling
problem and proposed an efficient algorithm to overcome such a problem. Their simulation results
show that they could minimize the number of NPDCCH periods (NPs) used to satisfy each device’s
data requirement.
However, the repetition number is given according to the distance between the base station and
the device. It could be better to use real-time channel parameters or MCS or BLER value to schedule
the respective downlink channels to the devices. This is because, within the same distances, devices
may experience different signal attenuation due to different factors such as fading, non-line of sight,
line of sight, indoor placement, outdoor placement, underground placement, etc. Therefore, there is
still an open space for practical deployment to analyze the effectiveness of the different downlink and
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NB-IoT scheduling schemes which considers the device’s simplicity, modulation schemes, channel
conditions, and delay requirement for specific use cases.
In [71], the paper proposed a new resource allocation technique by extending the paging resource
that will be specific for paging traffic offload. The authors noted that the new paging PRB could
lower power consumption which is mostly used to load and offload the paging load. Also, the work
proposed the selection scheme based on UE identity (ID) that is used to balance the load between the
paging resource blocks. The simulation results show that power consumption reduction and resource
optimal usage are of 80% and 30.5%, respectively. This work considered adding other PRBs for paging
monitoring; however, the authors do not demonstrate the trade-off between the newly introduced
scheme and the UE complexity requirements.
In [83], the authors proposed an enhanced access reservation protocol (ARP) that allows
the device to transmit a fraction of a preamble sequence by providing an analytical model that
captures the performance of ARP in terms of the false alarm, misdetection, and collision probabilities.
They mathematically analyze the trade-off between the misdetection and the collision probabilities.
The drawback of this protocol is that with massive NB-IoT deployment, altering the configuration of
the protocol may result in detection performance degradation which can lead to huge packet loss.
In [72], the authors analyzed the impact of interference when the 15 kHz LTE system coexists
with a guard-band NB-IoT system with 3.75 kHz subcarrier separation. Their simulation results
demonstrated that it is desirable that the scheduler of the LTE system empties the neighboring RBs
of the NB-IoT system and allocates resources if possible. The authors then proposed an NB-IoT
scheduling method for the LTE system to improve the performance of the studied NB-IoT system.
Their results showed that if emptying is not done, at 103 BER there is 1 dB drop of SNR as compared to
when emptying of RBs is done.
3.2.2. Link Adaptation
Like in LTE, NB-IoT link adaptation involves adaptive modulation and coding schemes as well
as adaptive power allocation. However, the modulation schemes are limited to QPSK to enable low
complexity and hence reduce the overall power consumption. To extend the coverage and increase the
link reliability, a repetition number of up to 128 times is introduced. In the literature, it is seen that
NB-IoT link adaptation has several issues; potential solutions are also proposed, as summarized below.
In [31], the author formulated the scheduling issue such that the resource assignment must be in
a specific format taking into an account reserved signaling resources and capabilities of the NB-IoT UE.
They proposed a solution that incorporates two parameters which are (i) offset index selection (k0) and
(ii) UE specific and common search space configuration. The offset index selection was chosen because
with the limited k0 and varying size of payloads, it is critical to adapt the scheduling process for high
resource use to accommodate more devices at the same time. Additionally, UE specific and common
search space configuration were chosen because it decides the timing of NPDCCH and NPDSCH for
different UEs, hence it can consequently improve the overall scheduling efficiency.
In [73], the authors presented a basic NB-IoT scheduler for NB-IoT system and analyzed the
enhancements on average delay, optimal resource usage, and processing time. The proposed algorithm
demonstrated that shorter NPDCCH period selection may reduce the UE average delay and optimize
the overall system resource usage. Also, the model shows that the scheduling delay (k0) should be
determined before the allocation of subcarriers. However, the model does not elaborate the type of
configuration used since the choice of configuration such as single tone or multi-tones have a direct
impact on periodicity and transmission delay and hence can directly impact the system performance.
In [74], the authors analyzed NB-IoT repetition number and bandwidth allocation and proposed
analytic expressions based on SNR, bandwidth, and energy per bit that can be derived from Shannon
theorem in order to characterize the impact of the repetition number as well as bandwidth allocation
to different UEs. Additionally, their work proposed an algorithm for link adaptation. The algorithm
exploits resource unit number, repetition as well as bandwidth. Their results show that reducing
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bandwidth and performing repetitions could enhance the coverage. However, the work did not
consider the actual impact of channel parameters as well as NB-IoT UE impairments such as CFO
which may lead to transmission errors.
In [75], the authors proposed a new NB-IoT link adaptation scheme with the consideration of the
repetition factor. They claim that their proposed two-dimensional scheme is composed of Inner Loop
Link Adaptation that copes with BLER by periodically adjusting the repetition number and outer loop
link adaptation which coordinates the MCS and repetition number. This is because 20 dB coverage
enhancement beyond LTE can be achieved by the repetition of transmitted data. So, in this work, they
proposed an algorithm that dynamically chooses MCS and repetition number based on estimated
real-time channel state information (CSI). However, their algorithm does not elaborate on the different
NB-IoT power classes and to which range their respective coverage could be enhanced.
3.2.3. Coverage and Capacity
NB-IoT support for extended coverage of up to 164 dB of maximum coupling loss is to enable the
technology to be used for cellular IoT services, especially for applications that are in hard-to-reach areas.
Its narrow bandwidth and support for repetition are the key features to enable the enhanced coverage.
In [10], the authors simulated and analyzed the NB-IoT wide-area rural deployment and deep
indoor urban deployment by using the network parameters of one metropolitan operator. Their work
showed that NB-IoT devices could still transmit and receive data at an MCL of 167dB, which is 3 dB
higher than the 3GPP’s 164 dB of MCL limit set. Furthermore, in different indoor scenarios, even
with an addition of 30 dB as penetration loss, NB-IoT had better outage probabilities as compare to
another LTE LPWAN technology (eMTC). For outdoor and light indoor conditions with an additional
10 dB penetration loss and an average intersite distance of 2.8 km, NB-IoT had less than 0.1% of outage
probability. However, despite the varying additional penetration losses of 10 dB, 20 dB and 30 dB, their
simulation does not consider the impact of features such as mobility, CFO, lower power class on the
achieved MCL.
In [11], the authors showed that for the maximum number of repetitions (128 times), with 15 kHz
and 3.75 kHz subcarrier spacing, coverage of up to 170.2 dB MCL and 174.2 dB MCL could be achieved,
respectively. The work concluded that the evaluations show that NB-IoT could provide up to 20 dB
coverage enhancement in various deployment scenarios as compared to legacy LTE. Similarly, the work
did not study the impact of mobility and weak channel estimation quality to the achieved MCL.
In [76], the authors proposed two less complex scheduling schemes (compared to brute-force)
that can be used NB-IoT. The first proposed scheme is called the preconfigured access scheme and the
second is the joint spatial and code domain scheme. Their simulation performance results (spectrum
efficiency, number of active devices as well as low collision rate achieved) by the two low complex
schemes were found better when compared to the ones that can be achieved by the brute-force scheme.
In [78], the authors proposed a specific unidirectional system to study the coverage enhancement
by using satellite network i.e., LEO constellation. Their proposed model with the mathematical
derivations shows that NB-IoT could achieve the 20 dB more than LTE achieved MCL and could still
operate according to Release 13 standards. From their results, it is seen that the packet error rate (PER)
of the transmitted signal is distorted by Doppler spread. However, the model does not consider the
clock synchronization between NB-IoT device and satellite, which can lead to performance degradation
especially caused by the CFO or the sampling rate mismatch. Additionally, the work did not consider
the maximum achievable throughput when their system is employed to comment on the effectiveness
of the techniques as compared to terrestrial NB-IoT deployment.
3.2.4. Power and Energy Management
The NB-IoT reduced complexity is intended to reduce the power consumption in different modes.
PSM and eDRX are the implemented features dedicated to foster the long-lasting battery life.
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In [79], the authors presented the NB-IoT power measurement. Their measurements were set in
such a way that NB-IoT transmission consumes 716 mW when at 23 dBm with a power efficiency of
37%. DL control and data signals consume 213 mW, idle-mode-eDRx and PSM consumes 21 mW and
13 μW, respectively. In general, according to their empirical measurements, it is shown that the power
consumption is 10% lower than the 3GPP estimates. During measurements, parameters such as time
domain repetition, I-eDRx, and PSM were taken into consideration. To characterize each component
in the proposed model, several test cases such as Tx power, UL, and DL data rates, I-eDRx, and PSM
were used and all parameters except one at a time were fixed. Their results showed that the NB-IoT
devices power consumption is independent of the subcarrier spacing. However, the total ON time of
the devices is in many cases defining the overall battery life. As their remark, the data rates do not
directly impact the power consumption, but it has a major direct impact because it defines the overall
device ON time. If the transmitting interval is 1 h, the device achieves only 2.5 weeks of battery life.
Increasing the duration to 24 h, the lifetime of the device increases to 12.8 years in PSM.
In [80], the authors proposed a prediction-based energy-saving mechanism to reduce energy
consumption by decreasing the number of scheduling request procedures. Their proposed scheme
showed that it could reduce the NB-IoT active time from 5% to 16% for the medium and bad channel
quality and achieve from 10% to 34% battery saving in different scenarios as compared to 3GPP
consumption simulation specifications in [43].
In [81], the authors developed a semi-Markov chain with power saving mode, idle mode, random
access, and transmission mode to study the energy requirement and delay performance for NB-IoT.
It is noted that for massive synchronous connections, extra power is drained in random access and
transmission states due to collisions. The paper further proposes an energy optimization model based
on a priori method that takes into consideration the PSM duration as well as power consumption.
The results demonstrate that for optimal energy and delay requirement, it is important to set the higher
RACH transmission number to accommodate more delay on the UE. However, their optimization
model did not consider the power consumption during the transition of different states, because when
the UE is required to perform several sessions per day, it might go through several transitions that have
a significant effect on power consumption. Furthermore, the mode does not include the small data
transmission scheme during RRC connection as proposed in the updated standards. However, with
the introduction of the new power class in NB-IoT Release 14, there is a need for practical experiments
to evaluate the new coverage classes. With lower transmit power, the SNR detected at the base station
becomes lower hence the device will need to perform more repetitions to enhance coverage.
3.3. Upper Layers
Although the focus of this paper is mainly on the features regarding PHY an MAC layers, it is
still imperative to address some enhancements, challenges, and potential solutions to the upper layers.
Especially the changes that are implemented in Evolved Packet Core (EPC) by adding the Service
Capability Exposure Function (SCEF) to manage both IP and non-IP data packets [84].
Control and User Plane Optimization
To support massive end-to-end device connectivity with extremely low complexity and reduce the
transmission signaling, NB-IoT implements new small data transmission procedures based on Cellular
IoT (CIoT) Evolved Packet System on both Control Plane (CP) and User Plane (UP). These transmission
procedures support small bursts of data efficiently while guaranteeing the long-range coverage as
compared to legacy GPRS [85,86]. In this regard, NB-IoT is can support more than one data path in CP
for the transmission of user data which is carried by the signaling messages managed by the Mobile
Mobility Entity (MME) as shown in Figure 5. The procedures are optimized to efficiently support the
small data transfer as follows:
• Mandatory CP CIoT EPS;
• Optional UP CIoT EPS.
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CP CIoT EPS optimization encapsulates the data packets in Non-Access Stratum (NAS) by using
control plane signaling messages. In this regard, this procedure is mandatory. Compared to the
conventional SR procedure, the NB-IoT UE skips some steps required for each data transfer hence this
optimization procedure best fits the short data transmission or reception.
On the other hand, UP CIoT EPS optimization requires the RRC connected mode to get the scheduled
radio resources as well as Access Stratum (AS) between the UE and the network. This mode uses the
newly introduced connection to Suspend and Resume procedures. Connection suspend procedure helps
to retain the network context so that the UE can resume the connection when traffic is available. Retaining
the context helps the UE and the network to skip the AS and RRC reconfiguration in each data transfer.
Since it uses user plane, the UP CIoT EPS is suitable for both small and large transactions.
Mobile 
Mobility Entity 
(MME)
Serving 
Gateway 
(SGW)
Packet Data 
Network 
GateWay
 (PDN GW)
Service Capability 
Exposure 
Function (SCEF)NB-IoT UE
Evolved Packet Core (EPC)
Application 
server
eNodeB
Figure 5. Representation of NB-IoT IP and Non-IP data path: Blue line displays the IP data path in UP
mode (as Legacy LTE), Red line displays the non-IP data path in CP mode, and dashed-line displays
the IP data path in CP mode.
Furthermore, the UE in Service Request procedure (an LTE procedure used by the UE and base
station to transmit or receive data in RRC idle state) is required to be in a connected state in order
for base station to allocate the radio resources. For NB-IoT this SR is optional; however, NB-IoT UE
that supports UP optimization needs also to support SR. For example; if the NB-IoT UE wants to
transmit the uplink data in idle state, it will send the random access preamble through which the base
station and UE will establish RRC connection and UE will be allocated with the radio resources for
data transfer. After a certain period of inactivity, the base station initiates the release procedure.
Similarly, for UE downlink data reception, if the UE is in DRX mode, the UE regularly listens
to downlink signaling and if the UE notices the paging message, it will perform the SR procedure as
described in uplink data transmission. Additionally, if the UE is in PSM mode, it will be completely
inaccessible until it initiates the same SR procedure for the uplink grant or by using Tracking Area
Update (TAU).
There are works that are addressing the upper layers such as [77], where the authors proposed an
efficient small data transmission scheme by using CP procedure. The proposed scheme enables the
devices to transmit data packets through the RRC connection setup procedure when the device is in
idle mode. This process reduces the signaling overhead caused by the security setup process and data
radio bearer setup process. However, a suggestion could be to analyze the power consumption during
this small data transmission and compare its effectiveness to when the same data is transmitted during
the UP procedure.
Summary: This section discussed PHY layer features, highlighting the corresponding enhancements
on cell acquisition procedure, random access channel estimation, and interference mitigation. It then
addressed the MAC layer enhancements regarding resource allocation, link adaptation, coverage and
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capacity, and power management. It further addressed the upper layers changes related to cellular IoT
evolved packet system optimization through user and control planes to enhance the small data packets
transmissions for end-to-end massive connectivity.
4. Narrowband-IoT Possible Deployment Strategies
This section proposes potential deployment strategies for NB-IoT massive deployments by
considering the NB-IoT support for small cells in heterogeneous network scenarios.
HetNets are effective network deployment strategies in which small cells are incorporated in
macrocells with the objective of improving performance in terms of capacity, coverage, and spectral
efficiency. In general, the macrocells are characterized by higher transmit power and broader range as
compared to small cells. When smalls cells are overlaid in macrocells, interference becomes a concern,
especially to small cell edge users. Several techniques for interference cancellation, estimation and
coordination that involve frequency hopping, frequency reuse, power control etc. have been proposed;
however, the performance trade-offs for the proposed techniques for macrocells and small cells are
still challenging [87–90].
Similarly, NB-IoT is expected to coexist with the currently deployed legacy LTE as well as the
forthcoming 5G networks. This questions the existing interference management techniques i.e., are they
applicable to the newly deployed technology since NB-IoT is expected to support different power
classes while maintaining the low complexity which can severely affect the channel estimation quality
and hence interference estimation quality. In NB-IoT coexistence with the legacy cellular networks,
the possible deployment scenarios are as follows:
• Synchronous NB-IoT deployment in all small cells;
• Asynchronous NB-IoT deployment in all small cells;
• Synchronous NB-IoT deployment in small cells and Macrocells;
• Asynchronous NB-IoT deployment in small cells and LTE in macrocells.
These scenarios, as shown in Figure 6, are detailed in what follows.
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Figure 6. Summary of NB-IoT deployment strategies. For example, when NB-IoT is deployed in
macrocell and LTE in small cell, when LTE is in macrocell and NB-IoT is in small cells, when NB-IoT
is in macrocell and small cells support both NB-IoT and LTE, and when LTE is in macrocell and
LTE/NB-IoT is in small cells
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4.1. Synchronous NB-IoT Deployment in All Small Cells
This is the NB-IoT deployment strategy which is enabled in all the small cells by using the same
physical resource blocks. All the small cells are synchronized in such a way that with the same
PRBs, all the NB-IoT UEs are using the transmit power that is configured regardless of its maximum
transmitting power capacity. This means that even though NB-IoT devices might support different
power classes such as 14 dBm, 20 dBm, or 23 dBm, the NB-IoT devices will only be configured to use
the minimum allowed transmit power in order to avoid causing the co-channel interference to other
UEs using the same radio resources.In this strategy, power control may be the key feature to ensure
the required performance. However, cell edge UEs may still suffer from the interference problem.
This interference may highly be increased due to the low channel estimation quality of NB-IoT UEs
associated by its reduced computational complexity.
4.2. Asynchronous NB-IoT Deployment in All Small Cells
This deployment strategy is employed in such a way that NB-IoT is enabled in all small cells by
using different physical resource blocks. This implementation may avoid the interference between
NB-IoT UEs from different small cells; however, this may result in co-channel interference between
NB-IoT and LTE UEs that are using the same radio resources. When deploying under this strategy,
it is imperative to implement proper frequency planning as well as proper power configuration for
NB-IoT devices. As seen from the state of the art, some works have proposed blanking of the radio
resources to the adjacent cells for the resources that are already occupied by NB-IoT even in the cells
that NB-IoT is not enabled. However, blanking of the resources is a wastage of resources, so, there
should be some other means such as frequency hopping to avoid wastage of resources (blanking) as
well as to mitigate interference.
4.3. Synchronous NB-IoT Deployment in Small Cells and Macro Cells
In this strategy, NB-IoT is enabled in the small cells as well as in macro cell on the same PRBs.
Macrocell UEs are configured to use higher transmit power as compared to small cell UEs while
keeping the same PRBs for NB-IoT while others left for legacy LTE. Possible co-channel interference
may occur in small cell edge UEs if the UEs are scheduled on the same resource units. The impact may
further increase for UEs under mobility which might require the use of handover for smoothing the UEs
transition from one serving cell to another. From our review, no work has addressed the interference
cancellation mechanism for such a case. It is imperative to employ the existing geographical planning,
frequency reuse, frequency hopping, and power control while considering the low complexity but
high coverage range NB-IoT.
4.4. Asynchronous NB-IoT Deployment in Small Cells and LTE in Macrocells
In this strategy, NB-IoT uses separate PRBs between small cells and macro cells. This means that
one or more PRBs are used for small cells and different PRB(s) for the macrocells. If the PRBs are
not well planned, NB-IoT users from adjacent cells (using the same resource units) may suffer from
interference. Also, LTE users that are using the same resource elements may interfere with small cell or
macro cell UEs. Different transmit power control configurations may be used to control interference.
The choice of the deployment strategy depends on several factors such as use-case requirements,
environmental conditions, equipment quality, etc. It is imperative to implement better interference
estimation, mitigation or management techniques that will ensure better performance and spectral
efficiency for the massive NB-IoT deployment in coexistence with other technologies.
Summary: This section has presented the possible NB-IoT deployment strategies by considering
the NB-IoT support for small cells in coexistence with legacy LTE in HetNet scenario.
The following section presents the open research challenges to motivate future research directions.
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5. Open Research Questions and Discussion
5.1. Battery Life
PSM and eDRx were introduced in NB-IoT Release 12 and 13 to lengthen the NB-IoT devices’
battery life. Moreover, the most recent updates require the UE to be able to transmit during RRC-idle
mode which will reduce the required ON time for data transmission. However, devices experiencing
bad channel conditions due to hard-to-reach areas will require to perform several retransmissions per
session, which will drain the device’s energy and hence shortens the battery life. Similarly, devices that
require a relatively large number of reporting sessions per day will consume more energy, which makes
energy management a concern. As seen in Section 3, most of the proposed algorithms are power
hungry because most of the power is consumed during transmission and reception. Therefore, energy
harvesting alternatives such as solar, biogas, vibrations, etc. that will lengthen the NB-IoT device
battery life should be introduced to complement or replace frequent battery charging.
5.2. Radio Resource Management
5.2.1. Tones Allocation.
As seen in the literature, most of the articles consider single-tone allocation for the simplicity
in the simulation, thus, multi-tone allocation is not well studied. This causes a knowledge gap in
the effectiveness of different tone-allocation possibilities. Moreover, for guard-band, in-band and
standalone it is still not clear about the respective performance metrics that could be achieved in
terms of throughput, coverage range, interference robustness etc. This restricts to a certain extent
the optimal choice of deployment for a large number of devices with the required performance.
Furthermore, different frame structures, especially for TDD configurations, are not discussed even
though NB-IoT is required to support TDD. Therefore, optimal resource use techniques must be
proposed that incorporate repetition, mobility, tones allocation, etc. for efficient spectrum usage.
5.2.2. Interference Mitigation
Interference prediction, estimation, cancellation, and coordination techniques for NB-IoT become
a challenge. This is because of the sharing of spectrum resources between NB-IoT and legacy LTE.
Similarly, with NB-IoT being deployed in a small cell or macrocell scenarios in heterogeneous networks,
interference becomes a concern. Several works have tried to address this by means of resource
blanking, power control, or better uplink and downlink scheduling schemes and frequency and
timing synchronization, etc. However, it is still challenging to incorporate the NB-IoT features such as
repetition, low complexity (which affects channel estimation quality), and mobility in deploying the
already existing LTE interference management techniques. As seen in the possible NB-IoT deployment
scenarios above, there is still a need for deploying effective schemes that will ensure better NB-IoT
performance without degrading the LTE performance [91,92].
5.3. Mobility Management
As seen in Section 2, most of the simulation works have ignored the mobility impact of NB-IoT
channel modeling. However, for use cases that involve movement, Doppler shift has to be taken
into consideration during channel estimation, which might slightly increase the device complexity to
support handover and other mobility features such as the support for inter-RAT mobility during idle
mode [93,94]. The increase in NB-IoT UEs mobility makes the channel suffer from fast varying channel
conditions, due to which adaptive transmission schemes that might involve channel estimation, error
correction, etc. must be implemented.
Therefore, applying intelligent/adaptive algorithms that are low power and optimal for repetition
number, yet mobility-aware, is of great importance. The algorithms could involve low-power frequent
CSI reporting, early data transmission by using both user and control plane in either Msg 3 or Msg 4.
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5.4. Latency
NB-IoT latency tolerance is set to 10 ms. This is due to its support for use cases of UEs that are
in environments with bad channel conditions [95–97]. Initial cell acquisition, frequency, and timing
requirements, RACH transmission, half duplex mode of transmission and several repetitions that are
performed during transmission are some of the features that play part in the overall data transmission
delay. Several works are trying to reduce the timing requirement so as to reduce transmission latency
of devices; however, most of the works have not addressed delay by taking into consideration the
massive congestion that is expected for the IoT networks, processing delays due to low complex
devices, queuing delays, propagation delays especially with long-range feature, as well as errors and
error recovery.
However, early data transmission schemes and the second NB-IoT HARQ process for devices
that have good channel conditions are among the features that can be used to reduce the transmission
latency and improving the transmission link performance. However, only a handful of research articles
have discussed the effectiveness of these processes when applied in NB-IoT.
5.5. Semi-Persistent vs. Dynamic Scheduling
Most of the NB-IoT literature addresses dynamic uplink and downlink scheduling by studying
the scheduling of logical channels and signals. There are still very few NB-IoT studies about the
effectiveness of Semi-Persistent Scheduling schemes (SPS) even though SPS helps to reduce the
NPDCCH overhead as compared to dynamic scheduling. It provides the NB-IoT UEs with longer
allocated resources (more than one subframe) so that the NB-IoT device will not need the frequent
downlink assignment as well as an uplink grant which is delivered by NPDDCH for each subframe.
However, for applications that involve mobility or fast varying channel conditions, how is this
scheduling scheme going to be effective knowing that NB-IoT has poor channel estimation capabilities
as compared to LTE?
5.6. Random Access
Massive NB-IoT modules that try to request the radio channel resources at the same time for
uplink data transmission may suffer from random access preamble collision. This is caused by several
factors such as detection inaccuracy that may not satisfy the detection threshold, the high probability
of false alarm, etc. Several works have proposed random access preamble detection algorithms
(i.e., random access with differential barring etc.) and others have developed mathematical models
to characterize the preamble transmissions in order to improve the NPRACH success rate and
better time-of-arrival estimation and other NPRACH performance improvements. However, it is
still unclear which scheme is effective for massive deployment, since most of the proposed schemes
do not consider the heterogeneous network architecture, channel estimation impairments, or realistic
channel conditions [98,99].
5.7. Timing Advance (TA)
When the base station responds to NB-IoT UEs about RRC connection request, it incorporates
the TA command to be used for NB-IoT UE terminal data uplink transmission timing (i.e., to
time-synchronize the UEs to the base station and help to compensate the propagation delays). However,
for NB-IoT UE, the TA adjustment accuracy of the signaled timing advance with respect to the prior
uplink transmission may highly be affected by the massive number of NB-IoT devices contending
for the access. This is because the base station may need to correct some UE timing while for
other NB-IoT UEs that had already transmitted NPRACH could receive the random access response
which is not intended for them. Some works have addressed the receiver algorithms for NPRACH
TA estimation as well as detection timing advance adjustment decoding schemes to improve the
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estimation but the NB-IoT receiver sensitivity and weak channel estimation quality still negatively
affect the TA adjustment.
5.8. Cell Search and Initial Synchronization
NPSS and NSSS are two signals based on frequency domain Zadoff-Chu sequence that are
used for NB-IoT time and frequency synchronization to the base station. According to NB-IoT
standard, NPSS and NSSS may not be transmitted on the same antenna port hence NB-IoT initial
synchronization may rely on NPSS only. The challenge is that the imperfect channel conditions may
severely affect the cell camping procedure as a small CFO may result in a phase shift to a received
frequency domain sequence which as a consequence may degrade the cell search and synchronization
performance. To improve this, frequency diversity techniques should also be used for NPSS and NSSS
reception improvement.
5.9. Unified NB-IoT Testing Tool
Since NB-IoT is a promising technology, there should be a unified testing tool used as a reference to
verify if the produced products comply with the standards. Taking Bluetooth as an example, for better
compatibility towards different available products from handsets to car kits, Profile Tuning Suite (PTS)
software is used to automate the compliance testing to specific Bluetooth function. So, to support
compliance with standards and hence backward compatibility and interoperability, what is the testing
tool to validate if different available products will fit standards? Similarly, for simulation purposes,
most of the works choose the parameters that can generate results easily. If there is a concrete simulation
model that takes into account the major NB-IoT features and incorporating all the possibilities from
repetition number allocation, mobility selection, modulation and coding scheme, real-time channel
variations, etc. it would be easier to get realistic modeling for different scenarios.
5.10. Backward Compatibility and Interoperability
A ten-year telecommunication generation is characterized by different changes in releases and
updates. In order to reach their lifespan as compared to what the standards stipulate, NB-IoT devices
should operate for around ten years with a single battery charge. Whenever new releases or updates
are introduced, backward compatibility and interoperability should be possible. Apparently, the device
complexity is set as low as possible; will these simple devices (hardware) support hard and robust
algorithms that will be implemented by over-the-air upgrades/updates to satisfy the demands of
future NB-IoT use cases?
Summary: This section has presented the open research questions regarding battery life, radio
resource allocation, cell search, and initial acquisition procedures, mobility management, latency,
random access, etc., as summarized in Table 4, in order to motivate future research directions. The next
section concludes the paper.
Table 4. Open Research Questions related to the physical layer, MAC layer, and standard.
Physical Layer MAC Layer Standard
Radio resource management Timing advance adjustment Support for small cell
Frequency and time
synchronization
Dynamic scheduling and
semi-persistent scheduling TDD support
Random access Latency Antenna diversity
Channel estimation Power management Mobility and handover support
Error correction Network throughput More efficient group messages
Link adaptation Control packet overhead Multicarrier operation
Interference mitigation Control plane small datatransmission
Network management tool for UE
differentiation
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6. Conclusions
Due to the fact that most of the existing works are segmented and only consider one or two
releases in their corresponding studies or simulations, this paper has presented a comprehensive
overview of NB-IoT standard from Release 13 to Release 16 prospects to enhance and enable more
realistic research. It further presented the detailed current state of the art of NB-IoT based on the
ongoing discussion on NB-IoT protocol stack along with the related contributions and analyzed the
knowledge gaps by using NB-IoT standard as a benchmark. It is observed that most of the articles focus
on improving one or few features while neglecting others,it could be better to display the trade-offs
between the improvement feature and the neglected ones, i.e., performance trade-off between PHY
and MAC layer when one feature is changed in either of the layers, the impact of repetition on overall
energy consumption, CFO on channel estimation quality etc. This paper also presented the NB-IoT
deployment strategies to highlight the coexistence possibilities with other legacy technologies i.e., LTE,
by considering the NB-IoT support for small cells in HetNet scenarios. Lastly, it discussed the open
research challenges and the future common research focus on NB-IoT i.e., battery life, optimal resource
usage, handover support during mobility, transmission latency, scheduling, etc. To the best of the
author’s knowledge, this is the first survey that covers broadly these mentioned contributions and
hence this work will help the researchers get most of the needed information to accelerate their research
by finding the relevant information and sources for deeper exploration of the research concepts as well
as finding possible solutions.
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Abstract: The demand for extensive data rates in dense-traffic wireless networks has expanded
and needs proper controlling schemes. The fifth generation of mobile communications (5G) will
accommodate these massive communications, such as massive Machine Type Communications
(mMTC), which is considered to be one of its top services. To achieve optimal throughput, which is
considered a mandatory quality of service (QoS) metric, the carrier sense multiple access (CSMA)
transmission attempt rate needs optimization. As the gradient descent algorithms consume a long
time to converge, an approximation technique that distributes a dense global network into local
neighborhoods that are less complex than the global ones is presented in this paper. Newton’s method
of optimization was used to achieve fast convergence rates, thus, obtaining optimal throughput.
The convergence rate depended only on the size of the local networks instead of global dense
ones. Additionally, polynomial interpolation was used to estimate the average throughput of the
network as a function of the number of nodes and target service rates. Three-dimensional planes of
the average throughput were presented to give a profound description to network’s performance.
The fast convergence time of the proposed model and its lower complexity are more practical than
the previous gradient descent algorithm.
Keywords: 5G; mMTC; IoT; CSMA; SINR; throughput; polynomial interpolation
1. Introduction
The evolution of the fifth generation of cellular mobile systems (5G) has become one of the most
significant fields for commercial applications. The 5G system is promising to increase data rates by
10 times that of the traditional Long-Term Evolution (LTE) networks, to an average of 10 Gbps with
a 1 ms round-trip latency. This high bandwidth is to accommodate an enormous number of connected
devices per unit area under the Internet of Things (IoT) framework [1]. In fact, the 5G requirement
covers a wide range of core services, specifically the massive Machine-Type Communications (mMTC)
is one of the top three services. The other core services being the ultra-reliable low latency (URLLC) and
the extreme mobile broadband (eMBB) communications [2]. The services in mMTC are defined by large
numbers of linked devices that are generally transmit data traffic. It includes algorithms, mechanisms,
and techniques that permit the exchange of information or data without explicit human involvement.
Recent research studies have shown that most of the existing machine-type communications suffer
from limited coverage and access reservation. Currently, the procedure for reserving access is limited
to a low number of devices and each device requires high data rates [3]. The main challenge in mMTC
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is the need for efficient connectivity for this massive number of devices that share packets of data.
Additionally, mMTC suffers from losses in data packets due to heavy traffic and congestions. a proper
way to overcome these data losses is to provide suitable quality of service (QoS) requirements such as
high network throughput with low latency.
In [4], an overview of key radio resource management techniques for 5G dense small cells
was studied. Preliminary system-level simulation results indicated that a mean throughput gain of
around 63% and up to 84% in latency reduction can be achieved by utilizing resource management
techniques. In [5], an efficient online scheme was proposed for predicting channel state information
from historical data, in 5G wireless communication systems. The experiment results showed
that the scheme not only obtained the predicted channel state information values very quickly
but also achieved highly accurate predictions with up to 2.650%–3.457% average difference ratio
between the prediction and measurements. In [6], a new Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication
paradigm based on cognitive radio technology was studied, namely the cognitive M2M communication.
The cognitive M2M network architecture and cognitive machine model is presented and the coexistence
of cognitive M2M devices in TV white spaces was discussed. Additionally, a spectrum exploration
scheme motivated by energy-efficiency was introduced. Numerical results show important energy
savings and efficiency in providing smart grid data transmission. In [7], device-to-device (D2D)
energy-efficient resource allocation algorithm was introduced. To enhance QoS efficiency, a distributed
interference mitigation mechanism consisting of a method for canceling interference and a method
for optimizing transmission power constraint was discussed. Simulations analyze the achievable
performance of the proposed algorithm and discuss implementation and complexity. Additionally,
intelligent energy management based on the safe transfer of information between millions of sensors
and actuators installed with little or no human involvement was developed in [8]. By investigating the
inclusion of software-defined networking with machine-to-machine communication, this motivates
the study of a coherent communication structure for intelligent energy management. The proposed
software-defined machine-to-machine system was described, with a focus on its price reduction,
resource allocation, and end-to-end service quality assurance. In [9], two-stage access control and
resource allocation algorithm were developed. In the first phase, a contract-based incentive system
was introduced to motivate some delay-tolerant machine-type communication equipment. a long-term
cross-layer online resource allocation method was suggested in the second phase, which optimized
rate control, energy allocation, and channel choice, without previous channel state information. Finally,
under different simulation situations, the performance of the suggested algorithm was verified.
On the other hand, optimizations regarding carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA) have met with great success in different applications. Research on CSMA/CA has
a long tradition for years, on which a node senses the channel before transmitting on a shared
transmission medium to avoid collision of data in wireless networks [10]. Recent papers [11–14]
proposed various CSMA/CA scheduling algorithms that are able to optimize network QoS metrics,
particularly the network throughput. In [11], a CSMA scheme was formulated in which throughput
and power consumption of each node were optimized by controlling back-off and sleeping timers,
while ensuring throughput optimality. In [12], link throughput was analyzed by taking back-off
collisions into account; a model was formed to characterize the collision effect among the network’s
nodes. Results showed that their model was robust against different network topologies. In [13],
the performance of CSMA network’s throughput was studied under the signal to interference and noise
ratio (SINR) model, where a packet was received as long as a certain SINR threshold was exceeded.
In [14], they provided effective carrier sensing threshold adjustment algorithms for large wireless
CSMA networks. Simulation for evaluating consistency and goodput guaranteed safe interference.
They also introduced dynamic signal detection thresholds depending on neighboring transmission
feedback. In [15], a distributed iterative algorithm was studied, which produced approximate solutions
motivated by an approximation that allowed the expression of approximate solutions via a certain
non-linear system with a polynomial size. Numerical results showed that the algorithm produced
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highly accurate solutions and converged much faster than previous studies. In [16], a distributed
scheduling algorithm for the SINR model was studied and proved to be throughput optimal. Further,
the algorithm was augmented by using a parallel update technique and the numerical results showed
a good performance in terms of a supportable throughput and the convergence rate to steady-state.
Moreover, a random access channel evaluation and load estimation of a large number of MTC devices
were developed in [17]. a closed-form expression and an effective approach for achieving the Joint
Probability Distribution Function (PDF) were extracted from the amount of effective and collided access
requests within a random access opportunity. Numerical results justified their formulation’s efficiency
and demonstrated that the computational cost was smaller than that of other similar techniques.
There has been extensive consideration to the issue of connection scheduling for peak throughput
performance with a focus on the maximum weight scheduling model established in [18,19]. Despite its
optimization characteristic, a central controller is needed. In addition, solving for each schedule
choice is a non-deterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) problem. Various studies have tried
to modify the algorithm of maximal weight to make it easier to deploy [20–22]. Such methods are
greedy and might not, however, attain an optimized performance. a series of articles [23–25] optimized
the throughput calculations for a group of connection scheduling schemes called adaptive CSMA,
which can, thus, maintain any attainable rate. In particular, the transmission attempt rate was tuned
by each connection to guarantee adequate average desired rates of service.
In [26], the transmission attempt rate was adjusted in the CSMA algorithm to support the required
target service rates. This technique poses a problem in adjusting the transmission attempt rate
parameter, as it is an NP-hard problem, which is difficult to handle. In addition, most of the research in
this field aims at solving this problem using a stochastic gradient descent algorithm which is an iterative
optimization method for differentiable objective functions [23]. The drawback of this method is that it
consumes millions of iterations to converge. Unfortunately, this approach results in an impractical
time of convergence depending on the size of the network. Few studies focus on using a proper SINR
model for interference, as most of the studies just settled with using interference model based on
conflict graph [23–25].
The work in this paper aimed to enhance the performance of global dense networks with a CSMA
scheduling algorithm under a more practical and realistic SINR model, to adequately capture the
complexity of wireless network interferences. In addition, by utilizing an approximation technique
to overcome large network sizes, the optimization problem could be solved as the approximation
technique distributes large networks into smaller ones. The size of the network and node distance
with its neighbors is independent of the size of the whole large network. Thus, the solution to
such optimization is achievable due to the scale of the small networks. This means that the global
optimization function of the transmission attempt rate parameter in CSMA is distributed into local
optimization functions for each node and its neighbors. The local optimization function is then
solved using Newton’s method of optimization instead of stochastic gradient descent, as it has a faster
convergence rate [26]. The achievable service rate of each link is then calculated and its percentage
error with the target service rate is formulated. In addition, the average throughput is finally calculated.
The whole process is repeated under different network operational parameters as SINR thresholds,
target service rates, and the number of nodes, to emphasize their effect on the average throughput.
The main contribution of the presented work is giving a full description of the effect of changing
network operational parameters on the average throughput and proving asymptotic relations using
polynomial interpolation that describes the following.
• Throughput as a function of both target service rates and SINR threshold for a given number
of nodes.
• Throughput as a function of both the number of nodes and the target service rates for a given
SINR threshold.
• Maximum throughput for a different number of nodes at different SINR thresholds.
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The proposedmodel proves its robustness against the increasing number of nodes due to its dependence
on the local network size instead of the global one. The model also provides efficient asymptotic
throughput relations to be used for estimating the performances of such wireless networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the system model is described,
Section 2.1 describes the used CSMA scheduling algorithm and the research problem is explained.
In Section 2.2, the global optimization function is introduced while the distributed local networks
algorithm and its model are described in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, the computational complexity
is explained, Section 2.5 discusses the polynomial interpolation technique, and Section 2.6 analyzes
the delay performance. In Section 3, the numerical analysis of the proposed model is obtained and
described. Results are discussed in Sections 4 and 5 concludes the work and results.
The used parameters and variables in the following sections and their descriptions are summarized
and given in Table 1.
Table 1. System parameters and their descriptions.
Parameter/Variable Description
dii Distance between transmitter and receiver of same node i.
dij Distance between two nodes i and j.
N Total number of nodes.
Nj Number of nodes at node j neighborhood.
x(t) Schedule of the network where xi(t) = 1 means that link i is active andtransmitting data and xi(t) = 0 means that link i is not active.
R Close-in-Radius distance where interference is neglected if distances betweennodes exceeded it.
SINR Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio.
pi Transmit power of link i.
α Path loss exponent.
ω The variance of the Gaussian thermal noise present at all receivers.
T SINR threshold that has to be exceeded to ensure successful data reception.
I List of all feasible schedules.
λ Transmission attempt rate
si
The long-term service rate of node i which is the marginal probability that
node i is active.
1(x ∈ I) The indicator for the feasibility of the schedule.
z Normalizing constant.
r Transmission aggressiveness.
yk
The feasible schedule such that yk = 0 means that node k is inactive while
yk = 1 indicates that node k is active and meets the required SINR threshold.
Th Average Normalized Throughput.
Th_max Maximum Normalized Throughput
e
(
st
)
The approximate error between the achieved and the target service rates.
P(x) the stationary distribution of the CSMA Markov chain
2. System Model
The model used in this article is based on a single-hop wireless network. Each node is formed from
a pair of transmitter and receiver similar to the bipole model in [27], the distance between transmitter
and receiver is dii for node i. N is defined as the total number of nodes in the network model. Let dij be
the distance between two nodes i and j.
For scheduling data transmissions between nodes, x(t) is defined as the schedule of the network;
it can also be referred to as x. In other words, xi(t) = 1 indicates that node i is active at time slot t and
during data transmission. Two nodes are considered to be neighbors and interfere with each other if
the distance between them is less than or equals to R (Close-in-Radius). Interference between nodes is
neglected if they are not neighbors or, in other words, the distance between them is higher than R as
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Local Neighborhood network as a part of the global network, the maximum distance between
a node (a pair of transmitter and receiver) and its neighbors is the Close-in-Radius distance R
The SINR model at node i as a function of x(t) is given by:
SINR =
Pidii−α∑
{ j∈ Nj , jI, xj(t)=1} Pj dji−α +ω
, (1)
where Pj is the transmitting power of node j, α is the path loss exponent of the standard path loss
model |d|−α. ω is the variance of the Gaussian thermal noise present at all receivers. Nj is a set of node
j and its neighbors.
The condition for xi(t) = 1 (Node i is active and transmitting data) is SINR ≥ T; T is the SINR
presumed threshold constraint. If all active nodes in a schedule satisfy this condition, their schedule is
called a feasible schedule. The list of all feasible schedules is defined as I, where receivers are able to
receive data successfully.
2.1. CSMA Scheduling Algorithm
The main aim of the CSMA scheduling algorithm is to ensure proper data packets reception.
The procedure objective is obtaining the transmission attempt rate λ, hence supporting the required
target service rates of each node for acquiring the optimal throughput. The scheduling algorithm
is based on the SINR readings of the previous time slot, to ensure successful transmission of data if
a certain threshold T is exceeded. The process is described in the following CSMA SINR threshold
scheduling Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. CSMA SINR threshold scheduling algorithm
-Each node is assigned with transmission attempt rate λ > 0.
-In each time slot, a randomly selected node i is allowed to update its schedule xi(t) based on the information
in the previous time slot.
if SINRi(x(t− 1)) < T, then
xi(t) = 0 and node i waits for another time slot to update its schedule again.
else if SINRi(x(t− 1)) ≥ T, then
Node i exchanges messages with neighbors, to find if they can meet their SINR requirements if link i gets
activated.
if any of its neighbors can’t meet its requirement, then
xi(t) = 0 and node i waits for another time slot to update its schedule again.
else if all neighbors can meet their SINR requirements if link i gets activated, then
xi(t) = 1 with probability
λi
1+λi
and xi(t) = 0 with probability 11+λi .
end if
end if
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It can be shown in [25] that the adaptive CSMA algorithm induces a Markov chain on the state
space of the schedules {0, 1}N. Further, the stationary distribution of the Markov chain, parametrized by
the transmission attempt rate vector λ = [λi]
N
i=1, is given by:
p(x) =
1
z
∏
j:xj=1
λ j 1(x ∈ I ),∀ x ∈ {0, 1}N , (2)
where 1(x ∈ I) is an indicator of x being a feasible schedule, and z is the normalizing constant. Then,
due to the ergodicity of the Markov chain, the long-term service rate of a node i denoted by si is
equal to the marginal probability that node i is active, i.e., pi(xi = 1). Thus, the service rates and the
transmission attempt rates are related as follows:
si = pi(1) =
∑
x: xi=1
1
z
∏
j:xj=1
λ j,∀ i ∈ N , (3)
where pi(1) denotes pi(xi = 1). The adaptive CSMA algorithm can support any service provided that
appropriate transmission attempt rates are used for the underlying distribution [28]. If the desired
service rates are known, these transmission attempt rates can be obtained by solving the system of
equations in Equation (3).
Assume that each node i has a capacity of 1. If node i transmits data all the time (without affecting
other nodes), then its service rate is 1 (unit of data per unit time). Then, si(r) is also the normalized
service rate with respect to the node capacity.
The following concave function G(r) can be maximized by choosing a suitable value of
the transmission aggressiveness r, this maximization is equivalent to the minimization of the
Kullback–Leibler divergence between the arrival rate and the service rate distribution functions
as established in [29].
2.2. The Global Optimization Function
The global optimization function of the proposed network model is given by:
r = argmax r∈RN G(r)G(r) =
∑
k∈N
skrk − ln
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∑
y∈I
exp
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝∑
k∈N
ykrk
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (4)
where r is the transmission aggressiveness vector of dimension N and it is a function of λ as r = ln(λ).
let y = [yk]k∈N ∈ {0, 1}N be the global feasible schedule such that yk = 0 means that node k is inactive
while yk = 1 indicates that node k is active and meets the required SINR threshold. The desired service
rates vector is denoted as {si}i∈N.
For a proper understanding of the global optimization Equation (4), let ∂G(r)∂ri = 0 to show that it
solves Equation (3) and results in:
si =
∑
y∈I:yi=1 exp
(∑N
k=1 ykrk
)
∑
y∈I exp
(∑N
k=1 ykrk
) ∀ i ∈ N , (5)
To solve Equation (4), the distributed stochastic gradient descent algorithm was used [23].
However, the gradient of (4) estimation was calculated in a distributed manner and took an impractical
time of convergence in order to reach steady state. In order to rectify this problem, the proposed
global optimization function was divided into separate and scalable approximated local optimization
functions and, finally, these local functions were appropriately combined for estimating the solution to
the global problem. The target service rates were assumed as predefined for each node.
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2.3. The Local Optimization Function
The local optimization function was similarly structured as the global one with some parameters
replaced by ones with a j index to represent its local attachment to node j and its neighbors. The local
optimization function of node j was defined as:
rj = argmax r∈RNj F(r)F(r) =
∑
k∈Nj
skrk − ln
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∑
y∈Ij
exp
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∑
k∈Nj
ykrk
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (6)
where rj = [rjk]k∈ Nj is the local transmission aggressiveness of node j, y = [yk]k∈Nj ∈ {0, 1}
Nj is the
local feasible schedule at node j such that yj = 0 means that node j is inactive and yj = 1 indicates that
node j is active and exceeds the SINR threshold. s( j) = {sk
∣∣∣k ∈ Nj} is the local service rate vector of
node j.
Due to the downscaling of the global network dimensions, the solution might be simplified
by solving local optimization functions. The local solutions of the transmission attempt rate are
then combined to produce a global transmission attempt rate that can be directly used in the CSMA
algorithm. This process is chosen over the adaptation of transmission attempt rates using a stochastic
gradient descent that requires extensive time to converge on the global function. Each node in the
network executes (Algorithm 2) in parallel to get the average normalized throughput.
Algorithm 2. Proposed Algorithm to obtain Average Normalized Throughput
Input:
(
sk, k ∈ Nj
)
; Output: Average Normalized Throughput Th
(
st
)
(1) Neighbors of node j provide their target service rates.
(2) Local optimization function (6) is solved using Newton’s method of optimization for node j with its
surrounding neighbors and the maximum achievable service rates is locally obtained for all feasible
schedules of the neighborhood.
(3) Node j and each neighbor from k ∈ Nj provide their locally maximum achievable service rates.
(4) The average achievable service rate can be calculated for each node separately by averaging the service
rates in each neighborhood contained in that node.
(5) Calculate the approximate error between the achieved and the target service rates:
e
(
st
)
=
∑N
i=1
∣∣∣sti − sai ∣∣∣
N
, (7)
where sa = [sai ]
N
i=1 are the service rates that can be achieved and s
t = [sti ]
N
i=1 is the given target service
rate vector.
(6) Compute the average normalized throughput:
Th
(
st
)
=
∑N
i=1 s
t
i
(
1− e
(
st
))
N
, (8)
(7) Use Polynomial interpolation to form the average normalized throughput equations as a function of
either—number of nodes and target service rates or SINR threshold and target service rates. Polynomial
interpolation is also used to get the maximum normalized throughput as a function of the number
of nodes.
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The approximate global transmission attempt rate λ˜ that can be directly applied to the CSMA
SINR threshold scheduling algorithm (Algorithm 1) is given by:
λ˜ =
(
1− sj
sj
)|Nj |−1 ∏
k∈Nj
erkj , (9)
where sj is the target service rate of link j,
∣∣∣Nj∣∣∣ is the number of nodes in the local neighborhood of
node j. The transmission aggressiveness is rkj, k ∈ Nj is the optimized parameter in Step (2) of node j
and its presence in every local neighborhood.
Newton’s method of optimization used in Step (2) is used to optimize the local optimization
function (6) [30]. It can be computed without complexity due to its relatively smaller size as compared
to the global function and is given by:
r(t) = r(t−1) − ([∇2F(r(t−1))]ik)−1 . [∇F(r(t−1))]k , (10)
where r(t) is the transmission aggressiveness of the current iteration and r(t−1) is of the previous iteration.
[∇2F
(
r(t−1)
)
]
ik
and [∇F
(
r(t−1)
)
]
k
are the Hessian matrix and the gradient vector of Newton’s method,
respectively. The gradient and Hessian of node j computations are done through the distribution:
bˆ j
(
x( j)
)
=
1
zj
exp
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∑
k∈Nj
xkrk
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,∀ x( j) ∈ Ij , (11)
where zj is the local normalization constant of node j and its neighbors. Ij is a list of all feasible
schedules of node j and its neighbors. The gradient of (6) is given by:
[∇F(r)]k = sk −mk(r), k ∈ Nj , (12)
where mk(r) = p(xk = 1) under bˆ j distribution for k ∈ Nj.
The Hessian of (6) is given by:
[∇2F(r)]ik =
{
mi(r)mk(r) −mik(r), i, k ∈ Nj, i  j
mk(r)
2 −mk(r), i = k. , (13)
where mik(r) = p(xi = 1, xk = 1) of the distribution bˆ j.
2.4. Computational Complexity
It is possible to implement the Newton method in (Algorithm 2). This is because it is possible to
analytically calculate the gradient and the Hessian of the local objective function F(r) since the problem
dimension is reduced from the global one.
The gradient and the Hessian calculations need information about the feasible local schedules
at a link. This information is specifically needed to calculate the normalization constant z.
These computations are feasible because of the complexity of O(2|Nj |) associated with a computation
scale of only a particular size of the local neighborhood that is independent of the network’s global
size, which could be considerably large.
2.5. Polynomial Interpolation
The polynomial cubic interpolation used in Step (7) is explained in [31–33] and has a common
form of:
f (θ) = a0 + a1θ+ a2θ2 + . . .+ anθn, an  0 , (14)
where θ is the variable of the function f and n is the degree of the polynomial.
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The solution of Equation (14) is computed using the Vandermonde matrix [33] formed in
Equation (15), in order to calculate the coefficient an given both θ and f :
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 θ1 θ21 · · · θm1
1 θ2 θ22 · · · θm2
1 θ3 θ23 · · · θm3
...
...
...
. . .
...
1 θn θ2n · · · θmn
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
a0
a1
a2
...
am
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
f0
f1
f2
...
fn
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (15)
Another form of the polynomial interpolation used in this work is the bicubic interpolation for
a function of two variables, such as:
f (θ,ϕ) = a0 + a1θ+ a2ϕ+ a3θ2 + a4θϕ+ a5ϕ2 + a6θ3 + a7θ2ϕ+ a8θϕ2 + a9ϕ3, (16)
where θ and ϕ are the two variables of the function f .
The solution of Equation (16) is similar to Equation (14) and is computed using the Vandermonde
matrix formed in Equation (17) to calculate the coefficient an given θ, ϕ, and f :
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 θ1 ϕ1 θ21 θ1ϕ1 · · · ϕm1
1 θ2 ϕ2 θ22 θ2ϕ2 · · · ϕm2
1 θ3 ϕ3 θ23 θ3ϕ3 · · · ϕm3
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
1 θn ϕn θ2n θnϕn · · · ϕmn
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
a0
a1
a2
...
am
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
f0
f1
f2
...
fn
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (17)
Equations (15) and (17) are solved using the Gaussian elimination method [34] until a reduced
echelon form is reached; hence, the values of the coefficients are computed. In Step (7),
Polynomial interpolation is used to obtain the average normalized throughput as a function of
either number of nodes and target service rates or SINR threshold and target service rates. Polynomial
interpolation is also used to get the maximum normalized throughput as a function of the number
of nodes.
2.6. Delay Performance
Considering the delay performance, it is known that the CSMA Markov chain’s impractically slow
mixing time leads to a bad delay performance [28,35]. Recent work such as [36,37] have enhanced delay
performance by using several parallel CSMA Markov chain cases. These results [36] are demonstrated
on the assumption that the ideal transmission attempt rate is pre-computed and is easily accessible to
the algorithm. The proposed local algorithm can be used in combination with the methods in [36,37]
to achieve a practical CSMA algorithm with an excellent throughput and a low delay, to effectively
estimate these transmission attempt rates.
3. Results
In this section numerical analysis are used to estimate the performance of the proposed algorithm.
Random topology graphs are considered with a different number of nodes to test the robustness of
the model. Random networks are generated by placing nodes on a two-dimensional area of length of
12 unit distance. The system parameters are summarized in Table 2.
Random networks are generated with varying densities from 10 up to 100 nodes, and vertices are
drawn when nodes are neighbors and interfere with each other. The total number of links is higher
than the total number of nodes, but it does not reach the mesh topology where the number of links
equals to N(N − 1)/2. The interference graph of a 100-node random topology is shown in Figure 2.
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Table 2. The system parameters used in numerical analysis.
System Parameter Value
Dimensions of the interference graph (unit area) 12 × 12
Distance between transmitter and its corresponding receiver
(unit distance) 0.5
Path loss exponent 3
Close in Radius (unit distance) 2.5
SINR threshold (dB) 9 up to 15
Target service rate (Unit of data per unit time) 0 up to 0.9
Transmit power (unit power) 1
Figure 2. Interference graphs of 100-node random topology.
In order to prove the fast convergence rate of the proposed model, Figure 3 shows that the norm
of the gradient in Newton’s method of a random local network sample converges in 4 to 5 iterations.
Figure 3. Sample of Convergence Rate of the proposed algorithm.
In Figure 4, the average normalized throughput as a function of the target service rate is shown
for different network topologies of 10, 30, 50, and 100 randomly distributed nodes at 9, 12 and 15 dB
SINR thresholds.
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Figure 4. Average normalized throughput for a different number of nodes—(a) 9 dB SINR threshold,
(b) 12 dB SINR threshold, and (c) 15 dB SINR threshold.
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As shown in Figure 4, increasing the SINR threshold showsdegradation in throughput, especially at
high-target service rates. This is because the nodes will be unable to transmit until a higher SINR
threshold is met. Meanwhile, it is observed that initially, as target service rate increases, the average
normalized throughput increases until it reaches its maximum. This is where the network works under
“stable operating conditions”. After that point, the network enters “unstable operating conditions”
in which collisions become more likely and the number of backlogged frames increases. This means
that the arrival rate of new frames to the system will be larger than the capability of successful frames
transmission, thus, leading to a decrease of the average normalized throughput.
In order to acquire the obtained results in Figure 4 as a system of asymptotic relations,
polynomial bicubic interpolation algorithm is used. Therefore, the average normalized throughput can
be estimated via the following proposed equation in the general form of:
Th(N,S) = a0 + a1N + a2S+ a3N2 + a4NS+ a5S2 + a6N3 + a7N2S+ a8NS2 + a9 S3, (18)
where Th is the average normalized throughput as a function of the number of nodes N and target
service rate is denoted as S. The constants a0, . . . , a9 are the constant coefficients in Equation (18) and
are given in Table 3.
Table 3. Coefficients of Equation (18) for different SINR thresholds.
SINR
Threshold a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9
T = 9 0.3476 −3× 10−4 0.559 3.5× 10−6 0.0029 1.096 10−9 −3.4× 10−5 −0.00466 −1.016
T = 10 0.1716 −4.6× 10−4 −1.2147 3.4× 10−6 0.004496 5.442 10−9 −3.26× 10−5 −0.0064 −3.865
T = 11 −0.314 3.65× 10−4 4.92 3.3× 10−6 −0.00486 −8.14 10−9 −3× 10−5 0.00256 4.28
T = 12 −0.119 8.45× 10−5 2.49 3.18× 10−6 −0.00189 −2.97 10−9 2.8× 10−5 7.5× 10−4 1.239
T = 13 −0.305 3.65× 10−4 4.896 4× 10−6 −0.00614 −8.66 10−9 −3× 10−5 0.0038 4.81
T = 14 −0.3 1.9× 10−4 4.898 5.3× 10−6 −0.0059 −8.73 10−9 −3.4× 10−5 0.004 4.847
T = 15 −0.0515 −4.25× 10−4 1.718 6.6× 10−6 −7.35× 10−4 −1.597 10−9 −3.76× 10−4 −5.79× 10−4 0.447
The interpolation equations are used to describe the missing values between the calculated
throughput results and also give more details in three-dimensional planes of the average normalized
throughput as a function of both target service rates and the number of nodes. In Figure 5, the plane
is represented at different SINR thresholds of 9 up to 15 dB. It can be observed that increasing the
number of transmitting nodes in the network will cause more collisions, thus, leading to a decrease in
the network throughput.
Another way to make use of the polynomial bicubic interpolation is to generate another form of
the previous equation with different parameters, such as:
Th(T,S) = c0 + c1T + c2S+ c3T2 + c4 TS+ c5S2 + c6T3 + c7T2S+ c8TS2 + c9 S3, (19)
where Th is the average normalized throughput as a function of target service rate denoted as S and
the SINR threshold T. The constants c0, . . . , c9 are the constant coefficients in Equation (19) and are
given in Table 4.
Moreover, the previous step of interpolation is repeated to find an asymptotic relation of the
average normalized throughput as a function of both target service rates and the SINR threshold.
In Figure 6, the plane is shown with a number of nodes from 10 up to 100 nodes.
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(c) 
Figure 5. Plane of average normalized throughput generated from polynomial interpolation at
a different number of nodes for—(a) 9 dB SINR threshold, (b) 12 dB SINR threshold, and (c) 15 dB
SINR threshold.
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Table 4. Coefficients of Equation (19) for different number of nodes.
No. of
Nodes c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9
N = 10 −0.028 −0.00138 1.32 8.95× 10−5 0.0166 −0.315 10−6 8.95× 10−4 −0.028 −0.128
N = 20 −0.0367 0.0025 1.25 −1× 10−4 0.0015 −0.112 10−6 −1.66× 10−4 −0.03 −0.219
N = 30 −0.069 0.0063 1.5 −2.89× 10−4 −0.0135 −0.566 10−7 −5.66× 10−4 −0.0324 0.0755
N = 40 −0.077 0.01069 1.43 −4.8× 10−4 −0.0328 −0.313 10−7 0.00129 −0.03 −0.0665
N = 50 −0.449 0.01425 0.8649 −6.74× 10−4 −0.0437 0.9377 10−8 0.002 −0.0365 −0.752
N = 60 −0.0276 0.0143 0.64 −6.76× 10−4 −0.0428 1.339 10−8 0.00197 −0.036 −1.025
N = 70 −0.0265 0.0143 0.623 −6.79× 10−4 −0.0419 1.29 10−8 0.0019 −0.036 −1.04
N = 80 −0.134 0.0165 1.942 −6.8× 10−4 −0.0647 −1.38 10−8 0.00185 −0.012 0.366
N = 90 −0.0599 0.0156 1.006 −6.8× 10−4 −0.052 0.516 10−9 0.0018 −0.023 −0.77
N = 100 −0.061 0.0156 1.019 −6.86× 10−4 0.0517 0.409 10−9 0.00175 −0.0229 −0.749
After obtaining the average normalized throughput from the numerical analysis, the maximum
normalized throughput could be extracted. Polynomial cubic interpolation algorithm was used to
concatenate the above figures and define a relation for acquiring the maximum normalized throughput
in the general form of:
Th_max(N) = k0 + k1N + k2N2, (20)
where Th_max is the maximum normalized throughput as a function of the number of nodes N.
The constants k0, k1, and k2 are the constant coefficients in Equation (20) and are given in Table 5.
Table 5. Coefficients of Equation (20) for different SINR thresholds.
SINR Threshold k0 k1 k2
S = 9 0.6989 −0.003 −4× 10−7
S = 12 0.6282 0.0033 −7.48× 10−8
S = 15 0.551 −0.00278 −1.2× 10−7
The interpolation equations graphs of the maximum normalized throughput are shown in Figure 7
as a function of the number of nodes at the different SINR thresholds from 9 up to 15 dB.
Another way to describe the maximum normalized throughput more generally, using the
polynomial bicubic interpolation is to formulate a plane that is a function of, both, the number of nodes
and the SINR threshold. Therefore, the maximum normalized throughput was estimated using the
following equation as the general form:
Th_max(N,T) = e0 + e1N + e2T + e3N2 + e4NT + e5T2, (21)
where Th_max is the maximum normalized throughput as a function of the number of nodes N and
the SINR threshold denoted as T. The constants e0, . . . , e5 are the constant coefficients in Equation (21)
and are given in Table 6.
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(a) 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 6. Plane of average normalized throughput generated from the polynomial interpolation for
different SINR thresholds of—(a) 10-node topology, (b) 50-node topology, and (c) 100-node topology.
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Figure 7. Maximum normalized throughput at different number of nodes for SINR threshold of 9 dB,
12 dB, and 15 dB.
Table 6. Coefficients of Equation (21).
Coefficient e0 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
Value 0.9213 −0.00345 −0.025 −8.47× 10−6 9.81× 10−5 10−5
As a result to Equation (21), the maximum normalized throughput as a function of both the
number of nodes and the SINR threshold can be generated approximately. Different from Equation (20),
the new equation adds the dimension of the SINR threshold to give a more general description and
eases the prediction to be based on two parameters instead of one. Equation (21) is shown in Figure 8
for different number of nodes and SINR thresholds.
Figure 8. Maximum normalized throughput as a function of both the number of nodes and the
SINR threshold.
A sample of error using Equation (7) between the proposed approximation technique and
the stochastic gradient descent algorithm is shown in Figure 9. Where the local approximation
algorithm that calculates the approximate transmission attempt rates uses their static values in the
CSMA algorithm (i.e., they are not adapted during the algorithm). On the other hand, the stochastic
gradient descent algorithm begins with some initial transmission attempt rates, and by observing the
corresponding service rates, it adapts the transmission attempt rates [23].
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Figure 9. The approximate error of the achievable and the target service rates due to stochastic gradient
descent and the proposed approximation algorithm with 50 nodes distributed with the same random
topology used in this article.
For 5G networks, the error has to be minimum at all target service rates. Additionally, determining
the transmission attempt rate is an NP-hard problem and the stochastic gradient descent is unpractical
as it adapts those transmission attempt rates in several iterations, as shown in the Figure 9. This is why
the proposed approach of pre-calculating those transmission attempt rates and using them directly in
the network helps in reducing the error at most target service rates. The results would be comparable
even at higher rates but there still exists an advantage in the early stages where the network works
under “stable operating conditions”. The error of the proposed model did not exceed 0.06, while the
gradient descent started with an error exceeding 0.2 for a target service rate up to 0.4 unit data per
unit time.
4. Discussion
The proposed model aims at providing possible ways of predicting random network performances
under different circumstances. One thing to mention is that the proposed model is scalable, as it studied
a 10- to 100-node random topology in an area of 12 × 12 square units of distance. This means that if
a 400-node random topology is studied at 24 × 24 square units of distance, the performance will be
similar to the proposed 100-node one. This is due to the dependence of the proposed model on the local
neighborhood size, not the global one. Therefore, what matters is the performance degradation that
would arise from increasing the number of nodes in the same limited area. Additionally, increasing the
given area can allow for fitting a higher number of nodes, as the limited area considered in this work
affects the interference to a great extent, due to the high-density neighborhoods interfering with each
other. Additionally, increasing the number of nodes in the given area to a value higher than the studied
ones might lead to a density (number of nodes/unit area) > 1, which is rarely found and should most
of the time be ≤ 1. Additionally, the resulting model might be used for scalable networks. In other
words, the resulted network could be used to estimate the performance of both small as well as large
networks. The presented analysis is based on the normalized unit area and the normalized throughput,
so it might provide a good performance whatever be the network size.
The proposed polynomial interpolation’s throughput asymptotic relations here are based on the
studied topologies and might lead to other performance prediction if different parameters were used.
To sum up the used parameters here, the SINR threshold was set to 9, 12, and 15 dB, up to 0.9 unit
target service rates, and up to 100 nodes randomly distributed in the unit area were considered.
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Three-dimensional topologies were applicable and would not have differed much from the
two-dimensional topology used in the proposed model, as the distance was the only matter.
We previously mentioned the close-in-radius R distance as the distance where interference was
neglected if two nodes were at distance > R apart from each other. This radius could either be of a circle
if a two-dimensional topology was considered or a radius of a sphere in case of the three-dimensional
topology. Therefore, at the end what matters is distances at any directions and the three-dimensional
topology could be equivalent to a dense network that is already studied in the proposed model.
Additionally, the main scope of this paper was to calculate the effect of the increasing the number of
nodes on the throughput in dense networks, which is suitable for 5G applications. The energy and the
delay could be considered in details in future work.
5. Conclusions
A CSMA algorithm of a single-hop wireless network was considered under a realistic SINR model.
An approximation algorithm of distributing the global network into downscaled local neighborhoods
was used to calculate the transmission attempt rate to optimize the throughput of the global network.
This was done by achieving target service rates of nodes while varying the number of nodes up to
a random 100-node topology. The proposed model converged fast and proved its robustness against
the increasing number of nodes as it depended only on the size of the local network instead of the
global dense one. Three-dimensional planes of the average normalized throughput were obtained by
polynomial interpolation that produced a complete description of the performance of the network.
Maximum normalized throughput was obtained too as a function of the number of nodes using
polynomial interpolation. The used approach of pre-calculating the transmission attempt rates and
using them directly in the network helped in reducing the error at most values of the target service
rates. Even at higher rates, results would be comparable with a gradient descent algorithm but there
still would exist an advantage in the early stages where the network would work under “stable
operating conditions”. The proposed model is also scalable, so it might provide a network performance,
whatever be its size. Additionally, the proposed model has a faster convergence time and is considered
to be less complex and more practical than the previously used gradient descent algorithm.
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Abstract: Massive machine-type communication (mMTC) is investigated as one of three typical scenes
of the 5th-generation (5G) network. In this paper, we propose a 5G-enabled internet of things (IoT) in
which some enhanced mobile broadband devices transmit video stream to a centralized controller and
some mMTC devices exchange short packet data with adjacent devices via D2D communication to
promote inter-device cooperation. Since massive MTC devices have data transmission requirements
in 5G-enabled IoT with limited spectrum resources, the subcarrier allocation problem is investigated
to maximize the connectivity of mMTC devices subject to the quality of service (QoS) requirement
of enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) devices and mMTC devices. To solve the formulated
mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem, which is NP-hard, an interference-aware
subcarrier allocation algorithm for mMTC communication (IASA) is developed to maximize the
number of active mMTC devices. Finally, the performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated
by simulation. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms the three
traditional benchmark methods, which significantly improves the utilization of the uplink spectrum.
This indicates that the proposed IASA algorithm provides a better solution for IoT application.
Keywords: 5G; internet of things; mMTC; eMBB
1. Introduction
In the future industrial internet of things (IIoT), a large number of devices including monitoring
sensors and execution control units will be deployed to support factory automation and industry
control system [1]. Massive periodic/non-periodic data will be transferred to a centralized control unit
or adjacent devices via an industry wireless network, including video monitoring information, sensing
data, operation instructions. However, due to the limited capacity and throughput of the current
cellular system, it is insufficient in supporting future IoT applications with a tremendous number of
devices and heterogeneous information traffic [2].
Massive machine-type communication (mMTC), as one of three typical application scenarios
in the 5th-generation (5G) network, is investigated to support communication among a massive
number of devices, which provides a feasible solution for future industrial IoT (IIoT) [3]. Due to
limited spectrum resources in the cellular system, massive devices access the wireless network in a
spectrum-sharing manner in which multiple devices are allocated in the same spectrum at the same
time. Thus, the co-channel interference among devices restricts the number of devices connected to
the cellular system. Effective interference management plays a vital role in mMTC to support the
Sensors 2019, 19, 4530; doi:10.3390/s19204530 www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors93
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simultaneous access of more devices. The features and challenges of mMTC in IoT are as follows. First,
devices in IoT need to exchange information with their neighbor devices frequently. In other words,
the communication is performed between adjacent devices [4]. Second, the coding blocklengths for
IoT are usually short, to reduce the transmission delay. The transmission rate cannot be estimated
by the conventional Shannon’s capacity, which assumes an infinite blocklength [5]. Third, a massive
number of devices in IoT need to be supported. Thus, efficient resource allocation in mMTC needs to
be investigated to address these challenges.
A wide range of works have contributed to the resource allocation problem in mMTC. In [6],
the authors establish an interference model and a formulate resource allocation problem between
users and machine-type communication (MTC) gateways in mMTC burst scenarios. In [7], the authors
investigated the access management issues for MTC devices with heterogeneous quality of service
(QoS) in the same cellular network. This work does not consider bandwidth utilization because
transmission opportunities are reserved for a group of MTC devices at the same time. The authors
in [8] propose two relay schemes and transmission protocols to specifically stimulate system capacity.
In a multi-cell MTC system, Kwon et al. [9] establishes the interference model and analyzes the
signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) distributions and drives efficient resource allocation
schemes. In [10], the authors propose a dynamic resource allocation algorithm based on the
estimation of the number of MTC devices to handle massive and dynamic MTC devices while
satisfying the random access delay requirement of MTC devices. To achieve effective resource
utilization, a resource allocation metric based on statistical priority is proposed in [11]. In this way,
effective resource utilization is achieved by letting MTC devices send a reduced set of their data. In [12],
the authors consider a connectivity maximization problem for narrowband IoT with non-orthogonal
multiple-access (NOMA). However, articles [6–12] assume that all devices communicate with the
base station or centralized controller directly and do not consider the communications between
adjacent devices.
D2D technology, as another promising technology in 5G, can establish communication between
adjacent nodes, which can improve the spectrum efficiency and offload the load of Base Station (BS).
D2D communication is introduced to mMTC system to stimulate spectrum efficiency and support
more mMTC devices accessed with limited spectrum resources. However, designing better resource
allocation algorithms to manage the inter-user interference between D2D users and cellulars is the
key challenge for improving system performance. Resource allocation and interference problems of
D2D communication have been investigated in many works [13–15]. The authors in [16] propose a
cell sectorization scheme to alleviate the interference between cellular users and D2D users. In [17],
the authors investigate interference coordination for downlink full-dimension multiple-output systems
with underlying D2D communications.
Adopting D2D technology, the number of supported devices can be improved in mMTC
scenarios [18]. By allowing unauthorized devices to reuse the frequency bands of authorized cellular
users, bandwidth utilization can be improved [19–21]. The literature [22] proposes a heuristic
subcarrier allocation method to set the user’s signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold to meet the QoS of
the system. The authors in [23] propose a mobile traffic offloading scheme that combines small base
stations with D2D offloading. The goal is to accommodate a large number of MTC connections by
maximizing the throughput of the network system. The impact of radio frequency energy harvesting
on the spectral efficiency of the D2D-assisted MTC system is analyzed first in [24]. In [25], the authors
propose two solutions to manage the communication between D2D devices and the BS to lighten the
overhead of MTC devices on the 5G network. However, resource allocation [19–25] mainly focuses on
throughput maximization or interference minimization. In an IIoT enabled by D2D communications,
massive devices demand access to the network via D2D mode. Thus, the connectivity maximization
problem becomes a challenging issue to tackle. To support a system in which the number of users is
higher than the number of subcarriers, a range of fair subcarrier allocation algorithms is proposed that
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always improves the reliability [26]. However, the author only considers the scenario of mobile users
in the downlink and does not consider the influence of interference.
In this paper, we investigate a D2D-enabled internet of things in which some devices (enhanced
Mobile Broadband (eMBB) devices) connect to the centralized controller while other devices (mMTC
devices) communicate with their adjacent devices via D2D communication to promote inter-device
cooperation in industry automation. Specifically, mMTC devices reuse the spectrum resource
with eMBB devices. We establish the connectivity maximization problem of mMTC devices
while guaranteeing the QoS of eMBB devices and mMTC devices. Furthermore, we propose an
interference-aware subcarrier allocation algorithm to tackle the problem. The main contributions of
this paper are as follows:
• We establish a problem of maximizing the number of accessed mMTC pairs subject to the
constraints of QoS in a system with both eMBB and mMTC devices, which is proven to be
a mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem.
• We propose an interference-aware subcarrier allocation algorithm for mMTC (IASA) considering
the interference range of each mMTC device.
• In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, a simulation is conducted. The results demonstrate
that the proposed algorithm outperforms two benchmark algorithms significantly in terms of the
number of mMTC pairs accessed under the same constraints.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The system model and assumptions is
elaborated in the “System Model” section. The optimization problem and constraints are introduced
in the “Problem Formulation” section. The proposed subcarrier allocation algorithm is presented
in the “Interference-Aware Subcarrier Allocation for mMTC Communication Algorithm” section.
Comprehensive simulation results are provided in the “Simulation result analysis” section. Finally,
we conclude the paper in the ”Conclusion” section.
2. System Model
In this paper, we investigate an industrial wireless network in which some devices, referred to as
eMBB devices (such as monitoring cameras), transmit video information to a centralized controller,
while devices referred to as mMTC devices (such as sensors and actuators), transmit short blocklength
packets to their adjacent devices to promote inter-device cooperation and industrial automation.
The system model is illustrated in Figure 1, whereN eMBB devices andM mMTC devices are randomly
distributed, represented by sets N = {CU1,...,CUi,...,CUN} and M =
{
MU1,...,MUj,...,MUM
}
,
respectively. The mMTC devices transmit information from the transmitters to receivers by the
D2D communication mode, and the mMTC pairs reuse the eMBB devices’ uplink resources in
order to improve the spectrum efficiency. The mMTC pairs and eMBB devices are represented
by MUj and CUi, respectively. Each mMTC pair is composed of one mMTC transmitter and one
mMTC receiver represented by MUtj and MU
r
j , respectively. All available spectrum resources are
divided into sub-carriers with the same bandwidth. Each eMBB device occupies mutually orthogonal
sub-carriers. Therefore, there is no co-channel interference between the eMBB devices. We assume that
the eMBB device CUi occupies the subcarrier i. Considering the impact of devices on each other, each
mMTC pair is allowed to access no more than one subcarrier, and each subcarrier can be accessed by
multiple mMTC devices. All of the channels in the system are assumed to be quasi-static Rayleigh
fading channels. The channel gain remains constant for each symbol transmission period but varies
independently between different symbol periods. The parameters in the article are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1. System model.
Table 1. System parameters.
Notation Description
gj Gain between MUtj and MU
r
j
gi,B Gain between CUi and the centralized controller
hi,j Interference gain between CUi and MUrj
hj,B Interference gain between MUtj and the centralized controller
f j′ ,j Interference gain between MUtj′ and MU
r
j
Pci The transmit power of CUi
Pdj The transmit power of MU
t
j
We define a binary subcarrier allocation matrix A ∈ {0, 1}M×N , where αij = 1 indicates that MUj
occupies subcarrier i, otherwise αij = 0, i ∈ N , j ∈ M. Thus, the received signal of the base station on
subcarrier i is
yi =
√
Pci gi,Bxi + ∑
j∈M
αij
√
Pdj hj,Bxj + n0, (1)
where xi and xj are the transmitted signals of the eMBB devices CUi and the mMTC transmitter MUtj ,
respectively. n0 represents normalized additive white Gaussian noise, n0 ∼ CN
(
0, σ20
)
. When the
centralized controller receives the uplink signals of the eMBB device CUi, the SINR at centralized
controller can be calculated as
γicu =
|gi,B|2 Pci
I + σ20B
, (2)
where B is the subcarrier bandwidth and I represents the interference caused by the mMTC pairs
which access the subcarrier i:
I =
M
∑
j=1
αijPdj
∣∣hj,B∣∣2 . (3)
Since the eMBB devices transmit long packet data, the achievable transmission rate of the eMBB
device CUi can be obtained by Shannon’s theorem:
Ricu = B log
(
1+ γicu
)
. (4)
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The signal received by the jth mMTC pair MUj is
zj =
√
Pdj gjxj + ∑
i∈N
αij
√
Pci hi,jxi +
M
∑
j′=1
j′ =j
∑
i∈N
αij′
√
Pdj′ f j′ ,jxj′ + n0, (5)
where the first term is the signal receiver MUrj received from mMTC transmitter MU
t
j . The second
term is the interference from the eMBB device CUi. The third term is the interference signal from
the transmitter of the mMTC pair MUj′ that occupies the same subcarrier with mMTC pair MUj.
According to (5), the SINR of the mMTC receiver MUrj can be derived as
γj =
Pdj
∣∣gj∣∣2
∑i∈N αijPci
∣∣hi,j∣∣2 +∑Mj=1
j′ =j
∑i∈N αij′Pdj′
∣∣∣ f j′ ,j∣∣∣2 + σ20 . (6)
Since mMTC communication is mostly aimed at periodic monitoring data in IoT applications such
as smart cities, the length of data packets transmitted is usually very short. According to information
theory, the rate of short packets cannot achieve the Shannon limit. Therefore, the transmission rate of
the mMTC devices is represented by the short packet rate [27], as shown in (7):
Rj = log2(1+ γj)−
√
1
m
log2(e)Q
−1(ε)
√
1− 1
(1+ γj)2
(7)
where m is the block length, ε is the transmission error probability, and Q−1(x) is the inverse of the
Gaussian Q function.
3. Problem Formulation
The optimization goal of this paper is to maximize the total number of mMTC devices accessed
under the QoS of each eMBB device. All of the mMTC devices access the network adhere to the
following criteria:
(i) Each mMTC device is allowed to access no more than one subcarrier.
(ii) To ensure the transmission quality of the eMBB devices, the interference each subcarrier can
suffer should be below a threshold.
(iii) Both eMBB devices and mMTC devices should satisfy their own transmission rate requirements.
When the jth mMTC pair is allowed to access the subcarrier i, the SINR of the receiver of MUj is
γj =
Pdj
∣∣gj∣∣2
Pci
∣∣hi,j∣∣2 +∑Mj′=1
j =j
αij′Pdj′
∣∣∣ f j′ ,j∣∣∣2 + σ20 . (8)
Taking γj in (8) into (7), we can get the transmission rate Rj after mMTC pair MUj is allowed to
access the subcarrier i. In order to ensure the QoS of the mMTC pair MUj, the achievable rate Rj of the
mMTC pair MUj should not be less than the minimum required rate Rj−min, i.e.,
Rj ≥ Rj−min. (9)
When the mMTC pair MUj is allowed to access the subcarrier i, the minimum transmission rate of
the eMBB device CUi is Ricu−min. Under the QoS constraint of the eMBB devices and the mMTC pairs,
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we maximize the number of mMTC pairs accessed in the network. Mathematically, the optimization
problem is formulated as
max
αij
N
∑
i=1
M
∑
j=1
αij , (10a)
s.t Ricu ≥ Ricu−min , (10b)
Rj ≥ Rj_min , (10c)
αij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ N j ∈ M , (10d)
N
∑
i=1
αij ≤ 1. (10e)
The constraints described in (10b) and (10c) indicate that the respective minimum transmission
rate requirements of the eMBB devices and the mMTC pairs should be satisfied. Equation (10e) reveals
that each mMTC pair is allowed to occupy at most one subcarrier. The optimization problem is a
binary optimization problem, and the traversal complexity of the problem is 2MN . In the following
section, we propose a lower complexity algorithm named interference-aware subcarrier allocation for
mMTC communication.
4. Interference-Aware Subcarrier Allocation for mMTC Communication Algorithm
According to the constraint condition (10b), the accumulated interference allowed by the eMBB
device CUi can be derived from the minimum transmission rate Ricu−min
Iicu−max =
Pci |gi,B|2
2R
i
cu−min − 1
− σ20B. (11)
When the jth mMTC pair MUj occupies the subcarrier i, the interference caused by MUj to the
base station is
Ij,B = Pdj
∣∣hj,B∣∣2 . (12)
To ensure the rate requirement of the eMBB device, the interference caused by the mMTC pair
MUj should not exceed the maximum interference allowed by the subcarrier i, i.e.,
Ij,B ≤ Iicu−max. (13)
Therefore, a set of mMTC pairs allowed to occupy subcarrier i can be selected according to
Equation (13). For all mMTC pairs that can be accessed, we first define the normalized interference
caused by each pair as Ij,i = Ij,B/Iicu−max. Define the interference matrix as
Ω =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
I11 I
1
2 · · · I1M
I21 I
2
2 · · · I2M
...
... · · · ...
IN1 I
N
2 · · · INM
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
When themMTCpair MUj′ , j′ = j, attempts to access the subcarrier i, the following two conditions
should be satisfied.
(i) The interference caused by MUj′ and the total interference of mMTC pairs cannot exceed the
maximum interference allowed by subcarrier i, i.e., Iicu−max.
(ii) All of the accessed mMTC pairs should satisfy their own QoS.
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When both conditions are satisfied, the mMTC pair is allowed to access the subcarrier. In order
to facilitate the calculation, we convert the rate constraint of the eMBB device in (11) into an
interference limit:
Iicu ≤ Iicu−max, (14)
where
Iicu = ∑
j∈M
Ij,B ∀i ∈ N . (15)
Substituting (14) for (11), then the optimization problem is converted into
max
αij
N
∑
i=1
M
∑
j=1
αij , (16a)
s.t Iicu ≤ Iicu−max , (16b)
Rj ≥ Rj−min , (16c)
αij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ N j ∈ M , (16d)
N
∑
i=1
αij ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ M. (16e)
The optimization variables of this problem are all binary variables, and the optimization
problem (16a) is an NP-hard problem that cannot be solved by the convex optimization method.
The traditional way to solve an NP-hard problem is to carry out an exhaustive search, which involves
unaccepted computational complexity. Thus, it is difficult to obtain the optimal result by direct solution.
This paper proposes a heuristic algorithm with lower complexity to tackle the problem, referred to as
interference-aware subcarrier allocation for mMTC.
Firstly, the mMTC pair with minimal interference to the base station is selected in the
two-dimensional matrix Ω, and the access conditions (16b) and (16c) are updated according to the QoS
of the eMBB devices and other mMTC pairs. Once an mMTC pair occupies a subcarrier, the mMTC
pair is prohibited from accessing other subcarriers. When the sum of the interference ratio accumulated
on subcarrier i is not less than 1, other mMTC pairs will be no longer allowed to access the subcarrier i.
For the constraint condition (16c), we can estimate whether the QoS requirements are still satisfied
after each mMTC pair occupies the subcarrier according to (7) and (9). Due to the interference between
mMTC pairs accessing the same channel, the interference range of the mMTC pair is defined in this
paper to suppress interference between mMTC pairs. The interference range of an mMTC pair MUj is
defined as the range in which the mMTC pairs suffer from the interference of MUj. Thus, the mMTC
pairs in the interference range of MUj cannot access the same subcarrier with MUj to avoid interference.
In other words, when mMTC pair MUj accesses subcarrier i, the other pairs within the interference
range of MUj cannot access subcarrier i to reduce the interference between the mMTC pairs and to
ensure the QoS of each mMTC pair.
The IASA algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. Lines 1–5 of the algorithm calculate the
maximum interference that all subcarriers can support (line 3) and the proportion of the interference
from each mMTC pair (line 5). Then a two-dimensional matrix is formed. Lines 6–12 of the algorithm
sort the data in the two-dimensional matrix in ascending order one-dimensionally. Firstly, we find
the mMTC pair and subcarrier corresponding to the minimum interference ratio. Then we estimate
whether the accumulated interference caused by the mMTC pair exceeds the maximum interference
allowed by the subcarrier so as to determine whether the mMTC pair can access the sub-carrier (line 7).
After the mMTC pair MUj accesses subcarrier i, the mMTC pair within the interference range of MUj
is prohibited from accessing subcarrier i (line 9).
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Algorithm 1 Interference-Aware Spectrum Allocation for mMTC Communication Algorithm.
1: Initialize: B, Pci , P
d
j , R
i
cu−min, Rj, αij = 0 ∀i ∈ N , j ∈ M.
2: Calculate Iicu−max, i ∈ N in accordance with (11).
3: Calculate the interference Ij,B caused by all mMTC pairs accessing subcarriers according to (10c).
4: Calculate the proportion of all mMTC pairs to the maximum interference that each subcarrier can
withstand Iicu−max and obtain the interference matrix Ω.
5: Select the smallest element (i∗, j∗) in matrix Ω. For CU∗i , MU
∗
j , judge whether (9) and (14) is
established.
6: If Iicu ≤ Iicu−max, the mMTC pair is allowed to access subcarriers, αij = 1.
If Iicu > Iicu−max, the mMTC pair is not allowed to access the subcarrier, αij = 0.
7: αi′ j = 0, ∀i′ ∈ N , i′ = i.
8: Filter out the mMTC pair set J within the pair MUj interference range. Assign all the αij j ∈ J
corresponding to subcarrier i to 0.
9: Assign the ratio Ω(:, j) of the mMTC pair to the corresponding subcarrier in this cycle to s(s ≥ 1).
10: Repeat 6–9 until all of the mMTC pairs have been assigned.
11: Output matrix A.
The IASA algorithm is a centralized algorithm that can be implemented by a centralized controller.
First, the centralized controller collects the information from mMTC devices who want to transmit
packets with their neighborhood devices, including the channel state information and the required
transmission rate. Then the centralized controller obtains the spectrum allocation results according
to the IASA algorithm and broadcasts the allocation results to each mMTC pair. Then each mMTC
transmitter completes the packets transmission on its allocated subcarrier.
5. Simulation Result Analysis
In this section, we present numerical results to verify the performance of the proposed IASA
algorithm. We compare the number of mMTC pairs accessing the network successfully according to
the proposed subcarrier allocation algorithm, the random access algorithm, and the sequential access
algorithm. The two benchmark algorithms are described as follows.
Random access algorithm (RAA): Firstly, an interference ratio is randomly selected in the
two-dimensional interference matrix. Then, we find out the corresponding mMTC devices and the
access to subcarrier i. According to (9) and (14), it can be judged whether the QoS of the eMBB devices
and the mMTC devices is satisfied, that is, whether the mMTC devices can access the subcarrier i.
In the end, we repeat the above selection and access process until all subcarriers achieve the limit of
interference they can sustain.
Sequential access algorithm (SAA): All of the mMTC devices sequentially judge whether the QoS
of the eMBB devices and the mMTC devices are satisfied. When the sum of the interference ratio of
subcarrier i is more than 1, other mMTC devices are prohibited from accessing the subcarrier i.
Greedy algorithm (GA): In the greedy algorithm, each subcarrier gives priority to its own access
number. Specifically, the mMTC pair with minimum interference to a certain subcarrier is firstly
accessed, when the QoS of the eMBB device and mMTC pair can be satisfied. When the cumulative
interference of subcarrier i exceeds 1, other mMTC pairs are forbidden from accessing the subcarrier.
It is assumed that the eMBB and mMTC devices are evenly distributed in a circular region where
the radius is 200 m. All of the devices are served by the same base station that controls the allocation
of subcarriers. This paper considers a flat Rayleigh fading channel. The distance-dependent path loss
PL(D) is [12]
PL(D) = 120.9+ 37.6 log(D/1000) + L + AG, (17)
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where D is the communication distance and AG is the antenna gain. The value of AG is 0.4 dB. L is the
indoor penetration loss. we assume that 80% of mMTC equipment is indoor equipment, where L takes
20 dB; 20% is outdoor mMTC equipment, where L takes 0 dB.
Figure 2 is a location distribution diagram of eMBB devices and mMTC devices. We consider an
area with a radius of 200 m, in which the eMBB devices and mMTC devices are evenly and randomly
distributed in the area, and the base station is set at the origin.
Figure 3 shows the number of mMTC pairs that successfully access subcarriers for different
eMBB devices with Pci = 10 dB, P
d
j = 7 dB, R
i
cu−min = 10 bps, Rj = 5 bps. The total number of
mMTC pairs is 150, and the interference range of the mMTC pair is 80 m. Among the four algorithms,
the number of mMTC pairs accessed increases as the number of subcarriers increases. The reason
is that when the number of subcarriers increases, the mMTC pairs will be more likely to access
the subcarriers. Some mMTC pairs with large interference also have the opportunity to access the
subcarriers. Compared to the three contrastive algorithms, the IASA algorithm can realize more mMTC
devices accessed in the system. The reason is that under the premise of guaranteeing the QoS of the
eMBB devices and the mMTC pairs, the mMTC pair with the least interference to the subcarriers is
selected first according to the IASA algorithm. The distance limitation is established to reduce the
interference between the adjacent mMTC pairs. Meanwhile, the complexity of the algorithm is reduced.
For GA, each subcarrier gives priority to the access number optimization of itself rather than the access
performance of the whole system, so the access number of the system cannot be maximized. However,
since GA considers the mMTC priority access with less interference in each subcarrier, its performance
is better than RAA and SAA. For RAA and SAA, there may be an mMTC pair with large interference
accessing the subcarrier at any time, which occupies a large proportion of the interference space that
the subcarrier can sustain. Under these circumstances, some mMTC pairs with small interference
cannot access the subcarrier because the space for interference is finite. Therefore, the IASA algorithm
enables the system to accommodate more mMTC pairs.
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Figure 2. Distribution of eMBB devices and mMTC devices in cellular systems.
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Figure 3. Number of mMTC pairs accessed versus different eMBB devices using different algorithms.
Figure 4 depicts the number of mMTC pairs that access subcarriers for different eMBB devices
with Pci = 10 dB, P
d
j = 7 dB, Rj = 5 bps. The interference range of the mMTC pairs is 80 m. The number
of mMTC pairs that access the subcarriers decreases gradually when the minimum transmission rate
of the eMBB devices gradually increases. The reason is that when the minimum transmission rate of
the eMBB devices increases, the maximum interference that each subcarrier can sustain is reduced.
In the case where the interference caused by the mMTC pair is unchanged, the number of mMTC
pairs that can access the subcarriers is reduced. In the low-rate phase, the RAA exhibits much lower
access performance than the IASA algorithm. And the SAA exhibits a comparable access performance
with IASA algorithm. However, as the rate of eMBB devices increase, the performance of SAA have
dropped significantly compared to the IASA algorithm.
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Figure 4. Number of mMTC pairs accessed versus different rate requirements of eMBB devices.
Figure 5 presents the number of mMTC pairs accessed when the power of the mMTC pairs
transmitter change with Pci = 10 dB, Rcu−min = 10 bps, Rj = 5 bps. The interference range of the
mMTC pairs is 80 m. The number of accessed mMTC devices gradually decreases as the power of the
mMTC transmitter increases. This is due to the fact that the interference to subcarriers increases while
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the power of the mMTC transmitting increases. Therefore, the number of mMTC devices accessed is
relatively reduced. Compared to the variables such as the number of eMBB devices and the minimum
transmission rate of eMBB devices, the power of the mMTC transmitter has a relatively small impact
on the number of mMTC pairs accessed in the system.
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Figure 5. Number of mMTC pairs accessed versus different mMTC device transmit powers.
Figure 6 investigates the number of mMTC pairs accessed when there are different numbers of
mMTC pairs in the system. The parameter settings are the same as in Figure 3. The number of mMTC
devices accessed increases as the number of mMTC pairs in the system increases. Before the number of
subcarriers is saturated, the more mMTC devices in the system, the greater the opportunity to access
devices that satisfy the QoS requirements of the eMBB devices. Thus, the total number of mMTC pairs
accessed will increase. However, when the power and the minimum transmission rate of the eMBB
devices are fixed, the number of mMTC devices accessed by all subcarriers is constant, so the number
of mMTC pairs accessed will gradually become saturated. Among the three algorithms shown in
Figure 6, the RAA achieves the access saturation state first.
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Figure 6. Number of mMTC pairs accessed versus different number of mMTC devices.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, an interference-aware subcarrier allocation algorithm for mMTC is proposed for
the subcarrier allocation problem of D2D communication in mMTC scenarios. Initially, we establish
a model maximizing the number of mMTC pairs accessed. When carrying out subcarrier allocation,
we calculate the maximum interference that each subcarrier can sustain. Then we determine the mMTC
pair with the least interference to the subcarrier and estimate the access property according to whether
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the QoS of the mMTC pair is satisfied. When the accumulated interference caused by the mMTC pair
is greater than the maximum interference limit that the subcarrier can sustain, the subcarrier will be
not be accessible to other mMTC pairs anymore. Simulation results demonstrated the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm.
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Abstract: Low-power wide-area networks (LPWANs) are emerging rapidly as a fundamental Internet
of Things (IoT) technology because of their low-power consumption, long-range connectivity, and
ability to support massive numbers of users. With its high growth rate, Long-Range (LoRa) is
becoming the most adopted LPWAN technology. This research work contributes to the problem
of LoRa spreading factor (SF) allocation by proposing an algorithm on the basis of K-means
clustering. We assess the network performance considering the outage probabilities of a large-scale
unconfirmed-mode class-A LoRa Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN) model, without retransmissions.
The proposed algorithm allows for different user distribution over SFs, thus rendering SF allocation
flexible. Such distribution translates into network parameters that are application dependent.
Simulation results consider different network scenarios and realistic parameters to illustrate how
the distance from the gateway and the number of nodes in each SF affects transmission reliability.
Theoretical and simulation results show that our SF allocation approach improves the network’s
average coverage probability up to 5 percentage points when compared to the baseline model.
Moreover, our results show a fairer network operation where the performance difference between
the best- and worst-case nodes is significantly reduced. This happens because our method seeks to
equalize the usage of each SF. We show that the worst-case performance in one deployment scenario
can be enhanced by 1.53 times.
Keywords: stochastic geometry; resource allocation; Internet of Things
1. Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) is the integration of modern electronic devices, smart sensors, internet
protocols, and wireless communications technologies. IoT applications are rapidly gaining popularity
in many domains such as industrial operations, smart parking, augmented maps, healthcare, smart
cars, and smart homes [1–5]. According to a Gartner Inc. report, there will be around 26 billion IoT
devices deployed worldwide by 2020 [6]. In the Statista report, it is predicted that there will be over
75 billion IoT devices worldwide by 2025 [7].
In the modern era, the spectacular growth and transformation of wireless connectivity are driven
by the IoT paradigm, with technologies having attributes of large-scale network infrastructure with
low-cost sensors connected to the Internet. In this context, low-power wide-area networks (LPWANs)
are quite popular in terms of prototypes, standards, and on the commercial level because of their
Sensors 2019, 19, 4723; doi:10.3390/s19214723 www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors106
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significance with respect to power efficiency along with long range [8,9]. Within this context, LoRA,
SigFox, NB-IoT, Weightless, RPMA and DASH7 [10,11] are the most distinguished technologies.
This paper focuses on LoRa, which provides good performance in terms of reliability and energy
consumption. The network architecture contains end-devices, gateways, and a network server (NS),
forming a star topology. It operates at unlicensed frequency ISM (Industrial, Scientific, Medical) bands
of 863–870 MHz and 915 MHz in Europe and the U.S., respectively [12,13]. In Europe, the duty cycle
limitations range from 0.1% to 10%, following European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) standards. In addition, LoRa works on variable and adaptive data rates by using different
spreading factors. This is achieved by the NS controlling the spreading factors (SFs) and bandwidth
(BW) of the end-devices. Higher SFs allow larger coverage areas; however, as a drawback, they reduce
the data rate and increase the time-on-air (ToA) of LoRa packets [14].
Notably, the gateway has the ability to receive data from multiple nodes at the same time because
of the orthogonality of sub-bands and the quasi-orthogonality of different SFs. The LoRa MAC layer,
known as LoRaWAN [15], is a type of ALOHA protocol controlled by the NS. LoRaWAN defines three
classes of devices depending upon the application. Class A devices may wait for acknowledgments
(ACK) only in their receiving windows during downlink transmission and consume the least power.
Class B devices are able to open extra receiving windows at scheduled times, thus reducing downlink
latency. Class C nodes consume the most energy because they leave the receiver enabled all the time,
allowing for the lowest latency time [16].
For instance, extensive measurement campaigns show that the communication range of LoRa
reaches up to 30 km over the water and more than 15 km on the ground [11]. LoRa is suitable for a wide
range of telemetry applications (e.g., sensing and monitoring), which can be used in several industry
verticals, such as smart grids and cities, and smart agriculture up to industrial IoT applications [17,18].
During the past few years, many studies have contributed by proposing new algorithms, systems
models, analyses, and by designing new approaches for performance enhancement of LoRa networks.
However, only a few considered resource allocation.
The major contribution of this work is the modeling of an approach for SF allocation for a large
scale LoRa network based on K-means clustering and the analysis of connection, capture, and coverage
probabilities. Instead of using constant steps of distance from the gateway to define SF areas [19,20],
the proposed algorithm assigns a maximum range of individual SF regions, which allows for distinct
user distribution. Then, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm over the uplink of a
large-scale LoRa network with a single gateway based on the model introduced in [19].
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work and a short
overview of LPWAN technologies. Section 3 introduces the system model, and Section 3.1 details the
outage probabilities of the baseline model, used to examine the performance of proposed SF allocation
approach. The proposed algorithm is presented in Section 4. Simulation results are discussed in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and proposes future work.
2. Related Work
Overviews of LoRa and LPWAN technologies are provided in [21,22]. Usually, LoRa operates with
a bandwidth of 125 kHz, but it also allows for bandwidths of 250 kHz and 500 kHz. The wider bands
promote resistance to fading, channel noise, Doppler effects, and long-term relative frequency [23].
Chirp spread spectrum (CSS) modulation, which enables high receiver sensitivity, makes LoRa more
robust against the interference when compared to Sigfox, which employs ultra-narrowband (UNB)
communication [24]. As a tradeoff, the use of wider bands for the transmission of narrowband signals
makes less efficient use of the spectrum. A realistic SigFox communication model is implemented
and tested in [25]; it evaluates the performance of a high-density large-scale wireless sensor network
(WSN). From the obtained results, one can observe that the performance of the SigFox network
significantly degrades by increasing the number of sensors, and some solutions are presented to
improve the performance.
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Unlike Sigfox, LoRa can be deployed locally, i.e., without the need for a cellular infrastructure,
and has higher bit rates. By contrast, NB-IoT is an expensive technology having the pros of low latency
and high quality of service (QoS) [26]. In [27], the authors compare different LPWAN technologies
(Bluetooth, ZigBee, SigFox, and LoRa) and discuss LoRa with respect to code rate (CR), bandwidth
(BW), and SF but without considering the influence of Rayleigh fading and path loss attenuation.
Theoretical and simulation results show that SF, BW, and CR influence the ToA of a packet. Larger SFs
and CRs result in higher ToA of LoRa packets. Conversely, ToA reduces with larger bandwidths.
The work in [28] proposes two different algorithms named EXPLoRa-SF and EXPLoRa-AT and
shows in simulation results that these algorithms perform considerably better than the LoRaWAN
adaptive rate strategy (ADR). EXPLoRa-AT delivers higher bit rates in the event of higher traffic loads,
while EXPLoRa-SF allocates SFs at the different subgroups of end-devices depending on the received
signal strength indicator (RSSI). The results demonstrate that the data extraction rate (DER) drops
dramatically for higher SFs and larger numbers of end-devices. The authors, however, assume a short
range and dense network in their analysis.
The EXPLoRa approach is further extended in [29], K-means is applied to identify the non-circular
crowded region, and all the nodes inside that area are assumed to have same SF. On the other hand,
in the proposed work the geometry of network is circular, with six annuluses representing the range
of individual SFs. We have analyzed the scalability and the performance of the uplink LoRa model
considering Rayleigh fading, connection H1, capture Q1, and coverage probabilities H1Q1 in the
presence of interfering signals using the same SF. The considerations of H1 and H1Q1 are missing
in [28,29]. Moreover, in our model, we consider a dense and wide network (radius of several kilometers)
and analyze the performance by considering the maximum distance of individual SF boundaries from
the gateway.
Another scientific study used K-means for the classification of end-devices into three groups
based on traffic characteristics with different priorities. The grouping of end-devices was computed in
terms of priority-based transmission instead of SF allocation [30].
In [31,32], SF distribution is mainly based on the power level of the signals that the gateway
receives from the end-devices and gateway sensitivity, without considering the location of end-devices.
As a drawback, SF allocation was disturbed because of high-density buildings, and 53.2% of the
end-devices were forced to use SF12. Furthermore, in [28–31], only network-level simulators such
as ns-3 and LoRaSim are used, which abstracts some characteristics of the physical layer that are
incorporated in our analysis. Conversely, our study evaluated the performance of the proposed SF
allocation algorithm considering the analytical model, realistic parameters, and averaging over 105
random deployment of the Poisson point process (PPP) by Monte Carlo computer simulations, which
match with the theoretical results.
The tree-based spreading factor clustering algorithm (TSCA) for SF allocation in multihop LoRA
networks is introduced in [33]. This approach offloads the data traffic in many sub-networks, which
are linked to a sink node assigning a specific SF according to network clustering, thus enabling parallel
frame transmission with multiple SFs. The authors show that TSCA increases the network performance
in a network with rectangular geometry.
A single gateway uplink model considering path loss attenuation and Rayleigh fading is designed
in [19], utilizing stochastic geometry to model network interference and then disconnection and
collision probabilities. Such a model is further extended in [20], in which the authors propose a
scheme that considers message replication and gateways with multiple receive antennas/decoders
to attain time and spatial diversity. They demonstrate that the number of users and traffic density
directly affects the performance of the LoRa network and that sending multiple message copies is
beneficial for low-density networks. Both of these studies adopt equal radius SF allocation approaches.
Unlike [19,20], our work considers K-means-based fair SF allocation of nodes in LoRa networks.
Recently, several studies have addressed the problems associated with automatic repeat request
(ARQ) and contributed to downlink reliability in LoRaWAN applications. The sequential transmission
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of downlink frames, saturation of duty cycle, and half-duplex nature of LoRa gateway radios are
marked as the major shortcomings for the downlink transmission [34,35]. Furthermore, these works
also highlight the significance of gateway selection algorithm to prevent traffic losses due to sequential
transmission of downlink frames and duty cycle limitations.
One experimental study evaluates the performance of a LoRa network at a 125 kHz bandwidth
and SF7 for a sailing monitoring model, and the measurements show a 60.49% packet loss at the
maximum distance of 3284 m [36]. Another LoRaWAN-based indoor environment monitoring system
composed of 331 sensor nodes is deployed at the University of Oulu, where the gateway is installed at
a distance of ∼180 m and 24 m above the ground [37]. The measurements performed at SF7 show a
maximum 11.33% packet error rate (PER), which can be due to co-spreading factor interference because
all 331 end-devices use the same SF. As illustrated in [19], nodes using the same SF face co-spreading
factor interference. The motivation behind our work is to propose a suitable SF allocation algorithm
for a large-scale LoRa network to efficiently utilize the different data rates. To enhance SF allocation,
we propose a novel algorithm, based on the machine learning technique called K-means clustering,
for effectively allocating the SFs.
3. System Model
We consider N¯ uniformly distributed smart devices inside an uplink class-A LoRaWAN network
without retransmissions, utilizing a single channel within radio range of R km and a circular area of
V = πR2 around a single gateway. Figure 1 illustrates a deployment with N¯ = 500 and R = 3 km.
The gateway is at the origin, and nodes are distributed uniformly in V = 28.26 km2. Note that such
model captures the characteristics of telemetry applications such as those in smart cities and smart
buildings. For instance, the University of Oulu Smart Campus has a LoRaWAN network constantly
monitoring several sensors such as temperature, luminosity, and CO2 [37].
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
-3
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1
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Nodes
Gateway
Figure 1. Uniform distribution of N¯ = 500 nodes in a circular network area of radius R = 3 km,
with the gateway (GW) at the origin.
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The LoRa modulation bit rate is defined as [14]
Rb =
4
4+ CR
BW
2SF
, (1)
where 44+CR is the effective coding rate, ranging from
4
5 to
4
8 , while CR denotes the LoRa coding rate
configuration, varying from 1 to 4. In our work, we assume CR = 1, and the LoRa uplink channel
aggregated bit rate is expressed as bitrateU = ∑12i=7 Rbi = 12.17 kbps. For instance, Table 1 shows the
characteristics of 9 byte LoRa packets with explicit header and CRC modes enabled and BW = 125 kHz.
Table 1. Characteristics of the LoRa uplink model containing packets of 9 bytes at BW = 125 kHz.
SF Bit Rate Receiver Sensitivity SNR Range
(i) kbps (Rbi) dBm dB (qSF ) km
7 5.47 −123 −6 l0 − l1
8 3.13 −126 −9 l1 − l2
9 1.76 −129 −12 l2 − l3
10 0.98 −132 −15 l3 − l4
11 0.54 −134.5 −17.5 l4 − l5
12 0.29 −137 −20 >l5
3.1. Uplink Outage Probability
The uplink transmission of nodes is based on the ALOHA protocol, and the probability of collision
in ALOHA networks is high when many stations are connected [38]. In LoRa, simultaneous signals
of different SFs are quasi-orthogonal because the inter-SF rejection gain varies from 16 to 36 dB [39].
Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, our work does not inspect inter-SF interference and focuses on
co-SF interference only, which is stronger.
In this paper, the uplink model includes the influence of Rayleigh fading and path loss attenuation
as the baseline model [19] for performance analysis, where g
(
dk
)
= λ(
4πdk
)η is the path loss attenuation
function, η ≥ 2 is the path loss exponent, λ is the wavelength, and hk is the fading in the link between
the k-th node and the gateway. Let us consider the transmitted signal of a single LoRa node s1
(
t
)
to
examine the impact of co-SF interference originated due to simultaneous transmission of nodes with
same SF. The mathematical expression of the received signal at the gateway can be expressed as
r1
(
t
)
= g
(
d1
)
h1 ∗ s1
(
t
)
+
N
∑
k=2
χSFk
(
t
)
g
(
dk
)
hk ∗ sk
(
t
)
+ n
(
t
)
, (2)
where n
(
t
)
is additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance N = −174 + NF +
10log10(BW) dBm, NF is the noise figure of the receiver, and −174 dBm/Hz is the thermal noise
spectral density constant.
We consider that an outage of the received signal in an uplink channel can take place in the two
scenarios [19]. First, if the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received packet is less than the SF specific
threshold qSF, then the node is considered disconnected. Second, if the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)
between the target-received packet and any other concurrent signals of the same SF and frequency
channel is less than 6 dB, then it is considered as a collision.
3.1.1. Outage Condition I
The distance of the end-device to the gateway in a wireless transmission domain is crucial.
The instantaneous SNR can be expressed as SNR = P1|h1|
2g(di)
N , where P1 is the transmit power of
end-device 1 in mW and |h1|2 is the squared envelop of the channel coefficient. Communication is
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only possible when the SNR of the received signal at the gateway is less than the reception threshold
qSF. Thus, the first outage condition, the connection probability, is defined as [19]
H1 = exp
( N qSF
P1g(d1)
)
, (3)
where d1 (in meters) is the distance of the desired end-device from the gateway.
3.1.2. Outage Condition II
A collision in LoRa end-device transmission takes place if the SIR of the desired signal with
respect to interference from the same SF and frequency channel is less than 6 dB, i.e., if the desired
signal is at least four times stronger than the interference. We model this outage condition based
on [19], where interference is approached by considering the strongest interfering device. According
to [19], the highest interference comes from the end-device k∗.
The probability that no collision occurs or that the strongest interfering signal is at least 6 dB
below the desired one, termed the capture probability, is
Q1 = P
[ |h1|2g(d1)
|hk∗ |2g(dk∗)
≥ 4
∣∣∣∣ d1
]
= E|h1|2
[
P
[
Xk∗ <
|h1|2g(d1)
4
∣∣∣∣ |h1|2, d1
] ]
. (4)
The probability above depends on the distribution of Xk∗ = |hk∗ |2g(dk∗). The cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of Xk∗ is derived in [19] and is denoted as FXk∗ . Thus,
Q1 = E|h1|2
[
FXk∗
( |h1|2g(d1)
4
)]
=
∫ ∞
0
e−zFXk∗
(
zg(d1)
4
)
dz. (5)
Moreover, in [19] the authors present an approximation for (5) that is only accurate at the edges of each
annulus. This paper considers only the exact probability in (5).
3.1.3. Coverage Probability
The probability that defines whether a selected end-device is in coverage and can successfully
communicate with the gateway is termed the coverage probability. It is the product of H1 and Q1.
The average coverage probability ℘c can be achieved by deconditioning the location of the individual
node by averaging over the network coverage area V = πR2, i.e., [19]
℘c =
2
R2
∫ R
0
H1(d1)Q1(d1)d1 dd1. (6)
The average coverage probability of a individual SF annulus is also inspected. It indicates the
probability of an end-device at distance d1 in the annulus i by considering the connection and capture
probabilities and is defined as [20]
℘c,i =
2
(li+1 − li)2
∫ li+1
li
H1(d1)Q1(d1)(d1 − li) dd1, (7)
where li+1 is the radius of the outer circle and li is the radius of the inner circle of the ith annulus.
4. Proposed SF Allocation Algorithm
In this paper, we propose an SF allocation algorithm, i.e., an algorithm to define the range
of each SF annulus. Our solution uses the K-means machine learning algorithm [40], used in the
process of vector quantization in data mining by clustering. It is a non-deterministic, numerical, and
iterative approach. The main objective of the K-means algorithm is to find the minimum cost function,
defined as the distance between each point in the data set and its nearest centroid. The distance
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between the cluster centers and data elements typically assumes the Euclidean distance. K-means
clustering method can efficiently achieve robust clustering results when dealing with large data sets.
The K-means algorithm first arbitrarily chooses K points from the data set, which indicate the initial
centroids. The remaining points are then clustered to the closest centroid, and the coordinates of
centroids are recalculated, iteratively, until the cost function converges.
Consequently, it is important to choose the appropriate number of centroids during the
initialization procedure because the area of each annulus π(l2i+1 − l2i ) increases towards the higher
SFs in a strategy based on equal distance steps per SF, which results in the growth of node density
due to uniform distribution. That is why it is essential to select the sequences for K-means iterations
that can provide larger values of K clusters for higher SFs. In order to avoid an extensive number of
nodes in an individual SF, there should be a fair difference between the inner (li) and outer (li+1) radii
of annulus. In the proposed work, the annulus area is directly dependent on the difference between
the K clusters for two consecutive iterations.
In our approach, we use five iterations of K-means. We start by computing the boundaries of
the outermost SF ring, SF12, and then proceed to define the inner boundaries for lower SFs. For each
iteration, K clusters are selected to develop the centroids of end-devices in the LoRa network covered
by a single gateway. Four different mathematical sequences listed in Table 2—a Fibonacci series, square
numbers, Wythoff array, and arithmetic series—are used to assign the values of K for each iteration.
Table 2. K Cluster Values for K-Means Iterations.
Iteration 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Series SF12 SF11 SF10 SF9 SF8
Fibonacci series 34 21 13 8 5
Square number 49 36 25 16 9
Arithmetic series 34 28 22 16 10
Wythoff array 37 32 24 16 11
In our work, K-means operates iteratively. Each iteration defines the set of nodes at the outer SF
ring. In each iteration, the algorithm seeks the set of K centroids C that minimizes the average of the
distances between any node and its closest centroid, i.e.,
C = arg min
Ck∈C
1
|EDk| ∑Xi∈EDk
dist(Ck, Xi)2, (8)
where EDk is the set of devices at the k-th iteration, Xi is a device in EDk, and Ck is the closest centroid
of Xi. The function dist(x1, x2) computes the Euclidean distance between x1 and x2. This procedure
returns the collection of K centroids of network nodes, whereas C = {C1, . . . CK}. After computing
the centroids, the algorithm determines the boundary of C, so that [Cx,Cy] = boundary(C), which
determines the 2-D vector of border points around the Cartesian coordinates of the centroids. Then,
it separates the nodes that are inside of the centroid boundary, forming the set I = [Ix, Iy], where
Ix and Iy are vectors storing the coordinates of the inner nodes in each of the Cartesian dimensions.
In the next step, the maximum absolute value of each dimension of I is calculated to set the radius as
li =
max|Ix |+max|Iy |
2 , which defines the limit of the SF ring i. The procedure repeats to determine the
boundaries of the remaining SF rings (l5, . . . l1).
The steps involved in the proposed SF allocation technique are described in Algorithm 1. It repeats
the process five times to allocate nodes for SF12–SF8.At the end, the remaining nodes use SF7. Initially,
the SF12 outer limit is set to the network radius. In each iteration, the number of clusters is assigned
to K depending on the chosen mathematical series (as mentioned in Table 2). For the first iteration,
the algorithm considers all of the N¯ nodes inside the set ED. In line 4, it computes the K-means of ED,
which returns the centroids C = {C1, . . . CK} by (8). Since nodes in the set I are inside the boundary of
centroids, line 7 computes the inner limit of SF ring li. This process is repeated iteratively until l1 is
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calculated for the allocation of SF8 and the remaining nodes are assigned to SF7 (line 11). Note that
the set of nodes ED is updated at the end of each iteration by removing the nodes that were already
allocated to an SF (line 9).
Algorithm 1 K-Means-based SF Allocation
Input: ED := N¯ uniformly deployed nodes
Output: L := {l0, l1, . . . , l6}
1: l6 := R
2: for i in {5, . . . , 1} do  For each SF ring, starting from the outermost ring
3: K := GetKfromSeries(i)  Set number of centroids for this iteration
4: C := Kmeans(ED, K)  Compute the centroids
5: B := boundary(C)  Compute the boundary of C
6: I := {x ∈ ED | x ∈ convB}  Select nodes that are inside the boundary B
7: li :=
max(|Ix |)+max(|Iy |)
2  Compute the new SF ring limit
8: SFi+7 := {x ∈ ED | x /∈ Ball[(0, 0), li]}  Allocate SFi+7 to nodes outside the circle of radius li
9: ED := {x ∈ ED | x ∈ Ball[(0, 0), li]}  Remove nodes outside the circle of radius li
10: l0 := 0
11: SF7 := ED  Allocate SF7 to remaining nodes
12: return L
All of the iterations of the proposed algorithm for an example network are demonstrated in
Figure 2. The radius of the network circular area is R = 3 km, and therefore, the outer limit of SF12 is
l6 = R = 3 km. The first iteration of the algorithm defines the inner boundary of SF12, l5, as shown in
Figure 2. After excluding the devices inside the SF12 ring from EDk, the algorithm runs a new iteration
and defines l4, i.e., the inner boundary of the SF11 ring. The iterations continue until l1 is defined and
the complete network geometry is obtained.
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Figure 2. K-means iterations for SF allocation based on Fibonacci series and 500 nodes, where li and
li+1 are the inner and outer radii of ith annulus, respectively.
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Figure 3 depicts the clusters of nodes, centroids, and gateway at the origin for the last K-means
iteration. The nodes outside l1 are allocated to SF8, and the remaining nodes are assigned to SF7.
The SF distribution of N¯ = 500 nodes based on the proposed approach considering the Fibonacci series
for clustering is shown in Figure 4. The number of nodes in SF rings depends on the chosen series
because of the distinct number of clusters for each sequence.
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Figure 3. 5th iteration with Fibonacci series. Nodes outside l1 use SF8, those inside use SF7.
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Figure 4. SF allocation of 500 nodes with Fibonacci series.
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The area of each annulus also varies according to the mathematical series, which also affects the
network performance. An important aspect to take into consideration is the selection of the number
of clusters (K); if the difference between the clusters of two consecutive iterations is too big, that will
result in a large number of end-devices in that specific region and, as a consequence, the probability of
collisions and of co-SF interference will be high. In the same way, SF7 will have a larger coverage area
and more nodes if K is high for the last iteration.
5. Numerical Results and Discussion
In this section, we evaluate the scalability and performance of the proposed methodology by
means of computer simulations. The results are based on a p0 = 1% duty cycle, BW = 125 kHz, η = 2.75
path loss exponent, 868 MHz European frequency band, and network radius of R = 3 km. Table 3
summarizes the parameters considered for the results.
Table 3. System Parameters.
Parameter Symbol Value
Nodes N¯ 300–700
Spreading Factor SF 7–12
Bandwidth BW 125 kHz
Carrier frequency f 868 MHz
Noise figure NF 6 dBm
Transmit power P1, 14 dBm
Duty cycle p0 1%
Path loss exponent η 2.75
5.1. SF Allocation and Scalability Analysis
As discussed in Section 4, we used mathematical series to assign the numbers of clusters for
K-means iterations. The Fibonacci series has the shortest ranges for SF7, 715 m for N¯ = 500. The distance
between the SFs and the distribution of nodes can be changed by modifying the number of clusters (K).
On the other hand, for the same number of nodes, the Square series has a longer range for SF7, which
is 1201 m, and it contains more end-devices. This type of configuration is due to the higher value
of K clusters for iterations (see Table 2). While in the case of Fibonacci and equal-distance-based SF
allocation in [19,20], the network has fewer nodes in SF7, and the number of nodes in each SF region
increases considerably towards the higher SFs, as shown in Table 4. The average SF ranges for the
Fibonacci series, square series, Wythoff array and arithmetic series are shown in Table 5.
Table 4. Comparison of the proposed approach with the reference method, based on the number
of nodes.
Series N¯ SF7 SF8 SF9 SF10 SF11 SF12
300 18 19 48 66 75 77
Fibonacci series 500 29 35 79 107 124 129
700 40 51 110 148 173 180
300 44 24 43 52 63 77
Arithmetic series 500 69 42 70 87 107 129
700 94 61 98 121 149 180
300 53 33 55 44 58 61
Square numbers 500 81 57 87 75 99 105
700 111 81 121 105 137 148
300 49 24 45 52 60 73
Wythoff array 500 77 42 75 87 100 123
700 103 62 103 121 140 173
300 9 25 42 59 76 92
Reference model 500 14 42 70 98 126 152
700 20 59 97 137 176 214
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Table 5. Comparison of proposed approach with the reference method based on the distance of
individual SF outer boundaries from the gateway (values in meters).
Series N¯ SF7 SF8 SF9 SF10 SF11 SF12
300 735 1049 1586 2112 2588 3000
Fibonacci series 500 715 1060 1591 2112 2586 3000
700 707 1071 1601 2112 2587 3000
300 1144 1412 1806 2194 2590 3000
Arithmetic series 500 1110 1403 1795 2183 2584 3000
700 1099 1409 1801 2188 2588 3000
300 1248 1591 2037 2336 2680 3000
Square numbers 500 1201 1568 2004 2316 2670 3000
700 1190 1568 2002 2313 2667 3000
300 1209 1469 1872 2246 2613 3000
Wythoff array 500 1168 1453 1857 2237 2607 3000
700 1150 1450 1851 2231 2604 3000
300 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
Reference model 500 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
700 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
The boxplot is a standard process to quantify the variability of data on the basis of five parameters,
i.e., the minimum, first quartile (25%), median, third quartile (75%), and maximum. Th distance
of the SFs boundary from the gateway for N¯ = 500 is demonstrated in Figure 5 for each of the
considered series.
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Figure 5. Boxplots representing the distance of SFs from the gateway. The red “+” signs indicate
outliers. SF12 has a constant distance of 3 km for all of the series.
The median of every SF is identical to distances provided in Table 5. As depicted in the graphical
results, SF7 and SF8 have a large disparity in range and number of nodes for different scenarios, while
SF11 and SF12 have nearly close coverage areas for all scenarios. Furthermore, we can also clearly
observe that variation in K clusters selection has a direct effect on SF allocation based on the proposed
methodology. The number of nodes in each SF are illustrated in Table 4. Square-series-based networks
demonstrate five times more nodes in SF7 as compared to the reference model.
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The large values of K clusters for the last iterations result in longer radii that directly increase
the region of SF7 and keep SF8 further away from the gateway. These different scenarios can be used
according to different situations and requirements of LoRa applications. An approach based on the
Fibonacci series is beneficial for applications where fewer nodes in lower SFs are required, while the
Wythoff array, square series, and arithmetic series have wider regions for SF7, and thus can be used in
setups where more nodes are required in SF7 inside the radio range of nearly 1200 m to provide highest
data rate (Rb = 5.47 kbps, see Table 1). Several studies examined the performance of LoRa networks and
show that the success probability of data packets decreases for higher SFs. In our work, we consider
the effect of changing the coverage range and varying the number of devices for individual SFs.
5.2. Performance Analysis
After the application of the proposed SF allocation algorithm, we investigated the performance
of the resulting LoRa network. The theoretical results were verified by Monte Carlo simulations.
In the figures, each marker represents the average over 105 random deployments of the Poisson point
process (PPP) for a single gateway LoRa uplink model, considering an end-device at d1 meters from
the gateway. In Figure 6, the solid lines demonstrate the theoretical results, while marker points of
the same color illustrate the simulation outputs. The simulated results align with the theoretical ones.
Within the context of the previously discussed mathematical sequences, we considered and examine
the impact of different SF allocation scenarios on connection probability H1, capture probability Q1,
and coverage probability H1Q1 against the distance from the gateway.
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Figure 6. LoRa uplink performance with the proposed SF allocation algorithm for different series
and N¯ = 500 nodes. (a) Square series with K = {49, 36, 25, 16, 9}. (b) Fibonacci series with
K = {34, 21, 13, 8, 5}. (c) Wythoff with K = {37, 32, 24, 16, 11}. (d) Arithmetic series with K =
{34, 28, 22, 16, 10}.
As expected, the distance of the end-device from the gateway has considerable influence on
connection probability H1. In the case of the Fibonacci series, the model has a better success probability
for lower SFs as compared to the square series, arithmetic series, and Wythoff array. This fact is
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due to the difference in a range of individual SF boundaries for said SF allocation schemes and the
distance-dependent SNR threshold qSF. Furthermore, in the scenario of the square series, SF7 has large
coverage areas of 1201 m (see Table 5), which affects path loss attenuation and the instantaneous SNR.
The SNR threshold qSF, however, remains the same at−6 dB (see Table 1). As a consequence, the outage
condition in (3) slightly degrades the network connection probability. Although a performance boost
is illustrated during transitions of end-devices into the next SF because of the lower value of qSF,
the performance of the previous SF has a direct consequence on the next SF.
Moving towards the capture probability Q1, unlike H1, it considers co-SF interference. Q1 declines
gradually with increasing SF, as illustrated in Figure 6. This trend is because of two major factors
including ToA and the number of nodes in each annulus. ToA grows exponentially with SF, thus for
the higher SFs, the wireless channel remains occupied for a long time slot, which increases the risk
of collisions between simultaneously transmitted LoRa packets. In the same way, the number of
end-devices in an individual annulus increases for higher SFs due to the uniform distribution of nodes
in the circular coverage area, as demonstrated in Table 4. As a result, the network experiences co-SF
interference that degrades the quality of transmission. For the cases with the square series, arithmetic
series, and Wythoff array (Figure 6a,c,d), the model has a larger coverage area and more nodes in
SF7, resulting in higher co-spreading factor interference, which is the major reason behind the lower
performance of the network for these specific scenarios. Although we are sacrificing network quality
for lower SFs with fewer nodes and high success probabilities, as presented in Figure 7, we improved
the performance of the network for the higher SFs and regions with more nodes, where the network
performance was weak in the baseline model from [19], which considers fixed distance steps from the
gateway to define the SF allocation. Moreover, SF allocation based on the square series (Figure 6a)
has better network performance, which happens because of improved gain in Q1 for higher SFs as
compared to the Fibonacci series, arithmetic series, and Wythoff array.
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Figure 7. Comparison of performance gain of different series with respect to the baseline model for
N¯ = 500, network size of R = 3 km with p0 = 1%, and path loss exponent η = 2.75.
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In Figure 8, we present the performance of the square series based on the proposed SF allocation
algorithm in comparison with the baseline model. First, we observe that the capture probability Q1
and coverage probability H1Q1 of the baseline model outperform the proposed algorithm in the region
of radius R > 1000 m from the gateway. Here, it is worth mentioning that there are fewer nodes in
this region as compared to the remaining area of the network. The proposed algorithm surpasses the
baseline model with a gain in capture probability Q1 (up to 53% for SF12 in Figure 8b). In addition, the
nodes closer to the gateway always have better behavior in contrast with nodes far away, so that the
network can tolerate a lower success probability with a boost in performance of farther end-devices.
As expected, there was more change in success probability in the higher SFs region as compared to
baseline model because of the fair distribution of SF by the proposed algorithm. Figure 8b shows the
difference between the baseline model and the square series in terms of outage probabilities through
the course of distance. The zero level on the y-axis (success probability) shows no difference, while
there is a positive/negative gain either on the upper or lower side of that level. There is up to 16.73%
growth in Q1 demonstrated by the end-devices present in higher SFs.
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Figure 8. (a) Performance comparison of square series with the reference model for N¯ = 500.
(b) Performance gain (success probability of proposed model − success probability of reference
model). The proposed SF allocation approach sacrifices Q1, H1Q1 for the lower SFs but achieves
greater performance for the higher SFs.
Moreover, we also consider the evaluation of the average coverage probability of the networks
for different numbers of nodes (N¯) ranging from 300 to 700, and results demonstrate that ℘c drops
exponentially towards higher N¯. Figure 9 depicts the average coverage probability of different numbers
of end-devices. The SF allocation schemes deployed using the square series demonstrated a better
performance gain than all other scenarios, including the reference model. It was followed by the
Wythoff array, arithmetic series, and Fibonacci series, in that order. The proposed SF allocation
scheme overcomes the performance of the baseline model by an overall growth of around 5% in its ℘c.
For instance, taking the square series into account, at N¯ = 500 there is a boost in the average coverage
probability (6) from ℘c = 41.9% to 46.81% compared with the reference model. On the other hand, SF
allocation schemes deployed using the Fibonacci series showed the least-improved network coverage
probability compared to all other user distribution series.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the coverage probabilities of the LoRa uplink as a function of the number of
nodes ranging from N¯ = 300 to 700 nodes for the network size of R = 3 km with p0 = 1% and path loss
exponent η = 2.75.
We also investigated the performance of the proposed model taking into account the variation of
different parameters on Fibonacci series. As seen in Figure 10a,b, H1 is agnostic to the number of nodes
and duty cycle. It is assessed at 0.1% and 1%, which is within the duty cycle range specified by ETSI
for LoRa applications [34,35]. Furthermore, node density and the duty cycle demonstrate a negative
impact on Q1 because of co-SF interference caused by increasing medium usage from N¯ = 501 nodes
to N¯ = 1005 nodes. Likewise, in Figure 10c, the path loss exponent η illustrates network connection
degradation at 2.65 from 2.5 because H1 depends on the distance, while the the capture probability
(Q1) is not dependent on the path loss exponent. In the case of one frequency channel, the transmit
power Pk of nodes can be up to 20 dBm (100 mW) [11,41]. In order to evaluate the effect of different
transmit powers, in Figure 10d we raised the transmit power from 14 dBm to 19 dBm. The results
demonstrate that the transmit power of 19 dBm causes a better connection probability as compared
to 14 dBm. Nevertheless, variations of the path loss exponent and transmit power do not affect Q1
considerably because it is much more dependent on the number of nodes.
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Figure 10. Performance LoRa uplink considering Fibonacci series K-means clustering, and the impact
of different parameters on success probabilities. (a) Density of users increased from N¯ = 501 to N¯ = 1005.
(b) Duty cycle increased from p0 = 0.1% to p0 = 1%. (c) Path loss exponent from η = 2.5 to η = 2.65.
(d) Transmit power from (Ptx = 14) dBm to Ptx = 19 dBm.
5.3. Discussion
The architecture of LoRaWAN consists of end-devices, a gateway, network server (NetServer),
and application server [15]. The NetServer is mainly responsible for the overall management of the
network. The dynamic configuration of the SF by the NetServer is already possible in LoRaWAN
during the network join procedure or through specific MAC commands. In fact, these features are
used in LoRaWAN when the adaptive data rate (ADR) mechanism is active. For our approach to be
implemented in practice, the NetServer could run our algorithm periodically or when the number of
connected devices changes significantly, and then issue the required MAC commands to reconfigure
the devices that need to change their SF. Therefore, as the current LoRaWAN specification is already
able to dynamically allocate SFs, our proposal only changes the way the proper allocation is calculated
at the NetServer, and is therefore feasible in practice.
6. Conclusions
This paper has presented a novel SF allocation technique for a large-scale LoRa network using the
K-means clustering machine learning algorithm. The authors also analyzed the impact of the distance
of end-devices from the gateway and the number of nodes in each SF on network performance. In this
work, four different scenarios are considered, which have different distances for the SF boundaries
and variations in the number of nodes in an individual SF. Such fair distribution results in a better
average coverage probability in the higher SFs, while dealing with the maximum number of nodes.
Numerical findings show that our SF allocation algorithm outperforms the reference model not
only in terms of success probability but also in regards to fair resource distribution. The evaluated
theoretical and simulation results are useful for an in-depth understanding of large and dense LoRa
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networks. Our resource allocation method can handle dense and large circular coverage areas for LoRa
sensors using distinct numbers of clusters instead of equal-radius-based SF allocation [19,20], while
the techniques in [28,29,33] are designed for short-range networks. The studies [19,20,28,29,33] only
highlighted the performance of networks for fixed parameters. In contrast to them, our work inspects
different scenarios by obeying the restrictions of ETSI standards.
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Abstract: To support a vast number of devices with less energy consumption, we propose a new user
association and power control scheme for machine to machine enabled heterogeneous networks
with non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), where a mobile user (MU) acting as a machine-
type communication gateway can decode and forward both the information of machine-type
communication devices and its own data to the base station (BS) directly. MU association and power
control are jointly considered in the formulated as optimization problem for energy efficiency (EE)
maximization under the constraints of minimum data rate requirements of MUs. A many-to-one MU
association matching algorithm is firstly proposed based on the theory of matching game. By taking
swap matching operations among MUs, BSs, and sub-channels, the original problem can be solved
by dealing with the EE maximization for each sub-channel. Then, two power control algorithms are
proposed, where the tools of sequential optimization, fractional programming, and exhaustive search
have been employed. Simulation results are provided to demonstrate the optimality properties of our
algorithms under different parameter settings.
Keywords: M2M; heterogeneous networks; non-orthogonal multiple access; energy efficiency;
MU association; power control
1. Introduction
The increase of smartphones, laptops, and other mobile devices as well as data-hungry applications,
need huge demands for ubiquitous coverage and very high data rates in cellular networks. However,
homogeneous networks cannot satisfy these requirements [1]. Then, two-fold efforts have been spent
to meet the stringent requirements. On one hand, researchers have proposed heterogeneous networks
(HetNets) where different types of base stations (BSs), e.g., macro BSs (MBSs) and small BSs (SBSs) are
deployed in a multi-tier hierarchical structure. In this structure, all BSs have seamless coverage and reuse
frequencies to achieve higher data rate [2,3]. On the other hand, the so-called non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) has been investigated as a potential technique to further improve the throughput of
network [4–7]. Different from conventional orthogonal multiple access (OMA), NOMA serves multiple
users at the same time/frequency/codes resource by allocating different powers for them, and the
superposition coded signal can be decoded at receivers by successive interference cancellation (SIC).
Therefore, the combination of HetNets and NOMA will exhibit great potential to satisfy the 1000-times
increase of mobile broadband data for the upcoming fifth generation (5G) communication systems and
beyond [3].
However, the severe inter-tier and intra-tier interference make the NOMA-enabled HetNets
challenging to achieve. Resource management plays an important role to alleviate these interference [8].
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For downlink communication, specifically, some work focuses on the sum rate maximization and
shows higher spectral efficiency (SE) can be achieved by NOMA when considering the intercell
interference [9–12]. Besides SE, energy efficiency (EE) is also a key performance metric investigated for
resource allocation in NOMA-enabled HetNets [8,13,14]. Moreover, EE is more important in uplink
than in downlink NOMA-enabled HetNets since the devices in uplink communications are often
battery-limited. It is a fact that the battery capacity has been improved at a very slow pace over the
past decades [15], and hence this increase cannot scale with the high energy consumption caused by
the increasing traffic demands. Meanwhile, EE has emerged as a new prominent performance metric
for wireless communication networks designs due to the economic, operational, and environmental
concerns [16,17]. Therefore, it is a stringent work to improve EE for uplink transmission.
Machine-to-machine (M2M) communications, also known as machine-type communications
(MTC), enable pervasive connections to support IoT. M2M communications are one of the potential
applications of NOMA-enabled HetNets [18], since NOMA-enabled HetNets provide a practical
infrastructure to offer massive access opportunities for such a huge number of devices, especially
for the cases in which each device only needs to send a small amount of data periodically in uplink.
One of the challenges for HetNets with M2M communications is the access control, which can manage
the engagement of massive MTC devices (MTCDs) to the core network. Among the existing access
solutions, deploying MTC gateways (MTCGs) is an effective approach to connect M2M communication
and cellular communication [19–21]. When mobile user (MU) has more power and storage space than
MTCDs (e.g., smart sensors), the MU can be configured as the MTCG, as proposed in [22].
Since 5G will be HetNets including various network models (e.g., cellular networks, wireless
networks (WSNs), and low power wireless area networks) to support high data rate and massive
devices [3], our work combing M2M communication and cellular network has a large significance for
this heterogeneous scenario. The short distance communication in our system model can be realized
with WSNs, which provide a new way to help the sink nodes in WSNs communicate to the core
network. For example, the MTCDs can be the sensors in an environmental monitoring WSN, and they
can transmit the collected data to the core network through a mobile device in cellular networks with
NOMA. Therefore, our work also has a practical significance for sensors work.
Recently, there have been some studies addressing the aforementioned challenges of applying
NOMA in HetNets for EE maximization. In [23], a distributed user association algorithm based on
inter-cell interference plus noise ratios of BS and a centralized user association based on the popular
size of BS were both proposed. After user association was determined, a power control algorithm
was proposed based on Lagrangian dual method, then a one-dimensional search algorithm was
used to search Lagrangian multiplier, which added algorithm complexity. Two specific examples
were provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of unified NOMA-enabled heterogeneous ultra-dense
networks with user association and power control in [18]. An alternated energy efficient resource
allocation algorithm based on fixed power allocation was first proposed in [13]. Then, two iterative
energy-efficient resource allocation algorithms were proposed to update for better EE based on
Lagrangian dual method. Joint base station association and power control optimization algorithms
were proposed based on coalition formation games and interior-point method in [24], but sub-channel
allocation and fractional equation for EE maximization had not been considered. Moreover, the user
association algorithms in the aforementioned work were all considered with fixed power allocation
firstly, whereafter iterative algorithms were used to obtain the final optimal value.
There are also some studies on the usage of M2M communications in NOMA systems.
For example, energy-efficient resource allocation with hybrid division multiple-access NOMA for
cellular-enabled M2M communications was researched in [25,26]. With MTCDs cluster formation
known beforehand, standard convex optimization and Lagrange duality methods were employed
respectively for power control in [25,26]. User clustering in NOMA-aided cellular M2M communication
systems was researched in [27,28] with millimeter-wave and narrow-band IoT separately. A joint
power and sub-channel allocation for secrecy capacity algorithm was proposed in [29] to obtain the
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suboptimal solution of the optimization problem. However, the aforementioned work deploys M2M
user in single-cell networks. The trend of more and more intensive network deployment motivates us
to deploy M2M-enabled NOMA in the scenarios with multi-tier HetNets and new resource allocation
needs to be considered with the non-convexity caused by inter-cell interference in HetNets.
In this paper, we focus on the uplink EE maximization via user association and power control
for M2M-enabled HetNets using NOMA. In this scenario, one macro base station (MBS) is located
in the cell center. Each small cell has one small base station (SBS) located in the cell center. MUs
are distributed randomly in the cell. An MU acting as an MTCG can decode and forward both
the information of MTCDs and its own data to the BS. The EE (bits/Joule) maximization problem
is formulated and solved to obtain the optimal MU association and power allocation. The main
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose a new framework of M2M-enabled HetNets with NOMA. In this framework, control
data separation architecture, i.e., control information and data message are separated, which can
reduce the signal overhead [30]. NOMA is adopted by the MTCDs to transmit the information to
MUs which is regarded as the relay. MUs decode the overlaid information and simultaneously
transmit received data to the BSs based on the NOMA principle.
• In order to solve the EE maximization optimization problem, a BS and a sub-channel are included
in a couple, since a MU can only associate one BS at one sub-channel. Then, a many-to-one MU
association algorithm is proposed based on matching game [31]. Through swap operation among
each couple, the EE maximization problem can be tackled by solving the power control problem
at each sub-channel. Compared with the previous studies on the algorithms (user association and
power allocation) [13,18,23,24], our algorithms are jointly optimized and fixed power allocation
is not required for initialization.
• Two power control algorithms are proposed based on sequential optimization [32,33].
The fractional programming [34] and sequential optimization are combined to develop a novel
sequential fractional power control algorithm (SFPCA), from which the original problem is
transformed to be convex and requires less computational complexity. The other algorithm
combines the exhaustive search method with sequential optimization, which can verify the
correctness of SFPCA.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system model and problem formulation are
focused in Section 2. The MU association matching algorithm is proposed in Section 3. The power
control problem is solved in Section 4. Numerical results are provided in Section 5, and concluding
remarks are given in Section 6.
Notations: Lowercase and uppercase boldface letters denote vectors and matrices, respectively.
We use uppercase decorated letters to denote sets. For an arbitrary set M, we always have the
corresponding uppercase M to the denote the cardinality of M, i.e., |M| = M, [·]T denotes the
transpose operator.
2. System Model and Problem Formation
2.1. System Model
As shown in Figure 1, we consider uplink HetNets with M2M communications, where all MUs
are anchored to the control base station (CBS). The CBS performs the MU association algorithm to
select the best serving BS for MUs and establishes a high BS–MU connection through backhaul links.
Each MTCD selects the nearest MU as an MTCG. Since NOMA is adopted between MTCDs that select
the same MU as their MTCGs, SIC is performed at the MU to gather the interference and channel gain
will be obtained by channel estimation at the MU. The HetNets consist of a set F = {0, · · · , F} of BSs
and a set K = {1, · · · ,K} of MUs. Each MU is regarded as an MTCG, which can acts as a relay for
some MTCDs. Denote Uk as the specific set of MTCDs served by MU k (MUk). The index 0 denotes the
MBS and other indexes stand for the SBSs in set F . Without special explanation, we always have f ∈ F ,
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F = |F |. The system bandwidth shared by all BSs is divided into N orthogonal sub-channels, and each
one is assigned with bandwidth B. For convenience, hereinafter we always have n ∈ N = {1, 2, · · · N}
to denote the sub-channel. MUs are served by BSs according to the BSs’ coverage.
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Figure 1. System Model.
2.2. NOMA Strategy
Multiple MTCDs can simultaneously transmit signals to the MU using NOMA. Since MUs and
MTCDs use different transmission modes, we ignore the interference between MUs and MTCDs.
The interference between MTCDs in different BSs is also not considered. According to the NOMA
principle, the received signal of MUk is
Yk = ∑
j∈Uk
hjkk
√
qjk sjk + nk, (1)
where hjk is the channel between MTCD jk and MUk; qjk and sjk denote the transmit power and message
of MTCD jk; and nk represents the additive zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance σ2. Uk represents
the set of MTCDs which are served by MUk. Without loss of generality, the channels are sorted by∣∣h1kk∣∣2/σ2k > ∣∣h2kk∣∣2/σ2k > · · · ∣∣hUkk∣∣2/σ2k > 0. Applying SIC in NOMA [33], the achievable data
throughput for MTCD jk at MUk is given by
Rjk = log2
(
1+
Hjkkqjk
1+ Ijk
)
, (2)
where Hjkk =
∣∣∣hjkk∣∣∣2
/
σ2k , Ijk = ∑
i∈
{
Uk
∣∣∣Hikk <Hjkk}
qikkHikk, and we define Ijk = 0 for jk = Uk. After MUs
successfully decode the messages from MTCDs, all MUs simultaneously transmit data to the BS based
on the NOMA principle. Denote hk f n = gk f n
√
d−αk f as the channel gain between MUk and BS f at
sub-channel n (SCn). gk f n denotes the corresponding Rayleigh fading channel gain; α is the path loss
factor; and dk f is the distance between MUk and BS f . In order to split the superimposed signals on
SCn in BS f , SIC is carried out at BS f . Based on the uplink NOMA protocol [35], the signal of MU with
the highest channel gain will be first decoded at BS f and experiences interference from other MUs
having relatively weaker channel gains on SCn. Therefore, the channel gains of MUs over SCn in BS f
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are sorted as
∣∣∣h1 f n∣∣∣2/σ2f n > ∣∣∣h2 f n∣∣∣2
/
σ2f n > · · ·
∣∣∣hk f n∣∣∣2/σ2f n > · · · ∣∣∣hSfn f n∣∣∣2
/
σ2f n, where Sf n =
∣∣∣S f n∣∣∣.
Then the transmit data rate of MUk associated with BS f over SCn can be expressed as
Rk f n = Blog2
(
1+
pk f nHk f n
1+ Ik f n + φk f n
)
, (3)
where Hk f n =
∣∣∣hk f n∣∣∣2/σ2f n. Ik f n is the interference that MUk receives from other MUs whose channel
gains are smaller than that on SCn of BS f , which can be given by
Ik f n = ∑
i∈{S f n|Hi f n <Hk f n}
pi f nHi f n. (4)
φk f n = ∑
f ′∈{F\ f }
∑
i∈S f ′n
pi f ′nHi f n is the interference from MUs associated to other BSs on SCn. Then the
data rate of MUs at SCn is
Rn = B ∑
f∈F
∑
k∈S f n
log2
(
1+
pk f nHk f n
1+ Ik f n + φk f n
)
. (5)
2.3. Problem Formation
In this paper, we focus on the EE maximization problem for all MUs considering the minimum
data rate requirements of them. The MU association contains two parts: BS selection and sub-channel
allocation. For a given MU association, the out-of-cell interference only come from the MUs associated
with different BSs at the same sub-channel due to the orthogonality among the sub-channels. Then,
each MU may not concern the whole EE, but the sub-channel EE it chooses. Therefore, the optimization
problem is converted into solving the EE maximization of each sub-channel by appropriate MU
association including BS selection and sub-channel allocation and power control.
From a physical standpoint, the efficiency with which a system uses a given resource is the
ratio between the benefit obtained by using the resource and the corresponding incurred cost [17].
Applying this general definition to the uplink communication at SCn, then EE of SCn can be written as
EEn =
Rn
∑
f∈F
∑
k∈S f n
pk f n + Pc
, (6)
where Pc is the additional circuit power consumption over each sub-channel. Then the considered EE
optimization problem can be formulated as
max
P
∑
n∈N
EEn (7a)
s.t. Rk f n ≥ ∑
j∈Ujk
Rjk + Rreq, ∀k ∈ K, n ∈ N , (7b)
pk f n > 0, pk f n ≤ Pmax, ∀k ∈ K, f ∈ F , n ∈ N , (7c)
where P is the transmit power vector with elements pk f n; Pmax is the maximum transmit power of each
MU; and Rreq is the minimum data rate requirement of a MU. Since each MU is regarded as an MTCG
for MTCDs, they should ensure the data rate that MTCDs can be uploaded to the SBS, therefore we
have constraint (7b) as the data rate requirement of MUk associated to BS f at SCn [22]. Constraint (7c)
is used to guarantee the feasible value ranges of P.
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3. MU Association
The MTCDs associated to the corresponding MU are known beforehand. Since solving the
optimization problem is equal to obtain the optimal EE of each sub-channel, the MU association
will become the matching problem among BSs, sub-channels and MUs to achieve sub-channel EE
maximization. Thus, we propose a MU association algorithm using matching game [30] in the
following parts.
3.1. Matching Problem Formulation
To develop a low-complexity MU association algorithm, we first regard a sub-channel and a BS as
a couple, denoted as (n, f ). Then, the optimization problem is transformed to match the MUs to the
couples and allocate power appropriately, such that the EE can be maximized. Finally, the matching
problem is a many-to-one problem between MUs and couples based on matching game, which is
described as follows.
Definition 1. Given two disjoint sets, K = {1, · · · ,K} denotes the set for MUs, and M =
{(1, 1) (1, 2) · · · , (2, 1) · · · , (n, f ), · · · (N, F)} represents the couples. A many-to-one matching Ψ is
a mapping from the set K ∪M into the set of all subsets of K ∪M for f ∈ F , k ∈ K, n ∈ N satisfying
i) Ψ(k) ∈ M;
ii) Ψ(n, f ) ⊂ K;
iii) |Ψ(k)| = 1 |,Ψ(SCn, f )| = Sf n;
iv) (n, f ) = Ψ(k) ⇔ k ∈ Ψ(n, f ).
Condition i indicates that each MU matches with a sub-channel-BS couple. On the other hand,
each couple matches a subset of MUs, which is illustrated in condition ii. Condition iii states a MU can
only associate one BS and choose one sub-channel while each couple matches Sf n MUs.
The aim of each couple is to maximize its own EE. To this end, we exploit the swap operation
into our matching algorithm. A swap operation means two MUs matching with different couples
exchange their matchings based on different cases, while other MUs remain their matchings. The EE
of the exchanged couples will be recomputed by the power control algorithm. Note that how to
allocate power to obtain the optimal EE for a given sub-channel will be presented in the next section,
and we assume it is known in advance. A swap operation will be approved and the matching will
be exchanged only when all EE of the sub-channels belonging to the exchanged couples increase if
the swap is performed. The swap operation will be continued until no swap is further preferred.
More details are described in Algorithm 1.
3.2. Matching Algorithm
Algorithm 1 contains a initialization phase and a swap matching phase. Considering the user
fairness, the number of MUs accommodated by one sub-channel in a given BS is at most
⌈
K
FN
⌉
. In the
initialization step, the basic idea is to associate the MU to the couple providing the largest channel
gain. This will lead to either a higher data rate for the MU, or a lower transmit power. Since the value
of sub-channel gain between MU and the uncovered BSs is invalid and the maximized sub-channel
gain is always chosen, there is no need to know whether the MUs are in the coverage of the exchanged
BSs. However, in the swap matching phase, this judgment should be considered at first to avoid the
invalid swap. Then, exchange will happen in the three cases. Iterations will continue until no swap
operation can be approved in a new round.
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Algorithm 1 The MU association matching algorithm.
Initialization phase: L =
⌈
K
NF
⌉
, Kˆ = K
1: for l = 1 : L do
2: Mˆ = M, Count = 1
3: while (Count ≤ M) do
4: Hk∗ f ∗n∗=argmax
{
Hk f n
}
∀k∈Kˆ,( f ,n)∈Mˆ
. Assign k∗ to the couple ( f ∗, n∗), Kˆ = Kˆ\k∗, Mˆ =
Mˆ\( f ∗, n∗), and set Count = Count + 1
5: end while
6: end for
Swap matching phase: Indicator = 1
7: while (Indicator) do
8: for u = 1 : K do
9: for k = 1 : K do
10: if Ψ(k) = Ψ(u) then
11: continue;
12: else if MUk and MUu are both in the coverage of the BSs of each other then
13: switch (Ψ(k),Ψ(u) )
14: case MUk and MUu belonging to the same BS and different sub-channels:
15: Calculate and compare the EE of the two sub-channels before and after the swap using
the power control algorithm. If the EE of the two-subchannels both improve, exchange
the sub-channel, form the new couple, and set Indicator = 1.
16: case MUk and MUu belonging to the different BSs and different sub-channels:
17: Calculate and compare the EE of the two sub-channels before and after the swap using
the power control algorithm. If the EE of the two sub-channels both improve, exchange
the couple, form the new couple, and set Indicator = 1.
18: case MUk and MUu belonging to the different BSs and same sub-channels:
19: Calculate the EE of the sub-channel before and after the swap using the power control
algorithm. If the EE of the sub-channel has been improved, exchange the BS, form the
new couple, and set Indicator = 1.
20: end switch
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for
24: end while
3.3. Convergence and Complexity
Theorem 1. The proposed MU association and power control algorithm converges after a finite number of
swap operations.
Proof of Theorem 1. For each swap operation, the matching changes from Ψex to Ψnow. We have
EEn,ex and EEn,now to denote the corresponding EE of of Ψex and Ψnow on SCn . Based on the aim of
swap operation, we have EEn,now > EEn,ex, that is, the EE of each sub-channel increases after each
swap matching. Since each sub-channel is orthogonal to each other, the system EE will increase owing
to the improved EE of each sub-channels. Moreover, the system EE has an upper bound due to the
limited transmit power of each MU. Therefore, the MU association algorithm and power allocation
converge after a finite number of swaps.
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4. Power Control
In this section, we will investigate the optimal power control design appearing in Algorithm 1 to
obtain the maximum EE of SCn. Before we present the optimization problem for EEn maximization,
we first deal with Rn, which can be rewritten as
Rn(p f n) = B ∑
f∈F
log2
⎛
⎜⎝1+
∑
k∈S f n
pk f nHk f n
1+ φk f n
⎞
⎟⎠, (8)
and we can also obtain
Rtot,k = ∑
j∈Uk
Rjk = log2
(
1+ ∑
j∈Uk
Hjkkqjk
)
. (9)
Due to the multi-interference in the sum-rate function in (8), EEn in (6) is non-convex and cannot
be directly solved by the generalized fractional programming approach. Then, we first transform
the numerator into the difference of two non-negative functions and the EEn maximization can be
rewritten as
max
p f n
η˜n =
F+(p f n)− F−(p f n)
∑
f∈F
∑
k∈S f n
pk f n + Pc
(10a)
s.t. (7c), (11), (10b)
with
C+
k f n
(p f n)− C−k f n(p f n) ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K, ∀ f ∈ F , ∀n ∈ N , (11)
where p f n = [p1 f n, p2 f n, · · · , pk f n, · · · , pSfn Fn]
T denotes the transmit power vector for MUs on SCn.
Moreover, we have
F+(p f n) = B ∑
f∈F
log2
⎛
⎝1+ ∑
k∈S f n
pk f nHk f n + φk f n
⎞
⎠ ,
F−(p f n) = B ∑
f∈F
log2
(
1+ φk f n
)
,
C+
k f n
(p f n) = Blog2
(
1+ pk f nHk f n + Ik f n + φk f n
)
− Rtot,k − Rreq,
C−
k f n
(p f n) = Blog2
(
1+ Ik f n + φk f n
)
.
(12)
Note that F+, F−,C+, andC− are concave functions regarding to p f n, then the numerator of (10a)
and the constraint functions in (10b) are expressed as the difference of concave functions, which are not
concave in general. Motivated by [31,32], where sequential optimization is used to solve the similar
problem as (10), we adopt this method and combine it with fractional programming and exhaustive
search to propose two power control algorithms. Before introducing the two algorithms, we first
present the details of the sequential optimization theory in the next sub-section.
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4.1. Sequential Optimization Theory
Sequential optimization is a powerful tool that can tackle a difficult optimization problem by
solving a sequence of approximate problems in simple forms with affordable complexity. Specifically,
we give a formal maximization problem F¯ with a compact feasible set as [31,32], shown as
max
x
f0(x) (13a)
s.t. fi(x) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , I}, (13b)
where f0(x) is the differentiable objective with constraints fi(x) ≥ 0. Let G(v) be the problem solved in
the v-th iteration by the sequential method to tackle problem F¯, which can be written as
max
x
g(v)0 (x) (14a)
s.t. g(v)i (x) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , I}, (14b)
where g(v)0 (x) is the differentiable objective with the constraints g
(v)
i (x). Then, if g
(v)
0 (x) and g
(v)
i (x)
are suitable continuous functions and constraints, they must satisfy the following two properties:
1) g(v)0 (x) ≤ f0(x), g(v)i (x) ≤ fi(x) ∀x;
2) g(v)0 ((x
∗)(v−1)) = f0((x∗)(v−1)), g
(v)
i ((x
∗)(v−1))
≤ fi((x∗)(v−1)).
(x∗)(v−1) is the optimal solution of the problem solved at iteration (v−1)-th. This means the
solution sequence {(x∗)}(v) of (14) monotonically increases the value of (13), i.e., f0((x∗)(v)) ≥
f0((x∗)(v−1)) for all v, which guarantees the convergence of the sequential method. Next, if the
following third property is also satisfied:
3) ∇g(v)0 ((x∗)(v−1)) = f0((x∗)(v−1)), ∇g(v)i ((x∗)(v−1)) =
∇ fi((x∗)(v−1)).
then every limit point of {x}(v) of (14) fulfills the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions of problem F¯
in (13).
Therefore, if a maximization problem finds suitable approximate problems which can fulfill the
above three properties, its optimal value can be approximated by solving the monotonically increased
sequential problems. The critical issue is that the suitable approximate problems are solved easier than
the original problem. In the rest of this section, we will first find the sequential approximate problems
to the numerator in problem (10).
4.2. Sequential Fractional Power Control Algorithm
Based on sequential optimization, we should find a sequence problem to approximate
optimization problem (10). To circumvent this issue, we obtain the following main result with the
first-order Taylor expansion at p f n(v) of F−(p f n).
Proposition 1. For any given p f n(v), the sequence approximation problem of (10), denoted by G(v) can be
written as
max ηn =
F+(p f n)− F˜(p f n)
∑
f∈F
∑
k∈S f n
pk f n + Pc
(15a)
s.t. C+
k f n
(p f n)− C˜(p f n) ≥ 0, (15b)
(7c) , (15c)
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with optimal solution p∗f n
(v), where
F˜(p f n) = F−
(
p f n
(v)
)
−
(
∇F−
(
p f n
(v)
))T (
p f n − p f n(v)
) (16)
C˜(p f n) = C−k f n
(
p f n
(v)
)
−
(
∇C−
(
p f n
(v)
))T
(p f n − p f n(v))
(17)
If p(v)f n = p
∗
f n
(v−1), ∀v ≥ 1 , then
{
ηnp∗f n
(v)
}(v)
is monotonically increasing and converges to a value η˜n.
Furthermore, any limit point of sequence
{
ηnp∗f n
(v)
}(v)
that achieves η˜n fulfills the KKT optimality conditions
of (10a).
Proof of Proposition 1. As we know, any concave function is the upper-bounded of its first-order
Taylor expansion at any point. Since F−(p f n) and C−(p f n) are concave functions, for any power vector
p(v)f n we have
F+(p f n)− F−(p f n)
≥ F+(p f n)− F˜(p f n)
= F+(p f n)− F−
(
p f n
(v)
)
−
(
∇F−
(
p f n
(v)
))T (
p f n − p f n(v)
)
,
(18)
C+(p f n)− C−(p f n)
≥ C+(p f n)− C˜(p f n)
= C+(p f n)− C−k f n
(
p f n
(v)
)
−
(
∇C−
(
p f n
(v)
))T
(p f n − p f n(v)).
(19)
Hence, (15a) and (15b) are lower bounds of (10a) and (11), respectively. Since the lower bounds
in (16) are tight when evaluated by p(v)f n , it follows that (15a) and (15b) are equal to (10a) and (11),
respectively, for p f n = p
(v)
f n . Similarly, the gradients of (15a) and (15b) are equal to those of (10a) and
(11), for p f n = p
(v)
f n . Thus, (15) fulfills all the properties described in the above sub-section, which
completes the proof of this proposition.
For any p(v)f n , problem (15) has a concave numerator and an affine denominator, while the
constraint functions in (15b) and (15c) are both concave and affine. Therefore, (15) is a single-ratio
problem, which can be solved by the generalized fractional programming. We adopt the widely used
Dinkelbach’s algorithm to solve it. According to Dinkelbach’s method [33], we first introduce the
following auxiliary function
T(p f n, ηn) = fn(p f n)− ηngn(p f n), (20)
with fn(p f n) = F+(p f n)− F˜(p f n), and gn(p f n) = ∑
f∈F
∑
k∈S f n
pk f n + Pc.
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Theorem 2. Let η∗n , p∗f n and p
∗
k f n denote the optimal value, optimal solution and its elements of problem (15),
respectively. Then, we have
η∗n =
F+(p∗f n)−F˜(p∗f n)
∑
f∈F
∑
k∈S f n
p∗k f n+Pc
= max
F+(p f n)−F˜(p f n)
∑
f∈F
∑
k∈S f n
pk f n+Pc
, (21)
if and only if
max { T(p f n, η∗n) = fn(p f n)− η∗ngn(p f n) }
= fn(p∗f n)− η∗ngn(p∗f n) = 0.
(22)
Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 was proved in [33,36], and we omit it due to the limited space.
The optimal η∗n can be obtained by Dinkelbach’s method, which is summarized in Algorithm 2.
As shown in the algorithm, we need to solve the problem (23) for a given parameter ηn(c) in each
iteration. In Algorithm 2, ηn has been updated as ηn(c) in each iteration until convergence. or reaching
the maximum number of iterations. p f n(c) denotes the optimal power of the following problem in the
c-th iteration, which can be obtained in Algorithm 3, as given by
max
p f n
T(p f n, ηn(c)) = fn(p f n)− ηn(c)gn(p f n)
s.t. C+
k f n
(p f n)− C˜(p f n) ≥ 0,
(7c) ,
(23)
Algorithm 2 The Dinkelbach’s algorithm.
Initialization phase:
Set iteration c = 1, ηn(c) > 0, the maximum number of iterations Cmax, and error tolerance τ > 0.
1: repeat
2: Solve the equivalent problem (23) for a given ηn(c) to obtain the solution p f n(c).
3: ηn
(c) =
F+(p f n(c))−F˜(p f n(c))
∑
f∈F
∑
k∈S f n
pk f n(c)+Pc
,
4: c = c + 1.
5: until
∣∣∣T(ηn(c−1),p f n(c−1))∣∣∣ ≤ τ or c > Cmax
6: η∗n = ηn(c−1), p∗f n = p f n
(c−1).
Algorithm 3 The algorithm for solving problem (23).
Initialization phase:
Set p(0)f n , iteration index v= 0, the maximum iterations Vmax and error tolerance μ. Calculate
fn(p f n(0))−ηn(c)gn(p f n(0)).
1: repeat
2: Solve the problem (23) to obtain the optimal solution p∗f n for given p
(v)
f n and ηn
(c).
3: v = v + 1.
4: Set p(v)f n=p
∗
f n and cacluate fn(p f n
(v))−ηn(c)gn(p f n(v)).
5: until
∣∣∣ fn(p f n(v))− ηn(c)gn(p f n(v)) − ( fn(p f n(v−1))− ηn(c)gn(p f n(v−1)))∣∣∣ ≤ μ
6: p∗f n= p
(v)
f n .
4.3. Computational Complexity Analysis
In above sub-section, we have proposed the SFPCA including two steps, i.e., Algorithms 2
and 3. The computational complexity of them are separately discussed. First, we use C to denote
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the number of iterations for Algorithm 2, where C is bounded by Cmax. From Section V, we can see
that Algorithm 2 will converge after a few number of iterations. Then we discuss the computational
complexity of Algorithm 3, the complexity of this algorithm is mainly caused by (23), and denoted
by X. The computational complexity of (23) is O(Sn3) [37], where Sn is the number of MUs at SCn.
The complexity of Algorithm 3 is X = VO(Sn3), where V is the the number of iterations bounded by
Vmax. In summary, the computational complexity of the power control algorithm is O(CX).
4.4. Sequential Exhaustive Algorithm
To evaluate the performance of the SFPCA, a sequential exhaustive algorithm (SEA) combined
with sequential optimization and exhaustive search is proposed in this section. The detailed procedures
of the compared algorithm is illustrated as follows. To solve the problem in an easier manner, we
introduce the auxiliary variable yn, as given by
yn = B ∑
f∈F
log2
⎛
⎝1+ ∑k∈S f n pk f nHk f n1+φk f n
⎞
⎠. (24)
if we fix yn , the objective function (15a) can be recast as
max
p f n
yn
∑
f∈F
∑
k∈S f n
pk f n
s.t. ∑
f∈F
log2
⎛
⎜⎝1+
∑
k∈S f n
pk f nHk f n
1+ φk f n
⎞
⎟⎠ ≥ yn.
(25)
Due to the multi-user interference, we cannot solve problem (25) by standard convex optimization
tools. Similar to SFPCA, sequential optimization is applied and the approximate problem can be
shown as
max
p f n
F+(p f n)− F˜(p f n)
∑
f∈F
∑
k∈S f n
pk f n + Pc
(26a)
s.t. F+(p f n)− F˜(p f n) ≥ yn, ∀n ∈ N , (26b)
(7c), (11). (26c)
It can be observed that since yn is fixed, (26) is equivalent to minimize the linear function
∑
f∈F
∑
k∈Sf n
pk f n + Pc in the denominator, subject to convex constraints. Then, problem (26) can be solved
by plain convex programming. To implement an efficient line search for yn, the bound of yn is given by
yn = FSf nRreq
≤ ∑
f∈F
log2
⎛
⎜⎝1+
∑
k∈S f n
pk f nHk f n
1+ φk f n
⎞
⎟⎠
< ∑
f∈F
log2
⎛
⎝1+ ∑
k∈S f n
PmaxHk f n
⎞
⎠
=
yn.
(27)
Then, the optimial p f n can be obtained by searching an appropriate value of yn with stepsize ε.
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5. Numerical Results and Discussions
In this section, the effectiveness of our proposed MU association and power control algorithms
in M2M-enabled HetNets with NOMA was demonstrated by Monte Carlo simulations. The HetNets
included one MBS and two SBSs, and the radius of the cells for them were 200 m and 80 m, respectively.
MUswere randomly and uniformly distributed. The values of the simulation parameters are summarized
in Table 1.
We considered the EE performance obtained from EE maximization and sum-rate maximization
with different Pmax in Figure 2. The latter could be obtained in the first iteration of Algorithm 2 due to
q(1) = 0. In order to reflect the influence of qmax, we gave four schemes of different qmax. From the
figure, we can see that all of the four schemes had a “green point”, where EE and sum rate could
both achieve their optimal values. Different from sum rate, EE became gradually flat while sum rate
decreased after “green point” as Pmax grew. The reason is when the maximum EE is achieved, no more
transmit power is needed. For sum rate maximization, larger sum rate requires more transmit power,
and its ratio (EE) may decrease, since the numerator (sum rate) and denominator (sum transmit power)
both grow. We can also see that the EE decreased as qmax increased, because the increase of qmax means
the data rate requirement of MUs increases. It is worth noting that even though MTCDs have lower
data rate and transmit power, they can also have a strong influence on the overall uplink EE with
their massive number. Furthermore, Algorithm 1 with higher EE had similar tendency as Algorithm 4,
which proves the correctness of our algorithms.
Figure 3 shows the EE performance with respect to different data rate requirements of MUs with
the different transmit power of MTCDs. The four curves all decreased as Rreq increased. This is due to
the fact that higher data rate will narrow the feasible value regions of the transmit power. Note that
the four curves decreased slightly first, when Rreq = 150 bps, the EE of the four schemes all declined
distinctly, since higher data rate requirement may require more transmit power, destroying the balance
of sum transmit power and sum rate. As explained above, the increase of qmax leads to the increase of
data rate requirement, and the variation of EE is in line with the reason as the figure shown.
Table 1. simulation parameters.
Parameters Meanings Values
F Number of BSs 3
B The frequency bandwidth of each sub-channel 15 kHz
K Number of MUs 40
Uk Number of MTCDs of each MU 2
σ2f n Noise variance 2 dBm
μ, τ Error tolerance 10−3
Pmax The maximum of transmit power of MU 0.2W
qmax The maximum of transmit power of MTCD 0.08W
α Path loss factor 3
Pc The circuit power at each sub-channel 0.1W
Rreq The data rate requirement of each MU 100 bps
Algorithm 4 Sequential exhaustive algorithm.
Initialization phase:
ε > 0, ω =
y n−
y n
ε
1: for y f n ∈
[
y f n : ω :
y f n
)
do
2: p∗f n = argmin ∑
f∈F
∑
k∈S f n
pk f n + Pc
3: end for
4: Obtain the optimal solution of p f n.
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Figure 2. EE versus the maximum transmit power for different schemes.
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Figure 3. EE versus the date rate requirement of each MU for different schemes.
Figures 4 and 5 shows the convergence property of Algorithms 2 and 3. For simplicity, the numerical
results in two figures are from a random chosen sub-channel, where ηn(c) = 1. In Figure 4, we can see that
the number of iterations are limited within four times. To show the influence of p(0)f n , we give the different
values of p(0)f n in Figure 5, where
∣∣∣ fn(p f n(v))− ηn(c)gn(p f n(v)) − ( fn(p f n(v−1))− ηn(c)gn(p f n(v−1)))∣∣∣ =
W(p f n(v)). It is shown that the initial values have an effect on the number of iterations. Specifically,
when p f n(0) = 0× Pmax, less than 11 times is needed to reach the convergence. Although the initial
values affect the number of iterations, it does not affect the final results.
To show the relationship between the different numbers of MUs and MTCDs and the EE, we have
Figure 6. It is not surprise to see that the EE performance of all these schemes increases as Pmax grows.
From the four schemes, we can find out that the EE of K = 40 is much larger than that of K = 15, since
the NOMA scheme can obtain much higher EE by supporting multiple MUs, and they can choose the
suitable couples by swap operations for better EE. From the Algorithm 1, we know that power control
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algorithm needs to be executed after each swap operation, that is, the number of iterations increases
with the increase of K and more process time are required. From the Figure 6, we can also see that the
EE of Uk = 2 is larger than that of Uk = 3 under the same K, i.e., K has much greater impact on EE
than Uk, since the NOMA scheme can obtain much higher EE by supporting multiple MUs and the
increasing Uk represents the increase data rate requirement of MUs.
Figure 7 presents the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the number of swap operations
of different scenarios when the matching algorithms reached convergence. From the figure we can
see that more swap operations were needed for a larger number of MUs and sub-channels, such as,
K = 40, N = 3 needed more swap operations than that K = 40, N = 2 and K = 15, N = 3. Especially,
less than 70 swap operations were needed for K = 40 and N = 3.
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Figure 4. Convergence property of Algorithm 2.
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6. Conclusions
This work investigated the uplink EE maximization problem in M2M-enabled HetNets with
NOMA, where a MU acting as an MTCG can decode and forward both the information of MTCDs
and its own data to the BS directly. Due to the limited spectrum resource, each BS shared the same
sub-channels and NOMA was adopted between MUs in the same BS and sub-channel. The EE
maximization problem was formulated, where MU association and power control were combined with
each other. To solve it, aMU associationmatching algorithmwas proposed based on thematching game.
Under a given MU association, the uplink EE maximization was transformed into the EE maximization
of each sub-channel. Two power control algorithms were provided to obtain the suboptimal power
solutions based on sequential optimization. Simulation results showed that our proposed algorithms
performed better than EE performance. It is known that cellular network is a key way to connect the
M2M communications to the core network; our proposed scheme provided a new strategy for MTCDs
to connect the cellular network with regard to MUs as their MTCGs based NOMA, and the power
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control of MTCDs was also considered as the constraints for the EE optimization problem. In fact, large
scale devices are a more realistic scenario for 5G and next generation network, and since the number
of MTCDs is considered on a small scale in this paper, the extension of our algorithms for large scale
devices is one of the future works. Furthermore, the research of high computation complexity of the
proposed algorithms for large scale devices is also a significant problem.
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Abstract: In this paper, a dynamic access probability adjustment strategy for coded random access
schemes based on successive interference cancellation (SIC) is proposed. The developed protocol
consists of judiciously tuning the access probability, therefore controlling the number of transmitting
users, in order to resolve medium access control (MAC) layer congestion states in high load conditions.
The protocol is comprised of two steps: Estimation of the number of transmitting users during the
current MAC frame and adjustment of the access probability to the subsequent MAC frame, based on
the performed estimation. The estimation algorithm exploits a posteriori information, i.e., available
information at the end of the SIC process, in particular it relies on both the frame configuration
(residual number of collision slots) and the recovered users configuration (vector of recovered users)
to effectively reduce mean-square error (MSE). During the access probability adjustment phase,
a target load threshold is employed, tailored to the packet loss rate in the finite frame length case.
Simulation results revealed that the developed estimator was able to achieve remarkable performance
owing to the information gathered from the SIC procedure. It also illustrated how the proposed
dynamic access probability strategy can resolve congestion states efficiently.
Keywords: congestion; estimation; irregular repetition slotted ALOHA; medium access control;
random access; successive interference cancellation
1. Introduction
In machine-type and Internet-of-Things (IoT) communications, users generate a large amount of
bursty traffic to transmit over a shared communication medium. Coordinated multiple access schemes
turn to be impractical and generally inefficient in such scenarios. For this reason, random access
schemes have attracted a renewed interest, as they provide a practical way for uncoordinated users to
contend for channel resource.
Pure ALOHA scheme [1] was proposed in 1968 to share a channel among a number of users
sending packets as soon as they have data to transmit. Classical slotted ALOHA [2] is a distributed
random access scheme in which time is divided into slots of equal duration with each transmission
starting only at the beginning of a time slot. In both variants, an absence of coordination among users
may lead to collisions (two or more packets are received in overlapping time windows). All packets
involved in a collision are often reported as useless and are retransmitted after a random delay,
according to some probability distribution, or (in the framed case) in the next frame. As a result,
pure ALOHA and slotted ALOHA suffer from a throughput penalty and an under-utilization of
channel resource. The optimal normalized throughput of pure ALOHA is 0.18 and the throughput of
slotted ALOHA is increased to 0.37.
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The expression of “coded random access” refers to a set of random access schemes that combine
the packet repetition of users with successive interference cancellation (SIC) at the receiver. The first
coded random access scheme is collision resolution diversity slotted ALOHA (CRDSA) [3], where each
user sends two packet replicas in two random slots of the frame, and then SIC is applied to recover the
collided packets in an iterative fashion. After CRDSA, CRDSA++ [4] was proposed to further improve
throughput by increasing the number of packet replicas. In [5], where irregular repetition slotted
ALOHA (IRSA) was proposed, the SIC-based random access process is conveniently described by a
bipartite graph, establishing a bridge between the SIC procedure and the iterative erasure decoding
of graph-based codes. In IRSA, the packet repetition rate is irregular from user to user and is chosen
independently by each active user according to a suitably designed probability distribution. Since then,
coded random access emerged as a new paradigm and has been the subject of several investigations
over the past few years (e.g., [6–12] and references therein). As a result, the throughput has substantially
increased which makes it a practical and efficient solution to support uncoordinated access.
Despite their numerous advantages, coded random access schemes exhibit lower critical points in
traffic load. In other words, the throughput of these schemes is maximized for load values less than
1 and, for larger values of the load, it decreases very rapidly. Congestion occurs when the number
of active users is greater than the receiver processing capacity. Several control methods for random
access schemes have been investigated, which may be classified into two kinds: Dynamic frame
length based methods and dynamic access probability based methods. In dynamic framed slotted
ALOHA (DFSA) systems, the frame size is adjusted dynamically according to the estimated number
of active users in order to maximize the system efficiency [13–17]. In dynamic access probability based
schemes, on the other hand, an access controller is required to adjust the users access probability under
high traffic loads in order to limit the number of transmitting users [18–21]. However, in [18–20],
the estimation process was simply based on the status of frame slots before the application of SIC
and in [21], the estimation is assumed to be ideal at the receiver. Furthermore, the proposed random
access control mechanisms in [18] are based on random access schemes without SIC at the receiver,
which is not applicable for coded random access schemes. In both [19,20], users directly employ the
load threshold from [5], which is obtained via asymptotic analysis (frame length and user population
size tending to infinity, their ratio remaining constant). When applied to the finite frame length case,
asymptotic load thresholds tend to be beyond the actual critical point, which may yield considerable
throughput losses.
In this paper, a dynamic access probability based strategy for coded random access schemes
is proposed to resolve congestion. The proposed strategy performs two main tasks: Estimation of
number of transmitting users in the current frame and the adjustment of access probability in the next
frame based on the estimation results. In our previous work [22–24] techniques for a more reliable
estimation of the number of transmitting users in coded random access schemes were developed
and more specially, the number of transmitting users in the current frame was estimated using a
posteriori information gathered throughout the SIC process. A posteriori estimation was considered
for CRDSA in [22], for IRSA in [23] and for CRDSA over a packet and slot erasure channel in [24].
Notably, [22–24] were entirely focused on the estimation process, without any attempt to exploit it
within a dynamic access probability adjustment protocol. The usage of a target load threshold tailored
to the finite frame length case and the introduction of a state judgment to avoid not fully reliable
estimation in high traffic load conditions are other original features of this manuscript.
The system model and some preliminary definitions are provided in Section 2. The estimation
algorithm for the number of transmitting users in the current frame is addressed in Section 3.1,
while the access probability adjustment strategy is proposed in Section 3.2. Numerical results are
illustrated in Section 4 and concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. System Model
We consider a scenario where multiple users contend for access to a single central receiver.
The medium access control (MAC) layer is organized into frames and the random access scheme is a
slotted one. We denote random variables by capital letters, while their realizations and deterministic
quantities are denoted by lower case letters. The frame length is fixed and divided into m time slots
with equal duration.
Active users are the ones who have packets to transmit. Congestion occurs when the number
of active users is too large in comparison to the available resources (a more precise definition of
congestion is given in Section 3.2). We use the subscript (k) to represent the index of the MAC frame.
If there is no congestion or the congestion is resolved, the index (k) is re-initialized to (0) in the next
frame, otherwise, it keeps counting. As such, a frame index k ≥ 1 indicates that we are in the k-th
frame of the current congestion event.
User population size is npop. The number of active users is unknown to the receiver and is
modeled by a random variable Na; the number of active users at the beginning of frame k is N
(k)
a .
No new user activates before the current congestion has been resolved. Denoting by Δ(k), the number
of users that are recovered while processing frame k, for k ≥ 1 we have:
N(k)a = N
(k−1)
a − Δ(k−1). (1)
Transmitting users are the ones who are allowed to transmit their packets in the frame. Let T(k)a
be the number of transmitting users during frame k. Moreover, denote by p(k)ac the access probability
of the active users during frame k. At the beginning of the k-th frame, each active user becomes a
transmitting one with probability p(k)ac , independently of other active users. Hence, the conditional
expected value of T(k)a is:
E[T(k)a |n(k)a ] = n(k)a p(k)ac . (2)
Each transmitting user is frame- and slot- synchronous and attempts at most one packet transmission
per frame.
In every frame corresponding to k = 0, all active users transmit their packets to the receiver, i.e.,
we have p(0)ac = 1 and t
(0)
a = n
(0)
a . The instantaneous channel load over frame k is defined as:
G(k) =
t(k)a
m
(3)
and represents the average number of packet transmissions per slot. The throughput over frame k is
defined as:
T(k)h =
t(k)a
m
(1− PL) (4)
representing the average number of successfully recovered packets per slot by the receiver. The quantity
PL in Equation (4) is the packet loss rate over the frame, which is expressed as:
PL = 1− δ
(k)
t(k)a
. (5)
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In IRSA, each transmitting user sends L packet replicas to slots picked uniformly at random.
The number of replicas, named user degree, is a discrete random variable probability mass function
(p.m.f.) {Λl}, where Λl = P(L = l) is the probability that a user generates l packet replicas. Users
choose their replica factor (i.e., user degree) L independently of each other, with no coordination,
and the values of user degree are according to distribution {Λl}. We also represent {Λl} in polynomial
form, as Λ(x) = ∑dmaxl=1 Λl x
l , where dmax is the maximum number of packet replicas per user. Both
information about the transmitting user index (assuming users are indexed from 1 to npop) and pointers
to the slots where the other replicas have been transmitted are included in the header of each packet
replica. CRDSA can be seen as IRSA with Λ(x) = xdmax .
In this paper, a classical collision channel model is adopted. After packet replica transmissions,
each slot takes one of the following three states: Empty slot (no packet replica transmitted in that
slot), singleton slot (only one packet replica transmitted in that slot), and collision slot (two or more
than two packet replicas transmitted in that slot). The receiver can always correctly classify the state
of each slot. Collision slots provide no information to the receiver about the number and content of
collided packet replicas directly. However, as soon as the contribution of interference, generated by
some transmitting users on the slot, is canceled and only one packet replica is left in it, the slot status
is updated to singleton. Similarly, if all of the packet replicas transmitted in the slot are recovered
by the receiver, the slot status (singleton slot or collision) is updated to empty. Packet replicas from
singleton slots are always correctly received, which means that packet losses may only be generated
by unresolved collisions.
After transmissions, the pointers to twin replicas in the header of the packet enable SIC at the
receiver. At first, the receiver stores the content of the frame. Then, the receiver performs iteratively
the following procedure, consisting of two subsequent steps:
1. Pick out the singleton slots in the frame. For each singleton slot, extract the transmitting user
index, the content of the packet replica, and positions of other twin replicas. Identified users in this
step become recovered users;
2. For each user recovered at step 1, remove the user’s contribution of interference in the slots
where the packet replicas have been transmitted. A new singleton slot will appear if, after interference
cancellation, they contain only one replica.
The iterative SIC procedure terminates when all slots are empty ones, in which case SIC succeeds,
or when no singleton slot can be found but collision slots still exist, in which case it fails. At the end of
the SIC procedure, the residual number of empty slots in the frame is denoted by Me, and the residual
number of collided slots per frame by Mc. Obviously, we have Me + Mc = m.
Example 1. With reference to Figure 1, ta = 4 users transmit their packets to a frame with m = 5 slots. User
u1 generates three replicas of his packet, and sends them to s1, s3, and s4, respectively. Each of the other users
generate two replicas of the corresponding packets and transmit them as illustrated in the figure. At the receiver,
slots s1 and s4 are singleton slots and the left s2, s3, and s5 are collison slots.
Figure 2 provides a graphical interpretation (first proposed in [5]) of the iterative SIC procedure performed
on the frame of Figure 1. In the presented graph, “slot nodes" represent slots and “user nodes" represent users.
In the first SIC iteration, s1 and s4 are singleton slots and the corresponding packet replicas are correctly received,
making u1 a recovered user. The pointer to slot s3, where the twin of the replica in s1 has been transmitted,
is extracted (step 1). After the interference from recovered user u1 in slot s3 is canceled and only one packet
replica is left in s3, making s3 a new singleton slot (step 2). Then a second iteration is triggered. After three SIC
iterations, users u2 and u3 remain unrecovered, there are no singleton slots in the frame, and SIC terminates
with failure.
The feedback frame configuration signal is {0, 1, 0, 0, 1} which indicates that s1, s3 and s4 are empty slots
and that s2 and s5 are unresolved collision slots. Receiving this feedback signal, u2 and u3 become aware that
their packets have not been successfully received.
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u4
u3
u2
u1
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5
u4,1 u4,2
u3,1 u3,2
u2,1 u2,2
u1,1 u1,2 u1,3
Figure 1. Example of a MAC frame with ta = 4 transmitting users and m = 5 slots. User u1 sends three
packet replicas and the other users each send two packet replicas. Slots s1 and s4 are singleton slots
and the left s2, s3, and s5 are collision slots.
slot nodes
user nodes
Figure 2. Example of successive interferece cancellation (SIC) procedure corresponding to Figure 1.
Squares correspond to slots and circles correspond to users.
2.2. Threshold Definition and Notation
Throughout the paper we define a load threshold G◦ as the maximum load such that the packet
loss rate falls below a given target value P◦L . In other words, when the instantaneous load G is below
G◦, we have PL ≤ P◦L , otherwise we have PL > P◦L .
In Table 1, some examples of probability distributions Λ(x) are shown with the corresponding
target load threshold values. The first two rows in the table represent CRDSA schemes, where each
user transmits the same number of replicas. The last two rows represent IRSA schemes, where the
number of replicas per user is irregular. The values of G◦ have been obtained via a Monte Carlo
simulation, for MAC frame length m = 200 and target packet loss rate P◦L = 0.01.
Table 1. Load threshold G◦ for different probability distributions Λ(x), for MAC frame length m = 200,
and packet loss rate target P◦L = 0.01.
Distribution, Λ(x) G◦
Λ1(x) = x2 0.35
Λ2(x) = x4 0.69
Λ3(x) = 0.5x2 + 0.28x3 + 0.22x8 0.705
Λ4(x) = 0.25x2 + 0.6x3 + 0.15x8 0.76
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Figure 3 shows the packet loss rate PL versus instantaneous load G for the distributions in Table 1
and frame length m = 200. As previously remarked, the SIC process in IRSA can be described by a
bipartite graph, where unresolved collisions are associated with graphical structures known, in the
low-density parity-check (LDPC) coding jargon, as stopping sets. It is well known that the impact
of small stopping sets on the finite-length performance is strictly related to the fraction of degree-2
variable nodes in its bipartite graph and a similar role is played by degree-2 users in IRSA. As observed
in the figure, the limitation of degree-2 repetition has a better error floor performance, but a poorer
waterfall performance. The detailed packet loss rate performance analysis for IRSA schemes have been
addressed in [5].
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Figure 3. Packet loss rate PL versus instantaneous load G for frame length m = 200 and the distributions
in Table 1.
2.3. Combinatorial Parameters
We denote by |v| = ∑ni=1 |vi| the 1 norm of a real-valued vector v = (v1, . . . , vn). Moreover,
given a second vector w = (w1, . . . ,wn) whose elements are nonnegative integers, we use the compact
notation vw for vw11 · · · vwnn .
Leto = (o1, . . . , odmax) be a vector whose elements are all nonnegative integers. Let M(o, b) be
the set of all |o| × b binary matrices M, with rows and columns indexed from 1 to |o| and from 1 to b,
respectively, that fulfill the following properties: 1. The matrix M has the structure:
M = [MT1 M
T
2 · · · MTdmax ]T
where Mi has dimension oi × b and all of its rows have Hamming weight i. 2. Every column of M has
Hamming weight at least 2.
Example 2. Leto = (o1, o2, o3) = (0, 1, 3) and b = 5. Each matrix in M ∈ M(o, b) has dimension 4× 5.
Its row indexes should be thought as partitioned into the two subsets {1} and {2, 3, 4}. The row of index 1
has weight 2, and the rows of indexes 2, 3, and 4 have weight 3. Every column of M has weight of at least 2.
An example of matrix M ∈ M(o, b) is:
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M =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
The following lemma provides a formal expression for the cardinality of the set M(o, b).
Lemma 1. For given o and b, let h(o, b) be the cardinality of the set M(o, b). Moreover, let x =
(x1, x2, . . . , x|o|) and:
q = (1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
o1
, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
o2
, . . . , dmax, . . . , dmax︸ ︷︷ ︸
odmax
). (6)
Define the multivariate polynomials A(x) and Bj,l(x) as:
A(x) =
|o|
∏
i=1
(1+ xi)−
(
1+
|o|
∑
i=1
xi
)
(7)
and:
Bj,l(x) =
( |o|
∑
i=1
xi
)l( |o|
∏
i=1
(1+ xi)
)j
. (8)
Then, we have:
h(o, b) = coeff((A(x))b,xq) (9)
=
b
∑
j=0
b−j
∑
l=0
(
b
j
)(
b− j
l
)
(−1)b−jcoeff(Bj,l(x),xq) (10)
where coeff(P(x),xr) is the coefficient of xr in the multivariate polynomial P(x).
Proof. LetcT = (c1, . . . , c|o|)T be the generic column and define a multivariate enumerating function
for valid columns (i.e., columns with weight of at least 2):
A(x) = ∑
c:|c|≥2
xc. (11)
It is easy to recognize that an equivalent expression for A(x) is the one shown in Equation (7).
This is because (1+ x1) · · · (1+ x|o|) provides the sum of all monomials in the variables x1, . . . x|o|
with a unitary coefficient, to which we subtract all monomials of degrees 0 and 1 as required by the
condition of validity.
Considering now b columns and applying properties of generating functions, coeff((A(x))b,x w)
is the number of |o| × b binary matrices such that all matrix columns are valid and such that
the weight of row i is wi. This immediately leads to Equation (9). The equivalent expression of
Equation (10) is obtained by simple algebraic manipulation of the multivariate polynomial (A(x))b.
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In particular, it is obtained by applying Newton’s binomial formula twice and by exploiting the identity
coeff(∑i αiPi(x),x w) = ∑i αicoeff(Pi(x),x w).
3. Dynamic Access Probability Algorithm
In this section we introduce the proposed multiple access strategy based on a dynamic adjustment
of the users access probability. Section 3.1 addresses estimation of the number of transmitting users;
Section 3.2 exploits the developed estimator to perform congestion detection and resolution via
dynamic access probability adjustment.
3.1. Number of Transmitting Users Estimation
In this subsection, we exploit frame configuration information at the end of SIC to estimate
the number t(k)a of transmitting users in the k-th frame, when an SIC failure occurs. For the sake of
notational simplicity, the superscript (k) is temporarily omitted.
The total number of transmitting users is denoted by ta. We also denote by ta,l the number
of such users that employ the replica factor l. Clearly, we have ta = ∑dmaxl=1 ta,l . The vector
ta = (ta,1, ta,2, . . . , ta,dmax) is referred to as transmitting users configuration at the beginning of the
frame. The number of transmitted users that are recovered at the end of the SIC process is denoted by
δ ≤ ta. Out of these δ recovered users, δl ≤ ta,l are the ones using replica factor l, so that δ = ∑dmaxl=1 δl .
The vector δ = (δ1, δ2, . . . , δdmax) is referred to as the recovered users configuration at the end of SIC.
Hereafter we develop a compact expression for the a posteriori probability distribution of
the configurationta of transmitting users, given the number mc of residual collision slots and the
configurationδ of recovered users observed at the end of SIC. This probability is denoted by P(ta|mc,δ).
Note that, as transmitting users pick their slots uniformly at random, it is sufficient to condition to
the number of collision slots (and not to their positions in the frame). The corresponding probability
distribution of the number ta of transmitting users is given by:
P(ta|mc,δ) = ∑
ta :|ta |=ta
P(ta|mc,δ). (12)
A maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator for the number of transmitting users then returns
the value:
tˆa = argmax
ta
P(ta|mc,δ). (13)
Theorem 1. The a posteriori probability distribution of the configurationta of the transmitting users fulfills:
P(ta|mc,δ) ∝
(
ta
δ
)
h(ta −δ,mc)
∏dmaxl=1 (
m
l )
ta,l
P(ta) (14)
where h(o, b) is given by Lemma 1, (
ta
δ
) = ∏l (
ta,l
δl
), and P(ta) is the a priori probability that the transmitting
users configuration equalsta.
Proof. From Bayes’ rule we have:
P(ta|mc,δ) = P(mc,
δ|ta)P(ta)
P(mc,δ)
∝ P(mc,δ|ta)P(ta). (15)
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Let T(ta,mc,δ) be the number of ways in which |ta| transmitting users with configuration ta can
transmit their packet replicas in the frame so that, at the end of SIC, there are mc unresolved collision
slots and a recovered users configuration δ. Moreover, let T(ta) be the number of ways in which |ta|
transmitting users with configurationta can place their packet replicas in the frame. The conditional
probability P(mc,δ|ta) can be expressed as:
P(mc,δ|ta) = T(
ta,mc,δ)
T(ta)
. (16)
The quantity T(ta) is readility shown to be given by:
T(ta) =
dmax
∏
l=1
(
m
l
)ta,l
. (17)
To develop an expression for T(ta,mc,δ), we proceed as follows. At the end of SIC, |ta −δ| transmitting
users with configuration ta −δ remain unrecovered. The number of ways in which these users transmit
their packet replicas to mc slots, forming mc collisions (at least two replicas per slot) is h(ta −δ,mc).
If we let g(δ,mc) be the number of ways in which |δ| transmitting users with configuration δ can place
their packet replicas in a frame with m − mc free slots and mc unresolvable collision slots, so that
SIC can recover all of them, we can write (no formal expression for g(δ,mc) is provided because this
parameter, not depending onta does not play any role in the estimation process of Equation(13)):
T(ta,mc,δ) =
(
ta
δ
)(
m
mc
)
h(ta −δ,mc)g(δ,mc). (18)
Incorporating Equation (17) and Equation (18) into Equation (16) and then Equation (16) into
Equation (15), and omitting all terms not depending on ta, we obtain Equation (14).
Although Equations (13) and (14) define an exact MAP estimator, computing h(ta −δ,mc) turns
out to be a complex task, becoming already intractable for frame sizes in the order of a few tens.
For this reason we employ an approximated MAP estimator. In the approximation, all packet replicas,
even from the same user, are regarded as distinguishable packets. Equivalently, each user chooses l
slots with replacement. In this approximate setting, we have
P(ta|mc,δ) ∝
(
ta
δ
)
h((∑dmaxl=1 (tl − δl)l),mc)
m∑
dmax
l=1 tl l
P(ta) (19)
where (∑dmaxl=1 (tl − δl)l) represents a vector with only one element, corresponding too = (o1) in h(o, b).
The value of h((∑dmaxl=1 (tl − δl)l),mc) is the number of ways in which ∑dmaxl=1 (tl − δl)l packet replicas are
sent to mc slots, such that each slot receives not less than 2 packet replicas [25]; m∑
dmax
l=1 tl l is the total
number of ways in which ∑dmaxl=1 tl l packet replicas can be accommodated into the m slots.
As an estimator performance measure we consider the MSE, defined as:
M = E[2] (20)
where  = tˆ(k)a − t(k)a is the estimation error.
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3.2. Access Probability Adjustment Strategy
We say that we have a congestion on frame k whenever
n(k)a > G◦m, (21)
where we recall that n(k)a is the number users that are active on frame k. Our purpose is to exploit the
developed estimator to detect congestion states and dynamically adjust the users access probability to
improve overall efficiency. Congestion states are resolved by tuning the access probability to control
the number of transmitting users in the next frame.
The proposed scheme is based on the definition of three possible states for a frame, namely:
• Not fully reliable estimate. In high load conditions, SIC typically stops prematurely with a
relatively small number of recovered users. We say that the estimate tˆ(k)a is not fully reliable when
the number of users recovered by processing the frame is smaller than the number of users that
could not be recovered:
δ(k) < t(k)a − δ(k) (22)
or, equivalently,
δ(k) < t(k)a /2. (23)
• Congestion with reliable estimate. The number of active users is above threshold G◦m, but the
number of users recovered by processing the frame is not less than the number of users that could
not be recovered:
n(k)a > G◦m and δ(k) ≥ t(k)a − δ(k). (24)
• No congestion. The number of active users is below threshold G◦m:
n(k)a ≤ G◦m. (25)
In the first case, a large number of transmitting users is unrecovered, and the packet loss rate is
larger than 0.5. As illustrated in the numerical results section, the estimation MSE increases with the
number of transmitting users and the estimate is therefore regarded as not suitable to design the access
probability pac in the subsequent frame. In contrast, in the last two cases the access probability in the
next frame is calculated directly by employing the estimate of the number of transmitting users.
In the generic frame k, after all transmitting users have performed the transmission of their
packet replicas, the receiver performs the SIC procedure. At the end of SIC, the receiver executes the
procedure described in Algorithm 1. This procedure is executed regardless of the SIC termination
status (success or failure). An explanation of Algorithm 1 is provided in the following.
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Algorithm 1: Receiver procedure
1 if m(k)c > 0&&
P(t(k)a >2δ(k) |m(k)c ,δ (k))
P(t(k)a ≤2δ(k) |m(k)c ,δ (k))
> 1 then
2 p(k+1)ac ← Gomnpop−∑ki=0 δ(i) ;
3 k ← k + 1;
4 else
5 if m(k)c == 0 then
6 tˆ(k)a = δ(k);
7 else
8 calculate tˆ(k)a according to Equation (19)
9 end
10 nˆ(k)a = tˆ
(k)
a /p
(k)
ac ;
11 if nˆ(k)a > G◦m then
12 p(k+1)ac ← Gom
nˆ(k)a − δ(k)
;
13 k ← k + 1;
14 else
15 p(1)ac ← 1;
16 k ← 0;
17 end
18 end
19 broadcast k, p(k)ac , and C(k) to the users;
The first step (line 1) consists of detecting whether Equation (23) is fulfilled or not. When SIC
succeeds (m(k)c = 0), the estimation is perfect. The algorithm jumps to line 6 and simply sets tˆ
(k)
a = δ
(k).
In case of an SIC failure (m(k)c > 0), the algorithm applies a two-hypotheses MAP detector, whose
development is presented in Appendix A, to decide whether Equation (23) holds (in which case
estimation is considered unreliable) or not. Concretely, if
P(t(k)a > 2δ(k)|m(k)c ,δ (k))
P(t(k)a ≤ 2δ(k)|m(k)c ,δ (k))
> 1, (26)
then Equation (23) is assumed to hold and the estimation Equation (19) is regarded as not reliable
enough. Otherwise, the estimate tˆ(k)a is employed to design the access probability in the next frame.
When Equation (26) is satisfied, a ’not fully reliable estimate’ state is detected and the number
of transmitting users is detected to be large enough to create a congestion but the relatively large
estimation MSE prevents from relying on tˆ (k)a to reliably adjust the access probability in the next frame.
At the end of frame k a number ∑ki=0 δ
(i) of active users have been recovered since the beginning of
congestion. Therefore, at the beginning of the subsequent frame, the number of unresolved active
users fulfills n(k+1)a ≤ npop − ∑ki=0 δ(i). To make the expected number of transmitting users in the
subsequent frame below the target number G◦m, we set the access probability according to (line 2)
p(k+1)ac =
G◦m
npop −∑ki=0 δ(i)
. (27)
This way, the conditional expected number of transmitting users in the next frame is
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E[T(k+1)a |n(k+1)a ] = n(k+1)a p(k+1)ac
=
n(0)a −∑ki=0 δ(i)
npop −∑ki=0 δ(i)
G◦m, (28)
where n(0)a −∑ki=1 δ(i) represents the actual number of unrecovered active users at the beginning of
frame k + 1.
When the estimation result is detected to be reliable, an acceptable estimation MSE is assumed
by the receiver, which exploits tˆ(k)a (equal to δ(k) in case of a SIC success or by Equation (19) in case
of a failure) to obtain an estimate of the number of active users on frame k. Specifically, the receiver
performs (line 10):
nˆ(k)a = tˆ
(k)
a /p
(k)
ac . (29)
The estimate nˆ(k)a is compared with the threshold G◦m (line 11). If nˆ
(k)
a > G◦m the receiver
declares a congestion with a reliable estimate state. The system is suffering from congestion, but most
of (or all of) transmitting users have been recovered by SIC. The relatively low estimation MSE allows
confidently using nˆ(k)a to set the access probability for the next frame. If the access probability is kept
unchanged in the subsequent frames, the number of transmitting users will deviate progressively from
the target G◦m, leading to a low throughput. To make efficient use of channel resources, we increase
the access probability in such a way as to maintain the number of transmitting users close to the
target G◦m in the next frame. From Equation (1), the estimated number of unrecovered active users
at the beginning of the frame k + 1 is nˆ(k+1)a = nˆ
(k)
a − δ(k). The target conditional expected number of
transmitting users in frame k + 1 is
E[T(k+1)a |n(k+1)a ] = G◦m. (30)
Thus, the access probability over frame k + 1 is set to (line 12):
p(k+1)ac =
G◦m
nˆ(k)a − δ(k)
. (31)
If nˆ (k)a < G◦m, a no congestion state is detected. The frame index k is re-initialized to 0 and the
users access probability is set to be 1 (lines 15 and 16).
As a last step (line 19), the receiver broadcasts to the users the index of the next frame (index of
the current frame increased by 1 if a congestion is detected and 0 otherwise), the access probability to
be employed by active users in the next frame, and the list of indexes of collision slots at the end of
SIC in the current frame. Upon receiving feedback from the receiver, users behave as follows:
• If k > 0 (congestion), in the next frame each backlogged user attempts access to the frame with
probability equal to the new access probability. Each non-backlogged user is prevented from
transmitting new packets;
• If k = 0 (no congestion), users that are in a backlog state retransmit their packet. Users that are
not backlogged take their normal access activity.
Users are updated by the receiver about congestion or no congestion simply through the index k.
Moreover, each of them knows whether or not it is in a backlog state simply by looking at the list of
collision slot indexes C(k). Note that, if k = 0 (no congestion) is broadcasted by the receiver, this does
not necessarily mean that SIC has succeeded as there may be a small number of users unrecovered
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even though the system is not suffering from congestion. In this case, we simply let backlogged users
retransmit packet replicas with probability 1 in the subsequent frame, together with possible fresh
replicas from newly activated users.
4. Numerical Results
This section is organized into two subsections. In Section 4.1 we show results on the estimation of
the number of transmitting users, while in Section 4.2 we address the performance achieved by the
proposed scheme.
4.1. Estimation of Transmitting Users
In this section, we present Monte Carlo simulation results using the approximated estimator
discussed at the end of Section 3.1. Let the frame length be m = 200 and the user population size be
npop = 400. Users are assumed to activate independently of each other at the beginning of every new
frame. In each run, after users transmissions, SIC is applied at the receiver and then the developed
approximated estimator is applied.
Figure 4 shows the average throughput and throughput standard deviation versus the
instantaneous load G for IRSA with Λ(x) = 0.5x2 + 0.28x3 + 0.22x8 [5]. The maximum average
throughput is achieved at a value of G that is approximately equal to 0.8. However, the realizations
of the per-frame throughput fluctuate around its statistical mean, the throughput standard deviation
representing a reliable measure of the bobbing range (i.e., dispersion). A large standard deviation
makes the average throughput a not fully meaningful parameter since, due to the per-frame throughput
fluctuations, we have a higher probability that the system falls into a not fully reliable estimate state.
In this respect, the peak average throughput is not necessarily a good working point, as the statistical
mean alone is not able to capture the probability of falling into such an “outage” state.
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Figure 4. Average throughout and throughput standard deviation versus the instantaneous load G for
IRSA with Λ(x) = 0.5x2 + 0.28x3 + 0.22x8.
Figure 5 shows the estimation performance after SIC iterations, letting the SIC-based receiver run
until no active user is recovered. As a comparison, we also consider the estimation performance using
the frame configuration before SIC iterations, which is reviewed in Appendix B. In the figure, the solid
line is relevant to the proposed estimation making use of the frame configuration and recovered users
configuration after SIC iterations. Moreover, a dashed line corresponds to the estimation based on
the initially received frame, before SIC is applied. As observed in the figure, the proposed estimation
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algorithm is able to reduce the MSE effectively over the whole range of G values. It is also worth
noting that the performance of the proposed estimator relies on the SIC performance. In low load
conditions, the SIC procedure stops with a large number of users recovered, so in this region the
proposed estimation algorithm is more effective. In contrast, in high load conditions SIC almost always
stops prematurely, recovering a small number of users, leading the proposed estimation algorithm to
be less effectively.
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Figure 5. Mean squared error (MSE) versus G for IRSA with Λ(x) = 0.5x2 + 0.28x3 + 0.22x8.
4.2. Dynamic Access Probability Simulation Results
In this subsection, we present the simulation results for dynamic access probability based coded
random access schemes using the mentioned estimation methods. The frame length is m = 200
and the user population size is npop = 2000. Moreover, the considered IRSA distribution is
Λ(x) = 0.5x2 + 0.28x3 + 0.22x8. Each non-backlogged user activates, independently of the other
users, with probability π = 0.8 at the beginning of every frame with k = 0. At the first frame, there are
no backlogged users. The target traffic threshold G◦ is set to 0.65, 0.705, 0.80, and 0.938 respectively,
of which G◦ = 0.708 is associated with P◦L = 0.01 and G◦ = 0.938 is the asymptotic threshold of the
considered IRSA distribution [5]. The initial access probability is p(0)ac = 1. We analyzed the system
performance, during congestion resolution periods, through numerical simulations. Every simulation
consisted of a sufficiently large number of runs and, in each run, the simulation was stopped when the
congestion was resolved.
As a benchmark, consider transmission without any dynamic access probability adjustment
process. The expected number of active users (transmitting users) in the initial frame is 1600.
The average repetition rate is 3.6, corresponding to an expected number of 6480 packet replicas
transmitted over the 200 slots. At the receiver, we have a vanishing probability to find singleton slots
capable of triggering the SIC process. Without dynamic access probability adjustment, the packet loss
rate becomes very close to 1 and the throughput very close to 0, meaning that almost no users are
recovered in the subsequent frames, making system congestion unresolvable.
Figures 6–8 show that the proposed access probability algorithm works well to resolve congestion.
The users access probability is adjusted dynamically to track the number of active users. At frame
1, the access probability is decreased quickly to avoid working in the high load region. In this way,
the estimator can provide a reliable estimate at the end of the frame and the receiver is able to perform
an accurate access probability design for the users in the next frame. Then the access probability is
adjusted dynamically to make the number of transmitting users around the target G◦m. It is increased
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slowly as some users are recovered by the receiver in each transmission. Each curve is plotted up to
the maximum value of k for which congestions remain unresolved, which is different for the different
choices of the target load threshold.
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Figure 6. Access probability pac versus frame index k for IRSA with Λ(x) = 0.5x2 + 0.28x3 + 0.22x8.
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Figure 7. Throughput performance Th versus frame index k for IRSA with Λ(x) = 0.5x2 + 0.28x3
+ 0.22x8.
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Figure 8. Packet loss rate PL versus frame index k for IRSA with Λ(x) = 0.5x2 + 0.28x3 + 0.22x8.
Back to Figure 3, we have seen that the IRSA scheme tends to show a packet loss rate floor at
low offered traffic regimes, the floor appearing around PL = 10−2 (corresponding to G = 0.705) for
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Λ(x) = 0.5x2 + 0.28x3 + 0.22x8. For larger values of G (corresponding to the waterfall packet loss rate
region), the packet loss rate increases rapidly: A PL  0.08 is achieved at G = 0.80 and a PL  0.5
is achieved at G = 0.938. Consequently, in Figure 8, systems with target G◦ = 0.65 and G◦ = 0.705
have a similar packet loss rate performance, and they perform better than those with target G◦ = 0.80
and G◦ = 0.938. Furthermore, due to estimation errors and to fluctuations of the actual number of
transmitting users, we observe a minor packet loss rate deviation between Figure 8 and Figure 3.
For example, in Figure 8, the packet loss rate with target G◦ = 0.80 is around 0.2, while in Figure 3,
the packet loss rate at G◦ = 0.80 is approximately equal to 0.008.
As a final remark, recall that the throughput is defined as G(1 − PL). The influence of PL at
G ≤ 0.705 is small, so that the per-frame throughput T(k)h is approximately equal to the instantaneous
load G. That is why in Figure 7, the throughput performance with target G◦ = 0.705 is better than that
with target G◦ = 0.65. However, for the cases G◦ = 0.8 and G◦ = 0.938, the influence of PL can not be
ignored any more. The system performance is worse even though the load target G◦ is higher, since
the packet loss rate is now considerably higher.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a technique to estimate the number of transmitting users in each
frame of an IRSA-based coded random access system. The estimated number of transmitting users
in the current frame was exploited to adjust the users access probability in the next frame. Frame
configuration information as well as recovered users configuration information at the end of the
SIC procedure were employed to make the estimation more accurate. Numerical results revealed
how the derived dynamic access probability strategy could resolve congestion efficiently, with a
stable throughput and a target packet loss rate performance for a proper choice of the parameter
G◦. Interesting directions of investigation include the exact efficient evaluation of the h(o, b) function
(addressed in Lemma 1), to make the optimum estimator applicable to large communication networks.
Adjusting the frame length dynamically in situations of slowly varying traffic load over a large scale
is another direction of investigation that, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, has not been so far
addressed in the coded random access context.
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Appendix A. Justification and Implementation of Equation (26)
This appendix justifies and addresses the implementation of the two-hypotheses MAP detection
rule Equation (26). Let the two hypotheses be H0 and H1. Moreover, let r represent the observation.
The optimum detection rule consists of making the decision Hˆ0 when P(H0|r) > P(H1|r) and of
making the decision Hˆ1 otherwise.
In our case, H0 corresponds to a ’not fully reliable estimate’ state (satisfied Equation (23)); H1
corresponds to a ’reliable estimate’ state (Equation (23) not holding). The observation is (m(k)c ,δ (k)).
Hence, we have:
P(t(k)a > 2δ(k)|m(k)c ,δ (k))
P(t(k)a ≤ 2δ(k)|m(k)c ,δ (k))
Hˆ0
≷
Hˆ1
1, (A1)
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where P(t(k)a > 2δ(k)|m(k)c ,δ (k)) = ∑t (k)a : t (k)a >2δ(k) P(t
(k)
a |m(k)c ,δ (k)) and P(t(k)a ≤ 2δ(k)|m(k)c ,δ (k)) =
∑t(k)a : t(k)a ≤2δ(k)
P(t(k)a |m(k)c ,δ (k)). The probability P(t(k)a |m(k)c ,δ (k)) can be expressed as:
P(t(k)a |m(k)c ,δ (k)) = ∑
ta :|t (k)a |=t(k)a
P(t (k)a |mc,δ (k)), (A2)
where P(t (k)a |mc,δ (k)) comes from the estimator Equation (14).
Appendix B. Estimation Using Collision Slots before SIC
The user’s repetition rate is Λ(x). Define Λ′(1) as the average user repetition rate given by
Λ′(1) = ∑l lΛl . It is easy to verify that the probability that a generic user sends a packet replica within
a given slot is Λ′(1)/m. As the users send packet replicas randomly, the slot degree distribution is
binomially distributed. The probability that a slot has l collided users is given by:
Ψl =
(
ta
l
)(
Λ′(1)
m
)l (
1− Λ
′(1)
m
)ta−l
. (A3)
Before SIC iterations, the probability pe that a given slot is empty, the probability ps that a
given slot is singleton and the probability pc that a given slot is a collision one can be expressed
respectively as:
pe =
(
1− Λ
′(1)
m
)ta
, (A4)
ps = ta
Λ′(1)
m
(
1− Λ
′(1)
m
)ta−1
(A5)
and:
pc = 1− pe − ps. (A6)
An estimation for Ta using frame configuration before SIC performs:
tˆa = argmax
ta
P(ta|wc), (A7)
where wc is the number of collision slots before SIC iterations. Following Bayes’ rule, P(ta|wc) may be
developed as:
P(ta|wc) ∝ P(wc|ta)P(ta)
∝ pcwc(1− pc)m−wc . (A8)
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Abstract: 5G and beyond networks are being designed to support the future digital society,
where numerous sensors, machinery, vehicles and humans will be connected in the so-called
Internet of Things (IoT). The support of time-critical verticals such as Industry 4.0 will be especially
challenging, due to the demanding communication requirements of manufacturing applications
such as motion control, control-to-control applications and factory automation, which will require
the exchange of critical sensing and control information among the factory nodes. To this aim,
important changes have been introduced in 5G for Ultra-Reliable and Low-Latency Communications
(URLLC). One of these changes is the introduction of grant-free scheduling for uplink transmissions.
The objective is to reduce latency by eliminating the need for User Equipments (UEs—sensors, devices
or machinery) to request resources and wait until the network grants them. Grant-free scheduling
can reserve radio resources for dedicated UEs or for groups of UEs. The latter option is particularly
relevant to support applications with aperiodic or sporadic traffic and deterministic low latency
requirements. In this case, when a UE has information to transmit, it must contend for the usage
of radio resources. This can lead to potential packet collisions between UEs. 5G introduces the
possibility of transmitting K replicas of the same packet to combat such collisions. Previous studies
have shown that grant-free scheduling with K replicas and shared resources increases the packet
delivery. However, relying upon the transmission of K replicas to achieve a target reliability level
can result in additional delays, and it is yet unknown whether grant-free scheduling with K replicas
and shared resources can guarantee very high reliability levels with very low latency. This is the
objective of this study, that identifies the reliability and latency levels that can be achieved by 5G
grant-free scheduling with K replicas and shared resources in the presence of aperiodic traffic, and as
a function of the number of UEs, reserved radio resources and replicas K. The study demonstrates
that current Fifth Generation New Radio (5G NR) grant-free scheduling has limitations to sustain
stringent reliability and latency levels for aperiodic traffic.
Keywords: grant-free; scheduling; URLLC; ultra-reliable and low-latency communications; 5G;
deterministic; time-critical; reliability; latency; aperiodic traffic; Industry 4.0
1. Introduction
5G networks are being designed with the objective to support a broad range of verticals such as
manufacturing, transport, health, energy and entertainment. To this aim, important changes have been
introduced to increase data rates (enhanced mobile broadband, or eMBB), efficiently support large
amounts of devices (massive machine type communications, or mMTC) and guarantee unprecedented
reliability and latency levels (Ultra-Reliable and Low-Latency Communications or URLLC) [1].
Supporting URLLC is particularly relevant for many Industry 4.0 manufacturing applications, such as
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motion control (requires a maximum latency of 1 ms and a reliability of 1–10−6 [2]), control-to-control
applications (maximum latency of 4 ms and a reliability of 1–10−8 [1]) and factory automation
(maximum latency between 0.25 ms and 2.5 ms and reliability requirements up to 1–10−9 [3]). These
applications require the exchange of information between sensors, actuators and controllers through
an industrial sensor and control network. 5G has the potential to provide the connectivity required
by the Industry 4.0 to digitalize factories and to support data-intensive services while ubiquitously
guaranteeing low latency and reliable connections. This has actually been acknowledged through the
establishment of the 5G Alliance for Connected Industries and Automation (5G-ACIA) [4].
5G has introduced significant changes to support URLLC [5]. Some of these changes focus at the
Radio Access Network level, since the medium access mechanisms account for an important part of
the total end-to-end transmission delay [6]. This is for example the case of the grant-based scheduling
process for uplink (UL) transmissions in legacy LTE (Long Term Evolution) 4G networks. Grant-based
scheduling requires a User Equipment (UE) and a Base Station (BS) to exchange scheduling requests
(SRs) and grant messages before transmitting any data. This process alone already results in an average
delay of up to 11.5 ms when considering a Transmission Time Interval (TTI) equal to 1 ms and an
SR periodicity of 10 ms [3]. Reducing the slot duration can reduce this delay. However, additional
scheduling changes have been necessary to sustain the URLLC requirements that characterize some
vertical applications, such as those in Industry 4.0. In particular, Release 15 and 16 of the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) standards have introduced the concept of grant-free scheduling (also
referred to as Configured Grant for 5G New Radio [7]) to support URLLC.
With grant-free scheduling, the BS reserves resources for UL transmissions and informs the UEs
of the reserved resources. When a UE wants to initiate a UL transmission, it directly utilizes the
reserved resources, without sending an SR and waiting for the subsequent grant message from the BS.
Recent studies have shown that grant-free scheduling in 5G NR considerably reduces the end-to-end
latency [8]. The 3GPP standards introduce the possibility for grant-free scheduling to reserve resources
to dedicated UEs, or to a group of UEs. In the first case, each resource is reserved for a specific UE,
and only this UE can utilize the resource at any time. This approach is adequate for periodic traffic since
the resource allocations can be planned, and resources can then be utilized efficiently. Such planning is
not possible in the case of aperiodic, sporadic or uncertain traffic. Sharing dedicated resources by a
group of UEs is hence an interesting option to optimize the usage of the radio resources in the presence
of aperiodic traffic. In this case, UEs have to contend for their usage, and collisions are possible. 5G NR
introduces the possibility to transmit K replicas of the same packet in consecutive slots to combat
potential collisions. However, relying on the transmission of K replicas to achieve a target reliability
level can result in additional delays. It is yet unknown whether 5G NR grant-free scheduling with
K-repetitions and shared resources can satisfy critical applications and guarantee very high reliability
levels with very low latency. In this context, this study presents an in-depth analysis of the reliability
and latency levels that can be achieved with existing 5G NR grant-free scheduling solutions as a
function of the number of UEs, the number of reserved radio resources, and the number of replicas
K. To this aim, the study analytically quantifies the probability of successfully delivering a packet
when using grant-free scheduling with K-repetitions and shared resources. In addition, the study
analyzes the impact of self-collisions. Self-collisions occur when a UE has to transmit a new packet,
and the transmission of the K replicas of the previous packet has not finished. If this happens, the new
packet must be stored, and its transmission is delayed until all replicas of the previous packet have
been transmitted. This study demonstrates for the first time that self-collisions have a non-negligible
impact upon the capacity of 5G NR grant-free scheduling to support stringent URLLC reliability and
latency levels.
2. Related Work
The 5G NR standard introduces the use of grant-free scheduling (also referred to as Configured
Grant [7]). With grant-free scheduling, the network pre-configures the radio resources and assigns
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them to UEs without waiting for UEs to request resources. UEs can utilize the pre-assigned resources
as soon as they have data to transmit. This is in contrast to grant-based scheduling, where UEs must
request access to radio resources through the transmission of Scheduling Requests (SR). The BS assigns
the radio resources to the UEs and notifies them using grant messages. UEs must wait to receive these
grant messages before transmitting any data. Grant-free scheduling eliminates all delays introduced by
the handshaking present in grant-based scheduling. Grant-free scheduling also improves the energy
consumption of the UEs, reduces their complexity, and decreases the signaling overhead compared
with grant-based scheduling ([8,9]). Grant-free scheduling can assign dedicated or shared resources to
the UEs. The BS decides whether resources are dedicated to specific UEs, or are shared by a group of
UEs [10]. Reserving resources to dedicated UEs is an interesting approach when we can plan ahead
what is the demand for resources. This is for example the case of periodic traffic. However, reserving
resources to dedicated users can be highly inefficient if the traffic demand is uncertain or aperiodic,
and it is not possible to anticipate when these resources will be needed. In this case, it is possible to
share radio resources by a group of UEs. This option ensures a more efficient utilization of resources,
and the possibility to satisfy URLLC communication requirements. However, users must contend for
the resources, and collisions can happen if two or more UEs simultaneously contend for the same
resources. 5G NR introduces the possibility of transmitting K replicas of the same packet in consecutive
slots to combat collisions and thus increase the probability of a correct reception [11,12].
The study in [13] analyzes the performance of the K replicas scheme. The authors propose
transmitting the first copy of a packet using dedicated resources, and the following replicas using
shared resources. The proposal also exploits shared diversity and advanced receiver processing
techniques to reduce the impact of packet collisions. The proposal achieves adequate reliability levels
and reduces the number of reserved (shared) radio resources, compared to a configuration that reserves
resources to dedicated UEs. The study in [14] also transmits the first copy of a packet using dedicated
resources. However, it does not consider the transmission of K replicas of a packet. Instead, the authors
propose to retransmit the original packet in a shared resource only if the first transmission is not
successful. This requires a handshaking between the UEs and the BS to exchange acknowledgement
messages. This handshaking increases the latency, and can compromise the capability to adequately
support URLLC applications with stringent latency requirements. In [15], the authors study the
optimum number of replicas (K) necessary to achieve a target reliability level within a deterministic
latency deadline. The study focuses upon aperiodic traffic and the case in which a group of UEs
share resources. The authors show that randomly choosing the resource for each replica increases the
probability of correctly delivering a packet. However, the study focuses on reliability levels up to
1–10−5 while some critical Industry 4.0 applications require higher reliability levels.
Previous studies have shown that transmitting K-repetitions of a packet increases the reception
rate. However, this can be done at the expense of an inefficient use of the radio resources due to
packet collisions or the unnecessary reservation of resources when the first replicas are correctly
delivered. Latency requirements may also impose restrictions on the number of replicas that can be
transmitted, and consequently on the reliability levels that may be achieved. In this context, several
recent contributions have analyzed slight modifications to the K-repetitions scheme. For example, [16]
proposed adaptively configuring the number of replicas transmitted based on the channel conditions.
The objective is to utilize the radio resources efficiently by avoiding unnecessary retransmissions
when the channel quality is good. A similar objective is sought in [17] where authors propose
conditions to stop the transmission of replicas. Other interesting proposals in 3GPP standardization
working groups include: the transmission of replicas within mini-slots (to reduce the latency) [18],
the possibility for transmitting replicas across the slot border, or the concept of periodicity boundary [19].
These studies propose interesting variants of the K-repetitions scheme. However, it is yet unknown
whether 5G NR grant-free scheduling with K-repetitions and shared resources can really support
URLLC communications with strict reliability and latency requirements under the presence of aperiodic
or sporadic traffic. This traffic is critical in many verticals, for example in Industry 4.0. In this context,
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this study conducts an in-depth evaluation of 5G NR grant-free scheduling with K-repetitions and
shared resources in the presence of aperiodic or sporadic traffic. The study identifies the reliability
and latency levels that can be achieved with 5G NR grant-free scheduling, and identifies its current
limitations. The study analyzes the impact of the number of UEs in the network, the number of reserved
radio resources, and the number of replicas K. The study also analyzes for the first time the impact of
self-collisions. The conducted analysis helps to identify the reliability and latency levels that can be
achieved based on network deployments and configuration options for 5G NR grant-free scheduling.
It should be noted that 3GPP standards define the possibility of utilizing grant-free scheduling
and transmitting K replicas, but do not define a specific scheme to be implemented. This study is based
on the implementation of 5G NR grant-free scheduling with K replicas and shared resources proposed
in [15]. This implementation is chosen because it has been specifically designed to guarantee stringent
URLLC latency and reliability requirements. To this aim, the implementation transmits original packets
and all of the replicas using grant-free scheduling on shared radio resources. A different approach
is proposed in [13] where dedicated resources are used to transmit the original packets, and shared
resources are used for the following replicas. This approach can increase the delay compared to [15]
if grant-based scheduling is utilized to allocate the dedicated resources. The efficient utilization
of resources could also be compromised if dedicated resources were reserved for each UE when
supporting applications with aperiodic traffic. The implementation of 5G NR grant-free scheduling
with K–repetitions and shared resources proposed in [15] is therefore better suited to support URLLC
applications with aperiodic or sporadic traffic.
3. Grant-Free Scheduling
This paper uses grant-free scheduling with K-repetitions and shared resources to evaluate the
reliability and latency levels that can be achieved in the presence of aperiodic traffic. Following [20],
reliability for URLLC services is defined as the percentage of data packets that are successfully delivered
before the latency deadline L established by the service or application. Following 3GPP standards [11],
UEs transmit the same data packet in K consecutive transmission slots with a duration Tslot. The UE
randomly selects an RB (Resource Block) for each transmission from the U RBs available per Tslot.
This is illustrated in Figure 1 that represents the time/frequency resource grid map in 5G NR, where the
unit is an RB. In 5G NR, a wideband channel is divided into sub-frames, slots and RBs. An RB is the
smallest unit of frequency resources that can be allocated to a UE. Without loss of generality, this study
considers a numerology μ equal to 3 with a subcarrier spacing of 120 kHz [21]. An RB is then 1440 kHz
(Δf ) wide in frequency (12 sub-carriers of 120 kHz) and lasts for one time slot with the duration Tslot
equal to 0.125 ms.
The reliability at the medium access level that can be achieved with grant-free scheduling with
K-repetitions and shared resources depends upon two main factors. The first factor is the possibility
that a packet is not correctly received due to the collision of all its K replicas with other transmissions;
this is due to the random selection of the RB for the transmission of each replica. The study in [15]
showed that the possibility to successfully deliver a packet increases with the number K of replicas.
The second factor is the effect of self-collisions. A self-collision occurs when a UE has to transmit a
new packet, and the transmission of the K replicas of the previous packet has not finished. If this
happens, the new packet must be stored, and its transmission is delayed until all the replicas of the
previous packet have been transmitted. This delay can result in the case that the new packet cannot
be delivered within the latency limit, and hence self-collisions can impact the reliability of URLLC
services. It is important then that the reliability (or probability that a packet is correctly received
before the latency deadline) of grant-free scheduling with K-repetitions and shared radio resources
is computed considering both the effect of collisions from other UEs, and the effect of self-collisions.
In this case, the reliability or probability Prel that a packet is correctly received by the BS must consider
the probability Psc that the transmission of the K replicas of a packet is not completed before the latency
deadline L due to the effect of self-collisions. For the packets that are not affected by the effect of
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self-collisions, it must be considered the probability Pc that a packet is not correctly received due to the
collision of all its K replicas with other transmissions. Hence, Prel can be expressed as:
Prel = 1− (Psc + (1− Psc) · Pc) (1)
In [15], its authors presented an expression to approximate the probability Pc of the collision of
the K replicas of a packet with the transmission of other UEs. The expression was derived in scenarios
where N UEs share the same pool of RBs. However, [15] did not analyze the impact of self-collisions,
since the study only considered low values of K (equal to or lower than 4). For these low values,
self-collisions might not have an impact upon the reliability, as will be later shown. In this paper,
we analytically derive the exact probability of any collision of the K replicas of a packet with packets
transmitted by other UEs (Pc). We also quantify the impact of self-collisions (Psc), and analytically
compute the reliability that can be achieved by grant-free scheduling with K-repetitions and shared
resources (Prel). These analytical expressions are a valuable contribution to the community since they
can be easily utilized to evaluate 5G NR grant-free scheduling. The availability of these exact analytical
expressions is particularly useful when considering applications with very demanding reliability and
latency URLLC requirements. This is the case of certain Industry 4.0 applications. For example, motion
control requires a maximum latency of 1 ms and a reliability of 1–10−6. Control-to-control applications
require a maximum latency of 4 ms and a reliability of 1–10−8. Factory automation applications usually
demand maximum latency values in the range 0.25–2.5 ms and reliability levels up to 1–10−9. In this
case, simulations can be very computationally expensive if we want to compute the packet reception
rate (1 − Pc) with reliability demands in the order of 1–10−6 to 1–10−9. In these scenarios, errors are
very rare, and we need long and computationally expensive simulations to achieve accurate results.
The analytical methodology utilized in this study is then an adequate and efficient tool for scenarios
with demanding URLLC communication requirements.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the Fifth Generation New Radio (5G NR) resource grid map: Transmission of a
data packet with four repetitions and a random selection of Resource Blocks (RBs) per slot.
3.1. Collisions with Other UEs
First, we focus on the probability Pc that a packet is not correctly received due to the collisions of
its K replicas with the packets transmitted by other UEs. To this end, we consider UL transmissions
and N UEs within a single cell with aperiodic traffic. Packets are generated by each UE following a
Poisson distribution with exponential inter-arrival time. The average packet inter-arrival time is equal
to 1/λ, where λ is the average number of packets generated per second. We consider the transmission
of small packets with a size of 32 bytes [22], and we assume without loss of generality that each packet
requires only one RB.
The probability Pg that one or more packets are generated for a UE in a time period Tslot is equal to:
Pg = 1− exp(−Tslot · λ) (2)
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We define Ri as the set of UEs for which a new packet could be generated in a slot si (the slot has a
time duration equal to Tslot). Here, ni is the number of UEs that do have a new packet to transmit in si.
This ni can then take any value between 0 and the cardinality of Ri. The probability Ptx(ni,Ri) that ni
UEs from the set Ri of UEs have new packets to be transmitted in si with duration Tslot is equal to:
Ptx(ni,Ri) =
( |Ri|
ni
)
· Pgni ·
(
1− Pg
)|Ri |−ni (3)
where |Ri| represents the number of elements or the cardinality of the set Ri.
A packet will not be successfully delivered to the BS if all its K replicas collide with the
trans-missions of other UEs. A UE has an active transmission in si if it generated a new data packet in
the previous slots si−(K−1), . . . , si−1, and si. If this is the case, then the UE would be transmitting one of
the K replicas in si. We denote as nacti the number of UEs with active transmissions in si. The probability
Pnrc(nacti ,U) that n
act
i UEs do not collide with a given UE is equal to the probability that they do not
select the same RB at a given slot for their next transmission as the UE under study. Pnrc(nacti ,U) is
given by:
Pnrc(nacti ,U) =
(
U − 1
U
)nacti
(4)
Equations (2)–(4) are necessary to compute the probability Pc that a packet is not correctly received
at the BS due to the collision of all its K replicas with the transmissions of other UEs. To compute Pc,
let us consider the case of a particular UE1 that has to transmit the K replicas of a packet in slots si,
si+1, . . . , si+K−1. For the sake of clarity, we consider an example with K = 4, and si corresponding to s3.
Pc is then equal to the probability of collision of the 4 replicas transmitted in s3, s4, s5, and s6, which is
represented by Prc(s3, s4, s5, s6):
Pc = Prc(s3, s4, s5, s6) (5)
To determine Prc(s3, s4, s5, s6), we first study the probability Prc(s3) that the replica of the packet
transmitted in s3 collides with a transmission from any other UE. Prc(s3) is given by the probability
that one or more UEs (in addition to UE1) have an active transmission in s3 (i.e., nact3 ≥ 1), and that one
or more of the nact3 UEs select the same RB as UE1 for their transmission. n
act
3 is equal to n0 + n1 + n2 +
n3, and the probability Prc(s3) has to consider all possible combinations of n0, n1, n2 and n3 that result
in nact3 ≥ 1. The probability P(nact3 ≥ 1) can then be expressed as:
P(nact3 ≥ 1) =
nmax0∑
n0=nmin0
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩Ptx(n0,R0) ·
nmax1∑
n1=nmin1
〈
Ptx(n1,R1) ·
nmax2∑
n2=nmin2
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣Ptx(n2,R2) ·
nmax3∑
n3=nmin3
Ptx(n3,R3)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
〉⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ (6)
where nmaxi and n
min
i represent the maximum and minimum possible values of ni in each slot, and are
equal to:
nmaxi = |Ri|, ∀i ≤ 3 (7)
nmini =
{
1 if i = 3& |Ri| = N − 1
0 otherwise
, i ≤ 3 (8)
where Ri is the set of UEs that could have a new packet to be transmitted in si. Ri is equal to the total
number of UEs (N) minus UE1 and all active UEs in the slot previous to si. The cardinality of Ri is then
equal to:
|Ri| = N − 1−
∑i−1
j=max{i−3,0} nj, i ≤ 3 (9)
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It should be noted that nmini is equal to 0 or 1 in order to guarantee that n
act
3 is equal to or higher
than one. nacti can be expressed as:
nacti =
∑i
j=max{i−3,0} nj, i ≤ 3 (10)
To achieve finally the expression of Prc(s3), we need to incorporate to the expression of P(nact3 ≥ 1)
in (6) the probability that one or more of the nact3 UEs select the same RB as UE1 for their transmissions.
This probability is equal to 1 − Pnrc(nact3 ,U). Prc(s3) is then calculated as:
Prc(s3) =
nmax0∑
n0=nmin0
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩Ptx(n0,R0) ·
nmax1∑
n1=nmin1
〈
Ptx(n1,R1) ·
nmax2∑
n2=nmin2
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣Ptx(n2,R2) ·
nmax3∑
n3=nmin3
{
Ptx(n3,R3) · (1− Pnrc(nact3 ,U))
}⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
〉⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ (11)
The probability of collision of the replica transmitted in s4 depends upon the number nact4 of
UEs with active transmissions in s4. This nact4 depends on the number n1, n2, n3 and n4 of UEs that
have new packets to transmit in s1, s2, s3, and s4, respectively. The probability that UEs have new
packets to transmit in s1, s2, and s3 is already included in (11) (Ptx(n1,R1), Ptx(n2,R2), and Ptx(n3,R3)
respectively). In this context, Prc(s3) and Prc(s4) are not independent, and they must be calculated
jointly. We then compute the joint probability Prc(s3, s4) that the replicas transmitted in s3 and s4
collide with transmissions from other UEs. Computing Prc(s3, s4) only requires including in (11) the
probability that there are UEs with new packets to be transmitted in s4 (i.e., Ptx(n4,R4)), and the
probability that one or more of the active nact4 UEs in s4 select the same RB for their transmission than
UE1. Prc(s3, s4) can then be expressed as:
Prc(s3, s4) =
nmax0∑
n0=nmin0
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩Ptx(n0,R0) ·
nmax1∑
n1=nmin1
〈
Ptx(n1,R1) ·
nmax2∑
n2=nmin2
[Ptx(n2,R2)·
nmax3∑
n3=nmin3
〈{
Ptx(n3,R3) · (1− Pnrc(nact3 ,U))
}
·
nmax4∑
n4=nmin4
{
Ptx(n4,R4) · (1− Pnrc(nact4 ,U))
}〉⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
〉⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
(12)
where nact4 , |R4|, nmax4 and nmin4 are defined as:
nact4 =
∑4
j=1
nj (13)
|R4| = N − 1−
∑3
j=1
nj (14)
nmax4 = |R4| (15)
nmin4 =
{
1 if |R4| = N − 1
0 otherwise
(16)
The process followed to account for possible collisions of the replicas transmitted in s5 and s6 is
similar to that considered for s4. Pc can then be expressed as follows when K = 4:
Pc =
nmax0∑
n0=nmin0
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩Ptx(n0,R0) ·
nmax1∑
n1=nmin1
〈
Ptx(n1,R1) ·
nmax2∑
n2=nmin2
[Ptx(n2,R2)·
nmax3∑
n3=nmin3
〈{
Ptx(n3,R3) · (1− Pnrc(nact3 ,U))
}
·
nmax4∑
n4=nmin4
[{
Ptx(n4,R4) · (1− Pnrc(nact4 ,U))
}
·
nmax5∑
n5=nmin5
〈{
Ptx(n5,R5) · (1− Pnrc(nact5 ,U))
}
·
nmax6∑
n6=nmin6
{
Ptx(n6,R6) · (1− Pnrc(nact6 ,U))
}〉⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
〉⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
〉⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
(17)
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where nacti , |Ri|, nmaxi and nmini ∀i ∈ [0, 2·K−1] are defined as:
nacti =
∑i
j=max{i−(K−1),0} nj (18)
|Ri| = N − 1−
∑i−1
j=max{i−(K−1),0} nj (19)
nmaxi = |Ri| (20)
nmini =
{
1 if i ≥ K − 1 & |Ri| = N − 1
0 otherwise
(21)
The process illustrated for K = 4 can be followed to compute Pc for any value of K. As shown
in (22), Pc can be computed using the auxiliary function hi(K,N,U) defined in (23) with i equal to cero.
To simplify the notation, hi(K,N,U) is also represented as hi in (22) and (23). As it can be observed
in (23), h0 depends on h1, and in general, hi depends on hi+1, until h2K−1.
Pc(K,N,U) = h0(K,N,U) = h0 (22)
hi =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
nmaxi∑
ni=nmini
[Ptx(ni,Ri) · hi+1] if i ∈ [0, K)
nmaxi∑
ni=nmini
[
Ptx(ni,Ri) · (1− Pnrc(nact5 ,U)) · hi+1
]
if i ∈ [K, 2 ·K − 1)
nmaxi∑
ni=nmini
[
Ptx(ni,Ri) · (1− Pnrc(nact5 ,U))
]
if i = 2 ·K − 1
(23)
The parameters nacti , |Ri|, nmaxi and nmini in (23) correspond to those expressed in (18)–(21).
3.2. Self-Collisions
The effect of self-collisions is illustrated in Figure 2. We may suppose that a UE starts transmitting
a packet p1 that was generated before t0. Let us then suppose then that a second packet p2 is generated
before the K replicas of the previous packet p1 have been transmitted. This is a self-collision. If a
self-collision happens, p2 can be stored, and its transmission will start after the UE has transmitted the
Kth replica of p1 (i.e., at t1 in Figure 2). The transmission of the K replicas of p2 will finish at t2 that is
equal to:
t2 = 2 ·K · Tslot + t0 (24)
The transmission of the K replicas of p2 may finish after the latency deadline L, due to the time p2
being stored as the K replicas of p1 are being transmitted. We then analyze the probability Psc that
the transmission of K replicas of a packet is not completed before L due to the effect of self-collisions.
This probability depends upon the number of replicas K and on the time instant at which p2 was
generated. Figure 2 illustrates how self-collisions affect the probability of completing the transmission
of p2 before L, with L equal to 1 ms. L = 1 ms implies that the maximum number of replicas K that can
be transmitted per packet is 8. However, it is possible to transmit less than 8 replicas, and Figure 2
represents the case in which K is set equal to 4, 6 or 8. p2 can be transmitted before the deadline L if it
is generated at any time instant after t2 − L, where t2 is the time at which the transmission of the K
replicas of p2 is finished (the transmission of p2 starts when the transmission of the K replicas of p1
has finished at t1). If p2 is generated before t2 − L, it is not possible to complete the transmission of
the K replicas of p2 before the latency deadline L. Psc can then be computed as the probability that the
time between the generation of two consecutive packets at a UE falls within the interval [0, Δt], where
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Δt represents the time difference between t2 − L and the time tp1 at which p1 is generated (see (26)).
Psc can then be expressed as:
Psc(Δt) =
∫ Δt
0
λ · e−t·λ · dt (25)
Δt = t2 − L− tp1 = 2 ·K · Tslot − L− tp1 (26)
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Figure 2. Scenarios with possible self-collisions (L = 1 ms and K = 4, 6 and 8).
As shown in (25) and (26), the negative effect of self-collisions increases with the value of K, since K
influences the time a packet might be stored until the transmission of the previous packet is finished.
However, increasing the number K of replicas transmitted for each packet is preferred, in order to
combat possible collisions with other UEs sharing the same pool of radio resources. The next section
will analyze both the effect of collisions from other UEs and the effect of self-collisions to analyze the
reliability achievable with the grant-free scheduling with K-repetitions and shared radio resources.
4. Validation
This section validates the analytical expressions derived in Section 3.1 to calculate the probability
Pc that a packet is not correctly received due to packet collisionswith otherUEs. To this aim, we compare
the results achieved with the analytical expressions, with that obtained through simulations.
We have implemented a system level simulator in Matlab™ that accurately models the 5G NR
grant-free scheduling process with K-repetitions and shared resources. The simulator emulates a single
cell with N UEs that generate aperiodic traffic. Each UE models the packet traffic arrival, using a
Poisson distribution with exponential inter-arrival time. The average packet inter-arrival time is equal
to 1/λ, where λ is the average number of packets generated per second. The simulator implements the
time/frequency resource grid map of 5G NR. The time and frequency duration of RBs is configurable
based on the considered 5G NR numerology μ. It is possible to also configure the number U of RBs
available per time slot. The number K of replicas can also be configured in the simulation platform.
We have conducted a large number of simulations to ensure the accuracy of the simulation results,
and compare them to those obtained with our analytical expressions and methodology. Simulations
are here shown for K equal to 2, 4 and 8, λ equal to 0.1 packets, μ equal to 3, and U equal to 6 RBs
per slot. UEs transmit small packets with a size of 32 bytes [22] that can be transmitted in a single
RB. Figure 3 compares the value of Pc achieved analytically and through simulations for a varying
number N of users in the cell. The figure shows that the results achieved analytically precisely
match those obtained through the simulations. Similar trends have been observed for other values of
the parameters. The results achieved clearly validate the proposed methodology and the analytical
expressions presented in Section 3.1.
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Figure 3. Comparison of analytical and simulation results for different latency requirements L and
number of repetitions K (U = 6, λ = 0.1 packets).
It is important to highlight that this study focuses on URLLC applications that demand very
high reliability levels. In simulations, we compute the number of packets for which the K replicas
have collided with those packets transmitted by other UEs, and then compute the achieved reliability
(Prel = 1− Pc). It is rare that all K replicas of a packet collide with transmissions from other UEs for
low values of N. This is particularly the case when K increases. In this context, the computational cost
of simulations significantly increases if we want to achieve accurate statistical results. This explains
why simulation results are not shown for values of N below 30 when K = 8. It also highlights the
value of our analytical expressions and methodology to estimate the performance of 5G NR grant-free
scheduling for demanding URLLC applications and aperiodic traffic.
5. Performance Evaluation
This section evaluates the capacity of 5G NR grant-free scheduling with K-repetitions and shared
resources to meet the reliability and latency requirements of URLLC services. To this aim, we use
the analytical expressions that are derived in Section 3 and were validated in the previous section.
Reliability for URLLC services is defined as the percentage Prel of data packets that are successfully
received by the BS before the latency deadline established by the service or application. In this study,
we analyze first the reliability, considering only the effect of collisions from other UEs. This study
analyzes then the impact of self-collisions on the capacity of 5G NR grant-free scheduling with
K-repetitions and shared resources to achieve the reliability levels demanded by URLLC services.
This is particularly relevant, as this study extends the state of the art by evaluating the capacity of 5G
NR grant-free scheduling to sustain reliability levels even higher than 1–10−9. This study also evaluates
the performance of 5G NR grant-free scheduling as a function of the number of UEs, the number of
reserved radio resources, and the number K of replicas.
The performance of 5G NR grant-free scheduling is evaluated considering a single cell with N
UEs. Packets are generated by each UE following a Poisson process with exponentially inter-arrival
time. The average packet inter-arrival time is equal to 1/λ, where λ is the average number of packets
generated per second. UEs transmit small packets with a size of 32 bytes [22]. Radio resources are
divided in 6 × 12 subcarriers (i.e., U = 6) with a subcarrier spacing of 120 kHz (i.e., Tslot = 0.125 ms).
Figure 4 shows the probability Pc that a packet is not correctly received at the BS due to the collisions
from other UEs experienced by all of the replicas of a packet (This would correspond to the reliability
achieved with 5G NR grant-free scheduling if there were no self-collisions, i.e., Psc = 0 and Prel = 1 − Pc).
The figure shows the value of Pc that can be achieved as a function of the number of UEs for latency
requirements (L) of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 ms. We focus on services with the most stringent latency
requirements, given the challenge to satisfy high reliability levels when latency decreases [23]. For each
value of L, the grant-free scheduling scheme is executed with the maximum possible number of replicas
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K that can be transmitted within the required latency. For example, if the maximum latency L that can
be tolerated is equal to 1 ms, the maximum number of replicas K that can be transmitted within 1 ms is
equal to 8 (L = 1 ms corresponds to 8·Tslot when Tslot = 0.125 ms). Figure 4 also shows the performance
achieved for two values of λ (0.1 and 1 packet(s)). The results depicted in Figure 4 clearly show that
reducing the probability Pc of not receiving a packet to values as low as 10−9, (and hence reaching
reliability levels of 1–10−9 when the effect of self-collisions is not considered), can only be achieved
with high values of K and values of L equal to 0.75 or 1 ms. Figure 4 also shows that the probability Pc
increases with the number of UEs, since the risk of collision is higher. As a result, the capacity of 5G NR
grant-free scheduling to support high reliability levels is significantly decreased as the number of UEs
to be supported increases. Figure 4 also shows that the difficulty in supporting high reliability levels
increases with λ, since the probability Pc increases as a result of a higher risk of collision between UEs.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4. Pc as function of the number of User Equipments (UEs) and for different latency requirements
L: (a) λ = 0.1 packets; (b) λ = 1 packet.
Figure 5 depicts the number of UEs that can be supported with a given latency requirement (L)
and a reliability of Prel = 1 − Pc when Psc = 0. It is important to remember that L establishes the
maximum number of replicas K that can be transmitted. The results (the number of supported UEs)
for each value of L in Figure 5 have been obtained for the maximum value of K permitted by L (K
equal to 2, 4, 6 and 8 for L equal to 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 ms, respectively). The Release 15 of the 3GPP
standards [22] establishes URLLC requirements with a latency of L = 1 ms and a reliability target of
1–10−5. Figure 5 shows that grant-free scheduling with K-repetitions and shared resources can achieve
a reliability equal to 1–10−5 with only K = 2 if we do not consider self-collisions. Grant-free scheduling
with K = 2 can also guarantee a latency as low as 0.25 ms. For low values of the packet generation
rate (i.e., λ = 0.1 packets), grant-free scheduling with 2 repetitions can support up to 34 UEs with a
reliability of 1–10−5 and L = 0.25 ms if we do not consider self-collisions. The number of UEs that
can be supported decreases with λ, since the risk of collision with other UEs increases when each UE
transmits more packets per second. For example, only 4 UEs can be supported with L = 0.25 ms and a
reliability of 1–10−5 when λ = 1 packet. If the latency requirement is relaxed to 0.5 ms or even higher,
grant-free scheduling can support more than 500 UEs with only K = 4 when λ = 0.1 packets. If λ
increases, grant-free scheduling can only guarantee the required reliability for 500 UEs if the latency
requirement is 1 ms, and each UE can transmit 8 replicas of the same packet. These results show
that the reliability and latency levels that can be achieved with grant-free scheduling depend upon
configuration parameters (e.g., K), the traffic (e.g., λ) and the number of UEs supported. An adequate
configuration and optimization of grant-free scheduling based on the network conditions could help
support stringent reliability and latency levels. However, it is important to note that these results are
achieved without considering self-collisions. The impact of self-collisions might be non-negligible
when, for example, K and/or λ increase.
The Release 16 of 3GPP standards for 5G NR [2] defines use cases with higher reliability
requirements (up to 1–10−6). Some Industry 4.0 applications (e.g., factory automation) require even
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higher reliability levels (up to 1–10−9), as discussed in [3]. It is then important analyzing whether
grant-free scheduling with K-repetitions and shared resources can guarantee reliability levels of the
order of 1–10−9. Figures 4 and 5 show that grant-free scheduling can only guarantee very high reliability
levels with high values of K, which limits the latency requirements (L) that can be satisfied. For example,
a probability to correctly receive a packet equal to 1–10−7 cannot be guaranteed when L < 0.5 ms,
even for the lower packet generation rates. If the reliability requirement increases to Prel = 1–10−9,
grant-free scheduling can only support 5 UEs with L = 0.75 ms and λ = 0.1 packets. It can support
86 UEs if the latency requirement is relaxed to 1 ms. However, if λ increases to 1 packet then grant-free
scheduling can only support 10 UEs with a reliability of 1–10−9 even if L is equal to 1 ms.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5. Number of UEs supported with different requirements (L and Prel = 1 − Pc, when Psc = 0):
(a) λ = 0.1 packets; (b) λ = 1 packet.
Figure 6 shows the impact of U upon the performance of the grant-free scheduling scheme with
K-repetitions and shared resources. U is the number of available RBs (Resource Blocks) per Tslot.
In particular, Figure 6 depicts the number of UEs that can be supported with a given reliability and
latency L when U decreases and λ is set equal to 0.1 packets (the reliability is equal to Prel = 1 − Pc when
the effect of self-collisions is not taken into account, i.e., Psc = 0). Figure 6 shows that the number of
UEs that grant-free scheduling with K-repetitions can support for a given set of requirements strongly
depends upon the number of RBs available. UEs randomly select an RB for each transmission from the
U RBs available per slot. The probability that several UEs select the same RB for their transmissions
increases when the number of RBs per slot decreases. Consequently, the probability Pc that a packet
is not correctly received due to packet collisions, increases. In addition, the number of UEs that can
achieve a target reliability level also decreases when the number of RBs per slot decreases. For example,
443 UEs can be supported with L = 0.5 ms (and hence K = 4) and Pc = 10−5 when U is equal to 5 RBs.
This number decreases to 69 UEs when U decreases to 3 RBs. This is a significant reduction of 84%.
This reduction increases when the reliability demand increases. For example, 86 UEs can be supported
with Pc = 10−9 and L = 1 ms (and hence K = 8) when U is equal to 6. However, only 6 UEs can achieve
these values of Pc and L if U decreases to 4 (i.e., a 93% reduction).
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Figure 6. Number of UEs supported for a given L and Prel = 1 − Pc with Psc = 0 as a function of the
number U of available RBs per Tslot (λ = 0.1 packets).
All previous results have been derived without considering the effect of self-collisions.
Self-collisions were illustrated in Figure 2, and the probability of self-collision was derived in Section 3.2.
As previously described, if a packet p2 is generated before the K replicas of the previous packet p1
have been transmitted, p2 will be stored and transmitted after completing the transmission of the K
replicas of p1. Due to the time that p2 is stored, the transmission of its K replicas may finish after the
latency deadline L. As presented in Section 3.2, it is not possible to complete the transmission of the K
replicas of p2 before the latency deadline L if p2 is generated before t2 − L (t2 is the time at which the
transmission of the K replicas of p2 is finished as shown in Figure 2). This results in that the probability
Psc (the probability that the transmission of K replicas of a packet is not completed before L due to
the effect of self-collisions) is equal to the probability that the time between the generation of two
consecutive packets at a UE falls within the interval [0, Δt], where Δt represents the time difference
between t2 − L and the time tp1 at which p1 is generated (see (25) and (26)).
We consider that packets are generated following a Poisson process with exponential inter-arrival
time. As a result, Δt is homogeneously distributed between Δt1 and Δt2. For K = 4 in Figure 2, Δt1 is
equal to 0 and Δt2 is equal to Tslot, since p1 can be homogeneously generated between t0 and t0 − Tslot.
When K = 6, Δt1 is equal to 4 ·Tslot, and Δt2 is equal to (4+1) ·Tslot, since p1 can be homogeneously
generated between t0 and t0 − Tslot. Similarly, Δt1 and Δt2 are equal to 8 ·Tslot and (8+1) ·Tslot for
K = 8. Table 1 shows the value of Psc given in (26) when Δt is equal to Δt1 or Δt2 considering L = 1
ms and K = 4, 6 and 8. Δt = Δt1 corresponds to the scenario where self-collisions are less probable,
while Δt = Δt2 corresponds to the case in which they are more probable.
The results in Table 1 show that the probability of self-collision is non-negligible. For example,
Psc can reach values equal to 1.25 × 10−4 and 9.99 × 10−4 when K is equal to 4 and 8, respectively,
and λ = 1 packet. It is also important to highlight that a comparison of results in Figure 4 and Table 1
shows that Psc can be actually higher than Pc. This is for example the case when K = 8: Pc is lower than
10−7 and 10−5 for λ equal to 0.1 and 1 packet(s), respectively (Figure 4), while Psc is approximately equal
to 10−4 and 10−3 (Table 1). Grant-free scheduling can hence be limited by the effect of self-collisions,
in particular when K increases. It is then important that the reliability (or probability that a packet is
correctly received before the latency deadline) of grant-free scheduling with K-repetitions and shared
radio resources is computed considering both the effect of collisions from other UEs and the effect of
self-collisions following (1).
Table 1. Psc for L = 1 ms.
K
Λ = 0.1 Packets Λ = 1 Packet
Δt = Δt1 Δt = Δt2 Δt = Δt1 Δt = Δt2
4 0 1.25 × 10−5 0 1.25 × 10−4
6 5.00 × 10−5 6.25 × 10−5 5.00 × 10−4 6.25 × 10−4
8 9.99 × 10−5 1.13 × 10−4 9.99 × 10−4 1.13 × 10−3
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Figure 7 plots 1 − Prel for different values of K and L when considering both Pc and Psc. The results
are plotted consideringΔt=Δt1 for computingPsc. Δt=Δt1 corresponds to the casewhere self-collisions
are less probable. Figure 4 shows that it is necessary to transmit a high number of replicas K within L
to combat collisions from other UEs and correctly receive a packet at the BS. For example, Figure 4
shows that K must be equal to 8 in order to achieve Prel = 1–10−9 when Psc = 0 and λ is equal to 1
packet. However, Table 1 showed that the effect of self-collisions increases with K even to the point
that self-collisions limit the reliability that can be achieved. This is actually shown in Figure 7 when we
consider L = 1 ms. In principle, it could be possible to satisfy a 1 ms latency requirement if we transmit
4, 6 or 8 replicas of a packet. Figure 7 shows that if K = 4 and Δt = Δt1 (for computing Psc in (26)),
the impact of self-collisions is not relevant, and the reliability levels of 1–10−5 can be satisfied for more
than 500 UEs and 80 UEs when λ is equal to 0.1 and 1 packet(s), respectively; these results are in line
with those observed in Figure 4 for K = 4. However, when K is equal to 6 or 8, the effect of self-collisions
becomes more relevant (Table 1), and Figure 7 shows that it can actually limit the maximum reliability
that can be achieved independently of the number of UEs. In fact, the maximum reliability that can be
achieved is approximately equal to 1 − Psc. In this case, for K = 8 and λ = 1 packet/s, the maximum
reliability (when Psc is computed considering Δt = Δt1) that can be achieved is 1–10−3 when the latency
requirement L is equal to 1 ms. It should be noted that reliability levels even higher than 1 − Pc = 1–10−9
were achieved when the effect of self-collisions was not considered (Figure 4). The results discussed so
far correspond to the scenario where Psc has been computed considering Δt = Δt1. This corresponds
to the scenario where self-collisions are less probable. Figure 7 also shows the reliability that can be
achieved with L = 1 ms and K = 4 when Δt = Δtavg. This Δtavg is the average value of Δt. Δtavg = (Δt1 +
Δt2)/2, since Δt is homogeneously distributed between Δt1 and Δt2. Figure 7 shows that in this case it is
not possible to achieve a reliability higher than 1–6.3 × 10−5 and 1–6.3 × 10−4 when λ is equal to 0.1 and
1 packet(s). Figure 7 also shows that the reliability becomes again nearly independent of the number of
UEs that are being supported. The degradation of reliability experienced from Δt = Δt1 to Δt = Δtavg is
again due to a major relevance of the effect of self-collisions when we compute the reliability.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7. Reliability for different latency requirements L and number of repetitions K (U = 6): (a) λ = 0.1
packets; (b) λ = 1 packet.
Expressions in (25) and (26) show that Psc also depends upon the latency requirement L. The effect
of self-collisions is more relevant when the latency requirement is stricter. For example, Figure 7 shows
that the effect of self-collisions already limits the maximum reliability that can be achieved when
K = 4 if the latency requirement is equal to 0.5 ms. Latency requirements significantly influence the
reliability levels that can be satisfied. This is the case because latency requirements limit the number K
of replicas that can be sent for each packet. Figure 4 shows that the maximum reliability level that can
be guaranteed depends on the latency requirements when only considering Pc. Figure 7 also shows
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that the effect of self-collisions becomes more relevant with stricter latency requirements. These results
show that it is a challenge guaranteeing high reliability demands with very low latency levels.
The results in Figure 7 demonstrate that current 5G NR grant-free scheduling with K-repetitions
and shared resources cannot guarantee some of the more demanding reliability and latency levels.
However, it is important emphasizing that other proposals cannot meet such requirements either,
and these actually perform worse than the implementation analyzed in this study. This is actually
the case for the proposals that transmit the first copy of a packet in dedicated resources for the UEs.
These resources can be reserved using grant-based scheduling (such as in [14]) or semi-persistent
scheduling (such as in [13]). Grant-based scheduling requires the UE to send an SR to the BS, and wait
for the BS to reply with a grant message. The exchange of these messages between the UE and the BS
is illustrated in Figure 8 This handshaking generates a non-negligible Ttotal latency that is equal to:
Ttotal = 2 TL1/L2 + Talign + 2 Tproc + 3 Ttx = 2.3 ms (27)
where TL1/L2 is the L1/L2 processing latency at the BS and the UE, Talign is the alignment latency (the
alignment latency is the time elapsed from the moment the UE is ready to transmit to the actual time
the transmission starts), Tproc is the processing latency (this latency represents the latency between
the reception of the SR and the transmission of the grant message), and Ttx is the time required to
transmit the SR and grant messages. Following [24], we consider TL1/L2 = Talign = Ttx = 1 TTI, and Tproc
= 2.33 TTI. These values are a best-case scenario, since they represent reduced processing times that
can be achieved with 3GPP Release 15 compared to Release 14. Equation (27) shows that the total
latency (2.3 ms) introduced by the grant-based scheduling process to assign dedicated resources to UEs
is higher than the latency achieved with the 5G NR grant-free scheduling implementation analyzed in
this study. For example, Figure 7 shows that this implementation can guarantee latency levels below
1 ms (this latency is guaranteed with a reliability up to 1–10−5 when K = 4, λ = 0.1 packets, U = 6,
and Δt = Δtavg).
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Figure 8. Latency introduced in grant-based scheduling.
The alternative to grant-based scheduling is Semi-Persistent Scheduling (SPS). In this case, UEs are
assigned dedicated resources for a period of time. During this period, UEs can utilize the resources
without requesting permission from the BS. This avoids the latency introduced by grant-based
scheduling. However, semi-persistent scheduling inefficiently utilizes the radio resources when the
traffic is aperiodic. This is the case, because it is not possible to predict when UEs will need resources.
To illustrate this effect, let us consider a scenario with N = 300 users that generate aperiodic traffic
(λ = 0.1 packets). We shall then suppose that users request a maximum latency of 1 ms and a reliability
level equal to 1–10−5. Satisfying this demand requires reserving 300 RBs (one per UE) in a 1 ms time
windowA lower number of resources would be necessary if traffic was periodic and we could estimate
when each UE would require resources for their transmission. In this case, several UEs could share
the same RB if they generate their packets at different time instants. This would reduce the total
number of RBs necessary to serve all users. This is not possible in the case of aperiodic traffic, since
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we cannot predict when a UE would need radio resources. Figure 7 shows that our implementation
of 5G NR grant-free scheduling with 4-repetitions and shared resources can support 300 UEs (with
their latency and reliability demands) with only 48 RBs in a time window of 1 ms. This is 84% less
radio resources than if we reserve dedicated resources per UE (with aperiodic traffic) for their first
transmission using semi-persistent scheduling. These results clearly show that the implemented
5G NR grant-free scheduling with shared resources can better support URLLC applications with
aperiodic traffic and stringent communication requirements than other existing proposals. However,
the conducted analysis (e.g., Figure 7) has also shown that new solutions will be needed to guarantee
very demanding reliability and latency levels such as those foreseen for some URLLC services in 3GPP
Release 16.
6. Conclusions
This paper has analyzed the capacity of 5G NR grant-free scheduling to support URLLC services
with strict reliability and latency levels such as those demanded by Industry 4.0. The study has
focused on aperiodic or sporadic traffic and an implementation of 5G NR grant-free scheduling with
K-repetitions and shared radio resources. This implementation has been chosen, since sharing radio
resources is an attractive option for aperiodic traffic. In addition, the K-repetitions scheme can combat
possible packet collisions betweenUEs that share radio resources. This study has analyzed the reliability
and latency levels that can be achieved with existing 5G NR grant-free scheduling with shared radio
resources as a function of the number of UEs, the number of reserved radio resources, and the number of
replicas K. To this aim, this study has derived analytical expressions that quantify the exact probability
of collision with packets transmitted by other UEs, and the impact of self-collisions. It is important
to emphasize that this study is the first one that has evaluated the impact of self-collisions. Packet
collisions and self-collisions have then been taken into account to derive analytically the reliability that
can be achieved by existing 5G NR grant-free scheduling with shared resources. The derived analytical
expressions have been validated against simulations. These expressions are a valuable contribution to
the community, since they can be easily utilized to evaluate 5G NR grant-free scheduling.
This study has demonstrated that current 5G NR grant-free scheduling solutions cannot guarantee
high reliability levels with strong latency requirements. This is partly due to the fact that strong latency
requirements limit the number of replicas K that can be transmitted. In addition, self-collisions have a
non-negligible impact that even limits the reliability that can be achieved when K increases. The impact
of self-collisions also increases with the latency requirements. The obtained results demonstrate
that new solutions are necessary for 5G NR grant-free scheduling to be able to support applications
with stringent URLLC latency and reliability requirements under the presence of aperiodic traffic.
In particular, the transmission of K replicas per packet might be inadequate to support aperiodic traffic
with very low latency levels due to the impact of self-collisions. Consequently, other approaches should
be designed to minimize collisions between UEs sharing radio resources. This study has shown that
these new solutions cannot be based either on grant-based or semi-persistent scheduling. Grant-based
scheduling introduces additional latency due to the exchange of messages between the UEs and the BS
for assigning the radio resources. Semi-persistent scheduling with dedicated resources inefficiently
utilizes the available resources when considering dedicated resources and aperiodic traffic. Innovative
grant-free scheduling solutions are hence necessary to meet the URLLC requirements identified for
3GPP Release 16 and beyond. This could include, for example, the use of sensing mechanisms or full
duplex techniques that can reduce packet collisions.
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Abstract: Conventional liquid detection instruments are very expensive and not conducive to
large-scale deployment. In this work, we propose a method for detecting and identifying suspicious
liquids based on the dielectric constant by utilizing the radio signals at a 5G frequency band. There are
three major experiments: first, we use wireless channel information (WCI) to distinguish between
suspicious and nonsuspicious liquids; then we identify the type of suspicious liquids; and finally,
we distinguish the different concentrations of alcohol. The K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm is
used to classify the amplitude information extracted from theWCImatrix to detect and identify liquids,
which is suitable for multimodal problems and easy to implement without training. The experimental
result analysis showed that our method could detect more than 98% of the suspicious liquids, identify
more than 97% of the suspicious liquid types, and distinguish up to 94% of the different concentrations
of alcohol.
Keywords: 5G; liquid detection; radio propagation; dielectric constant; WCI
1. Introduction
The illegal carrying and transportation of flammable and explosive liquids seriously affects public
safety. Flammable and explosive liquids such as gasoline and alcohol are also commonly used in
various terrorist activities. Therefore, the safety inspection of flammable and explosive liquids is of
great significance for ensuring public safety. It has broad application prospects in the fields of public
security, civil aviation, and customs. Liquids cannot be identified by the naked eye, and it is difficult
to carry out dangerous liquid inspection in crowded places, which is a great challenge for security
personnel. Moreover, there are still some places where the “taste liquid” method is used to determine
whether the liquid is safe [1]. Forbid passengers to carry large amounts of liquid has become the
main method to prevent terrorist attacks. For example, international civil aviation regulations prohibit
carrying more than 100 mL of liquid, and trains and high-speed trains prohibit carrying flammable
liquids and more than 120 mL of compressed spray. The traditional detection of suspicious items is
either manual inspection (such as setting checkpoints at each entrance) or special equipment (such as
surveillance cameras, X-ray machines, and ultra-wideband scanners), which is costly, expensive to
deploy, and difficult to implement on a large scale [2]. It is necessary to introduce a new suspicious
liquid detection scheme which is more economical and covers a wider range.
There are several mature liquid detection technologies. A traditional approache, the Raman
spectrum analysis, uses the molecular structure to identify liquids according to their scattering
spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy has many unique advantages, such as wide detection range, sharp
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spectral peaks, and high resolution [3]. That is, when monochromatic light radiates on an object,
the molecules of the substance will scatter, and the spectrum reflected by different substances will be
different. Moreover, the method, based on X-ray image technology, is used to identify liquid substances,
and can obtain the atomic number of the liquid through its X-ray [4]. However, this method has a
certain error rate and the equipment is very expensive. Another method is to detect liquids based
on the different absorption and attenuation characteristics of different substances via electromagnetic
waves [5,6]. Microwave detection can achieve noncontact detection with a certain distance between
the detected objects, and has high detection sensitivity. However, these approaches rely on expensive
and specialized equipment, which does not facilitate wide deployment in practice.
Recently, Radio Frequency (RF) based sensing has drawn considerable attention. A couple of
studies have explored the feasibility of using RF signals for remote monitoring and controlling during
infusion. For instance, a wireless intelligent monitoring system, based on wireless communication
and network technology, is put forward, which can monitor drip speed in real time and automatically
alarm in abnormal conditions [7]. The ZigBee wireless sensor is used to detect the velocity of liquid
droplets [8]. While these approaches mainly focus on exploiting the differences of wireless signal
measurements to sense physical morphological changes of liquids, using fine-grained wireless channel
information (WCI) to identify types of liquid remains an option.
5G communication technology is a data and information transmission technology developed
by technicians based on 4G technology. Its advantages include sound transmission performance,
fast transmission speed, high utilization rate of resources, and wide range of coverage. As such,
it is favored in modern data and information transmission [9]. Based on ubiquitous wireless signals,
the wireless sensing system will provide a variety of high precision, high reliability, high security,
and convenient application services, among which the human behavior identification technology is at
the core for public use [10]. As the information of the physical layer, the fine-grained WCI contains a
lot of channel information which is invisible to the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. The WCI can
measure the frequency response of multiple subcarriers at the same time from a single packet, rather
than the overall amplitude response superimposed by all subcarriers. Information about the WCI and
frequency-selective channels is described [11].
In the field of wireless sensing, WCI has gradually become a popular area of research [12], such as
indoor positioning [13–15], respiration detection [16–18], and behavior recognition [19,20]. Zhou et al.
proposed using the WCI to detect the presence of people in the environment [21]. Although wireless
signals have good applications in indoor positioning and fall detection, there are still relatively few
studies on detecting the types and concentrations of liquids by using them. Liquid interferes with
the path of radio signals. Different liquids have different degrees of interference to the radio signal
propagation path due to their differences in dielectric constants, which leads to different changes in the
WCI. These changes can be effectively observed at the signal receiver, so as to realize the detection and
identification of various liquids. Table 1 shows the relative dielectric constants of common objects.
Table 1. The relative dielectric constants of common objects.
Object Dielectric Constant
Water 80
Alcohol 24
Oil 2
Glycerol 37
Methanol 32
Sulfuric Acid 84
Following this introduction, the paper is organized into four sections. Section 2 describes the
preparatory work. Section 3 details the band selection and method design. Results are analyzed in
Section 4 and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
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2. Preparatory Work
2.1. Data Acquisition
The WCI represents the channel state of a communication link on Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) technology. The WCI describes how links are transmitted from a transmitter
to a receiver. It also combines the influence of scattering, fading, power attenuation, and other
factors. The WCI reflects the performance of a link and the interference caused by other factors to a
great extent [22]. The WCI is composed of an OFDM matrix containing 30 subcarriers. Data can be
transmitted simultaneously on multiple subcarriers, greatly improving the efficiency and accuracy of
the system [23]. The frequency domain of the wireless channel can be expressed as:
→
Y = H · →X +→N, (1)
where
→
X and
→
Y are the transmitted and received vectors while
→
N is Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector
and H represents the frequency response of the channel.
The receivers receive packets for each subcarrier from a channel. The packet carrying the original
amplitude and random phase information complex frequency domain can be expressed as:
H(n) =
∣∣∣ H(n)∣∣∣ e∠H(n). (2)
In Equation (2), H(n) is the data for subcarrier number n, where n ∈ [1 to 30]. |H(n)| is the raw
amplitude information and ∠H(n) denotes the random phase data.
2.2. Data Preprocessing
Our system uses a Hampel filter to eliminate the singular value in the data and construct a scale
sequence with the median. Assuming that the median of the sequence is Z,
{
d(k)
}
= {|x0 (k) −Z
∣∣∣, . . . , ∣∣∣xm−1(k)−Z|}. (3)
The deviation scale of each data from the reference value is given. Suppose the median of {d(k)} is
D. The median has an absolute deviation of:
MAD = 1.4826 × D. (4)
MAD can replace the standard deviation σ. The Hampel filter uses m data in a mobile window to
determine the validity of current data. If the data is valid, process it; otherwise, replace it with the
median. The Hampel filter can protect the detailed information while filtering the singular value.
2.3. Classification Method
We used the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm to classify the amplitude information extracted
from the WCI matrix to detect liquids. The KNN algorithm mainly relies on the surrounding adjacent
samples to determine the category. If the k closest neighbors of a sample belong to a certain category
in the feature space, the sample also belongs to the same category. In the KNN algorithm, the selected
neighbors are all objects that have been correctly classified. Therefore, the KNN method is more
suitable than other algorithms for the sample sets to be divided with a lot of crossover or overlap of
the class domain.
The KNN algorithm takes the distance between objects as the nonsimilarity index to avoid
the matching problem between objects. Using different distance calculation methods, there may be
significant differences between the “neighbors” identified. We used the Euclidean distance method:
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d (x, y) =
√∑n
k=1
(xk − yk)2, (5)
In the KNN algorithm, the choice of the K value will have a significant impact on the classification
results. Generally, we can take a relatively small value of K, and cross validation is used to select the
best value of K. Usually, K is an integer less than 20.
3. Method Design
3.1. Band Selection
The C-band is a frequency band from 4.0 to 8.0 GHz, which is used as the frequency band for
downlink transmission of communication satellite signals. In the application of satellite television
broadcasting and various small satellite ground stations, the band was first adopted and has been
widely used. The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MITT) has announced the
frequency band division of China’s fifth generation of mobile communications in its latest official
document [24]. The 4.8–5 GHz frequency band in China’s 5G is located in the C-band, which is an
important part of 5G communication in China.
The S-band refers to the electromagnetic wave band with a frequency range of 2–4 GHz, which is
mainly used in relaying, satellite communication, radar, and so on. Now widely used in Bluetooth,
ZigBee, wireless routing, and wireless mouse devices also use S-band electromagnetic waves.
Many researches have indicated that the longer the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave, the
stronger its ability to diffract. For example, radio waves can be transmitted around tall buildings,
and red light can travel far in fog to remind drivers, which is more effective than green light and
yellow light. The shorter the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave, the greater the energy of the
wave, and the stronger the penetrating capacity. As such, X-ray can penetrate through skin and bones,
ultraviolet rays can kill bacteria, and strong ultraviolet rays can cause skin cancer.
Therefore, we selected electromagnetic waves of two frequency bands to study the influence of
electromagnetic waves of different bands on liquid detection. We chose a 2.4 GHz signal located in the
S-Band and a 4.8 GHz signal located in the C-band (5G frequency band) for comparison.
3.2. Method Design
The experimental scenario used to facilitate the detection and identification of suspicious liquids
is shown in Figure 1. Our experiment was conducted in a conference room and used two sets of
equipment placed on a desk to collect data. The transmitter and receiver were one meter apart.
The liquid to be detected was placed statically between the transmitter and receiver at the same height.
One set of equipment worked at 2.4 GHz, and the transmission and reception of signals were completed
by the wireless network adapter of the computer and three omnidirectional antennas. The bandwidth
was 20 MHz, and the output power of the transmitter was set at −5 dBm. The other worked at 4.8 GHz,
which is consistent with the 5G standard in China, with the RF signal generator as the transmitter
and spectrum analyzer as the receiver. The bandwidth was 100 MHz, and the output power of the
transmitter was set at −5 dBm. The receiver collected the RF signal at the frequency of 4.8 GHz and
2.4 GHz, corresponding to the C-band (5G) and the S-band, respectively.
To facilitate the liquid detection and identification leveraging Wi-Fi signal, we exploited wireless
channel information (WCI), the fine-grained description of the wireless channel, to capture the minute
differences of the channel state change introduced by different liquids. Our method employed the
amplitude information of WCI. First, we extracted the WSI from a pair of transmitters and receivers.
Second, we preprocessed the data to remove the environmental noise and eliminate the singular value.
Then the data were feature selected by a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) algorithm and classified
by a K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm. The flow chart of the method is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. (a) Experimental scenario; (b) The actual scene.
Figure 2. Method flow chart. KNN, K-Nearest Neighbor.
Using this method, we carried out three experiments. Experiment 1 was to distinguish between
suspicious and nonsuspicious liquids, Experiment 2 was to identify the type of suspicious liquids,
and Experiment 3 was to distinguish the three different concentrations of alcohol.
4. Evaluation and Analyses
In this work, containers made of three common materials were selected. Figure 3a shows our
selection of containers, from left to right a paper cup, a plastic bottle, and a glass bottle. We used 50%
alcohol, 75% alcohol, 95% alcohol, oil, and a compressed spray as the representative of suspicious
liquid. We chose water as the representative of nonsuspicious liquid. Figure 3b shows the suspicious
liquids selected for the experiment.
 
4
7 407
Figure 3. (a) The selection of containers; (b) Suspicious liquids selected from the experiment.
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4.1. Detection of Suspicious and Nonsuspicious Liquids
In this section, we first analyze the detection of suspicious and nonsuspicious liquids.
Figure 4 shows the raw WCI amplitude information on 30 subcarriers when using C-band
electromagnetic wave signals. We can see the difference of amplitude change between suspicious
liquids and nonsuspicious liquid intuitively.
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Figure 4. Amplitude information of 30 subcarriers of Step 1 at the C-band. (a) Using the paper cup;
(b) Using the plastic bottle; (c) Using the glass bottle.
The conclusion of the S-band was the same, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Amplitude information of 30 subcarriers of Step 1 at the S-band. (a) Using the paper cup;
(b) Using the plastic bottle; (c) Using the glass bottle.
Figure 6. The KNN algorithm Classification results of Step 1 at the C-band and the S-band.
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The KNN classification algorithm was used to further detect suspicious and nonsuspicious liquids.
The classification results of the KNN algorithm for two bands of data are shown in Figure 6. Blue,
orange, and grey represent the paper cup, the plastic bottle, and the glass bottle, respectively. In the
C-band environment, the detection accuracy of Step 1 was over 98%, and that for S-band was 99%.
4.2. Identification of Suspicious Liquids
In this section, we will analyze the identification of suspected liquids.
Figure 7 shows theWCI amplitude information of 30 subcarriers. Blue, orange, and green represent
alcohol, oil, and compressed spray, respectively. It can be seen that in the C-band environment, the WCI
amplitude ranges of alcohol and oil were not very different, but the amplitude fluctuation trends were
obviously different, and the amplitude ranges of these two categories were greatly different from those
of oil.
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Figure 7. Amplitude information of 30 subcarriers of Step 2 at the C-band. (a) Using the paper cup;
(b) Using the plastic bottle; (c) Using the glass bottle.
In the S-band environment, the WCI amplitude ranges of the three kinds of suspected liquids
differed greatly, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Amplitude information of 30 subcarriers of Step 2 at the S-band. (a) Using the paper cup;
(b) Using the plastic bottle; (c) Using the glass bottle.
Figure 9 is the result of the KNN classification algorithm in identifying the types of suspicious
liquids. In the C-band environment, the system can achieve more than 97% accuracy in identifying
types of suspicious liquid (Step 2), and that for the S-band environment is 99%.
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Figure 9. The KNN algorithm Classification results of Step 2 at the C-band and the S-band.
4.3. Detection of Different Concentrations of Alcohol
The dielectric constant of different liquids was quite different. Even for the same liquid, different
concentrations had a certain effect on the dielectric constant. To verify this, we selected 50% alcohol,
75% alcohol, and 95% alcohol to carry out the experiment. Due to the different physical materials of
the container, the WCI amplitude of each subcarrier was also affected by different containers in the
same band environment. In addition, the amplitude of the WCI varied with the same kind of container
at different wavelengths.
Figure 10 shows the WCI amplitudes of 30 subcarriers corresponding to different concentrations
of alcohol in the C-band where the paper cup, plastic bottle, and glass bottle were detected. We can
see that when the object is in the C-band environment, various containers performed differently
when identifying different concentrations of alcohol, but they still accurately identified different
concentrations of alcohol. This experiment verifies that the types of containers will not affect the
system’s identification of liquids, and further illustrates the reliability of our system in detecting and
identifying different liquids. The conclusion is also applicable to the experimental measurement in the
S-band environment.
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Figure 10. The wireless channel information (WCI) amplitudes of 30 subcarriers corresponding to
different concentrations of alcohol at the C-band by using different containers. (a) Using the paper cup;
(b) Using the plastic bottle; (c) Using the glass bottle.
Figure 11 shows the detection results of different concentrations of alcohol in C-band and S-band
environments. From the figure, we can see that the detection accuracy of the C-band is higher than that
of the S-band for the detection of alcohol with different concentrations. In the C-band frequency analysis
experiment, the accuracy of the system for the detection of different concentrations of alcohol reached
more than 91%, and that of S-band electromagnetic waves was up to 89%. Therefore, the C-band
electromagnetic wave is superior to the S-band electromagnetic wave in the accurate detection of
different concentrations of the same liquid.
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Figure 11. Detection results of different concentrations of alcohol at the C-band and the S-band.
As can be seen from Table 2, wireless sensing corresponding the 5G frequency band had
excellent detection results for the detection and identification of suspicious liquids, no matter which
container was selected. Moreover, our method had better performance and robustness in detecting
different concentrations of alcohol, and had more subtle differences in dielectric constant than existing
Wi-Fi technologies.
Table 2. The KNN algorithm classification results of the system.
Band Selection C-Band S-Band
Container Paper Plastic Glass Paper Plastic Glass
Experiment 1 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99
Experiment 2 0.99 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
Experiment 3 0.91 0.91 0.94 0.81 0.80 0.89
5. Conclusions
In this work, we explored the feasibility of using a wireless signal in a multi-band environment
to detect suspicious liquids. Our work is novel because it demonstrates that it is possible to detect
suspicious liquids accurately using radio signals without installing expensive liquid detectionmachines.
Our system can not only detect whether the liquid is suspicious, but also further identify the types of
suspicious liquids. In addition, we confirmed the feasibility of liquid concentration detection by using
the WCI at a 5G frequency band.
The results analysis shows that our method can accurately detect suspicious and nonsuspicious
liquids (Experiment 1) with more than 98% accuracy, regardless of the type and size of containers,
and can identify the type of suspicious liquids (Experiment 2) with more than 97% accuracy. For the
detection of alcohol with different concentrations, the accuracy can reach up to 94%. This provides
better performance and robustness than existing Wi-Fi technology.
However, our method has limitations for liquids stored in metal containers. In that case,
we recommend that security personnel intervene. Our method could be further improved by increasing
the number of suspicious liquids prohibited in public and looking for ways to reduce the impact of
metal containers on liquid detection.
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Abstract: This paper demonstrates the use of Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP), together
with Raspberry Pi3 B+ (RP3) as the brain (or the decision making engine), to develop a distributed
wireless network in which nodes can communicate with other nodes independently and make
decision autonomously. In other words, each USRP node (i.e., sensor) is embedded with separate
processing units (i.e., RP3), which has not been investigated in the literature, so that each node
can make independent decisions in a distributed manner. The proposed testbed in this paper is
compared with the traditional distributed testbed, which has been widely used in the literature. In the
traditional distributed testbed, there is a single processing unit (i.e., a personal computer) that makes
decisions in a centralized manner, and each node (i.e., USRP) is connected to the processing unit via a
switch. The single processing unit exchanges control messages with nodes via the switch, while the
nodes exchange data packets among themselves using a wireless medium in a distributed manner.
The main disadvantage of the traditional testbed is that, despite the network being distributed in
nature, decisions are made in a centralized manner. Hence, the response delay of the control message
exchange is always neglected. The use of such testbed is mainly due to the limited hardware and
monetary cost to acquire a separate processing unit for each node. The experiment in our testbed has
shown the increase of end-to-end delay and decrease of packet delivery ratio due to software and
hardware delays. The observed multihop transmission is performed using device-to-device (D2D)
communication, which has been enabled in 5G. Therefore, nodes can either communicate with other
nodes via: (a) a direct communication with the base station at the macrocell, which helps to improve
network performance; or (b) D2D that improve spectrum efficiency, whereby traffic is offloaded
from macrocell to small cells. Our testbed is the first of its kind in this scale, and it uses RP3 as the
distributed decision-making engine incorporated into the USRP/GNU radio platform. This work
provides an insight to the development of a 5G network.
Keywords: D2D communication; 5G; sensor network; sensor; end-to-end delay; USRP; distributed
mechanism; Raspberry Pi
1. Introduction
Fifth generation (5G) is a promising next-generation cellular network armed with new features,
particularly device-to-device (D2D) communication that enables direct communication between
devices without going through base stations (BSs). This helps to offload traffic from macrocell (MC)
BSs to small cell (SC) (i.e., femtocell) BSs, as well as user equipment and devices, including sensors,
while increasing network cell coverage via multihop transmission [1–3]. In 5G, a node can operate
either as a licensed user (or a primary user, PU) to utilize its licensed channels (or cellular channels),
or as an unlicensed user (or a secondary user, SU) to explore and utilize white spaces, which are the
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underutilized licensed channels (or cognitive channels) [4]. D2D enables nodes to access both cellular
and cognitive channels to improve spectrum efficiency in order to improve data transmission rate and
quality of service (QoS) [5–7].
1.1. Our Contributions
At present, the majority of the research related to 5G presents theoretical analysis [8–12] and
simulation studies [11–16]. In general, various theoretical state of the art and open issues are presented
in [8], the effects of ultra-densification are investigated in [9], various network architectures, medium
access mechanisms, and open issues are presented in [10], as well as routing algorithms to achieve
lower interference and a balanced traffic load amoung routes in 5G environment are investigated
in [11,12], respectively. In addition, traffic offloading from backbone routes and the central controller to
distributed nodes is investigated in [13,14], the transmission delay is predicted based on channel states
in [15], and the feasiblity of D2D in 5G environment is investigated in [16]. Some researchers conduct
proof of concept experiments; however, the focus is primarily on the physical layer, particularly
spectrum management in [2], interference mitigation in [17], channel sensing in [18], as well as on the
data link layer, particularly channel hopping (or switches) in [19].
This study focuses on the networking aspect over a 5G-based platform using universal software
radio peripheral with GNU radio (USRP/GNU radio) units and Raspberry Pi3 B+ (RP3) processors [20].
GNU radio is an open source software that serves as development toolkit [21] in the platform (for
more details see Section 2.3). There are two types of testbeds under investigation in this paper: (a) the
traditional testbed comprised of BSs or nodes connected to a single traditional processing unit using a
wired medium via a switch [2]; and (b) our distributed testbed in which each BS and node is embedded
with a separate processing unit, namely Raspberry Pi3 B+ (RP3). We consider a 5G scenario with:
(a) D2D communication; and (b) heterogeneous MC and small cell BSs with different sensing and
transmission capabilities, as well as processing capabilities (i.e., using operating systems with different
capabilities). Comparison is made on the performance measures of routes via D2D and MC BS. The MC
BS selects a route, and informs FC BSs and nodes about the route; subsequently, the FC BSs and nodes
setup the route accordingly. Therefore, FC BSs and nodes can be relaxed from performing route
selection and channel sensing. Our testbeds are sufficient for the investigation of our contributions,
although further extension is suggested in Section 7.
Our contributions are twofold:
• Performance comparison achieved in our distributed testbed based on proof of concept
experiments involving multihop transmission, which is necessary in next-generation wireless
sensor networks. The BSs and nodes are heterogeneous from MC and SCs with different sensing
and transmission capabilities, as well as processing capabilities (i.e., using operating systems with
different capabilities).
• Performance analysis of the software and hardware processing delays for communication via
D2D and going through BSs over the testbed, which is required for route selection.
1.2. Significance of This Paper
There are two main investigations in this paper. Firstly, comparison is made of the performance
measures achieved by the traditional testbed and our distributed testbed. Our proposed testbed
is distributed in nature and it has a closer resemblance to a real deployed network. The software
and hardware processing delays, which are generally ignored in theoretical analysis and simulation,
are investigated. Secondly, using the testbeds, comparison is made on the performance measures
achieved by: (a) the traditional direct communication with MC BS; and (b) the D2D communication.
This comparison is useful for the MC BS to make decision on route selection. This is because, while D2D
communication can offload traffic from MC BSs to SC BSs, the end-to-end delay over a multihop
transmission increases, and so the direct communication with MC BS can be favorable. The end-to-end
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delay of a route changes with its operating environment (e.g., the processing capability) and its
operation (e.g., the lower read and write rates of RP3 contribute to a higher end-to-end delay and lower
packet delivery ratio in our distributed testbed compared to the traditional testbed). Lower end-to-end
delay is favorable to support real-time applications integrated with sensors, such as driverless vehicles.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first USRP/GNU radio platform incorporated with RP3
implementation with this scale and functionality.
1.3. Organization of This Paper
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents research background. Section 3
presents related work. Section 4 presents system model and delay measurement. Section 5 presents
experimental setup. Section 6 presents experimental results. Section 7 presents our conclusion and
future work.
2. Background
This section presents an overview of 5G, USRP, GNU radio, and RP3.
2.1. 5G
The 5G network is a heterogeneous network that consists of different kinds of network cells,
including MC and femtocell (FC). The transmission of the BSs and nodes are characterized by different
frequency bands and transmission power levels. In Figure 1, a 5G network consists of two main
planes: (a) control plane consists of MC BSs, which use higher transmission power levels at lower
frequency bands, contributing to larger transmission ranges; and (b) data plane consists of FC BSs
and nodes, which use lower transmission power levels at higher frequency bands, contributing to
smaller transmission ranges [22]. The control plane communicates with the cloud, which consists
of a central controller (CC) that manages and coordinates global functions, such as route selection.
MC BSs can coordinate and communicate among themselves via the cloud [12,23], and this helps them
to determine the nodes that each of them must cover. The FC BSs can coordinate and communicate
among themselves via D2D if they are within each other’s transmission range, and this helps them to:
(a) use a route established from a FC source node FCs to a FC destination node FCd by the CC; and (b)
offload traffic from MC BSs. Both MC and FC overlap, and FC BSs can communicate with each other
directly. Hence, the MC BS in the control plane can select a route, and inform FC BSs and nodes in
the data plane about the route; subsequently, the FC BSs and nodes setup the D2D route accordingly.
Therefore, FC BSs and nodes can be relaxed from performing complex tasks, such as route selection.
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Figure 1. A 5G network that consists of a single MC BS and a number of FC BSs.
2.2. Universal Software Radio Peripheral
USRP is an off-the-shelf wireless device that can be configured with a wide range of operating
parameters, such as the types of modulation schemes and the channel frequency bands. Our testbed
uses USRP N200 series that provides high processing capability. Figure 2 shows a USRP unit that has
a set of two omni-directional VERT900 antennas—one for transmission and one for reception—for
simultaneous transmissions in two different operating channels within channel frequency bands
850–890 MHz and 2.3–2.4 GHz. The selected channel frequency bands include the television and global
system for mobile communication (GSM) bands. The antennas are connected to a daughterboard.
There are two types of paths: (a) receive path in which analogue signals are received and moved from
the radio frequency (RF) front end towards RP3 for reception; and (b) transmit path in which digital
signals move from RP3 towards the RF front end for transmission.
Figure 2. Transmit and receive paths between an antenna and a RP3 via a USRP/GNU radio unit. Solid
arrow line is part of a receive path, and dotted arrow line is part of a transmit path.
The USRP consists of three main sections as follows:
• Wide bandwidth transceive (WBX) is the RF front end that provides access to different operating
channels within a range of 50 MHz of RF bandwidth with 8 bit samples, or 25 MHz of RF
bandwidth with 16 bit samples. The maximum transmission power is 100 mW (or 20 dBm) with a
noise figure of 5 dB.
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• Converter consists of: (a) an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) and a digital down converter
(DDC) in the receive path; and (b) a digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) and a digital up converter
(DUC) in the transmit path. DDC selects desired signals from an array of signals captured by ADC,
while DUC increases the bandwidth of baseband signals so that they are compatible with DAC.
• Field-programmable gate array (FPGA), specifically the Xilinx Spartan 3A-DSP 1800 board [24]
used in this platform, consists of: (a) a decimation filter for achieving the required interface
bandwidth in the receive path, and an interpolation filter for achieving the opposite in the
transmit path; (b) a USRP hardware driver (UHD) block with a software interface that enables
various components to communicate among themselves; and (c) a processor block that performs
encoding/decoding, modulation/demodulation, timing synchronization, and other signal
processes required for software defined radio (SDR) operations. The FPGA communicates with
RP3 via power over Ethernet (PoE). It provides connection between: (a) gigabit Ethernet CAT
5E-350 MHz cables, which provide a maximum data rate of 1000 megabits per second (Mbps)
connected to a Gigabit switch; and (b) USB3, which provides a maximum data rate of 1600 Mbps.
During system initialization, the kernel, which is the fundamental part of an operating system,
of GNU radio controls and monitors programs and systems, as well as performs default functions,
such as checking and assigning memory space to FPGA [24].
2.3. GNU Radio
GNU radio, together with its extended version called GNU radio companion (GRC), is an open
source SDR that enables users to design: (a) configurable blocks to perform communication tasks using
the C++ language; and (b) flow graphs to connect the blocks using the Python language. As shown
in Figure 3, the blocks and flow graphs define the roles of the source, intermediate, and destination
nodes as follows:
• Source node, which is a RP3 unit with an Internet protocol (IP) address (e.g., 192.168.10.2) and
a port number (e.g., 1234), generates and sends a data or video stream in the form of frames
encapsulated in user datagram protocol (UDP). In GRC, the frames pass through three main
components: (a) an encoder that converts the frames into packets with a predefined payload length
(e.g., 1472 bytes); (b) a Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK) modulator that converts the packets
into modulated signals at baseband (e.g., the minimum non-zero frequencies); and (c) a USRP
sink block that sets the center frequency (e.g., 850 MHz), channel gain (e.g., 1dB), and sample rate
(e.g., 1 MHz). Finally, the signals are broadcasted.
• Intermediate node receives signals from a transmitter, which can be a source node or an upstream
intermediate node, and transmits them to the next-hop node, which can be a destination or
a downstream intermediate node. There are two processes that help to improve the quality
of packets before forwarding them in order to reduce interference and address poor channel
quality [25]: (a) to demodulate signals to packets, and then to decode packets to frames; and
(b) to encode frames to packets, and then to modulate packets to signals. The demodulation
and decoding processes are performed at the receiver unit, and then modulation and encoding
processes at the transmitter unit.
• Destination node, which is a RP3, receives and demodulates signals to packets, and then decodes
packets to frames. Then, a UDP sink block sends the frames to an application (e.g., a VLC media
player) through a port (e.g., port number 1236 or udp://@:1236).
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Figure 3. GNU radio flow graph that consists of source, intermediate and destination nodes.
2.4. Raspberry Pi3 B+
Conventionally, a testbed consists of BSs or nodes connected to a single traditional processing
unit (e.g., a personal computer or a laptop) using a wired medium via a switch [2] (see Section 5).
The BSs and nodes exchange control messages and data packets over the wired and wireless media,
respectively. In this paper, each BS and node is embedded with a separate processing unit, namely the
RP3 unit. Both control messages and data packets are exchanged over the wireless medium.
There are three main advantages. Firstly, ease of implementation because nodes can be placed further
apart from each other rather than being constrained by physical cables and connections to a single
switch. Secondly, higher cost efficiency (or lower overhead) because nodes do not communicate with a
traditional processing unit. Thirdly, lower energy consumption with the use of RP3 compared to personal
computers, laptops, and a switch.
However, there are three main disadvantages. Firstly, lower processing capability. The RP3 processor
(e.g., 1.4 GHz 64-bit quad-core processor with 1 GB non-expandable on-board RAM) is suffice to
perform basic tasks and support simple applications (e.g., running GRC in the Linux environment).
Secondly, lower data rate. The network interface of RP3 has approximately 324 Mbps data rate only,
which is low compared to 761 Mbps offered by the gigabit Ethernet of a CORE i7 personal computer.
This increases the end-to-end delay of the communication between a RP3 and a USRP. In addition,
RP3 is embedded with an SD card, such as a high capacity HC-I class 10 SD card that offers a data
rate of 10 megabytes per second (MBps), which is low compared to 550 MBps offered by a solid-state
hard drive. This increases the internal delay of the communication between a RP3 and an SD card.
This is significant because such communication is commonplace as an operating system (e.g., Ubuntu)
is stored as an image in the SD card. It is worth mentioning that the speed (or rate) of read and write
on SD cards reduces with the increase of occupied space, and the read rate is generally higher than
the write rate as shown in Section 5.3.2. Thirdly, lower storage space. The SD card provides low storage
space (e.g., 32 GB) for operating systems and software applications.
3. Related Work
This section presents related works on testbeds, particularly USRP/GNU radio platforms,
for investigating the networking aspect of 5G. It covers two main topics. Firstly, the communication
delay between nodes along a route. The routes are assumed to be readily available, and they are
selected and provided by the central controller. Secondly, the testbeds, particularly USRP/GNU radio
and RP3 platforms.
3.1. Communication Delay between Nodes
In [26], the hardware and software processing delays are investigated on a testbed comprised of
ten USRP/GNU radio nodes connected to a single traditional processing unit (i.e., a personal computer)
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via a switch. The end-to-end delay has shown to reduce since the personal computer can pre-process
route selection prior to data transmission.
In [27], the response delay (or the round-trip time) is investigated on a testbed comprised of
two USRP/GNU radio nodes connected to a personal computer. The response delay is the duration
between the moment the first byte of a packet passes the digital signal processing block of a sender and
the moment the first byte of an acknowledgement packet arrives at the sender. The delay is incurred
in: (a) the initiation process that includes modulation, sampling, encoding, as well as packet transfer
between GNU radio and kernel (or the operating system); (b) the buffering process that collects and
stores packets in a buffer (e.g., the buffer of a VLC media player); and (c) the transmission process
that receives and sends packets to the FPGA unit of USRP so that they are interpolated before being
transmitted via antenna. Measurement shows that the initiation process has the highest time delay,
and the transmission process has the lowest time delay.
In [28], the hardware and software processing delays, as well as the response delay,
are investigated on a testbed comprised of two USRP/SDR nodes, which serve as the source and
destination nodes, connected to a single traditional processing unit (i.e., a personal computer).
The source node transmits a data packet to the destination node; and subsequently, the destination
node returns a response packet to the source node. The delays are incurred in: (a) processes run in a
USRP/SDR node (e.g., operating system and the modulation process); and (b) communication between
the two nodes. Measurement shows that the software processing delay incurred in SDR is significantly
higher than the hardware processing delay incurred in USRP and the communication delay incurred
between the two nodes.
In [29], the response delay, which includes the waiting time of a packet in a queue, is investigated
on a testbed comprised of four USRP/GNU radio nodes connected to a single traditional processing
unit (i.e., another USRP/GNU radio unit). There are a pair of PU transmitter and receiver, and another
pair of SU transmitter and receiver. The SU transmitter must sense the operating channels before
transmission so as not to interfere with the PUs. Up to 30% of the delay incurred in the SU transmitter
is attributed to channel sensing, which can be reduced to increase throughput at the expense of higher
interference level to PUs. Hence, there is a tradeoff between the delay and throughput performances.
In [30], the hardware and software processing delays of different processes are investigated
on a testbed comprised of two USRP/GNU radio nodes embedded with separate processing units
(i.e., personal computers). The nodes are connected to each other via Ethernet. Examples of the USRP
processes are the operating system processes in the kernel, and the decimation filtering in FPGA; and
an example of the GNU radio process is the modulation process. During measurement, a 1 μs guard
time is included between the processes. A node transmits a ping packet to another node. The packet
moves through the transmit and receive paths, and the timestamps for different processes in the
USRP/GNU radio node are recorded. Measurement shows that the hardware and software processing
delays are highest for processes running in the Kernel. This indicates that the USRP/GNU radio
platform has low efficiency providing low network performance, particularly high end-to-end delay.
In this paper, the testbed is comprised of five USRP/GNU radio nodes embedded with separate
processing units. Investigation is conducted on multihop transmissions in the network layer.
3.2. Testbed of USRP/GNU Radio and Raspberry Pi
This section presents related works on USRP/GNU radio with and without Raspberry Pi.
3.2.1. USRP/GNU Radio without Raspberry Pi
In [2,31–36], a testbed consists of BSs or nodes connected to a single traditional processing unit
(e.g., a personal computer or a laptop) via a switch (i.e., Gigabit D-link) [2] (see Figure 4a). This allows
the central controller to exchange control messages with BSs and nodes via a switch in a centralized
manner, while the BSs and nodes can exchange data packets using the wireless medium [37] in a
distributed manner. Examples of control messages include those that carry information about channel
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sensing and selection, route discovery and selection, and handshaking (e.g., request, acknowledgement,
and responsemessages). Therefore, the response delay of a D2D type of communication in a real testbed
is a cause of concern because of the sensitivity of wireless communication and the delay incurred
due to the distance between a node pair. The response delay is important in D2D communication
because if it may not fulfill the delay requirement (or higher than a threshold), MC BS must be used.
This paper focuses on the response delay, which is end-to-end in nature, between a source node from
first transmitted packet up to last received one.
Figure 4. Two scenarios in experimental setup.
In this paper, each BS or node is embedded with a separate processing unit, particularly RP3
as the core processing unit, to provide a more realistic wireless testbed, and so a single traditional
processing unit is not needed.
3.2.2. USRP/GNU Radio with Raspberry Pi
In [38], a single USRP/GNU radio embedded with Raspberry Pi3 is used to generate signals
in the range of FM radio frequency bands. In addition, a radio station also generates signals in the
frequency bands. Subsequently, the signals generated by the Raspberry Pi3 and radio station are
measured using a spectrum analyzer, and a comparison is made. The quality of signals generated by
the USRP/GNU radio, despite using a lower transmission power at lower frequency bands, has shown
to be close to that from a radio station. In general, the received signals from USRP/GNU radio has a
lower throughput and energy consumption.
In [39], a single USRP/GNU radio node embedded with Raspberry Pi3 is used to perform
energy-based channel sensing in order to detect PUs activities. There are two main sources of energy
consumption in Raspberry Pi3: (a) software initiation; and (b) the calculation of the available memory
of the kernel running GNU radio libraries. Channel sensing has shown to incur the highest delay.
Similar investigation is performed in [20]. Energy consumption in Raspberry Pi3 has shown to be
considerably lower compared to that in personal computer.
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In [40], a single register transfer level (RTL) dongle embedded with a Raspberry Pi transmits
and receives in the frequency bands 24–1850 MHz. The general-purpose input/output (GPIO) pins
of the Raspberry Pi is used to generate and transmit pulse width modulation (PWM). The energy
consumption of the RTL dongle embedded with Raspberry Pi has shown to be less than 3 watts, and
so the dongle and Raspberry Pi can be powered by portable batteries. In addition, the use of Raspberry
Pi has shown to enable the detection of a wide range of frequency bands while incurring low energy
consumption.
In [41], a single USRP/GNU radio node connected to a personal computer, which serves as the
transmitter, broadcasts signals to a RTL dongle embedded with a Raspberry Pi, which serves as the
receiver. The testbed consists of a low-cost radio community that transmit at two frequency bands,
namely 915 MHz (or the ISM band) and 40.68 MHz (or the FM radio frequency band). The testbed has
demonstrated the capability of Raspberry Pi for transmitting and receiving signals in these frequency
bands, and the quality of reception depends on the transmission power and the height of the antenna
of the transmitter.
In [42], a testbed consists of two USRP/GNU radio nodes: (a) a static node, which is connected
to a personal computer, serves as the ground BS; and (b) a dynamic node, which is embedded with
Raspberry Pi3, is installed on an unmanned aerial vehicle (or a drone). The ground BS receives location
information from the drones so that it can monitor the location of the drone. The ground BS and
drone exchange messages in the frequency bands 400–4400 MHz. The testbed has demonstrated the
capability of Raspberry Pi3 for setting up communication and processing information with lower
energy consumption.
In [43], a testbed consists of three main USRP/GNU radio nodes: (a) a SU source node, which is
connected to a personal computer; (b) a SU intermediate node, which is embedded with Raspberry Pi3,
that performs energy-based channel sensing; and (c) a SU destination node, which is embedded with
Raspberry Pi3. The rest of the nodes are PUs. The SU source node transmits data packets to the SU
destination node in multiple hops without interfering with the random PUs’ activities. The channel
sensing delay incurred by the SU intermediate node embedded with Raspberry Pi3 has shown to be
twice of that incurred by the SU source node connected to a personal computer.
In this paper, our testbed consists of five USRP/GNU radio nodes embedded with Raspberry Pi3
B+ (RP3) that constitutes a source node and four intermediate nodes. In addition, a personal computer
serves as the destination node. The USRP/GNU radio performs communication, and the RP3 performs
processes. While existing works in the literature [20,38–43], focus on the capability and compatibility
of USRP/GNU radio and RP3, this paper focuses on end-to-end hardware and software processing
delays between a source node and a destination node, and the use of the delay measurement for route
selection (i.e., either via D2D or MC BS).
4. System Model and Delay Measurement
This study measures network performance, particularly end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio,
and throughput, under different scenarios characterized by the characteristics of 5G, and compares
results obtained from two types of testbeds, namely: (a) a testbed with a single traditional processing
unit via a switch (see Figure 4a), (see Section 5.3.1); and (b) a testbed with separate processing
unit (see Figure 4b), particularly RP3, embedded in each node and BS without using a switch
(see Section 5.3.2).
The rest of this section presents system model in Section 4.1, D2D link delay in Section 4.2.1, and
D2D end-to-end delay in Section 4.2.2.
4.1. System Model
The system topology consists of femtocell nodes f c f ∈ { f c1, f c2, ..., f c|F|} located within the
transmission range of a MC BS. Nodes can transmit UDP packets in one of the routes in a route set,
specifically kk ∈ K =
{
k1, k2, ..., k|K|
}
. Each link ln ∈ L = {l1, l2, ..., l|L|} uses one of the channels cc ∈
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C =
{
c1, c2, ..., c|C|
}
. Each route kk = ∪ ln ∈ L consists of a set of links from a femtocell source node
to a femtocell destination node. a femtocell source node f cs sends packets to a femtocell destination
node f cd along a primary route kk = ( f cs, f c1, f c2, f c3, f c4, f cd), which is D2D and multihop in nature.
In a testbed with a single traditional processing unit, the femtocell nodes f cs, f c1, f c2, f c3, f c4, f cd are
connected to a MC BS, which serves as the centralized processor, via a switch as shown in Figure 4a
(see Section 5.3.1 for more descriptions). On the other hand, in a testbed with separate processing
units, each femtocell node is embedded with a separate processing unit, namely RP3, as shown in
Figure 4b (see Section 5.3.2 for more descriptions). In this paper, a primary route has up to five hops.
The primary route uses cognitive channels (or white spaces in licensed channels), and the secondary
route uses cellular channels (or the licensed channels). The use of primary routes helps to reduce the
congestion level of MC BS [4]. However, when the primary route becomes unavailable or broken,
then a secondary route kk = ( f cs,mc1, f cd), which passes through the macrocell BS mc1. The route
selection between primary and secondary routes is shown in the form of a flowchart in Figure 5 and
an algorithm in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Route selection between the primary route (via D2D) and the secondary route (via MC BS)
1: procedure ROUTE SELECTION
2: for k1 = ( f cs, f c1, f c2, f c3, f c4, f cd) and k2 = ( f cs,mc1, f cd) do
3: if route k1 is available then
4: f cs send packet to f c1
5: if f c1 is not available then
6: packet goes through mc1 (secondary route) to f cd
7: end if
8: if f c2 is available then
9: check the second condition:
10: if t f c1to f c2 is ≤ α then
11: f c1 send packet to f c2
12: end if
13: end if
14: if f c2 is not available then
15: packet goes through mc1 to f cd
16: end if
17: if f c3 is available then
18: check the second condition:
19: if t f c2to f c3 is ≤ α then
20: f c2 send packet to f c3
21: end if
22: end if
23: if f c3 is not available then
24: packet goes through mc1 to f cd
25: end if
26: if f c4 is available then
27: check the second condition:
28: if t f c3to f c4 is ≤ α then
29: f c3 send the packet to f c4
30: f c4 send the packet to destination f cd
31: else packet goes through mc1 to f cd
32: end if
33: end if
34: end if
35: end for
36: end procedure
The end-to-end delay tkk of a primary route kk increases with the number of hops [44], and it must
be less than a threshold tkk < α, where α = 10 ms is imposed by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [14,45].
The secondary route is selected if the threshold is not fulfilled. The threshold α is imposed due to
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the need to reduce end-to-end delay in order to support and deploy real-time applications, including
applications integrated with sensors such as driverless vehicles, in 5G. Long software and hardware
processing delays can increase the queue size of base stations and nodes, and so they affect network
performance, such as reducing packet delivery ratio [46,47].
In this paper, route selection is made by a central controller, and so the underlying routes, as well
as the channels of the links in the routes, are readily available. There is a single MC BS that selects
a route, and informs FC BSs and nodes about the route; subsequently, the FC BSs and nodes setup
the route accordingly. Further extension to the testbed, such as increasing the number of MC BSs,
is suggested in Section 7. The investigation takes into account the effects of the characteristics of 5G,
including heterogeneity that involves nodes with different features and characteristics (i.e., different
transmission power, frequency range, and strength of operating system).
Figure 5. Conditions for selecting a primary route (via D2D).
4.2. Delay Measurement
This section presents D2D link and end-to-end delay, respectively.
4.2.1. D2D Link Delay
The D2D link delay (or per-hop delay) consists of three kinds of delays as shown in Figure 6. Firstly,
the software processing delay tsln is incurred in GNU radio running on processing unit, such as personal
computer and RP3, to process packets, such as encoding and modulating packets (see Section 2.3),
over a link ln. Secondly, hardware processing delay thln is incurred in USRP to convert electrical packets to
RF signals for transmission in the transmit path, and to convert RF signals to electrical packets upon
reception in the receive path, over a link ln. Thirdly, the propagation delay t
p
ln
is incurred for the RF
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signal to travel from one USRP/GNU radio node to another over a link ln; however, it is negligible
compared to software and hardware processing delays [27].
The D2D link or per-hop delay tln for link ln ∈ L is as follows:
tln = t
s
ln + t
h
ln (1)
Figure 6. D2D link delay for a single-hop transmission over a link ln. The processing unit can be either
a personal computer or a RP3.
4.2.2. D2D End-to-End Delay
The D2D end-to-end delay tkk of a route kk ∈ K = {k1, k2, ..., k|K|} is the accumulation of the D2D
link delay at each link, which consists of software and hardware processing delays, as follows:
tkk = ∑
ln∈kk
tln (2)
5. Experimental Setup
This experiment investigates the link (or per hop) and end-to-end delays of a route via D2D
communication among heterogeneous BSs and nodes (i.e., MC and FCs) (see Section 4 for more details).
5.1. Experiment Parameters
The experiment uses: (a) licensed channels, including the TV frequency bands (i.e., 850–890 MHz)
and long term evolution (LTE) frequency bands (i.e., 2.3–2.4 GHz) [48]; and (b) unlicensed
channels, particularly the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) frequency bands (i.e., 2.4 GHz).
The experimental parameters are summarized in Table 1. In addition, the USRP parameters are
presented in Section 2.2, and the GNU radio parameters and flow graph are presented in Section 2.3
and Figure 3, respectively. In GNU radio, the bandwidth can be represented by sample rate (or the
number of samples per second). The transmission power used for the range of frequency bands within
850 and 890 MHz with a 1 dB set gain is 10 mW for 10 dBm.
Table 1. Experimental parameters.
Category Parameter PCU RPU
Experiment Duration 300 s 300 s
USRP Number of channels 6 6
Transport layer UDP UDP
Bandwidth 1.6 Mbps 1.6 Mbps
Transmission power 10 dBm 10 dBm
Antenna Carrier frequency 850 MHz 850 MHz
Computer Operating system Ubuntu -
Switch Number of units 1 -
Number of inputs 6 -
RP3 Operating system - Ubuntu-Mate
PoE Number of units - 5
Number of inputs - 1
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5.2. Experiment Measurement
The software and hardware processing delays are measured using Wireshark [49], which is an
open source packet analyzer (or a packet sniffer) software. For each packet transmission, Wireshark is
used to measure the delays incurred by the processing unit (i.e., the time period for a media stream to
be transformed into packets), the USRP (i.e., the time period for a packet to traverse from the USRP
sink block to the antenna for transmission), and the propagation from one USRP unit to another. The IP
address of the source node of the packet can be identified using Wireshark. The delay incurred by
GNU radio (i.e., time period for a packet to traverse from the USRP source block to the USRP sink
block) can be measured using Python, whereby the delay is given by the time difference between the
USRP source block and the USRP sink block.
Meanwhile, there are two types of delays that are negligible: (a) the delay incurred for the
initialization of different software prior to converting frames into packets; and (b) the delay incurred
for signal propagation because the same transmit and receive components are used in both PCU
and RPU.
5.3. Experiment Testbeds
The testbed has a route with five hops as shown in Figure 7. A video stream in the form of UDP
packets is generated at a source node, forwarded along a route with four intermediate nodes, and
received at a destination node. Video stream is chosen in this experiment due to its stringent QoS
compared to data packets. Two types of testbeds are considered. Figure 4a shows a testbed with a
single processing unit (PCU), in which a number of heterogeneous MC and FC BSs connect to a single
traditional processing unit (i.e., a personal computer) using a wired medium via a switch. Figure 4b
shows a testbed with separate processing units (RPU), in which the MC and FC BSs are embedded
with separate processing units, namely RP3, and the FC BSs are located within the MC BS proximity.
The rest of this section presents the two types of testbeds and their differences.
Figure 7. An experimental setup for a D2D route with five hops using RP3 in the RPU testbed, which
is equivalent to Figure 4b.
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5.3.1. Testbed with a Single Processing Unit (PCU)
Figure 8a shows a testbed in which BSs or nodes are connected to a single traditional processing
unit (PCU) (i.e., a personal computer) via a switch [2]. The personal computer has a CORE i7 processor,
a 8 GB RAM, and a 1 terabyte of storage space in hard disk, and it provides a centralized approach
to handle D2D communication. In other words, a single GNU radio flow graph (see Figure 3 in
Section 2.3) is installed in the personal computer. The BSs and nodes exchange control messages with
the personal computer via Gigabit Ethernet CAT 5E-350 MHz cables connected to a Gigabit switch,
and data messages among themselves via wireless transmission. The control message has a packet
size of 826 megabytes and a payload size of 1472 bytes, and it contains the source node IP address,
destination node IP address, available channels, acknowledgement, packet types, and timestamp.
The source node incurs three types of delays: (a) the software processing delay incurred in the personal
computer (i.e., to generate and segment video stream into UDP packets); (b) the software processing
delay incurred in GNU radio (see Section 2.3 for the processes); and (c) the hardware processing delay
incurred in USRP (see Section 2.2 for the processes) and the propagation delay in the transmission
incurred from the current node to the next-hop node. Subsequently, the intermediate nodes do not
incur the software processing delay in the personal computer. Based on Equation (2), the end-to-end
delay of a route kk ∈ K is as follows:
tkk = (tPCl1 + t
GNU
l1 + t
h
l1) + (t
GNU
l2 + t
h
l2) + ...+ (t
GNU
ln + t
h
ln) (3)
where tPCl∗ is the single processing unit delay, t
GNU
l∗ is the GNU radio processing delay, and t
h
l∗ is the
hardware processing delay (see Figure 6). The software processing delay is tsln=l1 = t
PC
l1
+ tGNUl1 for the
first hop and tsln =l1 = t
GNU
l∗ for the subsequent hops. The t
GNU
l∗ includes the response time incurred for
a node of a route to request for next-hop node information (e.g., the next-hop node IP address and
operating channel) from the personal computer.
Figure 8. The end-to-end delay of a route in the two testbeds. The delays are shown in same sized
blocks although the time period of each block may be different.
5.3.2. Testbed with Separate Processing Units (RPU)
Figure 8b shows a testbed in which each BS or node is connected to a separate processing unit
(RPU) (i.e., a RP3), and so a switch is not required. RP3 provides a distributed approach to handle
D2D communication. In the route, f cs transmits to next-hop f c1 in 850 MHz. Then, f c1 receives in
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850 MHz and transmits in 860 MHz; f c2 receives in 860 MHz and transmits in 870 MHz; f c3 receives
in 870 MHz and transmits in 880 MHz; f c4 receives in 880 MHz and transmits in 890 MHz to the
destination node f cd.
The BSs and nodes exchange control and data messages among themselves via wireless
transmission. Each node incurs three types of delays: (a) the software processing delay incurred
in RP3; (b) the software processing delay incurred in GNU radio; and (c) the hardware processing delay
incurred in USRP and the propagation delay. In contrast to the testbed with a PCU (see Section 5.3.1),
the intermediate nodes incur the software processing delay in the RP3. Unlike PCU, in RPU, every
single node (either source, intermediate, or destination node) receives decision on the next-hop node
and the transmission channel, which incurs tRP3ln (see Figure 8), from the personal computer. The node
can also receive such information from the personal computer. Since RP3 has limited processing
capability, the software processing delay for the software processes is non-negligible at each node in
RPU, causing longer end-to-end delay compared to that in PCU. Based on Equation (2), the end-to-end
delay of a route kk ∈ K is as follows:
tkk =∑(tRP3ln + tGNUln + thln) (4)
where the software processing delay is tsl∗ = t
RP3
l∗ + t
GNU
l∗ for all hops.
The software processing delay for personal computer tPCl∗ and RP3 t
RP3
i∗ are different. There are
two types of access rates: (a) the read rate is the speed in which a node reads information and reading
is needed during transmission; and (b) the write rate is the speed in which a node writes information
and writing is needed during reception. For both read and write, the access time defines their rates.
Access time is the average duration for the kernel to access a partition and perform a task, including
read and write. In this evaluation, the kernel performs read and write operations from the boot
partition of the Linux Ubuntu MATE operating system installed in RP3. The read rate is considered in
a source node, both read and write rates are considered in an intermediate node, and the write rate is
considered in a destination node. In general, the average read rate is higher than the average write rate.
In personal computer, the read and write rates are much higher; specifically the hard disk drive (HDD)
of a personal computer has a drives spin of 7200 revolutions per minute (RPM) in our testbed, and
the read and write rates are approximately 80 MBps and 50 MBps, respectively. In RP3, the read and
write rates are approximately 22.6 MBps and 16.6 MBps, respectively, for the memory card (i.e., the
SD card) on RP3. Due to the lower write rate, the packet queue size at intermediate and destination
nodes increase with the number of packets. Hence, RP3 has a limited performance. Figure 9 shows the
average read and write rates for reading and writing 1000 samples from/to the boot partition of RP3
with an average access time of 0.48 ms. The average read rate hovers between 22 and 23 MBps, and the
average write rate varies between 9 and 20 MBps. The average access time refers to the duration of
reading a packet from or writing a packet to the boot partition, and it has an average value of 0.56 ms.
The significant lower read and write rates of RP3 can contribute to a higher end-to-end delay and
lower packet delivery ratio in RPU compared to PCU.
For an intermediate node, it receives and processes (i.e., decodes and demodulates) packets before
it writes them in its memory, then it reads them from the memory and processes (i.e., encodes and
modulates) the packets for transmission. The intermediate node must write an entire packet before
it can read the packet again for transmission, which is a phenomenon called buffering that occurs
during initiation. This allows packets to be fully converted (or digitized) before transmission; however,
it causes a higher end-to-end delay as the number of hops increases.
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Figure 9. Comparison between read and write performance of SD card on RP3.
6. Experimental Results
This section compares the PCU and RPU performance measures in Section 6.1, and the packet
delivery via primary route (i.e., via D2D) and secondary route (i.e., via MC BS) in Section 6.2.
6.1. Performance Comparison between PCU and RPU
Figure 10a presents a logarithmic graph that shows the total delay, as well as the software and
hardware processing delays, for a route from the source node to the destination node. For each number
of hops, the results are presented using a pair of bars: the left represents PCU, and the right represents
RPU. The total delay is higher in RPU, and it increases as the number of hops increases, specifically the
total delay increases from 0.024102s for a single hop to 0.10566s for five hops in PCU, and from 0.02992
s for a single hop to 0.18924s for five hops in RPU. Compared to the hardware processing delay, the
software processing delay is significantly lower due to the high processing capability of the personal
computer in PCU; specifically, the software processing delay is 0.00018s (or 0.7468%) for a single hop,
0.00023s (or 0.6189%) for two hops, 0.00038s (or 0.6316%) for three hops, 0.00057s (or 0.6958%) for four
hops, and 0.00079s (or 0.7476%) for five hops. However, the software processing delay is significantly
higher than that in PCU (i.e., approximately five times higher); specifically, the software processing
delay is 0.00141s (or 4.7125%) for a single hop, 0.00433 s (or 6.252%) for two hops, 0.00628s (or 6.8484%)
for three hops, 0.00771s (or 6.5844%) for four hops, and 0.01074s (or 5.675%) for five hops. This is
because, in RPU, RP3 has a lower processing capability, causing a higher total delay in each hop.
Figure 10b shows that the packet delivery ratio reduces as the number of hops in a route from the
source node to the destination node increases because more intermediate nodes are affected by the
ambient noise in the operating environment. Specifically, the packet delivery ratio reduces from 99.7%
for a single hop to 94.8% for five hops in PCU, and it reduces from 97.49% for a single hop to 88.73%
for five hops in RPU.
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Figure 10. End-to-end delay and packet delivery ratio for PCU and RPU. (a) Comparison of software
and hardware processing delays between PCU and RPU. (b) Comparison of packet delivery ratio
between PCU and RPU.
6.2. Comparison of Packet Delivery via Primary and Secondary Routes
This section compares the performance of a communication that uses: (a) a multihop primary
route (via D2D); and (b) a secondary route (via MC BS). This is because a source node can communicate
with a destination node via either a multihop D2D route or going through a BS. Nevertheless, the
delay in a multihop D2D route must be less than 10 ms (see Section 4). Figure 11 shows that a packet
delivered via a D2D route has a higher end-to-end delay than its counterpart route using MC BS.
Figure 11. Comparison of software and hardware processing delays between Case I and Case
II. In Case I, a two-hop communication is performed via MC BS in PCU. In Case II, a two-hop
communication is performed via D2D in RPU.
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This section investigates the end-to-end delay of a primary route when nodes are embedded with
RP3, and compares it with that of a secondary route, in which only source and destination nodes
are embedded with RP3, and the BS is implemented using a personal computer. In Figure 12, a RP3
source node f cs can communicate with a RP3 destination node f cd via either: (a) Case I which is a
direct communication with MC BS MC1 (i.e., a personal computer), specifically f cs − MC1 − f cd in
PCU; or (b) Case II which is a two-hop route using D2D communication, specifically f cs − f c1 − f cd in
RPU, whereby f c1 is an intermediate node embedded with RP3. The total delay of Cases I and II are
0.039736 s and 0.08666 s, respectively, and so the total delay of Case II is more than twice higher than
that in Case I. In RPU, the total software and hardware processing delay of a D2D communication from
the source node up to the intermediate node is 0.03384s; while in PCU, the total software and hardware
processing delay from the source node up to the MC BS is 0.01655 s. In RPU, the total software
and hardware processing delay from the intermediate node f c1 to the destination node is 0.05282 s;
while in PCU, the total software and hardware processing delay from the MC BS to the destination is
0.02318 s. Hence, Case I has a lower total delay as compared to Case II due to its greater processing
capability. Figure 11 shows the total delay, which includes software and hardware processing delays,
of a direct communication with MC BS and a multihop D2D route. Figure 13 shows the packet delivery
ratio via D2D and MC BS. A source node transmits a packet towards a destination node, the packet
goes through intermediate node as the destination node is beyond the transmission range of the
transmitter. For this packet transmission, the intermediate node is first selected (i.e., Case I), and then
the MC BS is selected (i.e., Case II). From the source node to the intermediate node in Figure 13, the MC
BS has a 99.65% packet delivery ratio, while the node with RP3 has 97.32%. From the intermediate
node to the destination node, MC BS delivers 99.59% of the packets, while the node with RP3 delivers
96.63% of the packets. Therefore, in Figure 13 the total packet delivery ratio from a source node to a
destination node via MC BS is 99.24%. However, the packet delivery ratio from the source node to the
destination node via RP3 is 93.95%, which is about 7% lesser.
Figure 12. A D2D route from a FC source node f cs to a FC destination node f cd.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the two-hop packet delivery via D2D and MC BS.
In Figure 14, a throughput comparison is made between PCU and RPU. Higher throughput refers
indicates a higher successful packets transmission rate [26]. Throughput reduces as the number of
hops increases for both PCU and RPU; however, PCU achieves a higher throughput compared to RPU
because of higher packet delivery ratio (see Figure 10b).
Figure 14. Throughput comparison between RPU and PCU.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presented an experimental study to compare performance measures in a testbed with
a single processing unit (PCU) and a testbed with separate processing units (RPU). The testbed consists
of nodes implemented using universal software radio peripheral with GNU radio. In PCU, base
stations and user equipment, including sensors, connect to a single centralized traditional processing
unit (e.g., a personal computer or a laptop) via physical cables and a switch. On the other hand, in
RPU, each BS or node is embedded with a separate processing unit, particularly Raspberry Pi3 B+.
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While PCU is a widely used testbed in the literature, nodes are constrained to be located at close
proximity to the centralized processing unit. Meanwhile, RPU has a closer resemblance to a real
deployed network, and it has not been investigated in the literature, and so it is the focus of this paper.
Our experimental results showed that: (a) the end-to-end delay is lower in PCU as control messages
are exchanged via a switch using gigabit Ethernet; and (b) the per-hop and end-to-end delays increase
with the number of hops in RPU. However, in RPU, device-to-device communication between nodes
from a source node to a destination node can offload traffic from BS, which is one of the promising
features of 5G. Therefore, this paper presents a case study in which the intermediate node of a two-hop
route can be: (a) a node (via D2D); or (b) a macrocell BS. While the preceding case can reduce the traffic
amount at a macrocell BS, it can increase end-to-end delay and reduce packet delivery ratio compared
to the latter case due to its lower processing capability.
As for future work, we aim to relax the assumptions made in this article to enable a macrocell
base station (MC BS) to receive updates from femtocell base stations and nodes. Examples of such
updates are the packet delivery ratio and per-hop delay, which allows MC BS to make decision on
route selection based on the updates under unpredictable and dynamic operating environment.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
USRP Universal software radio partnership
RP3 Raspberry Pi3 B+
5G Fifth generation
D2D Device to device
MC Macrocell
FC Femtocell
PC Picocell
CC Central controller
BC Base station
WBX Wide bandwidth transceiver
FPGA Field-programmable gate array
RF Radio frequency
ADC Analogue-to-digital converter
DAC Digital-to-analogue converter
DUD Digital up converter
DDC Digital down converter
UHD USRP hardware driver
SDR Software defined radio
PoE Power over Ethernet
Mbps Megabits per second
USP Universal serial bus
CAT Category
GRC GNU radio companion
IP Internet protocol
UDP User datagram protocol
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GMSK Gausian minimum shift keying
SD Secure digital
RAM Random access memory
RPU Separate processing unit
PCU Single processing unit
HDD Hard disk drive
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